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Abstract 

This research study examines the role and significance of ethnic identity upon tourism 

participation within the Pakistani community. The aim of the research is to analyse the 

inter-relationship between a Pakistani ethnic identity and participation in tourism of a 

United Kingdom). The research concentrates upon the 

importance of the return visit to the ancestral homeland of Pakistan and the impact of this 

visit upon the formation of identity. This thesis argues that a Pakistani ethnic identity is a 

significant force in shaping the tourism mobilities, behaviours and experiences of first and 

second-generation Pakistanis. The research enquiry uses a qualitative methodological 

approach to investigate the tourism journeys of the Pakistani community. Interpretive 

ethnography is chosen to interpret the understandings and meanings of tourism to the 

Pakistani diaspora researched in this study. Researcher reflexivity is also included to 

journeys to the ancestral homeland. The three main motivations for returning to Pakistan 

are for purposes of reunification, diasporic networking and preservation of a Pakistani 

ethnic identity. Migration is a key factor influencing post-migration tourism mobilities of 

the Pakistani diaspora to Pakistan. The tourism journey to Pakistan is held as being 

examine the impact of the research process on the personal and professional identity of a 

Pakistani fieldworker investigating a community she considers as her 'own'. 

The interpretive ethnographic findings illustrate a close association exists between 

tourism and ethnic identity amongst the Pakistani diaspora. The research findings show 

understandings of tourism in the Pakistani community are predominately based upon 

Pakistani diaspora (Luton, 



fundamental for the confirmation of a Pakistani ethnic identity and establishing a 

collective sense of 'Pakistaniness' with the local and global Pakistani diaspora. The 

research findings indicate several barriers to travel exist in the Pakistani community, 

which restrict the tourism mobilities of the Pakistanis to tourism places other than the 

ancestral homeland. 

The research study concludes that across all generations the meanings of tourism, 

motivations to travel, the importance of the history of migration and the impact of the 

return visit bring to the forefront matters of identity and belonging. 

to evolving questions of identity in terms of what it is to be a Pakistani and a British

Pakistani in Pakistan and Britain, which subsequently affect attitudes to travel, tourism 

understanding of the role of tourism in diasporic and ethnic communities, theoretically 

comprehending the role of tourism as an actor in identity formation and developing 

methodological practice for analysing the relationship between tourism and identity. 

These issues give rise 

experiences and patterns of behaviour. The research contributes to furthering the 

Suggestions for future research are proposed to investigate the tourism mobilities of the 

Pakistani diaspora in Britain and in other global diasporic communities. 
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Introduction 

This part of the thesis: 

• introd uces the background to the research study by presenting the theoretical ,  

methodolog ical and  empirical considerations; 

• presents the aim of the research enqu iry and the specific research objectives 

formu lated to investigate tourism participation in the Pakistan i community; 

• h igh l ights the contribution to knowledge, orig inality of research and motivations 

for study as a rationale for conducting the investigation ;  and 

• profiles the structure of the thesis, which includes an overview of the n ine focal 

chapters. 

The Focus of the Research Study 

Th is research study examines the importance of Pakistani ethn ic identity upon 

participation  in  tou rism amongst Pakistani people and popu lations resident in  Bury Park, 

Luton (England, Un ited Kingdom). Pakistani ethnic identity embodies notions of 

attachment to the ancestral homeland, whether by birth or orig in (Jacobson, 1 997). The 

research location Luton is situated in the south east of England where migrants from 

Pal<istan settled in the early 1 960s as a consequence for labour demands in the 

manufacturing industries (Luton  Borough Counci l ,  2003a) . I n  view of the h istory of 

migration, the Pakistani community in the research study is recognised further as a 

'diaspora' or 'd iasporic community' . Diasporas comprise of 'po l itical refugees' , 'al ien 

residents ' ,  ' immigrants' and 'ethn ic' and 'racia l  minorities' l iving outside their countries of 

origi n  or b irth (Safran, 1 99 1 ) .  A d iasporic commun ity comprises of people settl ing outside 

their nata l homeland ,  but continue to demonstrate "an acceptance of an i nescapable l ink 



with their past migration history and a sense of co-ethnicity with others of a similar 

background" (Cohen, 1 997: ix). The terms 'diaspora' and 'diasporic community' are 

shadowed with histories of migration, which contribute to the understanding of ethnic 

identity. Subsequently tourism migratory journeys in this investigation are studied within 

the context of post-migration travels to the ancestral homeland of Pakistan. 

Development of Research in Tourism Studies 

The study of tourism mobilities of diasporic communities is beginning to gain recognition 

within tourism studies research. Current empirical studies (Stephenson, 2002; Duval ,  

2003a, 2004; Nguyen and King, 2004) show the intersections between tourism and 

migration facilitates the creation of (diasporic) self and collective ethnic identity. Although 

empirical studies are at an embryonic stage in tourism research, the review of literature 

demonstrates the advancement in the inspection of travel patterns of people and 

populations living in the diaspora. Tourism studies investigations reveal that diasporic 

communities regularly travel or re-visit countries recognised as 'homelands' through 

participating in such forms of tourism as ethnic tourism (Page, 1 999; Kang and Page, 

2000; Nguyen and King, 2004), ethnic reunion (Feng and Page, 2000; Klemm, 2002; 

Stephenson, 2002), visiting friends and relatives (VFR) (Seaton, 1 994 ; Yuan et al 1 995, 

Mori and Sagesser, 2003), return migration (Wil l iams and Hall , 2000; Duval ,  2002; Hal l  

and Wil liams, 2002), and return visits (Duval, 2003a, 2003b and 2004). These 

conceptualisations of tourism are often interpreted as being synonymous with diaspora 

tourism, a form of tourism that is "primary produced, consumed and experienced by 

diasporic communities" (Coles and Timothy, 2004: 1 ) .  
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Theoretical and Conceptual Reflections 

Central to u nderstanding the importance of tourism with in the Pakistani diasporic 

community are postcolonia l  theories. Theoretical frameworks examining the dynamics of 

identity creation and representation are fundamental to interpreting negotiations of a 

Pakistani ethn ic identity in view of tourism.  Postcolon ial theoretical standpoints of Homi 

Bhabha ( 1 990a, 1 990b, 1 990c; 1 994a, 1 994b; 1 996) and Stuart Hall ( 1 995; 2000a, 

2000b; 2006) on  d iasporas, cultu res, identities, nations and migration are uti l ised in  the 

research enquiry. Bhabha's and Hal l 's postcolonia l perspectives are complemented with 

conceptualisations of h istories and empires (Tiffin and Lawson ,  1 994; Hal l ,  1 996; Ware, 

1 996), (post)colon ial texts (Griffiths, 1 994; George, 1 996; Huggan, 200 1 ) ,  and home(s) 

(George, 1 996; Sarup, 1 996; Yocum,  1 996) from the field of cu ltura l studies. 

Postcolonial thoug ht is further supported with conceptualisations of ethnic identity in the 

context of ethn icity ( Barth, 1 969; Jenkins, 1 997; Anthias, 1 998) ,  migration (Castles and 

Mi l ler, 1 993; Ballard ,  1 994; Chambers, 1 994) ,  and d iaspora (Cohen, 1 997; Levy, 2000; 

Falzon ,  2003). Research stud ies (Anwar, 1 979; Shaw, 1 988; Werbner, 1 990) 

incorporating concepts of ethn icity; migration; and d iaspora are relevant to understanding 

the h istory of arrival and settlement of the Pakistan i  community i n  Britain. In addition,  

empirical stud ies (Modood et al. 1 994; Werbner, 2002; Bagguley and Hussain ,  2003a, 

2003b) investigating matters of identity formation beyond arrival and settlement are 

central to comprehend ing a Pakistani ethn ic identity. 

Research Study Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this research study is: 
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To analyse the inter-relationship between Pakistani ethnic identity and participation in 

tourism 

The specific research objectives of the study are to: 

1 .  comprehend the understanding of tourism to the Pakistani community; 

2. investigate the motivations that instigate visits to the diasporic homeland of 

Pakistan; 

3. analyse the influence of migration upon tourism mobilities; 

4. assess the impact of return visits to Pakistan on ethnic identity; and 

5. understand the barriers to tourism participation for the Pakistani community. 

Rationale for the Research Study 

This section introduces the rationale for the research in terms of its contribution to 

knowledge, originality and motivation for study. The purpose of the research is to 

advance thinking on the relationship between diaspora and tourism by concentrating 

upon the return visit as a certain segment of diaspora tourism. Thus, responding to calls  

from tourism studies researchers (Stephenson, 2002; Duval, 2003a; Timothy and Coles, 

2004) for further empirical inspections to study the importance of tourism amongst 

diasporic communities. In particular, the investigation contributes to knowledge by 

developing discussion on experiences of ethnic or non-Western people in tourism 

studies. Moreover, a substantial gap in knowledge exists in tourism literature in 

comprehending travel patterns of the Pakistani community in the UK or elsewhere. 
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The research study is the first of its kind in tourism studies to analyse the significance of 

ethnic identity upon tourism mobilities of the Pakistani community resident in Britain . 

Thus, reinforcing the originality of the research because no research to date can be found 

which examines the relationship between the UK Pakistani diaspora and tourism in the 

context of identity. Further in support of originality and contribution to knowledge no 

study can be found in other fields (e.g. social sciences) that consider the significance of 

ethnic identity as a means to understanding post-migratory movements of the UK 

Pakistani diaspora. 

The justification for studying the significance of an ethnic identity upon tourism 

participation in the Pakistani community is also influenced by the researcher's (the 

author's) personal motivations to investigate the Pakistani diaspora. Firstly, the author is 

disappointed to find a community such as the Pakistani diaspora with a perceivably 

rooted history of migration, whereby little is known about their tourism movements, 

especially to the ancestral homeland of Pakistan. Secondly, the personal motive for 

conducting the research enquiry is for inquisitive purposes emerging from the 

researcher's lack of return visits to a nation recognised as her homeland. The researcher 

visited Pakistan once when she was four years old in 1981 , which is approximately 

twenty-seven years ago and has yet to embark upon a return visit. Despite making no 

attempts to journey to Pakistan a sense of inquisitiveness shadows her interest into 

discovering why second-generation Pakistanis, born and bred in Britain of a similar age 

embark upon return trips to their parents' natal homelands. 

Methodological Considerations 

The research enquiry adopts a qualitative methodological approach to investigate the 

significance of a Pakistani ethnic identity upon tourism journeys within a Pakistani 
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community in Bury Park, Luton (United Kingdom) .  The underlying aim of the study is to 

analyse the inter-relationships between a Pakistani ethnic identity and tourism 

participation through the understanding of meanings and interpretations that Pakistanis 

attach to their tourism movements. The main methodological approach chosen to 

achieve this aim is 'interpretive ethnography' (Geertz, 1 973; Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; 

Denzin, 1997). The qualitative study is 'post-positivistic', hence the interpretive 

methodological philosophy rooted in the research conduct. Interpretive thinking is further 

demonstrated through the use of 'bricolage' in data collection, 'crystallisation' instead of 

'triangulation' ,  and the use of informants in the interpretation of research study findings. 

The qualitative data collection methods integrated into interpretive ethnographic conduct 

is casual conversations, semi-structured interviewing and 'systematic lurking'. In the 

investigation a thematic analysis of data is implemented, which analyses data according 

to emerging themes for interpretation (and re-interpretation). Researcher reflexivity is 

also included to understand the dynamics of insider/outsider moments during the 

research process and fieldworker-informant relationships. Other methodological 

considerations centre upon the importance of ethical research practice concerning 

religious, cultural and political sensitivities, anonymity of informants and confidential 

management of data. 

Organisation of Thesis 

The thesis contains an Introduction section, nine focal chapters, with three chapters 

(Chapter 1 ,  2 and 3) focussing upon review of literature, three chapters (Chapter 4, 5 and 

6) concentrating on the methodological issues, and three chapters (Chapter 7, 8 and 9) 

presenting and discussing the main research study findings, and a Conclusion section 
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(see Figure 1 for structure of this thesis). This first part is the Introduction to the enquiry, 

which defines the scope of the study, places the research into context with current 

debates in tourism, considers theoretical, conceptual and methodological issues, 

presents the research aim and objectives, and highlights the justifications for study. 

Chapter One, Two, and Three comprise of a review of literature relevant to the research 

study. Chapter One considers theoretical and conceptual issues of ethnic identity. This 

chapter identifies the key theories, theorists and concepts relevant to interpreting the 

association between tourism and ethnic identity. Chapter Two reviews 

conceptualisations of ethnic identity in tourism studies literature. This chapter recognises 

the integration of the term ethnic identity into tourism research to understand tourism as a 

means of identity formation in diasporic communities. Chapter Three focuses upon the 

chosen population for the study - the UK  Pakistani community. This chapter aims to 

show the manifestations of a Pakistani ethnic identity in the migration histories of 

Pakistani people and populations living in Britain. 

Chapter Four, Five, and Six concentrate on issues of methodology to document the 

research methodology used, conduct of fieldwork and researcher reflexivity. Chapter 

Four presents the research methodology and methods utilised in the study. This chapter 

reviews the philosophy of research methodology, data collection methods selected, data 

analysis procedures, ethical concerns, and matters of validity and reliabil ity. Chapter 

Five focuses upon the research process by reviewing conduct of the pilot and main 

fieldwork. This chapter describes the research location and setting chosen, profiles the 

research participants, and presents the data col lection and analysis process. Chapter 

Six discusses the experiences of the fieldworker in view of researcher reflexivity. This 

chapter considers the altering insider/outsider moments to understand the 'emics' and 

'etics' of investigating a community with whom the fieldworker shares a similar ethnic 

identity - Pakistani. 
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Chapter Seven, Eight, and Nine comprise of the presentation, interpretation and 

discussion of research findings. Chapter Seven introduces tourism participation in the 

Pakistani diasporic community. This chapter presents and interprets the meanings of 

tourism to the Pakistani  diaspora, motivations for travel and activities engaged in, and the 

influence of migration upon tourism mobilities. Chapter Eight inspects the relationship 

between a Pakistani ethnic identity and participation in tourism. This chapter presents 

and interprets the impact of the return visit upon identity negotiation, locations of 'home', 

and barriers to travel. Chapter Nine discusses the interpretive ethnographic findings to 

review the main findings emerging from the study, highlights the contribution of the 

research to knowledge, and presents the limitations of the study, which includes the 

extent to which the research objectives were fulfilled . 

The final part of the thesis is the Conclusions and Directions for Future Research, 

which summarises the extent to which the research aim has been fulfilled , critically 

evaluates the conduct of study, highlights research implications, and identifies the 

potential for alternative inspections and future research agendas. The conclusions are 

followed by a Bibliography, which lists all references cited in the thesis and consulted 

throughout the study. An Appendix follows, that contains supporting information that the 

reader is directed to as and when appropriate. The final section is an End Matter section 

containing the researcher's published work to date. 
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Chapter 1 

Issues of Ethnic Identity 

This chapter: 

• introduces the theoretical underpinnings and conceptual frameworks wh ich are 

central to analysing tourism participation of diasporic communities; 

• reviews the key theorists, theories and concepts relevant to interpreting the 

association between ethnic identity and tourism; 

• considers conceptualisations of ethnic identity utilised in the research study to 

comprehend tourism journeys of the Pakistani community; and 

• discusses contextual isations of a Pakistani ethnic identity within the UK and their 

relationship to participation in tourism. 

1 . 1 : Key Theories, Theorists and Concepts of Identity 

Pakistan originated as a state in the postcolonial era and in trying to understand the 

significance of travel upon the identity of Pakistanis living as an ethnic minority it is 

necessary to understand the relevance of postcolonial theories to identity formation. 

Postcolonial theories of ' identity' are relevant to comprehending notions of 'self both as 

an individual and as a collective identification of diasporic communities post

independence. The key postcolonial theorists who have contributed to the understanding 

of (ethnic) identity amongst diasporas are Homi Bhabha and Stuart Hall. Bhabha's 

( 1 990a, 1 990b, 1 990c, 1 994a, 1 994b, 1 996) conception of the 'third-space' is held as 

being fundamental to understanding the process of identity creation as explained in the 

next section . . 
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Hall (1 990, 1 995, 1 996a, 1 996b, 2000a, 2000b) contributes further to the dynamics of 

identity formation through his theory of 'splitting' in which 'old identities' are replaced by 

'new identities'. In addition to Bhabha's and Hall's postcolonial thought, other concepts 

that are relevant to understanding the postcolonial attachments of diasporas to natal 

homelands are: 'roots' and 'origins'; 'nation'; and 'home'. These concepts are 

subsequently analysed to comprehend the tourism mobilities of the Pakistani diasporic 

community. 

1 . 1 .1 :  The Relevance of Postcolonial Theory 

Postcolonial theory emerged as a response to understanding social change in newly 

independent countries following de-colonialisation (Gandhi, 1 998). The contributors to 

postcolonial theory are numerous, ranging from Said's ( 1 978) early writings on the 

relationships between the 'occidental' (Western) and the 'orient' (non-Western) worlds, to 

questions of individual identity (Gilroy, 1 987; Hall, 1 996; Sarup, 1 996). The central 

concept utilised in postcolonial theoretical framework to understand the identity of 

diasporas is 'hybridity'. Postcolonial theorists identify that the hybridity of identity exists in 

numerous contexts, including amongst migrants, diasporas or populations that share 

histories and experiences of migration, colonialism, imperialism or displacement (Gilroy, 

1 987; Young, 1 990; Bhabha, 1 994a; McClintock, 1 994; Tiffin and Lawson, 1 994 ; Moore

Gilbert, 1 997; Gandhi, 1 998; Hall, 2006). 

Hybridity in Bhabha's (1 994a) work is subsequently considered in view of people 

inhibiting a 'third-space' between two cultures. As was stated in the introduction to this 

section Hall (1 995; 2000a, 2000b) further develops Bhabha's theory of hybridity by 
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introducing the notion of 'splitting' , whereby 'old identities' are intersected with 'new 

identities'. Hall's postcolonial theoretical insights into the meaning and formulation of 

identity focus upon concepts that are interconnected with hybridity. These are that 'old' 

identities/ethnicities 'split' to make way for 'new' ones, and this 'splitting' process fractures 

or weakens attachment to the past (Hall, 2000a). 

1 . 1 .2: Bhabha's Postcolonial Theory on Identity 

The theoretical interpretations of the research enquiry are inspired by Homi Bhabha's 

( 1 994a) postcolonial work The Location of Culture. The underlying premise of Bhabha's 

( 1 994a) cultural locations is that identities 'flicker'; meaning identities are temporal, 

iterative and evanescently chaotic. Bhabha's postcolonial theoretical insights on identity 

centre upon the following concepts that are interrelated with hybridity: the 'third-space', 

'ambivalence', 'restless' and 'halfway subjects'. These concepts contribute to 

understanding the importance of tourism in the location of a Pakistani ethnic identity in

between two different societies, the ones of the West and East 

The 'third-space' refers to an interstitial area that is the "space of intervention in-between 

past and present" where identity is subjected to interpretive and fragmented 

performances (Bhabha, 1 996: 204). This third-space is a site of ambivalence, as static 

understandings of cultural knowledge are contradicted and challenged by new 

inscriptions to "ensure that the meaning and symbols of culture have no primordial unity 

or fixity" (Bhabha, 1 994a: 37). The third-space and moments of ambivalence are evident 

amongst what Bhabha ( 1 994a: 1 3) refers to as the 'restless' and 'halfway subjects'. 
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Restless and halfway popu lations are those who are relocated between two cultures, 

either physica l ly and/or cu ltural ly. Inherent to this relocation is a struggle or need to be 

able to comprehend and assimilate between old and new cultural representations. There 

is a subsequent i nternal  and col lective strugg le for a defin ition of ' identity' , a cogn itive and 

cultu ral exercise of having to address hyphenated or partial identities. The categories of 

people that comprise of the 'restless' or 'halfway' are according to Bhabha ( 1 990a: 3 1 4) 

"d iasporas, exiles, refugees , migrants or wandering people." 

1 . 1 .3: Hall 's Postcolonial Theory on Identity 

Besides the theoretical insights of Bhabha, this research enquiry integrates Stuart Hall 's 

( 1 990; 2000a, 2000b; 2003) postcolonial analysis of identity to enhance the 

understanding of identity creation amongst d iasporic communities. The key postu lation in  

Hal l 's ( 1 995; 2000a, 2000b, 2006) analysis of  identity is ,  identities are never complete 

because cu ltures 'spl it' , mean ing 'o ld identities' become fragmented and lost as they 

break or spl inter, the inference of this observation being that cu ltures can be 

subsequently viewed as possessing an inherent characteristic of dynamism. The concept 

of 'spl itting' contributes to comprehending the importance of tourism upon the 

deconstruction of 'old' identities and the reconstruction or formulation of 'new' ones and 

subsequently how they in turn impact upon the tourism behaviour of the Pakistani 

d iaspora. 

In contrast to Bhabha's theory of a th i rd-space and the emphasis on physical relocation, 

the causes of the process of splitting are not caused by relocation to another country and 

integ ration i nto another cu lture, but may also be viewed as a consequence of the 

dynamic of g lobal isation. Increased exposure to international media and access to 

information technology may also challenge existing values and ideas, add ing dynamic to 
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a process of identity 'evolution' that does not necessari ly i nvolve physical relocation. A 

th ird element of dynamism that does involve temporal location is tourism, wh ich in turn 

may chal lenge existing ideas of identity in  the mainstream culture of people resid ing 

with in  their ancestral homeland, beside its impact on ' restless' or 'halfway' peoples. 

The process of 'splitting' is recognised as taking place with in a 'prob lem space' , that is a 

space that possesses the characteristics of another cu lture, which challenge the values 

and duties of the trad itional one, subsequently fostering numerous 'dislocated identities' 

that may contradict the sense of belonging to a particu lar group. Hal l  (2000a, 2000b, 

2006) postulates on the composition of 'old' and 'new' identities in l ight of h is own 

experiences of migration from Jamaica to Brita in ,  which he subjects to intense reflection 

and interrogation .  Hall (2006) recalls his 'old identities' comprised of being a middle class 

educated Jamaican in  his homeland of Jamaica but upon arrival in Britain he was 

assigned 'new (minority) identities' by host populations, i .e. Caribbean, West I nd ian ,  

migrant and Black, but  he had not been any of these before migration. 

1 .1 .4: The Relevance of Postcolonial Theoretical Concepts 

The postcolonial theories of Bhabha and Hal l  are viewed as being centra l to this thesis as 

they are widely recogn ised as significant to understanding the formulation of postcolonial 

identities. Besides these theories other postcolonial theoretical concepts are relevant to 

understanding and interpreting the post-migration tourism journeys of the Pakistani 

diaspora. These are: 'roots and origins'; 'nation ' ;  and 'home' . Postcolonial 

conceptual isations of the terms 'roots and origins'. 'nation' and 'home' , i l lustrate the 

contin ued importance of symbolic, imaginary and emotional attachments to the country of 

b i rth/orig in in the minds of d iasporic communities. 
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'Roots and origins' are considered as concepts that have specific relevance to memories 

and nostalgias, which are fundamental to understanding aspirations to facilitating visits to 

ancestral homelands. 'Nation' is relevant to comprehending the manifestation of the 

country Pakistan within definitions of a Pakistani ethnic identity. In particular, it has 

relevance to the discussion of the significance of travelling back to the nation-state, and a 

process that is reflexive of a Pakistani identity. Understanding the concept of 'home' is 

essential to examining the role of tourism in connecting locations and re-locations of 

place amongst the United Kingdom's Pakistani community travelling to the ancestral 

homeland. This section reviews these terms in the context of postcolonial theory to 

further the theoretical framework of the research. 

a) Roots and origins in postcolonial theory 

The concepts of 'roots and origins' involves cultural and mental processes and 

frameworks that facilitate a connection to a place of origin and the location of culture of 

previous generations and one's self. I t  is suggested by Sarup ( 1994: 96) that the 

recognition, retrieval and subsequent identification by displaced peoples with their roots 

and origins engenders "pride" in their own ethnic identity. The association with the roots 

and origins of diasporic people is typically sustained through the process of 'memories' 

and 'nostalgias' (Battisti and Portelli, 1 994; Massey, 1995; Wilson, 2003). 

Memories and nostalgias represent both imaginary conceptions of attachment to a place 

and also more visual and tangible or mobile entities amongst 'postcolonial communities' . 

For example, Wilson (2003: 405) observes that the imaginary dimension of roots and 

origins reflected in the minds of Malaysian people in the postcolonial context represents a 

"mythical otherness as a path to a shared land and nation." However, Talia-Kelly (2001 ) 

writing in Anderson et al. (2001: 117) suggests that the retention of memories and 

nostalgias of postcolonial communities extends beyond the imaginary to incorporate 

visual practices e.g. small objects from the homeland. 
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Analysing the tautology of the phase 'roots and orig ins' , Gi lroy ( 1 995) advocates that 

expressions of identity should focus upon 'routes' rather than 'roots' because the latter 

accentuates where one comes from, whereas the former is concerned with what one is 

becoming.  Routes i l lustrate progression and dynamism in the process of the creation of 

ethnic identity, which is re-created and i rreversible, as Hall ( 1 995: 26) summarises in the 

context of the Afro-Caribbean commun ity: 

People, capita l ,  technological and information, artefacts, commodities, 
and ideas have circu lated by d ifferent means and at different speeds 
across the Black Atlantic i n  several d i rections. . .  It is no longer a simple 
expressive and un idirectional d iaspora with an identifiable and reversible 
pattern of d ispersal as its starting point. 

It can be subsequently u nderstood that whi lst the geographical p lace of roots and orig ins 

may remain fixed, the culture with in it is su bject to change, just as is the culture of the 

diaspora. Thus, whi lst roots and origins may be maintained through the stories or 

narratives that are representative of the experiences of earlier generations of d iasporas, 

the culture of the ancestral homeland may have undergone considerable transformation 

over a period of time. Culture is subjected to various influences, e.g. processes of 

global isation and changing internal dynamics, which may challenge the existing societal 

framework and structure, e.g .  women's role in society. 

b) Nation and pastcalonial theory 

The p lace defining ethn ic identity is usually recognised as a 'nation ' (Castles and Mi l ler, 

1 993; Conner, 1 993; Smith , 1 999). Although the 'nation' symbolises an ' identity' and an 

' identity' symbol ises a 'nation', this connection is l imited to the consciousness of people 

and popu lations resid ing outside (or inside) natal homelands. Nations constitute 

imagined communities (Anderson, 1 983) because as Anderson observes "members of 

even the smallest nation will never know most of their fel low-members, meet them, or 

even hear of them . . .  " ( ibid: 6). Subsequently, national ism comprises of numerous 
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imaginary, visual and symbolic representations, incorporating those of territory and 

community as identified by Smith (1999: 1 6): 

. . . they (meaning symbolic representations) include emblems of difference 
(flags, totems, coins, rituals, objects) hymns and anthems, special foods 
and costume, as well as representations of ethnic deities, monarchs and 
heroes... Particular interest and significance attaches to the symbolism 
of ancestral or scared territory. 

The relationship between nations and identity is intertwined with notions of nationalism ,  

as identity is territorialised or geographically bound within borders, boundaries and states 

(Conner, 1 993; Westwood, 1 995; Jenkins, 1997; Volkan, 1 998). Thus, nationalism is a 

sub-text of national identity, which according to Sarup ( 1996: 1 32) has several meanings 

including: (i) the identity of individuals within a nation; (ii) the views of individuals towards 

the nation which they inhabit; and (iii) the identity of the nation itself. The notions of 

nation, nationalism and national identity are crucial to interpreting the role of tourism in 

the (trans)nationalistic venture of attachments to nation-states. 

c) Postcolonial notions of 'home' 

Whilst the nation state, nationalism and national identity are important components of 

locating oneself and having a sense of belonging to an environment, another relevant 

theme is that of 'home' . This place of 'home' often has special significance to diasporas, 

representing both a construction of the place of one's roots and origins, and a sense of 

national belonging or nationalism. Thus, besides being an actual physical location 'home' 

can be seen as a place of collective and individual construction, that is an act of 

imagining (George, 1996) , a narrative of identity (Sarup, 1 996), and a project of 

unification (Waetjen, 1 999). Subsequently, embedded within the concept of home are 

cognitive constructions fulfilling the need to locate one's identity, perm itting a sense of 

unification with one's roots and origins. 
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The term 'home' is often used and emphasised by diasporic communities to encompass 

their ancestral nations, typically compressed within the terms of 'homelands' or 'home

countries' . The use of this terminology is indicative of a person who perceives 

themselves to be away from their 'home', thus distanced from the sense of belonging and 

emotional feelings that are connected to it (George, 1 996) . The context of this 

displacement was demonstrated in the documentary A Migrant's Heart (BBC2, 2003), in 

which an Indian migrant to Britain narrates the meaning of 'home' as a place left behind 

but which remains an ever-present shadow around the heart, only being lifted when the 

migrant returns to his homeland of India. This emotional attachment can consequently 

result in a dialect of the imagination between belonging and longing, as migrants aspire to 

return to their elected 'homes' elsewhere from where they physically reside (Van der 

Veer, 1 995) .  

However, the location of 'home' is not always as clear as in the example in the last 

paragraph. Although diasporas or ethnic minorities may identify themselves as having a 

different culture, roots and origins than the mainstream culture of the nation in which they 

reside, the location of 'home' may be difficult to identify as a consequence of some 

dispersed peoples and populations never having had an ancestral 'home' . Additionally, 

the place of home that they left or have had described to them by older generations may 

seize to exist in its original or authentic state owing to the economic and social dynamics 

of change, therefore making it impossible to retrieve. As Rushdie ( 1 992: 9) comments 

when reflecting upon a pictu re of his home in India taken in 1 946 : " . .  .it reminds me that it 

is my present that is foreign, and that the past is home, albeit a lost home in a lost city in 

the mist of lost time." 
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1 .2 :  Conceptualisations of Ethnic Identity 

The postcolonial theories discussed in the previous section bring to the forefront issues of 

ethn ic identity, a concept that has special relevance to th is research. This section 

subsequently reviews withi n  a sociolog ical framework issues of ethnic identity relating to: 

(a) ethn icity ; (b) transnational ism; (c) d iaspora; and (d) migration . The rationale for the 

use of a socio log ical approach is that the d iscipl ine possesses an established theoretical 

framework based upon research into minority and ethnic groups. 

a) Ethnicity 

Ethnicity stems from the Greek word ethnikos, which is an adjective of ethnos referring to 

g roups of people or nations with common origins (Cashmore, 1 996). The term is also 

frequently associated with the ancestry of ethnic minorities' roots and orig ins (Alba, 1 990; 

Sarup,  1 994; Gi l roy, 1 995) ,  typically located with in  nations nominated as homelands, 

ancestral h omelands, motherlands or natal homelands. Linked to the concept of ethn icity 

is 'eth nic identity' , which can be viewed as composing of a melange of d ifferent factors of 

ethn icity ,  includ ing the understanding of one's of roots and origins, nationalism and 

narratives of m ig ration (Jenkins, 1 987; Conner, 1 993; Westwood, 1 995; Volkan, 1 998). 

Ethnic affil iations to nations or states are i nfused with the politics of the identity of 

belong ing to a place or  state and a subsequent sense of national ism (Anderson ,  1 983; 

Conner, 1 993; Van der Veer, 1 995). When the sense of nationalism is different to the 

country i n  which a person resides, then ethnicity may become a signifier of difference, 

representing a sense of 'Otherness' that creates d ivisions between 'them' and 'us' in 

which ethn ic identity becomes a marker of being a minority (Minh-ha, 1 994; Sarup, 1 994, 

1 996; Brah ,  1 996; Rathzel , 2000). Thus, a marker of 'Otherness' , ethn icity denotes a 

minority status for ethn ic people and populations l iving in host societies (Alba, 1 990; 

Brah ,  1 996; Rathzel ,  2000). 
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The sense of 'Otherness' relates not only to a psychological awareness of being ethnic, 

but also to the dimension of racial segregation based upon physical differences, including 

skin colour, which permits a differentiation between dominant and peripheral populations 

(Root, 1 998). The issue of 'race' has become one of ethnicity, symbolised by its 

application as an adjective to describe minority segments of the population i.e. racial 

minority (Anthias, 1 992). For example, in Britain the term 'minority' has been applied to 

British citizens of African, Caribbean and Asian decent, according to Brah (1 996: 1 86) 

operating as a postcolonial code or euphemism for 'coloured people' . 

b) Transnationalism 

It is also suggested that the construction of a nation as a place of belonging acts as a key 

determinant of ethnicity and contributes to defining the ethnic identity of people. 

However, defining ethnicity through nationalistic attachments can overemphasise links to 

one nation, rather than considering the role of more than one nation in the construction of 

an ethnic identity. This attachment to multiple nations transforms nationalism into 

'transnationalism', especial ly relevant to groups of people resident in societies outside 

their countries of birth or origin who may have migrated more than once. 

Transnationalism implies a high state of fluidity and connection between national spaces. 

As Pourmehdi (2001 :  2) comments in investigating the transnational identity of Iranian 

exiles in Manchester in England: "transnationalism involves border crossing rather than 

sustaining borders . . . about forging social relations, which spans borders . . .  the 'idea of 

networks' . "  In view of transnational networks Vertovec (2002: 4) notes: 

. . . modes of communication and transportation allow migrants to maintain 
transnationally their home-based relationships and interests. Today 
globally 'stretched' patterns of activity affect a variety of migrants' social 
relations (including friendship, kinship and status hierarchies) . . .  practices 
of cultural reproduction (including religious practices, institutions like 
marriage, images and symbols affecting group identity) . . .  
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In her study of the Caribbean diaspora in Britain, Reynolds (2006) noted that such kinship 

and friendship networks as described by Vertovec (ibid. ) contributed to the re-creation 

and re-affirmation of a Caribbean ethnic identity. These Caribbean transnational 

networks are formulated through the forging of local-global connections with the country 

of origin, and involving the understanding and defining of ethnic identity through travel to 

the ancestral homeland, e.g. Jamaica. Similarly, within the Pakistani diaspora, 

transnational networks are highly relevant to identity formation. 

c) Diaspora 

The concept of diaspora originates from a combination of the ancient Greek terms dia, 

meaning 'through' and speirc'J meaning 'scatter' (Vertovec, 1 996), to define the dispersal 

of people from their original homelands (Brah, 1 996). According to Cohen (1 997), 

different typologies of diaspora exist, including: victim, imperial, labour, trading and 

cultural, originating from a diversity of ethnic backgrounds. The boundaries of the 

typologies are permeable, with diasporas sometimes belonging to more than one 

category, for example the Jewish diaspora can be classified as both victim and trading 

(Cohen, ibid.). The defining characteristics of diasporas identified by Safran (1 991 ) as 

constituting a diaspora are presented in Appendix 1 ,  many of which are displayed by the 

Pakistani community involved in this research. 

Falzon (2003: 664) makes a strong association between homelands and diasporas, using 

the analogy of them being 'inseparable bedfellows', explaining: "a homeland is, as it 

were, something a people in diaspora are stuck with even as they are unstuck from." In 

this context, it is inferred that there is a continuation of association of identity with the 

homeland even when physically displaced from it. This observation is supported by Brah 

(1 996) who in the research into the cartographies of diasporas found that diasporas 

embody subtexts of home, which are located in the geographical territories of where they 
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orig inate from. This sentiment of attachment to the homeland is also maintained through 

the guarding of artefacts , for example members of diasporas often display visual 

materials of pre-migration landscapes such as paintings and photographs. According to 

Talia-Kelly (2004), this process of visual d isplay and association through artefacts is part 

of a journey of 'making home' within the 'new' country, helping to ease feelings of 

disenfranch isement. 

Although d iasporas are often associated with having just one fixed point of orig in ,  this has 

been challenged by diaspora analysts (Chambers, 1 994; Hall , 1 995, 2003; Anth ias, 1 998; 

Butler, 200 1 ; Werbner, 2002) ,  who suggest that there is a need for the refin ing and re

conceptual isation of the term. I n  particular, they advocate that its meaning should be 

extended beyond a sing le point of orig in i .e .  the home and homeland. This echoes 

Clifford's ( 1 992: 1 09) earl ier views on 'travel ing cultures' in view of the border, which for 

people in the d iaspora is a "place of hybridity and struggle. " The rationale for challenging 

the trad itional view of diaspora as having just a single point of orig in  is the increased 

mobil ity and possibi l ities for re-migration with in post-modern societies. As Pile and Thrift 

( 1 995: 1 )  comment a "human subject is difficult to map" because it is not easy to 'map' 

"something that does not have precise boundaries." 

Thus, the depiction of the structure of d iasporas as one of homogeneity is debatable as it 

ignores i nherent complexities. These complexities re late not only to multiple points of 

origin but a lso to temporal d iscontinu ity over periods of time. The resulting chal lenges 

that are subsequently faced by diasporas in locating  their identity, especially with the 

passage of time that is l ikely to weaken the association with the 'point of origin ' ,  are aptly 

summarised in the postcolonial narratives of Rushdie ( 1 983: 63): 

. . .  al l migrants leave their pasts behind, although some try to place it into 
bundles and boxes - but on the journey something seeps put of the 
treasured mementoes and old photographs, until even their owners fail to 
recognise them, because it is the fate of migrants to be stripped of 
h istory, to stand naked amidst the scorn of strangers . . .  
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In addressing matters of the need for re-conceptualisations of the term diaspora, 

Vertovec ( 1 997) argues that diasporic thought needs to be considered in three contexts: 

(i) by its social form; (ii) conception of a diasporic consciousness; and (iii) as a mode of 

cultural production. Vertovec's (1997) exemplifications are especially relevant to this 

research because his three contextualisations of diasporas directly reflect diasporic 

meanings applicable to South Asian populations, which geographically include the 

Pakistani population. Vertovec (ibid. ) suggested that the aegis of a collective South 

Asian identity between different national diasporic groups is achieved through an 

emphasis on shared social relationships of history and geography. Part of this process 

involves the emergence of a diasporic consciousness in response to the negative 

experiences, e.g. discrimination, positive experiences or a shared heritage, which 

stimulate awareness of living as a diasporic community. 

d) Migration 

A further issue of identity relates to the process and experiences of migration, which can 

be understood as the voluntary or forced movement of individuals and groups across 

nations, borders, countries and states to lands elsewhere (Safran, 1 99 1 ;  Vertovec, 1 996; 

Cohen, 1 997). The process has a time dimension associated with it that influences the 

status of a migrant. For some it may involve a temporary relocation, e.g. tourists and 

students, but for others it necessitates a permanent detachment from one's homeland 

e.g. political exiles (Battisti and Portelli, 1 994) . It may be subsequently viewed as a 

process of 'choice' or a process of 'mandatory necessity' for survival. 

Inherent to the process of migration and settlement are various sub-texts relating to both 

hardship and opportunity. These include 'uncertainty' exemplified in Chambers (1 994: 5 )  

definition of  migration as a journey where: "neither the points of  departure nor those of 

arrival are immutable or certain. "  The theme of 'loss' is one observed by Hall ( 1 995: 206), 
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who perceives migrations as a one-way trip denoting migrants or d iasporas as people: 

"who wi l l  never l iteral ly be a ble to return to the places from which they came. " The 

concepts of 'negotiation of identity' over time, the issue of 'rights' and 'opportun ity' are 

bui lt into Benmayor and Sk0tnes ( 1 994: 8) view of migration as a:  "long-term process of 

identity, d ifference, and the right to ful ly exist and flourish in the new context." The issue 

of identity formation as a component of migration is also one that is observed withi n  

diasporic commun ities by Chambers ( 1 994) , El l is ( 1 991 ) ,  Kulu and  Tammaru (2000) , 

Baldassar (2001 ) , and Ramj i  (2006) .  

Although as has been noted in the last paragraph, Hal l  ( 1 995) suggests that migration is 

a 'one-way trip', th is is not necessarily the case. For example, unless restricted for 

politica l reasons, some migrants may decide to return to their ancestral homeland 

permanently, wh ilst some choose to visit it frequently to see relatives and friends and 

maintain their cultu ra l l inks. For example, Abenaty (2001 ) found that a pattern of retu rn 

migration  to St Lucia from Britain was by people of pensionable age who realised that the 

value of their pensions wou ld be higher, and by others who sought job opportunities 

Those who choose not to opt for an absolute return to their ancestral homelands, but 

continue with episodic re-visits to maintain contacts with it have been labelled as "shuttle 

mig rants" by King (1 984: 1 63). However, return migration to places of orig i n  is 

sometimes rooted with sentiments of ambivalence and d iscontentment (King, 1 984; 

Yocum ,  1 996; Ramji, 2006) .  M igrants may be confronted with places that are largely 

unrecognisable as a consequence of social-economic changes, particu larly if they have 

delayed their visit for severa l  years, presenting them with what King ( 1 984: 1 62) refers to 

as "a kind of cultu re shock." The consequent feel ing of unfamil iarity with where they came  

from may lead to subsequent d ifficu lties in the articulation of their d iasporic ethn ic identity 

(Ramj i ,  2006). 
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1 .3 :  Contextual ising a Pakistani Ethnic Identity 

This final part of the chapter focuses upon the contextualisation of a Pakistan i  ethnic 

identity in the Un ited Kingdom. The research study recognises the ethnic identity of 

people and popu lations orig inating from Pakistan as Pakistani ,  thus g iving them a 

national istic identity that is associated with the state. The term of being Pakistani 

appears frequently in  the l iterature, referring to individuals and groups with affi l iations to 

the country Pakistan (Shaw, 1 988; Werbner, 2002; Sardar, 2006) . However, what 

constitutes the characteristics of being Pakistani is more difficult to define, especially 

post-migration and the emergence of hybrid identities. 

This section subsequently reviews contextual isations of a Pakistani ethnic identity in 

terms of 'old' and 'new' identities, leading to a d iscussion on questions of identity 

confronting the Pakistani community in the United Kingdom. 

For first-generation migrants who arrived i n  the Un ited Kingdom in the late 1 950s ( refer to 

section 3.2 for a more detailed account of patterns of m igration) ,  Pakistan is their natal 

homeland,  the place of birth and orig in that reinforces a strong sense of ethnic identity 

(Modood et al. 1 994) .  For second-generation Pakistanis the majority of whom were born 

in Brita in or experienced virtually a l l  of their school ing here, the formation of identity is 

more complex, as their ethnic identity is a synthesis of 'old' and 'new' identities (Anwar, 

1 998). The 'old' identity manifests itself through provincial (e.g .  Punjabi) , towns (e.g .  

Lahorities) and other (e.g .  tribal/caste) allegiances (Shaw, 1 988; Anwar, 1 998; Lafrance, 

2004; Mohammad-Arif, 2004). 'New' affi liations emerge from the presence and 

interaction with British society, which consist of al leg iance to national (e.g. British) ,  

regiona l (e.g .  Rochdale) and other (e.g .  Asian/Black) identities (Shaw, 1 988; Anwar, 

1 998; Pakistani Actually, 2005). I n-between the kernels of these 'old' and 'new' identities, 
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or it can perhaps more pertinently be argued super-imposed upon them , is the Islamic 

religious identity. Although Pakistan like Britain is a secular state, the Muslim religion 

means a strong influence on cultural identity, unlike the United Kingdom in which there 

exists a plurality of religions that influence the culture. 

a) 'Old' and 'new' identities 

Anwar (1998) suggests that what may be regarded as the 'old' identity, is one in which 

the natal homeland of Pakistan continues to exert a strong influence upon the Pakistani 

community in the United Kingdom. Thus the elements of the 'old' referred to in the last 

section, i.e. provincial, town and other attachments bond the diaspora to space and 

location in Pakistan. The significance of provincial identity is symbolised through the title 

Pakistan which is an acronym formed from 'P' for Punjab, 'A' for Afghans living in the 

North West Frontier Province (NWFP), 'K' for Kashmir, 'S' for Sindh and 'tan' for 

Baluchistan (Jaffrelot, 2004). 

The ethnic character of the Pakistani identity is further defined by the associations and 

attachments to villages or towns, a classification which may be used to distinguish 

superior people from the inferior. For example, Shaw (1988: 17) notes in her study of the 

Pakistani community in Oxford that: "cit ies view themselves as superior and villagers as 

uneducated, ill-mannered, crude and short-tempered." Beyond the localised identities 

are other such categories as khandan (family lineage) , biradari (kinship group) , qaum 

(caste) and zat (tribal), which originate from Pakistan to further, define a Pakistani ethnic 

identity (Shaw, 1988: 86). These categories of identification reflect a cultural 'caste' 

system found in villages in Pakistan, which divides Pakistanis, according to their 'family 

name' into particular kinship groups. The caste status influences choice and suitability of 

marriage partners because spouses are not chosen from other castes as a means to 

maintain "caste purity" (Shaw, 1 988: 88). 
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However, for the diaspora, the 'old' facets of a Pakistani ethnic identity are often being 

'hyphenated' with 'new' identities that emerge through interactions and contact with 

British society. Social research into the 'new' identities of Pakistani people and 

populations living in Britain recognises that the issues of hyphenation are especially 

significant for second-generation Pakistanis (Ellis, 1991;  Knott and Khokher, 1993; 

Husain and O'Brien, 2000; The Runnymede Trust, 2000; Werbner, 2000; Ansari, 2002; 

Thompson, 2002). A common theme to this research is that in contrast to the first

generation, successive generations of Pakistanis born in Britain more readily recognise 

an association with the British nation. This 'British' connection is represented and 

recognised in the form of hyphenated or multiple identities, including 'British-Pakistani' ,  

'British-Muslim' and ' British-Muslim-Pakistani' (Ansari, 2002). 

The association of the second and successive generation with Britishness is that these 

labels may create tensions between the first-generation and themselves. This may take 

the form of conflict over values or behaviour, but also over a more general sense of 

identity. For example, Ellis (1991: 367) argues a "lost generation" of young people has 

emerged in Britain as a consequence of a preference towards a British identity that 

contributes to the blurring of a Pakistani one. This potential loss or fragmenting of ethnic 

identification has caused concern amongst Pakistani parents, resulting in actions such as 

sending their children back to the 'home' country frequently for cultural familiarity , hoping 

to correct any elements of 'dislocated diasporic identities' (Thompson, 2002) .  Such 

practice is common (Thompson, ibid. )  and the impacts of such visits on identity are of 

interest to the research. 

A Pakistani ethnic identity is also intertwined with the theology of Islam, the identity of 

being Muslim signifying both religious and nationalistic affiliations to Pakistan. Mr Shehar 

Yar Khan, the then Pakistan ambassador to the United Kingdom in the late 1980s, notes 

this religious-cultural intersection in the Pakistani ethnic identity commenting: "we 
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(Pakistanis) are an Islamic State; therefore we represent in many ways the Islamic ethos 

here (Britain)" (cited in Werbner, 1 991 : 335). 

Thus, it can be argued that the ethnic Pakistani identity can be culturally defined but a 

key element of that cultural is the Islamic religion. The difficulties of isolating the religious 

identity from the ethnic identity in a Pakistani ethnicity are noted by several social science 

researchers, e.g. Nielsen ( 1 987), Knott and Khokher ( 1993) , Werbner ( 1996). Despite 

the complexities of attempting to separate the ethnic from the religious Jacobson (1997: 

240-243) identifies a clear distinction: 

. .. ethnicity is an attachment to a set of traditions or customs which are 
non-religious in origin ... ethnic identity is an attachment to place of 
origin ... to be 'Asian' or 'Pakistani' denotes attachment to a country or 
region of origin... ethnicity is not religiously specific. .. Religion is 
constant... whereas culture is inevitably even inherently, open to 
change ... 

The 'old' and 'new' identities can be seen as a tapestry comprising of established altering, 

multiple, hybrid, and hyphenated localities between which the Pakistani diaspora co-exist. 

The complexity of the localities comprising this tapestry suggests a possibility of 

movement between identities in response to varying environmental situations. For 

example, one may be more 'Pakistani' at a family and cultural ritual, e.g. wedding, vis-a

vis being more 'British' if socialising with white or other ethnic friends (Modood et al. 

1994; Anwar, 1 998; Werbner, 2002). A Pakistani ethnic identity is a complex 

embodiment of the past and present, which is comprised by attachments to nation states 

i.e. Pakistan and Britain, and by the religious presence of Islam. 

b) 'Old' and 'new' identities questioned 

Pakistanis residing in Britain have found that their 'old' and 'new' identities are often 

questioned by the host society on the basis of national, religious, and racial origins (The 

Runnymede Trust, 2000). Thus, despite the 'British' prefix featuring in the 'new' 
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hyphenated identities of the community, allegiances to Brita in and loyalty to a British 

identity continue to be questioned . This lack of acceptance and questioning has led to 

Pakistanis themselves probing into their 'old' and 'new' identities. 

Perhaps, there is no more of a powerful symbolic questioning of th is identity, than through 

the controversial 'Cricket Test' devised by Lord Norman Tebbit in 1 990. The former 

Conservative min ister expressed a bel ief that British people of South Asian orig i n  

including Bangladeshis, I ndians and Pakistanis displayed l imited aspi rations for 

Britishness, because their support continued to be shown for their ancestral teams i n  

cricket tests (Carvel, 2004). I n  response to Tebbit's discourse Kaushal (2001 ) argues the 

real ity for British born Asians supporting Pakistan or I ndia is far more complex than the 

cricket match theory proposed by Lord Tebbit. At the root of this complexity l ies doubt of 

acceptance as Kaushal (2001 : 1 0) comments: "many British-born . . .  Asians, who no matter 

how British they feel, a lso know they wil l never be fu lly accepted by the nation of the team 

they' re expected to cheer. " It can be argued that the remarks of politicians such as Lord 

Tebbit, and even more polemically by Enoch Powell in h is  infamous 'Rivers of Blood ' 

speech in 1 968 do l ittle to d issuade a feeling of non-acceptance. 

The debate on 'British' identity transcends to the issue of citizenship, with the Pakistani  

ethnic and relig ious identity of British citizens being a subject of scrutiny following the 1 1 th 

September 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre by Al-Qa' ida. This incident 

of 9/1 1 resu lted in  a widespread d istrust of Musl ims in non-Islamic countries, reinforcing 

a: "dread or hatred for Islam - and therefore fear or  d isl ike of all or most Musl ims" (Ansari , 

2002 : 4). Another feature of Ansari's ( ibid . )  observation has been a consequent g rowth in 

evidence of lslamophobia. 

For the Pakistan i  commun ity in Britain ,  an event of equal sign ificance to 9/1 1 for leading 

to the question ing of their identity even if not of the same magnitude in terms of notoriety, 
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were the London Underground bombings on the ih July 2005. The fact that these 

attacks were carried out by 'home-grown' terrorists, has led to a questioning of the 

identities of second and successive generations of the Pakistani community born in 

Britain. The 'London Bombings' raised issues of belonging, as the alliances and loyalties 

of second and third generation Pakistanis to Britain were questioned along with their 

sense of 'Britishness'. 

These two 'seminal' acts in terms of cultural relations, along with generation issues of 

race relations, have led to Pakistani people to also question their sense of 'Britishness'. 

Pre 9/1 1 ,  early in the summer of 2001 , Britain also witnessed violent clashes between 

Muslims of Pakistani origin and 'white' populations in Oldham, Leeds, Burnley and 

Bradford. The riots represented a disconcerting image of race relations in Britain and the 

frustration amongst British born Pakistanis about their status and access to opportunities 

in society (Kundnani, 2001 ; Bagguley and Hussain, 2003a, 2003b; Hussain and 

Bagguley, 2005). The 'fragmentation' of moving towards an integrated and collective 

British identity is aptly captured by Kundnani (2001 :  1 05), who comments that these ' race' 

riots depict Britain as a nation: "fragmented by colour lines, class lines and police lines. It 

was the violence of hopelessness."  

Racial differences are further enforced by nationalistic ideologies of 'Englishness', which 

epitomize notions of 'whiteness' , reinforcing feelings of unbelonging amongst racially and 

ethnically different people (Jackson and Penrose, 1 993; Biressi and Nunn, 200 1 ; Neal, 

2002). Such notions of 'Englishness' are particularly evident in rural ' English' 

environments, the notions of which are rooted in a pre-industrial England, before the 

arrival of both industry and immigrant workers (Agyeman, 1 989a, 1 989b; Agyeman and 

Spooner, 1 997; Biressi and Nunn, 200 1 ; Neal, 2002). Such nationalistic ideologies are 

rooted within extreme right-wing political views, eagerly used by extreme nationalist 

parties, notably the British National Party (BNP). For example existing nationalist parties 
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use the image of a ru ral idyl l in England as "the last place of Englishness" (Neal , 2002 : 

455) . 

A consequence of any sense of al ienation on identity is an attempt to reinforce 

transnational networks amongst ethnic minority groups. For example, Reynolds (2006: 

1 096) notes in her study of Caribbean d iasporic identities: "the function of these (family 

reunions) transnational networks is particularly important in a society where Caribbean 

young people feel excluded and marg inalised . "  Simi larly, Werbner (2002) argues that in 

the l ight of their invisibi l ity as citizens, the Pakistani d iaspora are creating  transnational 

networks that extend to their homeland and embrace other rel igious/ethnic diasporic 

causes , e.g .  fund-rais ing. Thus, the questioning of the Pakistani identity has for various 

reasons, incl uding feel ings of exclusion and suspicion, become one that is constructed 

not only in mainstream society but also by Pakistanis themselves. 

Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter has reviewed the main theoretica l and conceptual frameworks relevant to 

understanding issues of ethnic identity. This is particu larly important to comprehend 

matters of identity formation for hyphenated people living in-between multiple and altering  

identities, such as  the Pakistani community. Furthermore, the several theories and 

concepts contribute to understanding the role of the ancestral homeland and host society 

upon identity formation. For the Pakistani community identity construction is an 

ambivalent and ambiguous process, because a Pakistani identity is caught i n-between 

the trajectories of 'old' and 'new' identities. The 'old' identities originate from the 

ancestral homeland of Pakistan and continue to influence identity information in Britain ,  

and the ' new' identities emerge as  a consequence of interactions and experiences in the 
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British society. It is also suggested that rooted in the 'old' and a 'new' identity is the 

religious identity of Pakistanis as Muslims. 

The postcolonial theoretical perspectives and thinkers contribute to understanding 

matters of 'roots and origins', 'nation' and 'home' embedded in the minds of the diaspora. 

These concepts highlight dialects between 'longing' and 'belonging' for people and 

populations living outside their homelands. The conceptualisation of 'roots and origins', 

'nation' and 'home' further contribute to comprehending issues of ethnicity, 

transnationalism, diaspora and migration in identity formation. These concepts further 

highlight impact of ethnicity, transnationalism, diaspora and migration to understand 

attachments to homelands. The links with the ancestral country are recognised as 

essential for the creation of self and collective ethnic identity, which emotionally, 

imaginarily, and physically unites people living outside their birth county to a shared 

sense of roots and origins, nationalism and 'home' . The significance of these 

connections transcends to developing ties of successive generations, e.g. the second

generation born in the host country with their ancestral homeland, which is recognised as 

a pertinent force in defining of ethnic identity. 

The chapter also reviews the contextualisation of a Pakistani ethnic identity by 

considering the postcolonial theories, theorists and concepts to understand identity 

formation amongst Pakistanis residing in the United Kingdom. A Pakistani ethnic identity 

is a synthesis of the 'old' and 'new' , or the past i.e. the ancestral homeland of Pakistan 

and the present i .e. the British society. The 'old' identities are transported by first

generation migrants to Britain and the 'new' identities emerge as a result of living in 

British society. These 'old' and 'new' identities are presented in hyphenated forms such 

as British-Pakistani-Muslim-Asian. However, the hyphen of identity is rooted with 

contradiction and contestation, especially for second-generation Pakistanis born and bred 

in the United Kingdom. For example, the first-generation feel the British prefix 
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undermines 'old' identities such as Pakistani, and represents the assimilation of 

successive generations into British society. Whereas on the other hand, British people 

and populations question the Pakistani prefix as symbolising allegiances to the ancestral 

nation rather than the country of birth. The ferment of identity creation is further 

enhanced by the social and political environments in the United Kingdom, e.g. post-9/1 1  

and post-7/7 which lead to both the Pakistanis and British interrogating their loyalties and 

identities. 
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Chapter 2 

Tourism and Ethn ic Identity 

This chapter: 

• reviews literature that is relevant to understanding the participations of diasporic 

communities in tourism; 

• overviews the relationship between tourism and ethnic identity by discussing 

conceptualisations of ethnicity in tourism; 

• examines tourism as a means of identity formation amongst ethnic people and 

populations; and 

• considers experiences, performances and productions of tourism for diasporic 

communities. 

2.1 Relationsh ip between Tourism and Ethnic Identity 

The association between tourism and ethnic identity is conceptualised in  Wood's (1998) 

analysis of 'touristic ethnicity' . Wood (1998) identifies the following three conceptual 

phenomena that integrate ethnic identity research into tourism studies: (i) 'tourism as a 

form of ethnic relations' ; ( ii) 'tourism becomes an integral part of the construction of ethnic 

identity' ; and (iii) 'de-differentiation of the tourist realm' (Wood, 1998: 218). Wood's 

conceptualisations form the basis of reviewing the relationship between tourism and 

ethnic identity in this section. Moreover, Wood's ( 1998) work is relevant to understanding 

tourism movements of diasporic people and populations, as Coles and Timothy (2004: 

13)  comment: "the three principal conceptual strands (of Wood's, 1998) that bind tourism 
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with ethnicity, ethnic relations and ethnic identities are also applicable to diasporic 

groups" (emphasis added by author) . 

a) Tourism and ethnic relations 

Tourism as a form of ethnic relations focuses upon host-guest relations, which reflects 

early thinking on the relationship between ethnicity and tourism.  Host and guest relations 

in tourism may be recognised as a "juxtaposition of contrasts" , involving hosts who 

belong to peripheral and non-Western societies, and guests who originate from 

metropolitan advanced Western nations (King, 1 994: 1 75). In essence, embedded into 

the 'host-guest' connotation are core-periphery relationships, shared between the 

metropolitan economically advanced core and the less modernised rural periphery. The 

intermediary between these core-periphery areas is tourism promotion, which acts as a 

powerful force in mediating ethnic relations between the Western and non-Western 

worlds (Lanfant, 1995a, 1 995b; Morgan and Pritchard, 1998; Pritchard, 2000). 

It is suggested that 'guests' search for quaint or exotic people to gaze upon, which 

motivates participation in ethnic tourism (Smith, 1 989; Moscardo and Pearce, 1 999; Li, 

2000). Consequently, ethnic people are subject to what Urry (1990) refers to as the 

'tourist gaze' ,  which according to Huggan's (2001 : 177) postcolonial analysis serves to 

produce, represent and exploit the 'cultural Other'. The tourism industry has 

subsequently been criticised for generating imperialist or colonial expressions of ethnicity 

that serve to 'Other' host ( ethnic) identity (Burns, 1999; Hunter, 2001 ;  Hall and Tucker, 

2004) . A further criticism of tourism promotion in Western societies has been that it has 

traditionally failed to recognise non-white people as potential guests or consumers of 

ethnicity (Urry; 1990; Klemm, 2002, 2005; Buzinde et al. 2006). Indeed the notion of the 

use 'host-guest' terminology is problematic; carrying an implicit assumption that receiving 

societies actively welcome western tourists, where in reality employment in tourism may 

be viewed as a postcolonial legacy of servility. 
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b) Tourism shaping ethnic identity 

The notion that tou rism becomes an integ ral part of the construction of ethn ic identity 

emphasises the contribution of tourism in the development of diasporic communities. 

Hol l inshead's ( 1 998a, 1 998b) Bhabhian inspection of ' restless people' , e .g .  diasporas, 

highl ights the role of tou rism in the making of identity. It therefore focuses on ethnic 

people as active vis-a-vis passive actors in tourism. It is argued that tourism as a type of 

global migration p lays a crucial role in the construction of ethnic identity, for example 

migratory movements shape and construct the identities of guest-workers, immigrants, 

exi les and refugees (Wood, 1 998). Two concepts that have a d irect relevance for 

understanding intersections between ethnic identity and tourism are 'ethn ic tourism' and 

'ethn ic reunion' tourism. 

Ethn ic tou rism emphasises the travels and movements of people to places that are 

representative of their perceived self and col lective ethnic identity. Ethnic reun ion tourism 

emphasises that diasporic people uti l ise tourism as a means of un iting with their ethn ic 

roots. Both types of tourism participation high light the ways i n  which tourism is integral to 

the social l ife of ethn ic g roups l iving in the diaspora. I n  the contrast of ethnic tourism and 

ethn ic reunion tou rism, ethn icity can be subsequently recogn ised as a "powerfu l driver" 

(Page, 1 999: 23) for motivating trips to the country of origin of diasporic people. 

c) Tourism and ethnic identity de-differentiated 

Wood's ( 1 998) reference to de-differentiation of the tou rist emphasises the b lurring of 

boundaries between touristic ethn icity and social activity in such 'post' moments that are 

symbolic of postmodernism. Increasingly, social l ife is perceived to be constructed 

around the 'ethn ic' product (e.g .  ethnic restaurants, ethnic neighbourhoods; ethnic 

museums), which potential ly "empowers ethnic groups to exert their interests and 
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identities in new ways" (Wood, 1998: 233). This perspective is also supported by 

Hollinshead (2004a: 46), who comments that for diasporic populations tourism is: "as an 

important launching pad at or from which new/emergent/consolidating diasporic 

communities can freshly or correctly announce themselves to the world." However, 

implicit to this discourse is that diasporas or ethnic groups possess the hegemonic power 

to dictate representations of their own identity, which is not necessarily the case. 

An inability or perceived unwillingness of cultures to 'announce themselves to the world' 

may also be treated with suspicion. For example, countries like North Korea, Burma 

(Myanmar) and Iran that do not openly welcome western tourists are often perceived with 

a political nervousness. Conversely, a lack of incoming international tourists may also 

undermine national or ethnic self-confidence. For example, in the direct context of 

Pakistan a country, that receives relatively few international tourists comparative to other 

states of a similar size (Richer, 1989 cited in Wood, 1998). 

It is subsequently argued that the increasing significance of tourism as a force of global 

change is impacting upon communities that both receive and do not receive international 

tourists. For those that receive relatively little in-bound tourism as is the case for 

Pakistan, the issue may be one of questioning self-identity, if it is perceived that one's 

culture is of little interest or even has a negative image to outsiders. 

2.2 Tourism as a Means of Identity Formation 

Traditionally the study of ethnicity in tourism has been extensively embedded in an 

anthropological framework, based upon an ethnographic research approach involves the 

visiting and living with indigenous peoples (Cohen and Taylor, 1976; Nash, 1989; Nur'lez, 

1 989) . More recently attention has been focussed upon the role of tourism in the 
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construction of ethnic identity amongst diasporic and ethnic communities (Duval , 2003a; 

Hollinshead, 2004a; Hannam et al. 2006) . Concepts used in tourism studies literature 

that have relevance to understanding the interconnections between ethnic identity and 

tourism include 'ethnic tourism', 'ethnic reunion' tourism, visiting friends and relatives 

(VFR) , 'return migration' and 'return visits' . These 'are subsequently reviewed in this 

section of the chapter to aid the comprehension of the role of tourism in identity 

formation. 

a) Ethnic tourism and identity 

The understanding of ethnic tourism is dualistic in the context of tourism and its meaning 

being dependent upon the context within which it is applied. Specifically, the terminology 

can be used in conjunction with travels to search for the 'primitive' or 'pre-modern' 

existence by those who inhabit a world structured by the forces of modernity and post

modernity (Smith, 1989). However, as was explained in section 2.1 in the context of 

Wood's (1998) analysis of touristic ethnicity, 'ethnic tourism' also emphasises travel to a 

place of self or collective representation. Thus, ethnic tourism can be viewed as involving 

people and populations travelling to destinations reflexive of their ethnic identity, a type of 

tourism that has direct relevance to this research. 

The motivations for this second type of ethnic tourism are acknowledged as being 

centred upon the need for identity formation and the understanding of one's ethnicity 

(Moscardo and Pearce, 1999). For example, Li (2000) observes that First Nation peoples 

in Canada frequently visit the Wanuskewin Heritage Park to affirm their native sense of 

identity. This desire to affirm a connection and identity with the past is also supported by 

Wang (1999) and Meethan (2001 ), who advocate that ethnic tourists aspire to reinforce 

notions of past lives (Wang, 1999) and imagined pasts (Meethan, 2001). Thus, it can be 

argued that ethnic tourism offers an opportunity to construct an identity based upon the 
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interpretation of how one's ancestors and previous generations of one's ethnic groups 

l ived in the past. 

b) Ethnic reunion and identity 

Ethn ic tou rism frequently i nvolves 'ethn ic reun ion' , which as explained in section 2. 1 

emphasises a ' u n ity' with ethn ic roots vis-a-vis purely a physical d isplacement to a place 

that is representative of one's ethn icity. Ethn ic reunion tourism is subsequently 

significant as a form of travel behaviour for people whose famil ies and cultures possess 

h istories and the experiences of migration .  The emphasis is u pon the characteristic of 

ethn icity as a 'pu l l  factor' to p laces where ' roots and orig ins' would appear to be or 

remain. The components of roots and origins include those of both cultu re and family. 

The importance of fami ly i s  emphasised by King ( 1 994: 1 74) who comments that ethnic 

reunion is: "motivated by the desire to delve i nto fami ly histories through travel to relevant 

countries." 

Similarly, Stephenson (2002: 393) observes that the revisiting of places of origin by ethnic 

people and minorities permits one to: "re-connect to one's ancestral homeland and to 

search and or re-search for ones' cu ltura l  roots", a process termed by Lew and Wong 

(2003: 83) as a "root find ings visit. " As part of the search for ethnic identity or roots, a 

common feature of ethn ic reunion is to visit relatives and friends in the homeland. The 

main motivation for d iasporas to reunite with relatives and friends is according to Duval 

(2004: 57) is to: " keep the network alive and active", the 'network' referring to the 

extended family structure that often expands across several d ifferent countries. 

c) Visiting friends and relatives (VFR) 

A simi lar concept to ethn ic reunion tourism that is used in mainstream tou rism studies is 

'visiting friends and relatives' (VFR), a term wh ich is frequently used in the analytical 
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segmentation of tourism markets and for purposes of statistical data collection. The 

concept is similar to ethnic reunion tourism in the sense that both share an emphasis on 

the use of tourism as a means to visit friends and relatives. However, a major difference 

is the place of visitation or the destination. Ethnic reunion tourism is directed towards the 

ancestral homeland, whereas VFR may transcend various spatial scales, including the 

international, national ,  regional and local , consequently involving a diversification of 

geographical places. VFR travel can be further differentiated from ethnic reunion tourism 

by sub-dividing the VFR category into Visiting Friends (VF) , Visiting Relatives (VR) and 

Visiting Friends and Visiting Relatives (VFVR). Seaton a nd Tagg (1995: 6) call for 

'disaggregation' of VFR tourist movements into VF, VR and VFVR because: "trips to 

relatives were not necessarily the same as those made to friends." For example, the VF 

market often comprises of young single people seeking out-of-house experiences, e.g. 

sightseeing and entertainment in destinations with little or no ethnic connections, the VR 

category includes older people travelling with their families to their natal homes, and the 

VFVR segment consists of small groups of 'ethnic tourists' travelling to up-hold friendship 

and family ties (Seaton and Tagg, 1 995) . 

Despite some differences, both VFR and ethnic reunion tourism emphasise the 

importance of 'networks' and 'links' amongst migrant peoples and possess similarities. 

For example, Williams et al. (2000: 42) note the importance of VFR to migrant workers, 

stating: "such visits (VFR) are valued by most migrants" , because friends and relatives 

are the only "surviving link" after migration. Similarly in contrast of VFR travel Seaton and 

Tagg ( 1995: 1 0) observe that "ethnic connections", function to 'tie' and 'link' the first 

generation of Irish emigrants to their families in their homeland of Northern Ireland. 

Therefore, VFR trips are relevant in analysing tourism mobilities of diasporic people and 

populations in the context of migration. 
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I n  the case of d iasporic commun ities, VFR travel is frequently i n-grained with a sense of 

'duty' and 'obl igation' to meet with friends and relatives (Stephenson, 2002; Wil l iams and 

Hal l ,  2002; Duval ,  2003a, ) .  Simi larly, U rry (2003) suggests that 'obl igation' ,  in the context 

of fami ly and other social events, is a key motivator for travel . This sense of obl igation, if 

strong enough to be formulated into a sense of duty, may l imit the travel options that can 

be entered into by the diaspora; as it is felt that travel should fu lfi l  the purpose of 

reunification with fami ly. For example, members of the Pakistani diaspora are l ikely to 

make long-hau l  trips to visit their extended fami l ies in Pakistan (Seaton, 1 994 ); rather 

than travel to an a lternative destination that they want to visit. Subsequently, on the basis 

that VFR travel may include a 'migration factor' (Seaton and Tagg, 1 995: 1 6). In this 

context tourism can be thought of as a form of return migration ,  l inking people to the 

cu ltures or places where their ancestors came from. 

d) Return migration and identity 

Although ' return migration' may not seem to have an obvious association with tou rism, 

the return of migrants to their ancestral homelands or places of birth/origi n  to visit kin 

(Wil l iams and Hal l ,  2000), to retire (Wi l l iams et al 2000) , or to dwel l  in second-homes 

(Sherlock, 2001 ) i nvolves factors of movement, the occupation of space and temporal ity. 

More specifical ly the pattern of return m igration is recogn ised as being dependent on the 

histories of migration of first-generation migrants living outside their natal homelands 

(Huong and King ,  2002; Lew and Wong, 2002; Wil liams and Hal l ,  2002). Subsequently, 

return migration studies concentrate extensively on tourism-migration led journeys of first

generation migrants to their  ancestral homeland (Wil liams et al 2000; Huong and King, 

2002; Lew and Wong, 2002) .  There is relatively l ittle research on how return migrations 

impact upon the identities of successive generations born in host societies e.g .  second

generation Pakistanis born in England. 
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The construction of identity has particular relevance to the study of the association 

between migration ,  d iaspora and transnationalism (Hall and Wil l iams, 2002) .  The return 

trip to the homeland brings into question matters of identity construction and belonging for 

diasporic commun ities (Duval ,  2002; H uong and King , 2002; Lew and Wong,  2002). For 

example, the Vietnamese d iaspora in Austral ia in itiate return migrations to Vietnam as a 

means of constructing a Vietnamese identity (Huong and King, 2002) .  Return migration 

can be further stud ied in  the wider context of belonging ,  because "displaced people 

struggle to find a place in a foreign country" (Duval , 2002: 262) ,  which causes the 

diasporas to retu rn to their natal homelands. However, Lew and Wong (2002) observe 

contradictions i nherent to the process of return migration , because despite the ancestral 

homeland offering a sense of belong ing and the hostland arousing feel ings of 

unbelong ing ,  migrants often continue to prefer to l ive and work in their adopted lands and 

participate in frequent return visits home. 

e) Return visits and identity 

I n  the context of tourism, the return visit is defined by Duval (2002 : 259) as a type of trip 

that: " incorporates certain ind ividuals who wou ld otherwise be categorised as VFR 

tourists, but who have specific social and cultu ral ties to a particu lar destination." Return 

visits can be understood as having three main components: a continuation of the 

migration process; identity creation ; and being part of multiple places. Firstly, in view of 

the migration process, Hal l and Wil l iams (2002) note return visits are a form of tourism 

participation that l inks the d iaspora to natal lands. Second ly, Baldassar (2001 )  h igh l ights 

that the retu rn visits of d iasporas to the homeland are manifested in the notion of identity 

creation . Thi rd ly ,  i n  the context of mu ltiple places, the return visit reflects the 

transnational nature shadowing tourism movements of diasporas concerning the 

negotiation of m u ltiple identities (Duval, 2003b). 
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Two relevant studies can be noted that contribute to the thinking on the return visit in the 

context of identity. Baldassar (2001) found in a study of first and second-generation 

Italians living in Australia that return visits ' home' i.e. to Italy, were important to the 

construction of identity. Secondly , Duval (2003a, 2003b) adopting the concept of return 

visit from Baldassar (2001) arrived at similar conclusions about the importance of return 

visit to identity formation for the Commonwealth Eastern Caribbean diaspora living in 

Toronto. Despite limited research on the topic of return visits, Baldassar's (2001) and 

Ouval's (2003a, 2003b) research indicates diasporic communities are the main 

participators in return visitations to ancestral nations. 

Ethnic tourism; ethnic reunion tourism; VFR; return migration; and return visits are all 

types of tourism that have relevance to diasporas. They all involve in slightly different 

ways, travel to the ancestral homeland as a means for forming identity. The relationship 

between diasporas and tourism is considered further in the following section in the 

context of identity formation. 

2.3 Relationship  between Diasporas and Tourism 

The term diaspora tourism acts as an aegis to several types of tourism , which according 

to the World Travel Market (2007: 6) includes the three distinct categories of ' heritage' , 

'residential' and 'festival' tourism. The participants that may be labelled as participating in 

diaspora tourism are individuals and groups that share a history of displacement, and 

wish to return to their place of origin to re-affirm their diasporic identity (Nguyen et al. 

2003; Duval, 2004; Hall and Duval, 2004; Stephenson, 2004a, 2004b). According to 

Coles and Timothy (2004: 1 ), diaspora tourism is: "primarily produced, consumed and 

experienced" by people and populations living in the diaspora. Thus, people and 
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populat ions producing, consuming and experiencing diaspora tourism are recognised as 

'diaspora tourists' ( ibid.). A typical example of a cultural event that is symbolic of 

diaspora tourism includes the Panafest festival in Ghana, which reunites the black 

diaspora that was dispersed from the continent of Africa as a consequence of slavery. 

Studies examining the relationship between diasporas and tourism are emerging 

progressively in tourism studies. According to Coles and Timothy (2004: 2) the three key 

emergent themes that contribute to understanding diaspora tourism are: (i) diaspora 

experiences of tourism; (i i) the spaces occupied by diaspora tourists; and (i i i) the 

production of tourism for and by diasporic communities. These three themes have 

relevance to the research as the understanding of experiences of the Pakistani diaspora 

to Pakistan or other destinations; and the extent to which how tourism is constructed and 

formulated all have potential influences on identity formation. These three themes are 

subsequently discussed more explicitly in the following sections. 

a) Diaspora experiences 

A component of diaspora tourism is: "the interaction between tourism experiences and 

ident ity" (Coles and Timothy, 2004: 1 7). Thus, the argument within this experiential 

perspective is that the experiences and interactions that tourists have, typically in the 

space of their ancestral homeland, will be one influence in shaping their identity. It can 

also be argued that one's identity also influences the places travel led to, to avoid 

'unpleasant' experiences. For example Stephenson (2004a, 2004b) observes that one of 

the main reasons the Afro-Caribbean diaspora residing in Britain regularly travel to their 

ancestral homelands, is to be with 'black others' because the Caribbean is a place where 

they are unlikely to experience racism. Conversely, the absence of racial minority groups 

from tourism spaces can often be associated with d iscrimination, for example many black 

ethnic minority groups in the United Kingdom do not visit the countryside because of the 
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perceived fear of racism (Stephenson ,  2002; 2004a, 2004b, Stephenson and Hughes, 

2005). 

Diaspora tourism from Bhabha's postcolonial perspective is recogn ised by Hol l inshead 

(2004a: 46) as "d iscursive spaces of identity-making and identity-projection" for ' restless' 

diasporic people with hybrid identities. Duval (2004) develops further Hol l inshead's 

(1 998a, 1 998b, 2004a) th inking on hybrid d iaspora experiences of tourism in  the context 

of transnational ism. Return visits functio n  to service the transnational identities of 

diasporas by bind ing the "mu ltiple ties" (socia l ,  cu ltura l ,  and national) to the homeland 

(Duval ,  2004: 58). 

Inherent to the relationsh ip between space and identity is the construction of 'racial ised 

boundaries' (Stephenson, 2004a; Stephenson and Hughes, 2005 ; Stephenson, 2006) . 

This impact u pon the formation of ethnic identity by inferring that certain areas are not for 

ethnic minorities, leading to a sense of marg inal isation and social exclusion . 

Subsequently ,  just as the process of tourism is a manifestation of society, the process of 

identity formation i n  tou rism can become a reflection of racist inequal ities that exist i n  

host societies. 

Barriers to tourism participation include those factors that prohibit the abi l ity of, in this 

context an ethnic minority, to participate in  travel . In Stephenson 's (2004a) and 

Stephenson's and H ughes's (2005) research into travel patterns of the Afro-Caribbean 

community i n  the U nited Kingdom, found that 'race' , as a characteristic of ethnic identity, 

was a cause of the creation of barriers to participation in tourism . For example, non-white 

m inorities are sometimes subjected to racial hostil ity, abuse and d iscrim ination in  

predominately 'white' areas, e .g .  rura l  environments in England. 
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Negative experiences associated with racism may have the effect of channel l ing 

d iasporas to visit destinations where they feel secure and famil iar. This is l ikely to involve 

a feel ing of a sense of collective racial identity. For example, in the context of the Afro

Caribbean community, Stephenson (2004a: 70) comments: "travel encounters with other 

black minorities may encourage individuals to engage in a sense of col lective identity with 

people of sim ilar ethnic orig ins. " A place of 'col lective identity' would include the space of 

the homeland where diasporas originate from.  The relevance of space to diaspora 

tourism is considered in  the next section of the chapter. 

b) Spaces for diaspora tourism 

The space with in wh ich d iaspora tourism typical ly occurs is the ancestral homeland (Lew 

and Wong ,  2003; Nguyen et al. 2003; Nguyen and King , 2004) .  Yet the notion of 

diasporas return ing to 'one' homeland is not necessarily universal ,  as a consequence of 

subsequent diaspora relocations and resettlements, resulting in  more than one point of 

orig in being created . For example, l oannides and loannides (2004) argue, the travel 

behaviou r  of American Jews may be label led ' rediasporization ' ,  because no singular 

homeland exists for the Jewish d iaspora to return to. 

However, for many diasporas includ ing the Chinese (Lew and Wong, 2003) , I ndian 

(Hannam,  2004) , Vietnamese (Nguyen and King , 2004) and Pakistan is (Ali and Holden,  

2006) , a distinct ancestral homeland exists to return to. Therefore, these d iasporic 

communities are l ikely to participate in d iaspora tourism, travel l ing to their 'homeland' .  

The place and space of the homeland is recognised by Lew and Wong (2003: 83) in  an 

existential ist context as a "spiritua l  centre" . This view echoes the earl ier work of Cohen's 

(1 979) examination of the 'quest for the centre' in view of tourist experiences. Cohen 

conceptual ises tourism as a form of pilgrimage, within which there are five d ifferent 

modes of experiences: ( 1 ) 'the recreational mode' ; (2) 'the d iversionary mode' ; (3) 'the 

experiential mode' ;  (4) 'the experimental mode' and (5) 'the existential mode' . Of these, 
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the existential mode is particu larly re levant to this research. The existential mode refers 

to having an emotional attachment to another place than where one actual ly l ives. This 

emotional attachment may be of the strength that one wishes to l ive in the 'other' place 

but is restricted from doing so by practica l measures, e.g . employment, or immediate 

family connections. As Cohen ( 1 979: 1 90) comments: 

. . .  what makes 'existential' experiences a touristic phenomenon is the fact 
that there are many people - and their number is increasing in  a g rowing 
mobi le world - who, for a variety of practical reasons, wi l l  not be able or 
wi l l i ng to move permanently to their 'elective' centre, but wil l l ive in two 
worlds; the world of their everyday l ife, where they fo l low their practical 
pursuits, but which for them is devoid of deeper meaning; and the world 
of their 'elective' centre, to which they wi l l  depart on period ical pi lgrimage 
to derive spiritual sustenance. 

The natal homeland may represent an 'elective' setting for the quest of 'deeper meaning ' ,  

which is not necessari ly present in everyday l iving .  In  the case of the Pakistani diaspora ,  

there are visits to Pakistan by  commun ity members, a type of  period ic pi lgrimage that 

may be symbol ic of having an 'elective' centre in a place where there exists a shared 

cultu re and the h istory of 'one's roots' . 

c) Producing diaspora tourism 

A further aspect of d iaspora tourism is the role of the tourism industry in making 

d iasporas aware of their  orig ins and roots. Subsequently, d iaspora tourism may be either 

independently produced or infl uenced by campaigns targeting d iaspora tourists (Timothy 

and Coles, 2004). The use of promotional material to instigate the tourist movements of 

ethn ic communities to visit their place of birth and orig i n  is not a new phenomenon i n  

tourism. Both pub l ic and  private organisations are involved in  VFR marketing initiatives 

to encourage migrants to visit their ancestra l homelands (Paci, 1 994; Meis et al. 1 995; 

Morrison et al. 2000). For example, the Reunion 1988 campaign was developed by the 

Government of Dominica to attract VFR visitors from North America and Britain to 

participate in national events, e .g .  i ndependence celebrations (Paci, 1 994). 
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Diaspora tourism campaigns often involve the use of emotive language that emphasises 

the emotional attachment to the 'homeland' .  For example, Morgan et al. (2002) analysis 

of Welsh Tourism Board's 'Homecoming 2000 - Hiraeth 2000' campaign, identified the 

use of emotive language such as ' it's time to come home' to empathise with the Welsh 

diaspora. Simi larly, the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of Guangdong Province of 

China employed writers from the Chinese diaspora in several countries to produce 

articles declaring a ' love of China' .  These were published in a magazine that was sent 

out to the d iaspora in various countries with the aim of encouraging them to visit their 

natal vi l lages (Lew and Wong , 2003). 

Yet, it wou ld be mistaken to th ink of d iaspora from one nation as having a homogenous 

identity. In  Hannam's (2004) analysis of the Discover Your Roots (2002) scheme devised 

by the Uttar Pradesh Department of Tourism in I ndia, he observed an ambivalent 

relationsh ip  between d iasporas and tourism. The 'Discover Your Roots' campaign aimed 

to encourage Persons of I ndian Orig in (P IO) residing overseas to visit their vi l lages in 

Uttar Pardesh . However, Hannam (ibid . )  found that the campaign ignored the complex 

d ivisions of reg ional ,  ethnic and religious identities, wh ich could possibly de-mobil ise 

diasporas for participation in d iaspora tourism. Also, Hannam (2004) found that the major 

influence on PIOs considering travel l ing to I nd ia was their fami l ies rather than state 

marketing campaigns because there was a l im ited aspiration for second and th ird

generation of I ndians to engage with pol icy. 

Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter has reviewed several concepts that contribute to the understanding of the 

role that tourism can play in identity formation . This is especial ly important for d iasporas 
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and communities who may use tourism as a means of re-uniting with their ancestral 

homelands and as a means to understanding their roots and orig ins. 

It is also suggested that tourism especial ly has a potential role in 're-forming' identity, in 

the context of where an ethnic group feels to be social ly excluded in the place in which 

they now l ive. There may be a subsequent search for ' identity' amongst members of the 

community, which extends to the place of the ancestral homelands. In this case, tourism 

can take on the role of identity affirmation, confirming d ifferences between their own 

cu lture and the one in wh ich they now inhabit. There may be a subsequent sense of 

emotional dislocation, an 'existential mode' in which the individual feels emotional ly 

attached to the ancestral homeland. 

The process of social exclusion may a lso manifest itself in  ' racialised boundaries' of 

place, a space with in which racial ethn ic minorities are not welcomed. Thus, the 

construction of tourism may represent the purpose of finding a sense of 'belonging' , and 

'col lective identity' , perhaps through travel to a place where one's culture is the majority. 

In a world in which migration, either forced or voluntary is a major characteristic of a 

g lobal p lural ist society, it is argued that tourism has a key role in understanding and 

formulating identity, and helping to locate the place and space of 'belonging' .  
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Chapter 3 

The Pakistani  Community in the United Kingdom 

This chapter: 

■ 

• 

■ 

■ 

■ 

introduces the characteristics of the research population and location investigated 

in this study; 

reviews the migration history of Pakistani people and populations arriving from 

Pakistan to settle in Britain; 

describes the family structures of the Pakistani diasporic community living in the 

United Kingdom; 

considers the impacts of post-migration interactions with the host populations 

upon identity negotiation; and 

discusses the role of the ancestral homeland in shaping the post-migration lives 

of Pakistanis. 

3 .1  The Research Population and Location 

The focus of this research is the Pakistani diasporic community residing in Luton, located 

in the South East of England in the United Kingdom (see Appendix 2), and since 1971 

Pakistanis have been the largest group of migrants into Luton (Luton Borough Council, 

2003a). The Pakistani immigrants originate primarily from three areas within Pakistan: 

the Punjab; M irpur in north Pakistan; and the North West Frontier Province (King, 1 988). 

The 2001 Census found Pakistanis to be the largest 'Asian or Asian British' ethnic group 

in Luton, with 9.2 per cent stating their ethnicity as 'Pakistani' from a total percentage of 

1 8.3  (National Statistics Online: 2001 Census). I n  addition to their ethnic identifications, 
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the majority of the Pakistani community are fol lowers of the Islamic faith (King , 1 988). 

With in the total popu lation of Pakistanis in  Luton , approximately 1 7,000 , 93.9% identified 

themselves as Musl im (National Statistics On line, 2001 Census). Of th is total of 1 7 ,000, 

the Census showed that 7,41 1 had been born in Pakistan (Luton Borough Counci l ,  

2003b) . 

A major reason for why Pakistanis emigrated to Luton was due to the employment 

opportun ities available in large industrial companies such as Electrolux, Vauxhall and 

Skefko over the years (Luton Borough Counci l ,  2003a). Another possible reason for the 

emergence of a Pakistani d iasporic community in Luton was the movement of Pakistani 

migrants from northern industrial towns of Eng land, e.g .  Bradford , Manchester, 

Rotherham and Sheffield , to southern regions in England, e .g .  Luton, S lough and Oxford, 

as a consequence of the 1 958 economic recession (Shaw, 1 988). 

To further comprehend the migratory and post-migratory experiences of Pakistanis in 

England ,  the fol lowing sections consider the dynamics of arrival and settlement in a wider 

context. The presence of the Pakistani community in the Un ited Kingdom is reviewed 

examining the migration process, the Pakistani fami ly, and experiences beyond 

migration .  These matters are relevant in understanding attachments to the ancestral 

homeland and identity formation .  

3.2 The Migration Process 

The emig ration of thousands of Pakistani people to Britain, labelled as 'the promised 

land ' ,  began in  the late 1 950s and early 1 960s. According to Watson ( 1 977) Pakistanis 

were 'pushed' to migrate due to economic necessity in Pakistan and were 'pu l led' by the 

economic prospects Britain offered. Many migrants came to England for economic 
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purposes, as labourers or 'guest-workers' to find employment in  the construction and 

manufacturing industries (Anwar, 1 979; Castles et al. 1 984; Werbner, 1 990; BBC London ,  

2004) . The common motive of migration was to accumulate enough wealth i n  order to 

return to Pakistan to attain a high standard of l iving (Ballard ,  1 994) .  As implied in  the 

term 'guest-worker' , Pakistani migrants were encouraged to migrate to Brita in as a 

consequence of ind igenous labour shortages for industries such as textiles (Anwar, 1 979; 

Shaw, 1 988; Werbner, 1 990). These dynamics of arrival and settlement, and the 

emergence of the Pakistani d iaspora are reviewed in the fol lowing parts . 

a) Arrival and settlement 

Upon arrival in Brita in ,  i n  the 1 960s, Pakistanis predominately settled in the industrial 

areas of the north of England and Scotland , includ ing Bradford and Leeds in West 

Yorkshire ,  Birmingham in the Mid lands, Preston and other mi l l  towns such as Burn ley and 

Oldham in  Lancash ire and Glasgow in Scotland (Shaw, 1 988) . Today, as is shown in 

Table 1 and Figu re 2 ,  the largest populations of Pakistani communities can be found in 

the West Midlands, Yorkshire and H umberside, and Greater London (Office for National 

Statistics cited in The British Library, 2003). The d ispersal of the Pakistani diaspora to 

new areas, e .g .  London , was possibly a consequence of early Pakistani migrant 

settlements, which were on the ebbs of industrial decl ine lost their "prominence" as a 

"regional metropol is" (Werbner, 1 994: 1 05). 

Pakistan i  migrants preferred to reside i n  urban or inner city areas in Britain (Anwar, 1 979; 

Castles et al. 1 984; Shaw, 1 988). However, houses occupied by Pakistani migrant 

tenants in urban towns were often overcrowded , and lacked such basic amenities as hot 

water and bathrooms (Shaw, 1 988). The settlement in inner cities was a consequence of 

two factors: (i) 'white' working class populations had moved to the suburbs leaving 

properties withi n  u rban metropol ises vacant for 'newcomers' ; and (ii) inner city areas 
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Table 1 :  Pakistani settlements in the United Kingdom 

A table ranking the h ighest to lowest percentage of Pakistanis areas i n  the Un ited 
Kingdom 

Rank Area 

1 West Midlands 

2 Yorkshire and Humberside 

3 Greater London 

4 North West 

5 South East 

6 East 

7 Scotland 

8 East Mid lands 

9 North East 

1 0  Wales 

11 South West 

1 2  Northern I reland 

Source: Adapted from The British Library (2003) 

% of the total Pakistani 
population in the United 

Kingdom 

20.68 

1 9.58 

1 9. 1 0 

1 5.65 

7.83 

5 . 1 9  

4.25 

3.72 

1 .88 

1 . 1 1  

0.90 

0 .09 
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Figure 2: Pakistani settlements in the United Kingdom 

A map showing the percentage distribution of the Pakistani population i n  twelve regions 
in the U n ited Kingdom 

Percentage distribution of the Pakistani population UK-wide 

Source: Adapted from The British Library (2003) 

Source: Office for National Statistics 

Aprlt 2001 Census 

SHIRE & HUMBERSIDE 

19.5& 

EAST 

5.19 

GREATER LONDON 

19.10 
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offered protection from racial d iscrimination and prejudice (Castles et al. 1 984) . I n  an 

earlier study of the Pakistan i  commun ity i n  Britain ,  Anwar (1 979) notes Pakistani migrants 

tend to 'cluster' together because of the rooted sense of 'community' determined by 

sharing a common ancestral background. 

b) The emergence of a Pakistani diaspora in Britain 

The orig inal migrants arrived with the intention to return to Pakistan rather than to settle i n  

Brita in ,  an aspiration that became known as the 'myth of  return' (Khan, 1 977; Watson ,  

1 977; Anwar, 1 979 ;  Stopes-Roe and  Cochrane, 1 990). However, according to Khan 

( 1 977) the 'myth of return' appears to have been short-l ived , as migrants real ised the 

potential employment opportunities and the associated standard of l iving were higher 

than that in  Pakistan .  The 1 97 1  Immigration Act and the Pakistan Act 1 973 also 

contributed to the d iminishing of the 'myth of return' because many Pakistani migrants 

were encouraged to apply for UK citizenship (Khan ,  1 977). Although some migrants 

failed to fu lfil the 'myth of return' ,  this 'myth' retains its significance in the l ives of 

Pakistanis in the Un ited Kingdom, especial ly concerning issues of identity formation . 

Stopes-Roe and Coch rane ( 1 990: 1 82) researching Asian communities in Britain ,  

observe the 'myth of return' continues to influence the social l ives of Pakistanis in 

England : 

. . .  a purposeful desire to return might be expected to have an effect in 
preserving customs, traditions and relationsh ips that would be 
considered essential for renewed l iv ing in the country of orig in . . .  

c) Mobilising the Pakistani community 

As Pakistani communities became more establ ished i n  Britain, then organisations 

developed to facil itate strong ties which continue to exist between the diaspora and the 

homeland. These organisations were termed the ' institutions of migration' by Khan 

( 1 977) and included travel agents and national airl ines. ' I nstitutions of migration '  support 

the migrant i n  h is or her attempts to partially fu lfil the 'myth of return' through return visits 
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to Pakistan ,  wh ich demonstrates to kin in the homeland "where the migrant's loyalties l ie" 

( ibid : 70) . These businesses were and are important for facil itating visits to Pakistan and 

helping to maintain a physical contact with the homeland. The ' institutions of migration' 

were in itially and predominately in the private sector, their presence fulfil led a range of 

social and cultu ral needs for the community, which were associated with the maintenance 

of famil ial and cu ltu ral ties between the new country of settlement and Pakistan. 

As Pakistani migrants settled and remained in Brita in ,  an evolution of 'ethnic institutions' 

occurred to support the emergence of the diaspora (Anwar, 1 979; Castles et al. 1 984; 

BBC London, 2004). These 'ethnic institutions' ,  comprise of a variety of private, publ ic 

and voluntary organisations, including shops run by Pakistani migrants ,  ethnic catering 

services, and rel igious/cu ltural organ isations (Castles et al. 1 984) . The 'ethnic 

institutions' and ' institutions of m igration' are indicative of what Bal lard ( 1 994: 5) referred 

to in Urdu  as desh pardesh meaning 'at home abroad'. I n  essence the ' institutions of 

migration '  and 'ethnic institutions' function as compensatory devises for the loss of having 

a physical absence in the homeland. It is l ikely that these institutions have had an 

influential effect i n  determin ing the decision of many Pakistanis to remain in Britain. So 

whi lst the i l l usion of the return to Pakistan may be present, it is in reality difficult, after 

nearly five decades of having establ ished diasporic communities in Britain ,  as is 

summarised by Werbner ( 1 990: 1 52) who comments: 

. . .  although many Pakistanis continue to hope that they wil l return home to 
Pakistan ,  most of them are in  Brita in for good . . .  their stay in Britain has 
been prolonged indefin itely. 

3.3 The Pakistani Family in Britain 

The Pakistani fami l ies who have settled i n  Britain over the past decades possess similar 

structures to those in  Pakistan . Generally, Pakistan i  families are close-knit, extending 

from immediate famil ies to include grandparents, uncles, aunts, brothers, and sister in-
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laws and the chi ldren of these different fami ly members (Shaw, 1 988). Subsequently, 

famil ies are large and have complex structures of inter-related family members, 

transcend ing several generations. The same situation is replicated in Pakistan where 

three or  more generations are typical ly involved in complex networks of obligations and 

kinship preservation (Anwar, 1 998). Thus, the Pakistani fami ly in Britain can possibly be 

termed 'traditional' because it reflects the pre-industrial rural famil ial composition in the 

I ndian sub-continent (Van der Veer, 1 976 cited in Stopes-Roe and Cochrane, 1 990: 54) .  

The role of the (trad itional) Pakistani fami ly in England is  reviewed to understand its 

importance to the establishment of a Pakistani (ethnic) identity. 

a) Family functions 

The repl ication of famil ial functions as a "transmitter of a migration cu lture" , permits 

famil ia l connections between the ancestral homeland and the land of migration 

(Chamberlain , 1 994: 1 33) .  This in tu rn influences the survival of pre-mig ration 

behaviours and relationships in the d iaspora. In the Pakistani household, ethnically 

orientated activities and customs are often practiced as an attempt to curb opposing 

practices and values from outside, e .g .  schoo l or work. Knott and Khocker ( 1 993) 

observe that typical activities and customs used to enforce a Pakistani ethnic identity 

include attendance at wedd ings and festivals, visiting families, viewing Hind i  and Urdu 

fi lms, wearing the ethn ic costume the shalwaar kameez i .e .  trou'ser and dress, adherence 

to folk and rel igious trad itions. The family's role can therefore be viewed as being 

essential to the social isation, creation and maintenance of the cultural identities of its 

members {Khan , 1 977). I n  support of the observation of the family unit as a transmitter of 

behaviours, Parsons and Bales (1 955) refer to it as an internal agency that structures 

personalities and cu ltures, which is defined as a process of 'primary socialisation' . 

First-generation migrants in the Pakistani fami ly perform an important role in helping to 

maintain ,  preserve and develop attachments of future generations with the ancestral 
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nation of Pakistan (Werbner, 1 990; Modood et al. 1 994; Anwar, 1 998) . This attachment 

to Pakistan is retained through frequent trips to Pakistan by attending such ceremonial 

occasions as weddings or to be with a close relative when he/she is seriously i l l  or dying 

(Shaw, 1 988) . The return of the migrant is an indicator of his/her financial success in 

England , as he/she flourishes kin in  Pakistan with gifts or makes financial contributions to 

local development projects in h is/her natal village (Khan , 1 977) . If the migrant fai ls to 

fu lfi l the duty of retu rn ing to Pakistan ,  th is for his/her relatives, is evidence of the negative 

influence the h ost society is having on h im/her, subsequently the migrant loses his/her 

reputation  and membersh ip in the kin group ( ibid . )  

The Pakistani family is recogn ised as responsible for maintain ing ' l inks' between 

successive generations and the natal homeland of Pakistan .  First-generation migrants 

are encouraged to send their chi ldren 'back home' to Pakistan as a means of constructing 

"bridges" between two societies and cu ltures that young Pakistan is l ive i n-between 

(Khan ,  1 988 cited in Werbner, 1 99 1 : 337). Second-generation Pakistanis attachments to 

parents' country of birth - Pakistan are retained through regu lar visits to the ancestral 

homeland (Shaw, 1 988; Werbner, 1 991 ; Modood et al. 1 994). The visits to Pakistan also 

function to prevent assim ilation i nto Western values and lifestyles, which are perceived to 

contrad ict the rel igious principles of Pakistanis as M uslims. Shaw ( 1 988: 77) researching 

the Pakistan i  community i n  Oxford observes girls who are often sent 'back home' to 

Pakistan:  

. . .  he (Pakistani father) had sent his two daughters back to Pakistan for 
their maternal g randmother to g ive them a 'proper Musl im upbringing' ,  so 
that they would not be influenced by how Engl ish women behave . . .  

Th is coincides with Thompson (2002: 41 6), who argues that Pakistani parents' send their 

off-spring back to their home country to correct any "dislocated diasporic identities." The 

return trip to Pakistan is relevant in understanding the impact of visits upon a Pakistani 

ethn ic identity of second-generation Pakistanis. 
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b) Kinship and friendship networks 

Diasporic families continue to retain networks with both their relatives and friends living in 

the United Kingdom. These ties of kinship and friendship are often formed between 

Pakistani people and populations originating from Pakistan (Stopes-Roe and Cochrane, 

1990) .  These ties of kinship networking are imperative to the functioning of Pakistani 

communities (Anwar, 1 979). For example, Werbner ( 1 994) investigating British

Pakistanis entrepreneurs in Manchester, notes immigrants were employed by families 

and friends to work in their factories. Kinship and friendship networks also proved to be 

useful during important ceremonial occasions such as weddings and deaths (Anwar, 

1 979; Stopes-Roe and Cochrane, 1990; Werbner, 1990). These ties of kinship and 

friendship in local communities in Britain became a means of promoting a Pakistani 

ethnic identity (Modood et al. 1994). 

The close-knit social networks emerging from ties of kinship and friendship are shadowed 

with I slamic teachings, which enforced a strong sense of altruism (Zokaei and Phillips, 

2000). A Pakistani identity, as mentioned earlier in section 1 .3, is rooted with the 

theology of Islam, and as noted previously in section 3. 1, the Census 2001 shows most 

Pakistanis in Luton recognise themselves as Muslims. King ( 1988: 4) observes: " Islam 

has become an integral part of the social, political and cultural life of Muslims" residing in 

Luton. The family performs an important role in the transmission of religious beliefs, 

practices, rituals, teachings and values to its members (Anwar, 1998). This role of the 

family is recognised by the then Ambassador to the U I< (1988) Mr Shehar Yar Khan (cited 

in Werbner, 1991: 377) :  

Every Pakistan i here (at the Asian Business Seminar in Manchester, 
England) is proud of h is culture but the parents mus� know how to 
transmit the history, the religion, the background to whrch we belong, 
because there is no other way that children are going to find out except in 
our homes. 
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c) The role of Pakistani women 

Central to the maintenance of these kinship and friendship networks is the role of South 

Asian women migrants,  who Bhachu ( 1 995: 223) refers to as "cultural entrepreneurs" , 

because they are at the heart of cu ltu ral renewal amongst d iasporas. Similarly, Werbner 

(2002: 1 27) argues that Pakistan i  women in the UK transcend from the "passive to 

active" , as a means of maintain ing their ethnic cu lture and identity beyond the ancestral 

homeland of Pakistan .  An example of th is role as a facilitator of culture is the tradition of 

gift-g iving or lena-dena (Anwar, 1 979; Shaw, 1 988; Werbner, 1 990) . The practice of 

lena-dena, transported from the homeland , l iteral ly translated from Urdu  to Eng l ish is 'to 

take-to give' . 

The tradition of lena-dena is both a symbol ic and obligatory custom exchange of gifts: the 

receiver of a gift is u nder an obligation to return sometime in the future. The gift-g iving 

tradition is essential for the formu lation of  a Pakistani ethnic identity and contributes to 

the cultu ral vital ity of the Pakistani d iaspora i n  Britain (Werbner, 1 990). The ritualistic 

activity of exchanging g ifts is a mechanism through which ' l i nks' between fami l ies are 

establ ished and maintained in host societies (Shaw, 1 988). An example of lena-dena at 

a Pakistani  wedding is observed by Shaw ( 1 988: 1 1 5) :  

. . .  day of nikah (the sign ing of marriage contract) the barat (groom's party) 
arrives whi le the dowry is on d isplay . . .  groom is decorated with a garland 
of tinsel and money. . .  g iven salami (g ifts of money) . . .  g ifts 
(rings/wristwatches) are g iven . . . 

3.4 Beyond Settlement 

Pakistanis are recogn ised as a racial and rel igious minority group in Britain (Modood et 

a/. 1 994; Anwar, 1 998; Ansari, 2002). Pakistanis as minorities are subjected to rel igious 

and racial d iscrim ination in the British host society (The Runnymede Trust, 2000) .  Race 

relations between Pakistan is and the British society have been and continue to be 
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tenuous, especial ly i n  areas lacking residential cohesions between minority and majority 

groups (Bagguley and Hussain ,  2003a, 2003b). Furthermore, the presence of Muslims in 

Western societies has been questioned fol lowing the terrorist attacks on the World Trade 

Centre on the 1 1 th September 2001 and on the London Underground on the yth Ju ly 2005. 

The experiences of Pakistanis in host societies, in  the context of race and rel igion, are 

relevant in comprehending host-guest encounters in racial ly and rel igiously d ifferent 

tourism spaces. 

a) Race relations in Britain 

Ethnic commun ities, despite being born in Britain or natural ised as British citizens, 

continue to be recognised as 'foreign' (Solomos and Back, 2000). There have been 

numerous incidents in the United Kingdom that have impacted upon race relations 

between the minority and the majority populations in England. For example, the ' race' 

riots in northern areas of Britain in 2001 , provoked by the National Front, led to violent 

clashes between Musl im Pakistanis and 'white' populations (Baggu ley and Hussain ,  

2003a, 2003b) .  The 'race' riots subsequently impacted upon the British hyphen of 

identity of fi rst and second-generation Pakistanis. After the race riots, the first-generation 

of Pakistanis did not perceive themselves to be British citizens because they felt thei r  

voices were si lenced and not legitim ised by British society, therefore possessing 'denizen 

identities' (Hussain and Baggu ley, 2005). Despite the negativities surround ing the 'race' 

riots, second-generation Pakistanis identified Brita in as their 'home' , which reinforced a 

sense of Britishness (Baggu ley and Hussain, 2003a) . As two second-generation 

participants in Baggu ley's and Hussain 's (2003a: 1 3-14) analysis of the Bradford ' riot' 

(2001 ) stated: 

. . .  our parents' i ntentions were to come to the UK, earn a living and go 
back home and settle back down at home. And then as we have been 
born and grown up we have more or less decided that th is is our home 
and that it is not back in Pakistan . . .  So we would l ike to more or  less 
make it known that we are here to stay. . .  we are not here to go we are 
here to stay cos we have been born here and this is our home town , 
home country. 
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b) Religion 

The focus on rel ig ion is important, especial ly  i n  the current political climate i . e. post

September 1 1 th 2001 i n  wh ich the research is being conducted , to understand the impact 

of th is pol itical cl imate u pon tourism mobil ities of Pakistanis as Muslim travel lers. 

Muslims at airports are often greeted with "hosti le cl imates" because cultural differences 

such as language and dress provoke suspicion of their presence as terrorists (Wazir, 

2001 : 4). The terrorist attacks on the London tube networks raised questions about 

al legiances of Pakistanis born and l iving in the U nited Kingdom, because the suicide 

bombers held responsible for the attacks were identified as "home-grown" British-Muslim

Pakistanis (Anon,  2005). Musl ims are considered as the "enemy with in" (Khan, 2000: 

36) ;  subsequently the loyalties and i dentities of M usl ims have been questioned by 

Western societies. 

Young Musl ims born in the United Kingdom are a lso questioning their relig ious identity 

and the sense of Britishn ess fol lowing encounters i n  British society after 9/1 1 and 7/7. 

The Guard ian report Young, Muslim and British (Bunting , 2004), reveals 40% of Muslims 

surveyed, believe M usl ims need to do more to integrate. This echoes the appeal of the 

Pakistan High Commissioner to the U K, Dr Maleeha Lodh i  asking Muslims to integrate 

into British society as a stand against m isdefin itions of Muslims in the West {Burke, 

2004). The 'post' cl imates of 9/1 1  have created 'new' spaces within which Musl ims in the 

United Kingdom are negotiating their rel igious and nationalistic identities, as Ansari 

(2002: 1 3) argues: 

. . .  among young British M usl ims, there is such heart-searching about 
where they belong - in Britain ,  or in an ' Islamic' commun ity? They are 
developing their perceptions of national , ethnic and rel ig ious belonging, 
and negotiating new ways of being Musl im in  Britain . 
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Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter reviews the background to the arrival and settlement of the Pakistani 

d iaspora in  the Un ited Kingdom. I n  the late 1 950s and early 1 960s Pakistanis migrated 

to Britain to work in the industrial sectors, e .g .  manufacturing industries, with the intention 

to return to Pakistan .  As a consequence of financial and economic opportunities 

Pakistanis did not return to their ancestral homeland, subsequently, Pakistani migrants 

settled across many parts of the Un ited Kingdom. Today the Pakistani community is the 

second largest ethn ic population in Brita in  and in view of the research field area, 

Pakistanis are the largest ethn ic g roup i n  Luton . After approximately fifty years of 

migration to Britain the ancestral homeland of Pakistan features as a sign ificant force in 

shaping the post-migration l ives of Pakistanis. It is especial ly important to understand the 

influence of the ancestra l  homeland upon post-migration tourism mobil ities of the 

Pakistani community who d id not fulfil the 'myth of return ' .  

It can also be suggested that the 'myth of retu rn' has played a prominent role in the 

emergence of the Pakistani commun ity in Brita in .  Subsequently, the 'myth of retu rn' has 

contributed to the development of 'Pakistan i' neighbourhoods, which comprise of 

extended famil ies, 'ethn ic i nstitutions' and ' institutions of migration ' . In the context of th is 

research , the role of family members, such as the first-generation migrants, is relevant to 

understanding identity formation ,  attachments to Pakistan and participation in  tourism, 

especial ly of second-generation Pakistanis born in Britain. In addition , ' institutions of 

migration' such as travel agents contribute to understanding the mobil isation of Pakistanis 

who participate in  the retu rn visit to the ancestral homeland. 

Issues beyond settlement h igh l ight the impact of the host country upon integration of the 

Pakistani commun ity into British society. M ig ration h istories and recent post-migration 

experiences show Pakistanis as a racial and rel ig ious minority have been subjected to 

discrimination and prejudice. The impact of these encounters have affected the extent to 
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which Pakistanis, especial ly the first-generation consider themselves to be British 

citizens. Thus, racial and rel igious hosti l ity may contribute to feelings of 'unbelonging' 

and perhaps through participation in  tourism, e.g .  travels to the ancestral homeland, 

these feel ings can be temporal ly interrupted . For second-generation Pakistanis racism 

and lslamophobia has led them to question their multiple identities, e.g. British-Pakistani

Muslim-Asian , and using the hyphenated prefixes to negotiate 'new' ways of belonging in 

Brita in .  In view of the 'post' cl imates of the 2001 ' race riots' , 9/1 1 and 1n that the 

Pakistan i  community l ive in, it is argued that tourism performs a crucial role in 

comprehending and negotiating 'new' ways of belonging , and in serving to the process of 

identity formation .  
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This chapter: 

Chapter 4 

Research Methodology 

• presents the research methodological decisions implemented to study tourism 

participation of the Pakistani community in Luton ;  

• introduces the research phi losophy, research strategy, sampling issues, data 

col lection methods and data analysis process influencing the methodological 

orientations; 

• justifies the rationale for the use of the chosen methodolog ies and methods in  the 

research enquiry ; 

• addresses issues of eth ics ,  va lid ity, rel iabi l ity and reflexivity considered before 

enteri ng the research field; and 

• i l lustrates that the research methodologies and methods identified to investigate 

tourism participations of the Pakistani commun ity are inherently interpretive. 

4.1 Phi losophy of Research 

The phi losophical underpinn ings rooted in the research enquiry are introduced in  this 

section .  The ph i losophy of research employed i n  th is study is 'post-positivism' as 

opposed to 'positivism'. The post-positivistic parad igm is reflected in the ' interpretive' 

phi losoph ical perspective and 'qualitative' methodolog ical approach employed. The 

principal reason for using a post-positivistic qual itative research methodology rather than 

a positivistic quantitative research parad igm is  because the issue central to this 

investigation is to interpret the meanings Pakistan i  people and popu lations attach to their 
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tourism journeys. The research ph i losoph ical orientations are reviewed and justified in 

the following sections. 

a) A post-positivistic study 

This study uses a post-positivistic research paradigm to understand the sign ificance of 

ethn ic identity upon tou rism participation in the Pakistani community residing in Luton. 

Post-positivistic thought emerged to scrutinise and criticise the use of positivistic theory in 

sociology (Glesne, 2006). Positivism is dominated by the principal idea of producing 

objective, e.g .  scientific, accounts of reality that seek to discover or prove hypotheses of 

'cause' and 'effect' (Durkheim, 1 982; Lazar, 2004; Seale, 2004) . The positivistic research 

paradigm is criticised by non-positivistic th inkers for overlooking 'mean ings' people attach 

to their behaviours (Lincoln and Guba,  1 985) . This cal l  for anti-scientific study of society 

is referred to as 'post-positivism' ,  which is often viewed as an opposite of positivism 

(Guba and Lincoln ,  1 989; Denzin and Lincoln ,  1 994; 2000; Holl iday, 2002). 

Researchers addressing ontological ,  epistemological and methodological shortcomings in 

tourism research are cal l ing for fieldworkers to employ post-positivistic modes of enquiry 

(Decrop, 1 999; Ri ley and Love, 2000; Tribe, 200 1 ;  Holl inshead , 2004a, 2004b, 2004c; 

Phi l l imore and Goodson, 2004). Ri ley and Love (2000) observe the need for tourism 

research to d iverge from 'positivistic' modes of enquiry to 'post-positivistic' paradigms to 

produce interpretive and reflective accounts of tourist behaviours. Research in tourism 

continues to be dominated by positivistic approaches that concentrate on studying the 

"objective", and "measurable" relationsh ip between people and places (Goodson and 

Phi l l imore, 2004: 40). S imilarly, Hol l inshead (2004d: 40) observes tourism curricu lums 

and commercial industries promote the "recreational" rather than the "identity'' business of 

travel , wh ich contributes in retain ing positivistic paradigms in tourism. Moreover, tourism 

research examin ing tourism mobilities of d iasporic people and popu lations is skewed 
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towards positivistic approaches such as the survey method (Kang and Page, 2000; 

Klemm, 2002; Nguyen et al. 2003; Nguyen and King ,  2004). 

The rationale for using the post-positivistic research paradigm rather than the positivistic 

doctrine is because this research enquiry is not concerned with analysing findings to 

identify patterns or trends of tourist behaviou rs, but is concerned with understanding the 

meanings Pakistani people and populations attach to participation in tourism. Post

positivistic research methodology is also influenced by the ontological and 

epistemological positions of the study. The d ifferent ontological entities with in which 

comprehensions of tourism are located in are: interpretations, motivations, identities, 

experiences and cu ltural practices of the Pakistani d iasporic community. The 

epistemolog ical position expressed in the study considers transdiscipl inary theoretica l, 

conceptual and empirical frameworks to analyse the interrelationship between ethnic 

identity and tourism. Subsequently, ontolog ical and epistemological positions influence 

the post-positivistic phi losoph ical perspective used in the research study. 

b) The 'interpretive ' philosophical perspective 

Post-positivism is ph i losoph ical ly, theoretically and methodolog ically ' interpretative' , 

which comprises of research perspectives such as interpretivism, critical theory, 

constructivism, postmodern ism and femin ism (Guba and Lincoln ,  1 989; Denzin and 

Lincoln ,  1 994, 2000; Hol l iday, 2002). I nterpretative understanding is viewed as a post

positivistic chal lenge to positivistic thought and a "romantic reaction against positivism" 

(Hughes and Sharrock, 1 997: 97) .  The i nterpretative phi losophical perspective rooted in 

this research is ' interpretivism' or ' interpretive' methodology. Hughes ( 1 990: 89) argues 

fieldworkers adopting interpretive theoretical and phi losoph ical stances in post-positivistic 

studies are an essential part in the construction of meanings, because: "experiences of 

others can be grasped through  the apprehension of their inner meaning. "  The 

'apprehension of inner meaning' in interpretive research is captured though a practice of 
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verstehen, a Weberian concept meaning 'empathy' . 'Verstehen' as interpretative practice 

is understood to be a theme that is consistent with interpretive comprehensions of social 

phenomena (Schutz, 1 967; Field ing, 1 993; Schwandt, 1 994, 2000). 'Verstehen' entai ls: 

"placing oneself in the position of other people to see what mean ings they g ive to their 

actions" (Abercrombie et al. 1 994: 477). 

The rationale for using the interpretive research phi losophy in this investigation is for two 

primary reasons. Firstly, to gain an emic understanding through 'verstehen' , by 

interpreting the meanings Pakistani i nformants attach to their tourism journeys. 

Secondly, as a means of retain ing the meanings, motives and actions of the research 

participants, the study seeks to integrate the interpretations of informants. Thus, 

reducing the production of abstract representations of human actions or to "study social 

behaviour by interpreting its subjective meaning as found in the i ntentions of i ndividuals" 

(Schutz, 1 967: 6) . However, interpretive understandings in  view of 'verstehen' are 

constrained by "bl ind-spots" such as the researcher's culture or research community , 

which impact upon issues of empathy and i nterpretations (Alevesson and Skoldberg , 

2003: 6) 

c) Qualitative methodological approach 

I n  view of the post-positivistic research parad igm and interpretive philosophy of 

methodology, th is study adopts a qual itative methodolog ical approach . The post

positivistic or non-positivistic research phi losophy is associated with qual itative or 

naturalistic enqu i ry, which aims to understand "how social experience is created and 

given meaning" (Denzin and Lincoln, 1 994: 4). Positivistism is often aligned with 

quantitative enqu i ries, wh ich seek to generate "causal relationships between variables" in 

social research ( ibid . ) .  For qua litative research to be post-positivistic, such scientific 

va lues as 'validity' , 'objectivity' and 'generalisabi l ity' need to be replaced with principles 

such as 'reflexivity' and 'trustworthiness' (Glesne, 2006). Simi larly, for research in 
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tourism to transcend from quantitative to qualitative enquiry fieldworkers in the field of 

tourism need to work with interpretive philosophies, methodologies and methods 

(Goodson and Phillimore, 2004). 

The rationale for choosing a qualitative rather than a quantitative methodological 

approach is because the main premise in conduct of study is to collect rich descriptions of 

tourism participation in the Pakistani community. Generally, the quantitative research 

practice presents little or no opportunities to integrate the interpretations of informants 

and researcher i nto the investigation. Moreover, researchers seeking to gain interpretive 

understandings of tourism journeys of diasporic people and populations conduct 

qualitative enquiries i n  tourism (Stephenson, 2002; Duval, 2003a) . A qualitative enquiry 

generates thick descriptive accounts of human behaviours (Guba and Lincoln ,  1994) , 

locates the researcher in the study (Janesick, 1 994) and presents an opportunity for the 

fieldworker to establish empathy with the informants (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994). 

However, Allan (1 993) identifies two major drawbacks associated with qualitative 

researching: (i) the impressionistic character, and (i i )  the non-verifiable nature. Firstly, 

the impressionistic characteristic of qualitative enqu iry undermines the methodological 

rigour because the investigator is naively sensitive to new ideas and receptive to 

informants. Secondly, as a consequence of the non-verifiable nature of qualitative 

research i.e. time, location and researcher-effect, there is l imited prospect to replicate the 

study 

d) Research design 

The research design for this post-positivistic, i nterpretive and qualitative enquiry reflects 

several practices and procedures applied by Stephenson (2002) in his study of travel 

aspirations and experiences of a UK  Afro-Caribbean community to the ancestral 

homelands in the Caribbean. The work of Stephenson (2002) is relevant in 

understanding qualitative research conduct investigating diasporic communities residing 
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in the Un ited Kingdom. The migration histories of the UK Afro-Caribbean community are 

simi lar to the Pakistani d iaspora arriving in Britain in the early 1 960s. For example, Afro

Caribbean people and popu lations upon arrival were employed i n  manufacturing 

industries (Fryer, 1 984 cited in Stephenson, 2002) and l ived mainly in  urban areas 

(Skell ington, 1 992 cited in Stephenson, 2002) 

The elements of Stephenson's (2002) qual itative research practice relevant to th is study 

in view of research phi losophy, research strategy, sample and sampling frame, data 

col lection techn iques, data analysis procedures, and other matters are presented in 

Appendix 3. A further evaluation of Stephenson's (2002) work shows he rel ies heavily 

upon a research confederate to establ ish relationships with i nformants, subsequently 

impl icating matters of reflexivity. 

e) Emics and etics 

The notions of 'emics' and 'etics' (the insider and the outsider) is used in this research 

study to examine researcher reflexivity (discussed further in section 4. 1 0) to analyse the 

insider and/or outsider moments encountered in the conduct of study. The theoretical 

context of reflexivity centres on the emics (insider) and etics (outsider) debate presented 

by Headland et al. ( 1 990) in studying cultures. Emics and etics are a negotiation of the 

'objective' and 'subjective' in the research field ,  as Harris ( 1 990: 50) observes: 

"participants can be both subjective and objective, and observers can be both subjective 

and objective."  Although the theory on emics/etics is relevant to the study in  

understanding insider and outsider positions in the research process, the arguments 

presented by Headland et al. ( 1 990) are l imited to fieldworkers examining cultures other 

than their  own. 
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4.2 Research Strategy 

The post-positivistic, i nterpretive and qual itative research strategy chosen for 

implementation in this study is ' interpretive ethnography'. Qual itative research is 

inherently i nterpretive (Denzi n ,  1 997; Denzin and Lincoln , 2000; Hol l iday, 2002; Mason, 

2002), as is ethnography (Agar, 1 986; Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Tedlock, 2000) . 

According to Mason (2002: 56) i nterpretive ethnography: "sees people, and their 

interpretations, perceptions, meanings and understand ings, as the primary data sources. "  

The difference identified between conventional ethnographic conduct and interpretive 

ethnographic practice is the emphasis of the latter is upon interpretation .  Traditional 

ethnography shou ld not "confuse observation and i nterpretation . . .  record what is seen 

and heard . . .  keep this separate from ones i nterpretation  of it" (Brewer: 2000: 88). Denzin 

and Lincoln ( 1 994 ,  2000) argue such ethnographic works are reflective of positivistic 

research because fieldworkers are engaged in producing 'objective' and 'colonised' 

accounts of reality. Whereas, interpretive ethnography is neither objective nor subjective, 

it requires the fieldworker to interpretively mediate between the two worlds (the subjective 

and objective) (Agar, 1 986) . 

Interpretative understanding in th is research is developed further by using Geertz's 

(1 973) anthropological theory on the ' interpretation of culture' . The central premise in  

Geertz's ( 1 973) interpretive theory is that culture is  transmitted th rough such symbols as 

speech, art, text or music, which as public displays of cultural practices can be observed, 

recorded and analysed. Interpretations of culture should comprise of 'th ick descriptions' 

of human behaviours d iscovered through 'peel ing' strips of reality. According to Geertz 

( 1 973: 37) : "as one analyses man (sic) , one peels of layer after layer, each such layer 

being complete and i rreducible in itself, revealing another, quite d ifferent sort of layer 

underneath . "  Therefore interpretive ethnography contributes to examining tourism 

meanings and experiences of the Pakistan i  community, in  association with related 
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characteristics of ethnic identity such as ethnicity, culture, diaspora and migration. 

However , Geertz's (1973) interpretation of culture theory is rooted in functionalist 

orientations, which consider culture as static - stored in scared and ritualistic symbols, 

rather than hybrid or changing. Thus, limiting the application of Geertz's (1973) 

interpretive standpoint to cultural groups living in-between multiple or hyphenated 

identities, such as the Pakistani community. 

The rationale for using interpretive ethnography in this study is because the research 

strategy can be deployed in culturally embedded settings, e.g. Luton, to interpret the 

influence of ethnic identity upon culturally manifested movements such as tourism. Only 

through an interpretive ethnographic approach can a researcher "get to the heart of a 

culture" (Clifford, 1988: 31) because according to Clifford (1988: 39): "ethnography is the 

interpretation of culture." In addition, tourism researchers (Sandiford and Ap, 1998; 

Stephenson , 2002; Duval, 2003a) , note several advantages: attaining empathy with 

informants, capturing multiple meanings and ability to make short-notice modifications. 

However, tourism analysts using ethnography identify several drawbacks concerning 

problems with representativeness and replication of study (Sandiford and Ap, 1998) and 

recording information (Palmer, 2001 ). Other weaknesses associated with interpretive 

ethnography are presented in Appendix 4. 

4.3 Sampling Technique and Criteria 

This section considers issues of sampling in view of, technique, criteria and procedure in 

the conduct of this interpretive ethnographic study. Bury Park, a town in Luton, has been 

chosen as the main research field, where many Pakistanis currently live (see Appendix 5 

for map of Bury Park). The sampling technique chosen to select a sample of Pakistanis 

from Bury Park is 'snowball sampling'. The sampling criteria contain four criterions 
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devised to select research informants from the snowbal l  sample to participate in the 

study. The research field area, sampl ing procedure and principles are proposed for both 

the pi lot and main fieldwork. J ustifications for choosing Bury Park as the research area 

and snowbal l  sampl ing are g iven, and the four sampl ing criterions are d iscussed in the 

following parts. 

a) Research field area 

Bury Park is identified as a possible location for conducting the pi lot and main study. The 

researcher is famil iar with the area, which she has visited in the past for shopping trips to 

purchase ethnic clothes, e .g .  the shalwaar kameez, for cu ltural ceremon ies and 

festivities. Bury Park is situated in a main thoroughfare cal led the Dunstable Road on 

which is situated a variety of ethn ic outlets, e .g .  ethnic clothes shops, Asian Music, I nd ian 

sweets and travel agencies. In Append ix 6/a, two photographs are displayed featuring 

ethn ic organ isations in Bury Park. Picture A shows a travel agency and picture B is of a 

retai l  store sel l i ng material for Asian dress. 

The predominant rel ig ion of Bury Park is symbolised by the presence of the Luton Central 

Mosque. Further constructions of rel ig ious identity are observable through the Islamic 

Centre, the Islamic Education Centre, the Is lamic I nformation Centre and Bookshop. The 

dress codes of many of the residents of the area are also ind icative of the strong Muslim 

character in the area, with some women wearing the Islamic cloth ing of the jilbab and the 

cu ltu ral d ress the shalwaar kameez. Append ix 6/b shows the Central Mosque and a 

picture of a woman wearing the jilbab. 

b) Sampling technique 

The 'snowbal l  sampl ing '  technique has been chosen to identify a sample of Pakistanis 

living in Bury Park, Luton to take part in the research study. Snowball sampl ing is a form 
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of non-random sampl ing, also referred to as 'network sampling' where respondents are 

used to initiate contacts with other potential informants (Bloch, 2004) . This sampling 

techn ique of snowbal l ing has been used both by social science researchers (Anwar, 

1 979; Al i ,  1 999) and tourism researchers (Stephenson ,  2002; Duval ,  2003a) investigating 

ethnic commun ities. For example, Al i 's ( 1 999) case study of Kashmiri identity in Luton, 

which was conducted in Bury Park, used snowbal l sampl ing to overcome constraints over 

access. Duval (2003a) studying  return visits of the Commonwealth Eastern Caribbean 

Community to their ancestral islands in the Caribbean uti l ised the snowball approach to 

select wi l l ing individuals wanting to participate i n  h is study. 

The rationale for using snowball sampling in this study is to gain access in to the 

Pakistani community in Bury Park because the fieldworker does not live in the research 

field area. Therefore the researcher intends to in itiate personal contact with Pakistani 

people l iving in  Bury Park and to identify potential informants. The snowbal l  technique is 

usefu l in developing informal contacts with research participants (Stephenson, 2002) and 

identifying people who are interested in the research topic (Duval ,  2003a). However, the 

associated problems with snowbal l sampl ing are: it is a slow and difficu lt process (Anwar, 

1 979) and relying upon informants to introduce friends and relatives or people with similar 

interests resu lts in participant b ias (B loch, 2004) . 

c) Sampling criteria 

Four sampling criterions detailed below are devised to select Pakistani research 

informants for inclusion in the research sample: 

1 .  The informants should be Urdu and/or Punjabi speaking; 

2. The informants should define their ethnic origin as Pakistani; 

3. Ensuring an inter-generational profile; and 

4. The informants should have visited (and re-visited) Pakistan at least once 

between the years 1998-2003, or be planning to do so in the next five years. 
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The criteria's l isted above are discussed further in the fol lowing sections. 

Criteria 1: The informants should be Urdu and/or Punjabi speaking; 

I ndividuals who are fluent i n  either U rdu  or Punjabi if Eng lish is not their first language are 

to be included in the study. U rdu is the national language of Pakistan, which is widely 

spoken amongst the Pakistani d iaspora regardless of province of origin .  Punjabi is  a 

language spoken by people and populations originating from the Punjab province in 

Pakistan and is often held to be a 'slang' version of Urdu.  Subsequently, many words in 

Urdu and Punjabi have similar meanings, for example the term dost means friend in both 

dialects. The rationale for specification of native speakers is the knowledge that Engl ish 

may not be widely spoken amongst some Pakistani informants. It is also thought that the 

use of the native languages wou ld enhance the authenticity of the research and also the 

communication between the informant and researcher. As a Pakistani herself, Urdu and 

Punjabi a re languages that the researcher can converse in .  Punjabi being the first 

language i n  the fieldworker's parental home. 

Criteria 2: The informants should define their ethnic origin as Pakistani; 

Given that the research focuses upon the Pakistani community an evident prerequisite for 

being included in the research enqu iry is for participants to define their ethnic origi n  or 

identity as being Pakistani .  From a reflexive perspective, the Pakistani ethnic identity is 

also held to be important to the researcher-informant relationsh ip, notably in the context 

of relative ' insider' and 'outsider' positions. 

Criteria 3: Ensuring an inter-generational profile; 

An inter-generational m ix is necessary to aid the comprehensions of how age and varying 

experiences influence perceptions of tou rism. The prime criterion for distinguish ing 
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between the generations is country of birth , with fi rst-generation of Pakistanis being born 

in Pakistan and successive generations in the Un ited Kingdom . 

Criterion 4: The informants should have visited (re-visited) Pakistan at least once 

between the years1998-2003, or be planning to do so in the next five years. 

Participants are requ i red to have journeyed at least once to Pakistan between the years 

1 998-2003. The period has been chosen because the researcher wants to examine visits 

to Pakistan before she entered the research setting. If more than one visit was made to 

Pakistan the focus is upon the most recent trip by the informant, a lthough a wider 

discussion of other travel experiences to Pakistan is encouraged. 

4.4 Data Collection Methods 

This interpretive ethnographic study uses the fol lowing qualitative primary data col lection 

techniques: casual conversations, semi-structured interviews, focus groups and 

'systematic lurking' . Ethnographic studies investigating South Asian populations in the 

social sciences use methods such as semi-structu red interviewing to grasp the meanings 

i nformants attached to their behaviour (Hal l , 2004). Research in  tourism uses data 

col lection methods such as conversations (Stephenson , 2002) and interviews (Nguyen et 

a/. 2003) to understand travel movements of d iasporic communities. The 

appropriateness of the selected data col lection methods to the research objectives are 

presented in Appendix 7. I n  this section the data col lection methods are reviewed and 

rationales for using the techniques are g iven. 
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a) Casual conversations 

Socio-l inguistics define casual conversations as "talk which is not motivated by any clear 

p ragmatic purpose" (Eggins and Slade, 1 997: 1 9) or what Gaudio (2003: 660) refers to as 

a form of "coffee-talk . "  The casual conversation is recognised as a technique that 

faci l itates "story-tel l ing" in ethnographic research (Atkinson, 1 990: 1 04) and the tel lers of 

the stories - the research subjects are "storying stories" (McCormack, 2004: 220) .  

Furthermore, conversations echo the practice of psychoanalysis noted in  Freud's ( 1 973: 

38) dream-interpretation theory that observes: "we have l istened passively, without 

putting our powers of reflection into action . "  In casual conversations the researcher is 

engaged in a dialogical process, involving l istening attentively or passively to stories, 

narratives and experiences of the researched . 

The rationale for using casual conversations is to develop mutual sustainable 

relationsh ips between the researcher and the respondent, both with in and beyond the 

research field . In add ition ,  for personal reasons the fie ldworker has chosen to use casual 

conversations in  th is research enquiry. The fieldworker is personal ly fami l iar with 

engaging in casual or friend ly conversations with Pakistani people i .e. her relatives and 

parents friends in Punjabi and U rdu .  Therefore, assuming conversations are methods 

which prospective Pakistan i  participants are cultural ly fam i liar with . According to 

Alexander (2003: 1 1 2) 'talk' as a cultural entity functions as a form of "social exchange" 

amongst cultura l  communities, as a means of developing  and maintain ing cu ltu re. The 

justifications for using casual conversations in  the research study are further reinforced 

by the empirical strengths presented in Appendix 8, which also identifies the weaknesses 

in employing casual conversations. 

b) Semi-structured interviewing 

Semi-structured interview is an :  " interactional exchange of d ialogue, relatively i nformal 

style, thematic/topic centred/biographical/narrative approach, co-production of l<nowledge 
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involving researcher and interviewee" (Mason,  2002: 62-63). Simi lar to the perspective 

on casual conversations, semi-structured interviews are used in qualitative research as a 

'story-tel l ing' devise that is intrinsical ly interpretive because informants are absorbed in a 

"meaning making process" (Seidman, 1 998: 1 ) .  Generally, semi-structured interviewing is 

a qualitative data col lection technique that is both unstructured ( informal) and structured 

(formal) (Mason, 2002) . Furthermore, semi-structured questioning in ethnograph ic 

investigations is valued for its production of th ick descriptions of human behaviours 

(Brewer, 2000). 

The rationale for using semi-structured interviewing in this study is to generate 

interpretively rich description of tourism behaviours of the Pakistani d iasporic community. 

The ontological and epistemological positions are a further justification for choosing semi

structu red interviewing in the research . Ontological and epistemologica l  standpoints 

focus upon generat ing interpretive data by grasping the meanings participants attach to 

their tourism experiences and encounters. Thus, during interviews, moments of 

'verstehen' can be possibly identified from interactive talk with i nterviewees to gain emic 

comprehensions of tourist behaviours .  The justifications for using semi-structured 

interviews in the research enqu iry are further reinforced by the advantages presented in 

Appendix 9, which also identifies the disadvantages in using semi-structu red interviewing. 

c) Focus groups 

Focus groups stimulate col lective d iscussions between participants on a certain topic in 

the research setting. The use of focus g roups in qualitative research is recognised as a 

data col lection technique, wh ich contributes to the fi ndings already retrieved from other 

such practices as interviews (Morgan , 1 997). Furthermore, Vaughan et al. ( 1 996 cited in 

Smithson, 2000) argue focus groups can be implemented in the early stages of a 

research enquiry to explore matters of study design .  The use of focus groups is 

encouraged for stud ies investigating ' powerless' or 'vu lnerable' groups with in society 
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(F ield ing , 1 993; Denscombe, 1 998; Warr, 2005). I n  addition , focus groups in tourism 

research are used frequently to study ethnic groups, for example in  view of marketing 

(Makuni , 2001 )  and i n  non-Western settings (Cole, 2004). 

The rationale for using  focus groups in  this research is to d iscuss themes emerging in 

casual conversations and i nterviews, further i n  a group setting. I n  addition ,  focus groups 

can be used to i ntroduce informants to other people participating in  the study to instigate 

d ialogue between i nformants beyond the research field .  This may contribute to 

sustaining relationsh ips between informants and promote generation of collective 

interpretations of tou rism behaviours with in  the Pakistani diaspora l iving in Bury Park. 

The justifications for using focus groups in the research study are further reinforced by 

the empirical strengths presented in Appendix 1 0, which also identifies the weaknesses in 

using focus groups. 

d) Systematic lurking 

The concept 'systematic lu rking' coined by Dan n  et al. ( 1 998) to develop methodological 

soph istication in  tourism research to study human actions. However the use of 

'systematic lu rking' in tou rism research is empirical ly underdeveloped, therefore giving 

little direction for app lication in this study. A few studies (Webb et al. 2000; Seaton, 

2002) observe the usefulness of 'systematic l u rking' for observing people unobtrusively. 

The rationale for using 'systematic lurking' is also to unobtrusively observe Pakistani 

research informants , and to verify findings col lected during casual conversations, semi

structured interviewing and focus groups. For ethical practices on ly Pakistani participants 

taking part in the study are to be unobtrusively observed using 'systematic lurking' and 

only findings relevant to the context of the research enquiry are to be recorded .  The 

reasons for using 'systematic lurking' in the research enquiry are supported by the 

empirical advantages presented in Appendix 1 1 ,  which also identifies the disadvantages 

for using 'systematic l u rking ' .  
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4.5 Principles of Data Collection 

This pri nciples underpinn ing the col lection of data in this research study are notions of 

'bricoleur' and 'crystal l isation' . Both bricoleur and crystal l isation are qual itative research 

concepts, which are rooted i n  post-positivistic paradigms i .e .  i nterpretive ethnography 

(Denzin and Lincoln ,  1 994; 2000) . The principles and justifications for being bricoleur 

and using crystal l isations are discussed in  the following parts (a) and (b). 

a) Bricoleur 

Bricoleur is a French term describing a "handyman or handywomen who makes use of 

the tools available to com plete a task" (Kincheloe, 2001 : 680) or what Levi-Strauss (1 966) 

refer to as: "Jack-of-al l-trades" or "do-it-yourself person" (cited in Denzin and Lincoln ,  

2000: 4). In the context of post-positivistic or interpretive enquiry the term bricoleur 

defines a fieldworker using the empirical tools of his/her craft to interpret human 

behaviours. A bricoleur performs an act of 'montage' because: "the qual itative researcher 

who uses montage is l ike a qu i lt maker. . .  The qui lt maker stitches, edits, and puts slices 

of real ity together'' ( Denzin and Lincoln ,  2000: 4-5). 

The rationale for i ntegrating principles of bricoleur in this research is for matters of 

interpretation to generate thick descriptive understandings of tou rism participations in the 

Pakistani community. I n  add ition , the researcher has chosen a range of data collection 

techniques used in her 'craft' as a tou rism stud ies researcher with history of theoretical 

and methodologica l  trad itions in the social sciences i .e. sociology. The importance of 

bricoleur to the qual itative conduct i n  tourism research is discussed by Jamal and 

Holl inshead (2001 : 65): "the qualitative researcher selects from the rich array of methods, 

tools and practices avai lable, in order to address the research question(s) and 
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assumptions" (also see Hol l inshead , 1 996 for uses of bricoleur in  tourism research). The 

reasons for being bricoleur in the research study are supported further by the empirical 

strengths presented in Append ix 1 2 , wh ich also identifies the weaknesses for being 

bricoleur. 

b) Crystallisation 

I n  this research methodological triangulation is replaced with the process of 

'crystal l isation' .  The practice of triangulation has received m uch scrutiny and criticism 

from post-positivistic/qual itative/interpretive researchers for producing objective, fixed and 

three-sided views of social worlds (Richardson , 1 994, 2000; Denzin and Lincoln ,  2000; 

Janesick, 2000). Crysta l l isation concentrates upon quality and depth , un l ike triangulation 

which focuses upon rep l ication of method (Janesick, 2000). The 'crystal '  replaces the 

'triangle' in  qual itative research by exploring the multitude of themes and perspectives 

that emerge in the col lection and analysis of findings (Eloff et al. 2002). Richardson 

(2000: 934) distinguishes between triangu lation and crystal l isation :  

. . .  in  triangulation ,  a researcher deploys "d ifferent methods" such as 
interviews, census data ,  and documents to "validate" findings. These 
methods,  however, carry the same domain assum ptions i ncluding the 
assumption that there is a "fixed" point or "object" that can be 
triangu lated.  But in post-modernist mixed genre texts , we do not 
triangu late; we crystal l ize. We recognise that there are far more than 
"three-sides" from which to approach the world .  

The rationale for using the process of crystal l isation in t he  col lection of data i s  to 

incorporate the chosen methods and transdiscip l inary thoug ht to interpretations of 

research findings. Crystal l isation as opposed to triangulation has been selected to 

enhance i nterpretive understandings of Pakistan i  people and popu lations in tourism. The 

anticipated problems perceived to be associated with using the process of crystal l isation 

in the research enqu i ry are presented in Appendix 1 3, which a lso identifies the 

drawbacks associated with crystal l isation. 
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4.6 Designing the Data Collection Methods 

The futu re orientations for this research consider matters of design ing the interpretive 

ethnographic data col lection techniques for use in the pi lot and main study. The topics 

for casual conversations are d iscussed ; semi-structured interview schedule is proposed , 

focus group plan is outl ined and strategies for systematic lurking are recognised .  

a) Developing topics for casual conversations 

Casual conversations are recognised as occurrences of "ord i nary" or "natural" ta lk 

(Gaudio , 2003: 660) emerging from informal interactions between groups of people, e.g. 

friends. The plan is to develop informal conversations in  four stages: (1 ) genera l  

greetings, (2)  inquisitive, (3)  research focus, and (4) closure phase. These stages move 

from putting the informant at ease (phase 1 ), to establ ishing empathy (phase 2), to 

directing attention to research questions (phase 3) and identifying  mutual ground with the 

informant to end the conversation (phase 4) . As a consequence of casualness and the 

unrestricted element of informal conversations the d ialogue between the researcher and 

respondent cannot be anticipated, therefore a schedu le has not been devised . I n  

addition the duration  of  conversations, depth of discussion and questions posed to 

informants are expected to differ. Despite the problems in l isting predetermined topics to 

examine, six topics are to be inspected over a period of time through informal ta lk. These 

areas for casual conversations are: 

1 .  Understandings and meanings of tourism; 

2. Destination most and least travelled to; 

3. Understanding Pakistani ethnic identity; 

4. Relationship with the ancestral homeland and host/and; 

5. Locating a Pakistani ethnic identity in comprehension of tourism; and 

6. Locating tourism in comprehensions of a Pakistani ethnic identity. 
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The reasons for choosing the above topics to concentrate on during conduct of casual 

conversations are presented in Table 2. In Table 2 the themes for discussion are l isted , 

the rationale for choosing the theme is presented , the recognised contribution to the 

study identified and application of selected themes to the research study objectives are 

noted. The research study also rea l ises some conversations may not take place in 

Eng l ish but in  Urdu or Punjabi with Pakistan i  informants. During the conduct of casual 

conversations no audio-recordi ng devises a re planned to be used , thus relying upon 

memory to recal l  informal d iscussions. 

b) Developing semi-structured interviews 

The semi-structured interview schedu le consists of two parts: Part One focuses upon 

tourism participations and Part Two concentrates upon matters of identity. Part One 

i ncludes themes and questions that interrelate with Part Two, and Part Two contains 

matters and issues that interrelate with Part One. The fi rst part of the semi-structured 

interview probes into comprehensions of tourism , travels to the ancestral homeland of 

Pakistan and other destinations, and the impact of post-September 1 1  2001 upon tourism 

journeys. In the second part the semi-structured i nterview schedu le explores issues of 

ethn ic identity concerning a Pakistan i  ethnic identity, Musl im identity, British identity, 

locations of 'home' , experiences of m igration, and l ife in the U nited Kingdom. In 

Appendix 1 4, the proposed semi-structured interview schedu le is presented , which 

identifies the themes and questions for investigation .  

c) Developing focus group sessions 

A succession of focus g roups are planned to take place with Pakistani informants in th is 

research study. The focus group participants are to be recruited from a sample of 

informants with whom the researcher has interacted with informally through casual 

conversations. Participation i n  the focus groups for the respondents is vol untary, 
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Table 2: Casual conversation themes 

The relevance of casual conversation themes to the research study 

Casual Rationale Contribution to Relevance of 
Conversation Study Themes to 

Themes Research Study 
Objective(s) 

Defin itions of Pakistanis and 
(1) Understandings Tourism Tourism Objective 1 
and meanings of Theme ( 1 ) identifies Understanding notions 
tourism. the defining of tourism from the 

elements of tourism.  point of view of 
Pakistani people and 
popu lations. 

Tourist Motivations Tourism Choices and 

(2) Destinations Theme (2) identifies Decisions Objective 2 
most and least the motives for Gaining knowledge 
travelled to. engaging in tourism into reasons for Objective 5 

amongst the travel l ing to certain 
Pakistan i  d iaspora. destinations and not 

others. 

Post-migration Diasi;!oric 

(3) Relationship exeeriences Attachments Objective 2 
with ancestral Theme (3) considers Explain ing the 
homeland and the role of the connections between Objective 3 
host/and. 'migration factor' d iasporas and 

upon tou rism ancestral nations. 
mobi l ities 

Locations of Ethnic Ethnic ldentitv and 

(4) Locating a ldentitv Tourism Behaviours Objective 2 
Pakistani ethnic Theme (4) inspects Ana lysing the 
identity in locations of a sign ificance of ethnic Objective 4 
comprehensions of Pakistan i  ethn ic identity as a means to 
tourism. identity i n  tourism. understanding tourism 

journeys 

Tourism in making Tourism as a 
(5) Locating tourism of ldentit� Characteristic of Objective 3 
in comprehensions Theme (5) considers Ethnic ldentitv 
of a Pakistani the role of tourism in Highl ighting the Objective 4 
ethnic identity. constructions of a importance of tourism 

self or col lective as a characteristic of 
Pakistan i  identity. ethn ic identity. 

Source: Author's own work. 
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participants are to receive no monetary payments and the sessions are expected to last 

between forty-five to sixty minutes. Focus group sessions are planned with ( i )  fi rst

generation of Pakistanis, ( i i )  second-generation of Pakistanis, and ( i i i )  first and second

generation of Pakistanis. The objective is to identify any similarities and/or d ifferences 

between the first and second-generation Pakistanis in view of tourism participations. The 

possible locations for conduct of focus groups are either in the research setting or at the 

U niversity of Luton, depend ing on the informants' preferences. 

The topics to be discussed in the focus group are: 

1 .  Defining tourism in the Pakistani community 

2. The importance of the diasporic homeland in formations of Pakistani ethnic 

identity 

3. Articulations of Pakistani ethnic identity in (a) Pakistan and (b) Britain; 

4. The 'myth of return'; and 

5. Articulations of multiple identities (i. e. religious, cultural, racial, ethnic, etc) 

The reasons for choosing the above topics to concentrate on during the conduct of focus 

groups are presented in Table 3. In Table 3 the topics for d iscussion are l isted , the 

rationale for choosing the topics are presented; the recognised contribution to the study 

identified and appl ication of selected topics to the research enquiry objectives are noted . 

There is a possibi l ity that the focus groups may need to be conducted i n  Urdu  and/or 

Punjabi , in addition to Engl ish with some research informants. The plan is to use an 

audio-recorder to record the d iscussions taking p lace during the focus groups. 

d) Developing a plan for systematic lurking 

I n  designing a plan for the implementation of systematic lurking the emphasis is upon 
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Table 3: Focus group themes 

The relevance of focus group themes to the research study 

Focus Group 
Themes 

(1) Defining tourism 
in the Pakistani 
community. 

(2) The importance 
of the diasporic 
homeland in 
formations of 
Pakistani ethnic 
identity. 

(3) Articulations of 

Pakistani ethnic 
identity in (a) 
Pakistan and (b) 
Britain. 

(4) The 'myth of 
return'. 

(5) Articulations of 
multiple identities 
(i.e. religious, 
cultural, racial, 
ethnic, etc). 

Rationale 

Definitions of 
Tourism 
Theme ( 1) identifies 
the defining 
elements of tourism. 

Defining Ethnic 
ldentitv 
Theme (2) considers 
the relationship 
between the 
diasporic homeland 
and ethnic identity. 

Locations of Ethnic 
ldentirt 
Theme (3) explores 
the experiences in 
Pakistan and Britain 
upon ethnic identity. 

Post-migration 
Ex�eriences 
Theme (4) examines 
the embodiment of 
the 'myth of return' in 
post-migration 
tourism mobilities. 

Pakistanis as 
Halfwa:i Peo�le 
Theme ( 5) considers 
the role of tourism in 
bringing to the 
forefront issue of 
multiple identities. 

Source: Author's own work. 

Contribution to Relevance of 
Study Themes to 

Research Study 
Objective(s) 

Pakistanis and 
Tourism Objective 1 
Understanding notions 
of tourism from the 
point of view of 
Pakistani people and 
populations. 

Pakistani Ethnic 
ldentitv Objective 4 
Assessing the impact 
of the diasporic 
homeland on ethnic 
identity. 

Making of Ethnic 
ldentitv Objective 4 
Identifying spaces and 
places which permit or Objective 5 
prohibit expressions of 
ethnic identity. 

Dias�oric 
Attachments Objective 2 
Explaining the 
connections between Objective 3 
tourism-migration-
identity to understand 
attachments to 
ancestral nations. 

Significance of 
Multi�le Identities Objective 2 
Highlighting the 
influence of multiple Objective 3 
identities upon tourism 
movements. Objective 4 

Objective 5 
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fieldworker positions within the research field to observe unobtrusively. The expected 

location for the researcher in this study is to position herself in the centre of the field in 

relation to the researched during periods of systematic lurking. Seaton (2002: 315) states 

the centre is the "best position for the researcher" because conversations can be heard 

and interactions observed well. However, Seaton's (2002) positioning is limited to the 

investigator's seating place on a coach party tou r  rather than in a research setting 

demanding the fieldworker to be mobile. In view of recording the data the plan is to carry 

a small note pad, which can be used to discretely record findings from systematic lurking. 

However, should the use of a note book be difficult or appear too obvious the second 

option is to rely upon memory to recall findings. 

4.7 Data Analysis 

In this research study 'thematic analysis' is used in the analysis of interpretive 

ethnographic data. Thematic analysis is a means of generating thick descriptions of 

human behaviour in ethnographic studies (Brewer, 2000) and to organise data for 

interpretive scrutiny (Holliday, 2002). In ethnographic conduct, thematic analysis 

involves: " indexing the data into categories and themes" (Brewer, 2000: 1 09). In tourism 

research Stephenson (2002) and Duval (2003a) carry out thematic analysis of their 

interpretive ethnographic data to produce interpretively rich and reflexive texts. In an 

earlier paper Blum's (1997) thematic analysis of hospitality journal articles comprised of 

firstly identifying a main theme and secondly sub-themes for analysis. For example, the 

main theme 'education' was divided into two sub-themes 'Masters Programs and 

International Students' (ibid.). However, no universal procedure can be found that 

outlines stages for researchers to adhere to when thematically analysing qualitative 

findings retrieved from several data collection methods, subsequently creating difficulties 

for fieldworkers choosing to thematically analyse data. 
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In this research study the thematic analysis of interpretive ethnographic accounts 

comprise of identifying main themes, sub-themes and sub-sub-themes, similar to Blum's 

( 1 997) procedure. The reason for developing a thematic analysis based upon Blum's 

( 1 997) process is because it can be suggested the splitting of main themes into sub

themes contributes to the production of interpretively rich data. The problems associated 

with using thematic analysis in the research study are presented in Appendix 1 5. 

The thematic analysis of interpretive ethnographic data is summarised in Figure 3, which 

presents the main themes, sub-themes and sub-sub-themes for data analysis. Figure 3 

shows two main themes: ( 1 ) tourism participation and (2) identity, with associated sub

themes emerging from the theoretical and conceptual frameworks in the study. The main 

themes are selected to examine the interrelationships between tourism and identity to 

firstly ,  understand tourism movements of Pakistani people and secondly, comprehend 

matters of ethnic identity. Sub-themes take into consideration the original objectives of 

the research enquiry presented in the Introduction part of the thesis. The sub-sub 

themes are selected as a means to re-interpret findings and crystallise further on the data 

collected. 

4.8 Ethical Considerations 

This research study refers to The British Sociological Association's (BSA: 2002) 

'Statement of Ethical Practice' to guide ethical conduct in the collection of data. The 

rationale for using the SSA's (2002) ethical procedures is because the fieldworker's 

research traditions and background originates from the discipline of sociology, and thus 

she is familiar with the SSA's 'Statement of Eth ical Practice' . The BSA's (2002) ethical 
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Figure 3: Thematic analysis in the research study 

The thematic analysis of interpretive ethnographic data into themes, sub-themes and sub-sub-themes in  the study 

MAIN THEME SUB-THEMES SUB-SUB-THEMES 

. I Definitions of Tourism Meaning/Understanding 

l 
�1 

� I The 'Migration' Factor Nostalgia/Memory 

Tourism �1 Visits to Pakistan �I Experiences/Networks 
Participation 

Tourist Motivations Aspirations/Satisfaction 

I � I Barriers to Travel �I Internal/Externa l  

. l The 'myth of return ' rl Duty/Obligation 

[ ____ 
�1 H Locations of 'Home' Pakistan/Britain 

Identity 
�1 Traditions and Rituals rl Cultural/Rel igious 

�1 Ethnic Identity rl Pakistani/Orig ins 

I 

� I Multiple Identities rl Old/New Identities 

Source: Author's own work. 

I 

I 

I 
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statements for socia l  research considered i n  the i nvestigation are presented i n  Appendix 

1 6 . The eth ical declarations relevant to the investigation are 'professiona l  i ntegrity' , 

' re lations with and responsibi l ities towards respondents ' ,  ' relationship with research 

participants' , and 'anonymity, privacy and confidential ity' , as l isted and reviewed in 

Append ix 1 6 . 

I n  addition of the BSA's (2002) standardised eth ical guidel i nes presented in  Appendix 1 6, 

the research considers matters of rel ig ious sensitivities crucial to ethical conduct. 

Researchers (Anwar, 1 979; Al i ,  1 999; Roald , 200 1 ) i nspecting  Musl im-Pakistani people 

and populations observe the importance of researchers adhering to purdah in their 

research. Purdah (mean ing 'veil ' in  Arabic) emphasises the segregation of male and 

females following the theology of Is lam .  The rel ig ious practice of purdah prohibits the 

interaction of female and male Musl ims with 'unfamil iar' people of the opposite sex 

(Madani, 2002). Therefore, the fieldworker, also a Musl im needs to show rel igious 

sensitivity and adherence to matters of purdah during data col lection process. Moreover, 

the proposed location for study is Luton ,  where rel ig ious affil iation is largely to Islam, with 

Muslims being the second largest religious group i n  Luton (National Statistics Onl ine: 

2001 Census). The plan is for the researcher to access female members first, and once 

rapport is establ ished attempt to arrange research sessions with the womens husbands, 

brothers or sons. 

4.9 Matters of Validity and Reliability 

The notion of •validity' centres upon whether the data generated and methods employed 

reflect the actual representations of reality. Val idity, according to Denscombe ( 1998: 

241 ): "hinges around the extent to which research data and the methods for obtaining 

data are deemed accurate, honest and on target."  Methodolog ical ph ilosophies and 
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perspectives operating within paradigms such as positivistic, scientific/laboratory or 

quantitative are renowned for producing valid accounts of realities because of their 

systematic and measurable ways of proving or disapproving hypotheses (Guba and 

Lincoln, 1 989; Skinner, 1 99 1 ; Mason, 2002) . Validity in positivistic studies is 

demonstrated using triangulation, which Denzin and Lincoln (1 994: 2) recognise as: "an 

alternative to validation." 

Reliability in research enquiries is concerned with the ability to replicate an investigation 

at a later date by another researcher using the same methodologies and methods of the 

previous study. Bouma ( 1 993: 83) defines reliability to mean: "whether different 

researchers using the same measuring device would get the same results when 

measuring the same event. "  The term reliability, similar to validity is associated with 

positivistic, scientific and quantitative enquiries (Proctor, 1 993) , hence "reliability is a 

precondition for validity" (Guba and Lincoln, 1 989: 234). Thus involving comparisons to 

be made based upon scientific process that present problems for fieldworkers engaged in 

qualitative work such as ethnography (Kirk and Miller, 1 986) . 

In this research the notion of 'trustworthiness' is used as an alternative means of 

addressing issues of validity and reliability. The criteria for establishing trustworthiness in 

post-positivistic enquiries is formulated by Lincoln and Guba (1 985) that parallels 

conventional positivistic principles for verifying claims to valid and reliable findings. 

Lincoln and Guba (1 985: 301 -328) argue trustworthiness in post-positivistic research can 

be demonstrated through the use of the following terms: 'credibility' , 'transferability' , 

'dependability' and 'confirmability'. Credibility can be established through prolonged 

engagement and persistent observation, triangulation, peer briefing, negative case 

analysis and member checking .  Transferability can be  facilitated by  generating thick 

descriptions of human behaviours. Dependability and confirmability can be recognised 

through auditing the research process. 
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This study uses some aspects of Lincoln 's and Guba's ( 1 985) criteria for trustworthiness 

because their criteria for credib i l ity, transferabil ity, dependabi l ity and confirmabi l ity aid the 

development of interpretative understandings, e.g. reiteration ,  th ick descriptions, auditing 

and reflexivity. A further rationale for using Lincoln's and Guba's ( 1 985) criteria for 

trustworthiness is because no alternative or feasible practice that reflects the research 

phi losophy of the research enqu i ry can be found.  Despite the applicabi l ity of Lincoln's 

and Guba's (1 985) alternatives to val id ity and rel iabi l ity i n  qualitative research, the 

practices appear to be out-dated considering the current advances in post-positivistic 

enquiries such as crystall isation (see Denzin and Lincoln, 2000 for new and critical vistas 

in qualitative research) .  The techn iques for establ ishing trustworth iness in the research 

are presented in Appendix 1 7 , which a lso shows a checklist for techn iques included in the 

study. In Table 4, the development of trustworth iness in this i nvestigation in view of 

Lincoln's and Guba's (1 985) four criterion areas is outl i ned. 

4.1 0  Researcher Reflexivity 

The researcher adopts a reflexive approach in th is research study to examine matters of 

emics/etics or insider/outsider positions. Reflexivity is usually associated with qual itative 

research , wh ich involves the researcher confronting and revealing her/his subjectivities in  

research settings in response to interactions with the researched (Hertz, 1 997; Lincoln 

and Denzin, 2000; Holl iday, 2002). Numerous meanings describing reflexivity can be 

found in qual itative methodological texts. For example Hol l iday (2002: 1 45) suggests 

reflexivity is concerned with " relations" in the field of inquiry; Lincoln and Guba (2000: 

1 83) define reflexivity as: "a process of reflecting critical ly on the self as research" ;  and 

earl ier work by Hertz ( 1 997: vii-vi i i) presents reflexivity as an endless 
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Table 4: Criteria for trustworthiness 

Developing Lincoln's and Guba's (1985) criterions and techniques for establishing 
trustworthiness in the research study 

Criteria for establishing 
trustworthiness 

Credibility 

Transferability 

Dependability 

Confirmability 

Al l the above 

Techniques selected for 
establishing 

trustworthiness 

Crystallisation 

Member Checks 

Thick Description 

Audit Trail 

Audit Trail 

The Reflexive Journal 

Source: Adapted from Lincoln and Guba ( 1985) 

Developing 
trustworthiness in the 

research study 

The data is crystallised 
upon using different 
methods, theories and 
perspectives. 

The informants are asked 
to check transcribed data. 

The generation of 
interpretive thick data is to 
be retrieved by 
demonstrating bricoleur in 
data collection and by 
thematically analysing into 
main themes, sub-themes, 
and sub-sub themes. 

The audit trail 
compromises of 
monitoring research 
actions and decisions by 
recording times, dates, 
locations, and names of 
informants 

The audit trail consists of 
keeping records on 
conduct of study, audio
recorded data, handwritten 
field notes, and 
transcribed data. 

The reflexive journal 
contains methodological, 
day-to-day, and personal 
logs to observe 
confirmability. 
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"dialogue . . .  scrutiny . . .  " of the fieldworker's encounters in the research field. Despite the 

complexities in defi nitions, reflexivity is closely associated with interpretive ethnographic 

conduct because the investigator is able to probe into issues of gender, class and race, 

or their "mu ltiple selves" (L incoln  and Denzin ,  2000: 1 060) .  I n  view of 'mu ltip le selves' , 

Fine ( 1 994: 72) suggests qua l itative enqu i rers should consider 'working-the-hyphen' as a 

means of: " probing how we are i n  relation with the contexts we study and with our 

informants." 

Of particu lar relevance to understanding reflexivity are stud ies conducted by ethnic 

minority fieldworkers, especia l ly with in  settings where researchers and the researched 

share a simi lar ethn ic, racial and re l igious identity (Al i ,  1 999; Eghareuba, 200 1 ; Roald , 

2001 ; Sherif, 2001 ). The researcher of this study shares a simi lar ethn ic identity -

Pakistani ,  racial identity - Asian ,  and re l igious identity - Musl im with the research sample, 

and consequently the fie ldworker considers herself to be examining people and 

popu lations she considers her 'own' . Researchers inspecting their 'own' people and 

populations, frequently referred to themselves as ' ind igenous' fieldworkers (Solak, 1 997; 

Sherif, 2001 ) , naively assume such positions inscribed by host societies or even research 

communities as ethn ic minority or as the 'Other' presents a mandatory criteria for insider

ness. Lau rel Richardson (2003: 8 1 5)  notes responses of those we consider our 'own' 

can affect comprehensions of self and col lective identities, as she recal ls a synagogue 

teacher commenting:  "there is no such th ing as looking  Jewish . . .  Just look a t  Laurel . "  

This comment Richardson (2003: 8 1 5) interprets as: " I  d idn't belong .  I would never 

belong . That's what I made of it. I was not really Jewish . "  

I n  recent years much attention has  been g iven to understanding matters o f  reflexivity in  

qualitative tourism research (Riley and Love, 2000; Jamal and Hol l inshead, 200 1 ; 

Stephenson , 2002; Hal l ,  2004; Hol l inshead, 2004b; Feighery, 2006) . Riley and Love 

(2000) argue a need exists for tou rism researchers to move beyond objective writings to 
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subjective scripts . Most recently, Feighery (2006) recognises the importance of reflexivity 

in tourism research enquiries to account for researcher presence i n  the text and to 

stimulate a d ialogue that tells the story of the self - 'the another other'. However the 

va lue of reflexive vistas to tou rism studies needs to extend beyond theoretical and 

conceptual analysis to empirical domains. This observation is not suggesting no reflexive 

accounts exist in tourism because several studies can be found probing into the identities 

of the researcher in view of interactions with informants (see Stephenson ,  2002 ; Duval ,  

2003a; Cole ,  2004; Ali and Holden, 2006, Al i ,  2007). 

The rationale for taking into account researcher reflexivity in th is research is for several 

reasons. Firstly ,  to monitor the impacts of the researched u pon the identity of the 

fieldworker to produce reflexive research accounts. Secondly, the audience are able to 

're-l ive', feel and interpret for themselves the field experiences of the fieldworker from the 

reflexive writings presented in the study. Th ird ly, for matters of trustworthiness in view of 

cred ibi l ity, transferabi l ity, dependabi l ity and confi rmabil ity, Linco ln and Guba ( 1 985) 

advise fieldworkers to keep a reflexive journal. The reflexive journal should contain 

entries for the fol lowing logs: (i) dai ly schedule and log istics of study (the day-to-day

activities) , (i i) personal  d iary and ( i i i) methodological log. Therefore, the researcher plans 

to keep a research journal  as Lincoln and Guba ( 1 984) suggest for day-to-day activities, 

private thoughts and methodolog ical logs for both personal and research purposes. 

Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter reviews the research methodology used in this research to investigate the 

sign ificance of ethn ic identity upon tourism participation in the Pakistan i  community. This 

research study is a post-positivistic qual itative enqu iry, which is inherently interpretive 

because the focus of the research is upon grasping meanings and interpretations from 
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the participants view point. The research strategy chosen to gain an i nterpretative 

understanding of tourism is interpretive ethnography, which integrates primary data 

col lection methods such as casual conversation, semi-structured interviewing ,  focus 

groups and systematic lurking .  The interpretive thinking in  this research is further 

developed through the use of post-positivistic research concepts such as 'brico leur' ,  

'crystall isation' and  ' reflexivity' to produce interpretively thick descriptions o f  data. The 

main focus is upon generating i nterpretive and reflexive ethnograph ic find ings, which 

takes into consideration  and examines the mu ltip le voices involved in the construction of 

reality. 

The research methodology chosen for implementation in  th is research study responds to 

calls from tou rism researchers for post-positivistic qual itative enqu i ries, wh ich extends 

beyond positivistic paradigms to produce interpretively rich understandings of tourist 

behaviours. Tourism fieldworkers are encouraged to contribute to the development of 

post-positivistic qual itative research in tourism stud ies by integrati ng the theoretical and 

methodological sophistication perceived to be p rominent in  schools of thought as 

interpretivism , critical theory, constructiv ism,  postmodernism and feminism . The use of 

post-positivistic research methodologies need to be appl ied with caution, because as 

Phi l l imore and Goodson (2004) argue,  u n l ike other fields such as sociology and 

anthropology, tou rism is a relatively new subject. Therefore it is often d ifficult to emulate 

post-positivistic parad igms, dating back to 1 900s, into tou rism research.  This h igh l ights 

on the one hand progression in post-positivistic research in tourism stud ies, and on the 

other hand the tentative nature of studying  the world qualitatively. 
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Chapter 5 

Conduct of Fieldwork 

This chapter: 

• introduces the conduct of the pilot study and main study for the interpretive 

ethnographic research; 

• presents the piloting stage of the study, which includes the sampling process, 

profile of informants, development of data collection techniques, analysis of 

findings and re·ftections on the pilot fieldwork; 

• reviews the conduct of the main study, which includes changes made to the 

research following the pilot enquiry in view of matters of sampling and collection 

of qualitative data; and 

• illustrates that the post-positivistic research methodology is useful for fieldworkers 

examining the interrelationship between ethnic identity and tourism in diasporic 

communities. 

5.1 : The Pi lot Study 

Introduction 

The pilot study was conducted over a period of 9 weeks between the dates, 28th April 

2003 to the 28th June 2003 in Bury Park. The aim of the pilot research was to build up 

relationships, gain access to the local community and to test the proposed data collect ion 

techniques. The pilot study took place within a women's group, which was held in a 
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community centre in Bury Park. The pi lot study sample comprised of twenty first

generation Pakistani women between the ages of 1 6  to 70 from the Ghar se Ghar 

women's group .  Ghar se Ghar is a local advisory ,  advocacy, and befriending group, for 

Asian women suffering from psychological-related concerns such as social isolation or 

depression, and health-related problems such as diabetes or obesity. 

The researcher spent two weeks acquainting herself with the Pakistani women in the 

group and their group dynamics by participati ng in activity sessions (e .g .  exercise 

classes), and speaking to the group leader. In addition, once the pi lot study was 

complete the fieldworker spent a further e leven weeks ( 1ih January 2004 to 20th March 

2004) re-acquainting herself with the members of the group fol lowing an unforeseen 

absence from the field as a consequence of serious health problems. 

5. 1 . 1 : Rationale for Conducting a Pilot Study 

The rationale for conducting a pi lot study was firstly to gain access into the Pakistani 

commun ity, and secondly to trial the techniques for data col lection . Although the 

researcher is of Pakistani orig in ,  she does not reside in the Bury Park area of Luton; 

therefore she was entering a location that was u nfam il iar to her and where the potential 

informants were unknown. Thus, the pi lot stage was recogn ised as an essential part of 

the research process for fami l iarising  the fie ldworker with cultural and relig ious practices, 

and the community settings of Bury Park. The pi lot study was used as a means of 

negotiating  access with members of the Pakistan i  community, to create positions of 

insider-ness and used as an attem pt to i ntegrate into the l ives of the future participants. 

Therefore, the pi lot stage of this i nvestigation was important for identifying people wi l l ing 

to participate in the research study a nd to secure research contacts. 
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Another reason for conducting a pi lot study was for testing the data col lection techniques. 

As d iscussed in section 4.4 the qual itative research methods selected were casual 

conversations,  semi-structured interviewing, focus groups, and systematic lurking. This 

was the first time the researcher was using some of these research methods, therefore 

she had no personal experience of applying  the chosen data col lection techniques. 

Subsequently, this was a test of the fieldworker's research and inter-personal ski l ls in 

implementin g  the chosen methods of inquiry. In addition, it was recognised as being 

important to understand the workings of predominately Western-centric research 

methods amongst ethnic people and populations with in a micro-research setting. 

Although the researcher was familiar with the philosoph ical and empirical notions 

attached to the chosen data col lection techn iques, the future participants may not be, 

therefore the pi lot study was recognised as a means to g radual ly acquaint the research 

subjects with the d ifferent methods of data col lection. The i ntention was to identify data 

col lection techniques that potential informants felt at ease with , having the aim of placing 

participants at ease to generate interpretive ethnograph ic accounts. 

5. 1 .2: The Sample and Sampling Criteria 

The p rimary concern for the pilot study was to initiate contact with residents in a 

community setting .  Subsequently, it was decided that the loca l  telephone directory would 

offer potential contacts for cultu ral ,  rel ig ious or educational organisations. The most 

responsive organisation was a loca l community centre from which the researcher was 

g iven information of a g roup attended by Pakistani women and the contact details of the 

g roup leader were provided. The fieldworker visited the group and spoke to the g roup 

leader about her research and the possibi l ity of working with the group. The response of 

the group leader and from the Bangladeshi and Pakistan i  women in the group, called the 

Ghar se Ghar or 'home to home' was very positive. Subsequently, the group was chosen 

as a suitable environment for the pi lot research .  The rationale for choosing the Ghar se 
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Ghar group for the pi lot study was also based upon the issue of religious sensitivity. The 

conduct of the purdah influences the abi l ity of a woman to have research contact with 

male respondents. Thus, developing research relationships with Pakistani women as a 

route to having what is held to be acceptable contact with men , can assist in overcoming 

this difficu lty. 

a) The sample 

To aid the identification of suitable respondents snowbal l  sampling was used. This was 

on ly in itiated when rapport had been bui lt with the research participants . This requ i red 

patience and perseverance on the researcher's behalf because identifying potentia l 

informants was a time-consuming and long process. A solution proposed to reduce 

impact upon time and accelerate the snowbal l i ng effect was to have in place 'multiple' 

snowballs to develop the sampl ing technique. This procedure was used after the 

col lection of data from the fi rst individua l  i nformants, whom were then asked to introduce 

the researcher to another friend in the Ghar se Ghar group who met the overa l l  sampling 

criteria . The process of mu ltiple snowball ing is i l lustrated in Figure 4, wh ich demonstrates 

reliance upon several participants to enhance chances of identifying potentia l  research 

subjects. 

b) The sample criteria 

In addition to the four criteria's, presented i n  section 4.3 a fifth criteria was devised 

specific to the Ghar se Ghar research sample, which is detailed below: 

Criterion 5: 

women 's group; 

The informants should be regular attendees at the 'Ghar se Ghar' 
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Figure 4: The process of snowball sampling 

The development of a sam ple using multip le snowbal ls with in the Ghar se Ghar g roup 

Saba 

Source: Author's own work 
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Participants were expected to attend the Ghar se Ghar women's group regu larly, i . e. at 

least once a week on average, and l ikely to be present during the fieldworker's research 

visits. The Ghar se Ghar g roup  met on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday between 

9.30am to 1 1 .30am and also on Friday evening from 6 .30pm to 8.30pm throughout the 

year. Regular attendance was viewed as being essential for purposes of reiteration  

during the data col lection  process, and to establ ish connections and rapport with 

respondents that would faci l itate access into the wider community setting .  I dentification 

of the regu lar attendees was aided by records of self-registration alongside researcher's 

personal observations. 

c) Profiles of the pilot study informants 

Twenty participants took part in the pi lot study; their ful l  demog raphic detai ls are 

presented in Append ix 18 .  Pseudonyms have been used for reasons of research eth ics 

ensuring the anonymity of the research informants. Of the twenty informants, four spoke 

Urdu and sixteen preferred to converse i n  Punjabi, all twenty defined themselves as 

being Pakistani ,  a l l  twenty were fi rst-generation migrants with offspring born i n  Brita in ,  

three had visited Pakistan between 1 995-2000, whi lst sixteen were plann ing to visit 

between 2003-2008 and one informant visited Pakistan in 2002 and is arranging a future 

visit sometime i n  2005, and a l l  twenty women were regular attendees. 

The women migrated from Pakistan in the 1 960s or have come to Eng land fol lowing 

marriage arrangements and settled in Luton.  Despite them all techn ically being first

generation Pakistan is there was a substantial variation of the age range. The structure of 

age com positions was 1 6  to 20 years (two i nformants) , 26 to 30 years {three informants) , 

3 1 -35 years (five informants), 4 1-45 years (two informants) , 51 to 55 years (four  

informants) , 61 -65 years (three informants), and  66 to 70 years (one informant) . The 

social background of the women participating in the pi lot study was largely working class; 

the Pakistani women defi ned their working role as a housewife, whi lst their h usbands 
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either worked in businesses run by fam ily or friends, or were self-employed , u nemployed 

or reti red . The women's education had been i n  Pakistan; however the nature of this 

varied according to age with early elder first-generation informants over 60 years old 

educated mostly in  Urdu in Pakistan,  whi lst the more recent arrivals or younger fi rst

generation had been educated i n  both U rdu and Engl ish. 

5.1 .3: Data Collection 

The data from the pilot study was col lected over a period ranging from the 28th Apri l 2003 

to the 28th J une 2003, uti l ising a bricolage of methods comprising of casual 

conversations, semi-structured interviewing , focus groups, and 'systematic l u rking' .  Two 

Ghar se Ghar group sessions were attended each week du ring th is two month period .  

Alongside the aim of networking,  the other principal objective of  the p i lot study was to 

assess the effectiveness of the data col lection methods in generating mean ingfu l and 

th icl< descriptions of human behaviou r. The data col lection methods that produced to be 

the most effective were casual  conversations, semi-structured interviews and systematic 

lurking, respectively. The focus groups did not work as wel l as anticipated which was 

attributable to the fieldworker's lack of experience of establ ishing and faci l itating such 

groups in a d ifferent cultural setting .  In particular it was d ifficult to translate the notions of 

a focus group i nto U rdu and Punjabi to g ive it meaning and relevance to the fi rst

generation participants. This section of the chapter continues to review the strengths and 

weaknesses of casual conversations, sem i-structured interviews, focus g roups,  and 

systematic lurking for use i n  diaspora tou rism research . 

a) Casual conversations 

The total time of the casual conversations conducted with each informant varied from 

approximately thirty to ninety minutes, taking place i n  the Ghar se Ghar group and du ring 
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chance encounters on the street. Due to the informal nature of conversations no 

appointments with informants were made, therefore occurrence of casual talk  was 

dependent upon participant's attendance at the Ghar se Ghar women's group during the 

fieldwork. 

The researcher typical ly engaged in conversations with two participants' per session, 

purposively l imiting the quantity of conversations to try to ensure that the subsequent 

recalling of the data wou ld be as accurate as possible. The conversations were mostly 

carried out in Punjabi or U rdu ,  and sometimes in Engl ish ,  depending u pon the 

respondent's preference. An example of a casual conversation with an i nformant is 

shown in Appendix 1 9 , which displays the development of the fou r  conversational stages 

discussed in section 4.6. The informal conversations in U rdu and Punjabi were translated 

to Engl ish as soon as possible after they had occurred and when the Ghar se Ghar group 

had fin ished, usually being done in nearby cafes, bus-stop benches, o r  on the tra in 

journey back home. The same procedure was used for the transcription of conversations 

in Engl ish . 

The indicators of informal interactions in the research setting were demonstrated through 

casual tal k  that extended beyond the focus of this investigation . For example, i nformants 

asking the researcher to translate letters from the local council i nto U rdu or Punjabi , 

requesting my presence at meetings with housing officers, bringing in fami ly photog raphs 

to show the fieldworker, or  asking advice on private fami ly matters. Several strengths 

and weaknesses of the use of casual conversations as a research technique were 

identified as shown in Table 5, along with proposed solutions to overcome existing 

l imitations. 
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Table 5: Casual Conversations - Strengths, weaknesses and solutions 

Strengths 

'Episodic' nature 

Each conversation was 
considered as 'episodic' 
because casual talk  was 
never complete, and on the 
next meeting the research 
informant and the 
researcher contin ued on 
from the past conversation. 

Weaknesses 

Lack of relevance 

Casual conversations were 
'chaotic' because with a 
wide variation of subjects 
d iscussed. This meant 
sometimes the 
conversation was of l ittle or  
no relevance to the 
research study. 

Solutions for the main 
study 

Development of 
strategies to direct 
conversations 

The informants' attention 
wil l  need to be subtly 
red irected to a specific 
theme through the use of 
subtle intervention. For 
example using such 
statements, as "this is 
very interesting, I want to 
know more. . .  can you 
relate this to tourism?" 

_M ___ a ___ in __ t ___ e .... n __ a __ n .... c .... e _____ o_f Difficulty in re-calling the Re-visitation of 
relationships exact content of conversational themes 

conversations 

I nformal conversations 
were uti l ised to uphold 
contact with the 
participants. 

When the researcher was 
conversing with two 
informants it was difficult to 
re-cal l the actual content of 
the conversation during 
transcription.  

A one-to-one  
conversation wil l  need to 
be conducted to ensure 
the va l id ity of data. The 
responses col lected from 
conversations wil l  be re
visited during formal 
interviews to check re
col lections from previous 
friendly conversations. 

Freedom of mobility and Interruption by other Need for vigilance 
location people 

Friend ly conversations When a conversation was 
were conducted whi le the taking place between 
informant was moving research informants and the 
around, and not fixed to fieldworker, other Pakistani 
the Ghar se Ghar women's women from the Ghar se 
group. After being ushered Ghar g roup sometimes 
out of the community interrupted d iscussions by 
centre room, conversations deciding to take part in the 
wou ld continue outside in conversation or d istracted 
the street or as the the participants. 
Pakistani women walked 
home. 

Source: Author's own work 

Whi le engaged in a 
conversation with 
research informants, the 
researcher wi l l  need to 
look out for non-research 
participants. If the 
fieldworker sees non-
research informants 
approaching she wil l  
need to g radual ly 
manoeuvre the 
participants away, or if 
moving away is not 
possible divert the focus 
of the conversation to the 
research. 
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b) Semi-structured interviews 

Semi-structu red interviewing took place one month into the pi lot study, once friendly 

relations had been establ ished with the informants. Before conducting the interviews the 

researcher attempted to carefu l ly identify topics of a particu lar sensitive nature that could 

lead to the distress of the participants. Four first generation Pakistan i  women were 

interviewed ; Nasreen,  Nauseen ,  Jami la, and Yasmin. A date and time for the interview 

was arranged with each participant a week before it took place, and appointments were 

confirmed a few days prior to the conduct of the interview. 

The semi-structured interviews were not tape-recorded because the informants did not 

want their voices in aud iotape. Also, the Ghar se Ghar group encourages openness 

between the women; subsequently the use of any devices that cou ld jeopardise the 

col lective trust amongst the female attendees is prohibited. The importance of 

confidential ity was noted du ring a visit, when the g roup leader emphasised that the 

women in the group should not talk about other attendees at home or to the husbands of 

other women .  The importance of mutual support and confidence was emphasised by the 

group leader, who stated that "the group is cal led Ghar se Ghar, this means 'home to 

home' . . . the group is your home and we are al l  fami ly here . . .  we look after each other, 

help each other . . .  " 

Consequently, responses were recorded in a note book i n  point form, some quotes were 

written i n  fu l l  and other comments re-cal led from memory that were later transcribed on a 

semi-structured interview script, an example is included in Appendix 20. Any u nclear 

responses were not transcribed , but noted separately on an index card for further 

discussion or verification du ring casual conversations. Several strengths and 

weaknesses of semi-structu red interviews were identified, as outl ined in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Semi-structured interviews - Strengths, weaknesses and solutions 

Strengths 

Verification of data 

Themes from the casual 
conversations were used 
to generate the interview 
questions to assess their 
valid ity. This contributed 
to verifying previous 
findings and crystal l ising 
upon data. 

The research themes 
were explored in  greater 
depth 

The selection of key 
themes permitted an in-
depth exploration of 
responses. The 
informants were made 
aware of the focus of the 
interview to permit a 
degree of mental 
preparation .  

The research informant 
was given ample 
opportunitv to guestion 

!!!£ 

Semi-structured 
interviewing gave 
interviewees a chance to 
interrogate the 
researcher's viewpoints of 
tourism. This question ing 
of the researcher 
contributed to the 
generation of reflexive 
accounts and enhanced 
rapport. 

Source: Author's own work 

Weaknesses 

Manual recording of data 

Without the use of a tape-
recorder, the manual 
recording of data was a time-
consuming and d istractive 
activity during the course of 
the interviews. 

The richness of data 
collected varied between 
interviewees 

The depth of exploration 
varied from one respondent 
to the next, which affected 
the i nterpretation  and 
analysis of data because 
interpretive ethnographic 
accounts were caught in-
between th ick and thin  
descriptions. 

Inconsistencies 

Other than the questions 
listed on the interview script 
informants were asked 
further questions in  response 
to the answers that were 
g iven . Therefore, each 
interview session differed as 
not al l informants were 
asked the same additional 
questions. 

Solutions for the main 
study 

Division of the semi-
structured interviews 

The semi-structured 
interview will be divided 
into two separate parts; 
the first part wil l  focus on 
tourism participation and 
the second on identity. 
Subsequently, semi-
structured interviewing  wi l l  
take place over two 
sessions if no record ing 
device is used . 

The l!erusal overlooked 
interview themes b� 
other methods 

The thematic data from 
semi-structured interviews 
that sti l l  lacks an i n-depth 
exploration and a thick 
description wil l  be 
addressed by the use of 
other methods, e .g .  casual 
conversations, focus 
groups and systematic 
lurking. 

The need to keel! a 
record of additional 
guestions asked 

The need to record 
add itional questions asked 
of the research 
informants. These 
add itional questions can 
be added to i nterview 
scripts of other informants. 
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c) Focus group sessions 

I n  the pi lot study five focus groups were conducted concentrating u pon the importance of 

the d iasporic homeland in  identity formation ,  and the 'myth of return' .  These topics were 

chosen for d iscussion because du ring casual conversations and semi-structured 

interviewing respondents talked at lengths about Pakistan, Pakistani ethnic identity, and 

return ing to Pakistan. The date, times, location and participants present for each focus 

group are l isted in Appendix 2 1 . 

The first, what may be termed 'focus group session' ,  was carried out before the conduct 

of the actual pi lot study and was total ly spontaneous. It was conducted during the 

researcher's first meeting with the Ghar se Ghar group and comprised of twenty women. 

I n the d iscussion ,  travel patterns and tourism motivations were explored, with an 

emphasis on journeys to the ancestral homeland of Pakistan .  Although the fie ldworker 

was unprepared for this focus group it was an essential meeting for identifying topics for 

d iscussion and helping to establ ish prospective research subjects. The other focus 

groups took place after the Ghar se Ghar group meetings, wh i lst one focus group was 

conducted during a day-outing to Bournemouth organised by the women. The 

participants were selected on their wi l l ingness and availabi l ity to attend a focus group 

session.  

At the beginn ing of each session the participants were arranged in  a ci rcle, then the 

researcher identified the themes to be d iscussed and re-introduced herself and the 

participants re-acquainted themselves with one another when necessary. The 

conversations were predominately i n  the medium of U rdu or P u njabi and were translated 

into Eng lish and were recorded in a notebook. After the focus g roup the informants were 

asked for their feedback on the runn ing and conduct of the focus group, and thanked for 

thei r time. Although ,  during the focus groups multip le interpretations emerged , it proved 
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difficult to manual ly record these representations of tourism behaviours. A summary of 

the strengths and weaknesses of focus groups is shown i n  Table 7, along with proposed 

solutions. 

d) Systematic lurking 

Systematic lu rking was an on-going process throughout the conduct of the pilot study with 

the informants being unobtrusively observed during the fieldworker's research visits . 

Systematic lurking took place before the group started , since it was difficu lt to record 

conversations during group exercise or discussion sessions because the researcher was 

unable to freely move around the room to observe or l isten. For example, in an exercise 

class the women used fitness mats that were scattered around a rather congested room, 

therefore manoeuvring in-between informants was problematical .  Although the 

fieldworker did attempt to join the exercise class, owing to the excessive noise from the 

stereo it was not easy to l isten into the conversations between informants. However, 

systematic lurking was a useful methodological tool during the Ghar se Ghar group's trip 

to Bournemouth (Satu rday 28th June 2003). The researcher listened to conversations on 

the coach journey to Bournemouth , on the beach and during the return trip, and observed 

behaviours during travels around Bournemouth.  All verbal and visual data col lected was 

recorded in a smal l notebook, which was concealed i n  a reading book during unobtrusive 

observations. The strengths and weaknesses of systematic lurking identified in the pi lot 

study are presented in Table 8. 

5.1 .4: Analysing Interpretive Ethnographic Accounts 

The data analysis procedure used to analyse interpretive ethnographic accounts 

col lected during conduct of pilot study was thematic analysis, the mechanism of which 
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Table 7: Focus groups - Strengths, weaknesses and solutions 

Strengths Weaknesses Solutions for the main 
study 

Joint constructions and Domination of the Use of (!rOm(!tS to 
understandings of d iscussion b� a few include informants in 
tourism (!artici(!ations participants the discussion 

The focus group Several women tended to The informants 
participants readi ly dominate focus group experiencing d ifficu lties 
explained certain themes sessions, especially the elder voicing their points of 
and questions to each first-generation women. This view in the focus group 
other. Another participant dominance suppressed the may be included in the 
i n  Urdu/Punjabi clarified contribution of other discussion by directing 
any issues or matters informants. or asking them specific 
some informants were questions as an attempt 
unclear about. A d ialogue to stimulate interaction. 
developed with l ittle 
intervention or researcher 
effect 

Informants continued Difficulties to translate Reguesting the 
d iscussions after the focus group discussions attendance of an 
focus g roup from Urdu/Punjabi to interpreter 

English 

The session formed an The focus groups were The use of a 
impetus for d iscussions conducted i n  Punjabi and Punjabi/U rdu interpreter 
between informants after translated to English whilst to translate focus g roup 
the focus group. The the d iscussions were taking d iscussions to English. 
researcher overheard place, as the use of a tape The possible use of 
conversations between recorder was not permitted . someone the informants 
participants as they left However, data was lost in  are famil iar with i .e .  the 
the room translation because the Ghar se Ghar group 

researcher was unable to leader. 
complete ful l  translations 
immediately or she was 
unfami l iar with some words 
used by participants. 

Participants were in Informants talking amongst The use of promets to 
familiar settings themselves gain  the attention of 

informants choosing to 
The focus groups were The informants were familiar exclude themselves 
conducted in a setting i .e. with one another from 
Ghar Se Ghar group, attendance and participation The focus group 
which the informants were in the g roup's activities. As a informants talking 
familiar with . consequence they sometimes amongst themselves 

engaged in social discussions could be asked, "what 
and informal talk amongst do you think?" in  an 
themselves, which d istracted attempt to gain their 
the other partici pants. attention. 

Source: Author's own work 
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Table 8: Systematic Lurking - Strengths, weaknesses and solutions 

Strengths 

Easy implementation 

Unobtrusive observations 
were easy to apply i n  
numerous locations. For 
example l isten ing and 
observing during the trip to 
Bournemouth .  

Could be readily used 
when the researcher was 
unprepared for data 
collection 

Systematic l u rking was 
uti l ised at 'short-notice' 
when the researcher was 
least prepared for data 
collection.  For example, 
when suddenly 
overhearing a 
conversation. 

Of use when the 
opportunities for the 
application of other 
research methods is 
restricted 

Unobtrusive observations 
were employed when 
observing non-verbal 
interactions between 
informants. 

Source: Author's own work 

Weaknesses 

A time consuming process 

Time was spent l isteni ng in 
on conversations which 
were at first relevant to the 
study, but as talk  transpired 
were of l ittle or no relevance 
to the objectives of the 
research. 

Embedded with 
inconsistencies 

Not al l  informants 
participating in the research 
were unobtrusively observed 
using systematic lurking .  

An obtrusive 
observational method 

Observing to an extent was 
obtrusive because research 
informants from the Ghar se 
Ghar women's group were 
aware of the fieldworker's 
identity as a researcher. 
Therefore, possibly affecting 
natural occurrences of 
human behaviours. 

Solutions for the main 
study 

Setting a time-limit 

The researcher wil l  need 
to identify the amount of 
time spent systematically 
lurking to ensure effective 
use of research time 

Need for a coherent 

The researcher wil l  need 
to establ ish which theme 
for analysis is to be 
col lected using 
systematic lurking. 

S�stematic lurking 
should be incor(;!orated 
into non-research 
activities 

Systematic lurking wi l l  be 
integrated into non-
research activities as a 
measure to reduce 
researcher visibility. For 
example, appearing to be 
immersed in a reading 
book or newspaper. 
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was d iscussed i n  section 4.7. The emerging resu lts were evaluated regu larly in response 

to the conduct of casual conversations, semi-structured interviews, focus groups and 

systematic lurking .  The data was transcribed and the i nterpretations were read and 

checked with the informants. Once the respondent confirmed the researcher's 

interpretations and any misinterpretations rectified a thematic analysis was conducted . If 

the fieldworker was unsure about the congruency of the data col lected she would return 

to the participant to seek further explanation. G iven the findings were translated from 

Urdu and Punjabi to Eng l ish it was felt necessary for the informants to confi rm the 

fieldworkers translations, especially if one term had several mean ings, to ensure the word 

was interpreted in the correct context. For example, the concept of vatan has several 

mean ings, includ ing motherland, cou ntry native, native country and land of birth . 

The casual conversations, semi-structu red interviews, focus group discussions, and 

systematic lurking was transcribed manual ly from memory and from notes taken during 

fieldwork. During the process of data transcription the fieldworker noted responses and 

repeated patterns that corresponded to the themes identified for thematic analysis (see 

Figure 3 for data analysis themes for the study}. After the transcription was complete the 

researcher read the script to check a l l  responses were documented as written in the field 

notes and it was then subjected to thematic analysis. After this, the transcript was re

read for a last time, and a final thematic analysis was conducted to crosscheck the 

ethnographic accounts with the data analysis themes. The rationale for reading and re

readi ng, checking and re-checking, analysing and re-analysing was to ensure credibi lity 

and val id ity through persistent interpretation . Appendix 22 exh ibits a semi-structured 

interview transcript that was thematical ly analysed in the pi lot study, showing data 

corresponding to themes and sub-themes for analysis. 
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5.1 .5: Reflections on the Pilot Study 

A research journal conta in ing methodological ,  'day-to-day' , and personal logs was used 

to reflect upon the procedu res, practices and experiences of the pi lot study. The 

methodologica l  logs centred upon the data col lection decis ions taken during the pi lot 

fieldwork; the 'day-to-day' logs were brief outl i nes of work undertaken dai ly relating to 

research activities; whi lst personal log entries were reflexive accounts of the fieldworkers 

research relations, experiences and encounters within research settings. The 

methodologica l  and personal  journal entries were made at the end of the research day, 

whi lst the 'day-to-day' journal entries were noted in the field . 

The use of a research journa l  was a usefu l too l  for mon itoring the research activities and 

outcomes, whi lst also helping to verify the findings for dependabi l ity and confirmabi l ity. 

The research journal writing  functioned as trai ls to self-auditing data i n  the col lection of 

interpretive ethnographic accounts in the pi lot study. However, the keeping of three 

ind ividual logs was a time consuming task, which impeded upon other activities such as 

writing-up field notes and data ana lysis. This section contin ues to d iscuss the 

fieldworkers multiple reflections on the pi lot study based upon the methodological ;  'day

to-day' ; and personal journal logs.  

Appendix 23 includes a few extracts from the researcher's methodolog ica l  log, typifying 

her reflections concerning implementation of data col lection methods. The 

methodologica l  logs proved to be valuable in assessing the effectiveness of the research 

methods, wh ich was a main aim in the pilot study. In Append ix 24 several entries from 

the fieldworker's 'day-to-day' logs are included; exhibiting the date, times and location of 

p i lot study activities are presented. The personal logs in the fieldworker's research 

journal contained reflexive accounts of her experiences, emotions, conduct, and reactions 

in  the research setting. Exemplars of these personal logs are exhibited in  Appendix 25, 
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which also makes reference to ' i nsider' and 'outsider' moments that were experienced 

during the pi lot study. 

5.1 .6:  Other Issues 

Although interviewing travel agents was not anticipated i n  the plann ing of the research 

study, fol lowing the first meeting and focus group session with the Ghar se Ghar g roup on 

the 1 0th April 2003 many women discussed the importance of local travel agents in Bury 

Park when booking fl ights to Pakistan .  Therefore, severa l  travel agents i n  Bury Park, 

mentioned by the Pakistani  women were visited and interviewed to understand travel 

behaviours of the Pakistani  commun ity. Four travel agents were interviewed , one mainly 

serving the Bangladeshi community (Mr U ,  B Travel : Thursday 24th Apri l 2003), two travel 

agencies specialisi ng  in flights to Pakistan (Mr R, P Travel :  Saturday 26th Apri l  2003 and,  

Mr  A, PAK Travel :  Saturday 26th Apri l 2003) and one travel agent catering main ly to the 

Afro-Caribbean community (Mr H, S Travel :  Wednesday 30th Apri l 2003). 

5.1 .7: Changes for Conduct of Main Study 

Following reflection upon the effectiveness of the pi lot study, changes for the main study 

concern ing sampl ing process; methods for col lection of the data; and research journal 

were decided upon. The research sample in the p ilot study comprised of twenty first

generation m igrant Pakistani women, subsequently th is l imited the analysis of the 

relationship between tourism and ethn ic identity to one generation and gender. I n  the 

main study the sam ple wi l l  need to be extended to include both other generations and 

males. 
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The electora l  register for the Luton South ward that included Bury Park wil l  be used to 

identify Pakistan i  households in which the key contact name is male. This technique has 

been previously used by analysts researching ethn ic minority commun ities, notably by 

Shaw (1 988) in her work with the Pakistani  community and Ali ( 1 999) in her research with 

the Kashmiri commun ity in Luton .  The intention wi l l  be to contact the male head of the 

Pakistani households by post, requesting thei r  participation as wel l  as other family 

members in the study. 

A change wil l  be made to the data collection process by omitting focus group sessions 

owing to the d ifficu lties explained in section 5. 1 .3 and in Appendix 24 and Appendix 25. 

Subsequently, the main methods to be used in the main fie ldwork are casual 

conversations, semi-structured interviewing, and systematic lurking .  The semi-structured 

interview structure wil l ,  need revising because several themes generated th in 

descriptions, which lacked i n  the qua lity of data to be theoretical ly and interpretively 

analysed . Time constra ints also made it impossible to cover a l l  the themes and 

questions l isted in the semi-structu red interview script in Append ix 14. The 'Organisation 

of Travel Arrangements' and 'L iving in Bury Park' themes wi l l  be omitted on the rationale 

that these seemed to be of l ittle interest to the informants and generated insufficient data 

for analysis. 

As a consequence of the time-consuming and repetitive natu re in keeping th ree separate 

logs, one log compressing the three accounts together wil l  be kept. I n  the pi lot study, it 

was found that the research journal entries on methodology, dai ly activities, and 

researcher re'flexivity displayed an inter-relationship. Add itional ly, d ividing the research 

journal into th ree d istinct parts d isrupted the development of th ick ethnograph ic accounts 

of methodologica l  reflections and reflexivity. The focus of the log wil l  be towards 

recording and analysing emic/etic positions of insider/outsider moments during the main 

investigation . The rationale for this decision is to permit an in-depth exploration of the 
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emerging 'space-of-reflexivity' that exists in-between the participant and the fieldworker, 

aid ing the comprehension of researcher 'multiple' d imensional selves. 

5.2: Conduct of Main Study 

Introduction 

The main study was conducted over a period of 1 6  months between the dates 9th 

February 2004 to the 30th June 2005 in Bury Park. I n  view of the changes proposed 

fol lowing the pi lot research the sample for the main study was extended to incl ude 

Pakistani males and successive generation of Pakistanis, focus groups were not used 

and one research journal was kept. The main fieldwork took place in the homes of fou r 

Pakistani fami l ies residing in  Bury Park from 9th February 2004 to the 30th June 2005, and 

with the Ghar se Ghar group from 2nd Apri l 2004 to the 30th June 2005. The sample 

comprised of twenty-four i nformants; ten were fi rst-generation Pakistanis, twelve were 

second-generation Pakistanis and two were th ird-generation Pakistanis. 

The fieldworker's time was divided between research visits to the Ghar se Ghar women's 

g roup and visiting the homes of the four Pakistani  fam il ies participating in the study. The 

homes of these fami l ies were located within  walking distance from the Ghar se Ghar 

group in Bury Park; therefore the research settings were easily accessible for the 

researcher. Thus the fami l ies could be visited either before or after fieldwork with 

Pakistani women in the Ghar se Ghar group. 
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5.2.1 : The Sampling Procedure 

The principal concerns for the main study was to include first-generation Pakistani  males 

and second and th i rd-generation Pakistanis in the research . Subsequently , the 

researcher decided to use the Luton South ward electoral reg ister to i n itiate contact with 

Pakistani males in Bury Park. A technique used by Al i ( 1 999) investigating Kashmiri 

identity in  Luton ,  which involved identifying Quranic/lslamic names from the electoral l ist 

as a means to d istinguishing Pakistanis from non-Pakistanis. From the Luton South ward 

electoral register seventy-five surnames of Pakistani males were identified at random as 

potential informants to participate in the research study. In addition, the residency 

addresses were crosschecked with road names in Bury Park to ensure future participants 

l ived in the research field area. However, it was d ifficult to establish from the electora l l ist 

Pakistani people and populations from other Muslim communities i .e. Bangladeshi ,  

Kashmiri ,  I ran ian or Turkish, because Quranic/ls lamic names or surnames are not 

ethn ically specific. For example the surname 'Ahmad' (also spelt 'Ahmed') or 'Al i '  is 

common amongst Bang ladeshi ,  Kashmiri ,  Pakistani and Middle Eastern commun ities. 

Furthermore, from the Street Atlas of Luton/Dunstable/Leighton Buzzard (Ordnance 

Survey, 2002) it was difficult to establ ish from which roads the area of Bury Park started 

and ended. 

The seventy-five Pakistan i  males were identified and contacted by post; an introductory 

letter, reply form and code of conduct form were sent (see Append ix 26a, b, c for postal 

correspondences). The responses were as follows: 

• 1 5  rep l ies were received from Pakistani males who d id not wish to participate in 

the study; 

• 43 Pakistani  males did not reply; 

• 3 letters were returned with add ressee unknown ; 

• 2 letters were retu rned with no explanation ; and 

• 12  Pakistan i  males expressed an interest to participate in the research .  
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Overal l ,  the response rate was very low, the search for telephone numbers to contact 

people who did not respond to the mailed correspondences was a time consuming 

process and the difficu lty to secure a sample until repl ies were mailed back h indered the 

development of the research process. 

The researcher visited the 1 2  Pakistani males wish ing to participate in the study and the 

aim of the research was d iscussed with them. Subsequently, 5 males were concerned 

about time avai labi l ity and frequency of researcher access, therefore decided not to take 

part in the study; and 3 Pakistani men identified themselves as Kashmiri rather than 

Pakistani. From the remain ing 4 Pakistani males 3 decided to participate in the study and 

permitted the researcher access to other members of their family i .e. wives, daug hters 

and sons, whereas 1 Pakistani man did not want to participate but a l lowed access to 

other members of his fami ly. This was one advantage of contactin g  Pakistan i  males 

using the electoral reg ister because they authorised access to their spouses and off

spring,  secondly to overcome purdah related issues, and another research benefit was 

that by working within  a family un it the fieldworker was able to observe fami ly dynamics. 

In total from the homes contacted: 

• 5 were first-generation Pakistani migrants (two males and three fema les); 

• 7 were second-generation Pakistanis (three males and fou r  females); and 

• 2 were th ird-generation Pakistanis (one male and one female). 

In addition to the Pakistani family samples, the researcher continued to attend the Ghar 

se Ghar women's g roup and extended her visits to sessions attended by young Asian  

women from Bury Park. The researcher establ ished close research relationships with five 

first-generation Pakistani  migrants (Jami la, Nasreen ,  Yasmin, Sughra and Nauseen)  

during the pi lot research and these i nformants expressed an interest i n  continu ing to 

participate in the study. Moreover, the fieldworker did not experience any d ifficu lties 

when arranging research meetings with the five first-generation Pakistani  women 
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mentioned , the women were regu lar attendees at the Ghar se Ghar group and selflessly 

gave their time. The researcher was considered by Nasreen,  Nauseen and Yasmin as a 

'friend' and Jami la and Sughra as beti mean ing 'daughter'. The other fifteen women from 

the pi lot fieldwork were not chosen to participate in the fieldwork for several reasons: (i) 

they stopped attending the Ghar se Ghar women's g roup; (ii) had no desire to commit 

'further to the study; and ( i i i ) the informant responses generated 'th in '  descriptions of 

participation of tourism in the pi lot research . 

To assist in the identification of successive generation Pakistanis, the researcher 

attended Ghar se Ghar's Friday session from 6.30pm to 8.30pm in the loca l community 

centre. The purpose of the session was to encourage informal interaction between young 

people in the community as a means of promoting friendsh ip ,  cultu ral and religious 

networks. This session was attended by young Bang ladeshi ,  Kashmiri and Pakistani 

women between the ages of 1 3  to 18 l iving in Bury Park. Bangladeshi ,  Kashmiri and 

Pakistani women participated in  numerous activities in the group such as U rdu reading 

and writi ng classes, homework club, need lework, Quranic teachings, keep-fit sessions, 

healthy eati ng cookery classes. The Ghar se Ghar group ethos of advisory, advocacy 

and befriending was maintained by the group leader in these sessions as wel l .  In view of 

the research setting the fieldworker used snowbal l sampl ing to identify suitable 

respondents to participate in the study. Consequently, five second-generation Pakistanis 

were included in  the sample. 

a) The sample 

The sample for the main study comprised of twenty-four Pakistani informants. Ten 

participants from the Ghar se Ghar women's group and fourteen from homes in Bury Park 

were chosen as a research sample for the study. From the Ghar se Ghar g roup five 

women were fi rst-generation Pakistanis (Jamila, Nasreen, Nauseen, Sugh ra and Yasmin) 

and five were second-generation Pakistanis (Asma, Rubina, Saleemah, Shenaz and 
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Tahirah) . The five sampl ing criterions were used for selecting participants for the study 

from the women's group;  however sampling criterion five was not used when choosing 

informants from outside the Ghar se Ghar group. In view of the homes visited the 

fieldworker researched the Aziz, Khal id, Salim and Shafi fami ly. The members of the 

fami l ies included in  the sample were as fol lows: 

• Aziz Family: Mr and Mrs Aziz (first-generation Pakistanis) ,  and their daughter 

Mina and son Navin (both second-generation Pakistanis); 

■ Khalid Family: Mr and Mrs Khalid (first-generation Pakistan is), and their daughter 

Shazia (second generation Pakistanis); 

• Salim Family: Mrs Sal im (fi rst-generation Pakistan) ,  and her son Nasir and 

daughter Tabassum (both second generation Pakistanis); and 

• Shafi Family: Mr  and Mrs Shafi (second-generation Pakistanis) , and their son 

l rfan and daughter Sumaria (both th ird-generation Pakistanis). 

The demographic detai ls for the twenty-four informants in the main fieldwork are 

presented i n  Appendix 27. To adhere to eth ical practices of anonym ity and 

confidential ity, the researcher used 'false names' to conceal the identity of the research 

subjects. 

Snowbal l  sampling was used to develop both the Ghar se Ghar and fami ly samples in the 

study. The snowbal l  procedure was used in the Ghar se Ghar session for young  ethnic 

minority women, wh ich was held on Friday. There were several opportunities to develop 

snowbal l  sampl ing during research visits to the Ghar se Ghar group  through participation 

in Urdu classes, homework club and re ligious education sessions. In  addition the 

researcher was introduced to informant's friends' expressing an i nterest to partic ipate in 

the study. I n  the fam ily  samples participants were a lso identified using snowbal l  

sampl ing, which depended extensively upon the 'head of the household' i .e. the male to 

introduce the fieldworker to other fami ly members. For example, after interviewing Mr 
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Khal id the researcher was given a telephone number to contact h is  daughter Shazia to 

arrange a time to interview her. 

b) Profiles of the main study informants 

The five first-generation Pakistani women from the Ghar se Ghar group spoke Punjabi, al l  

five identified themselves as being Pakistani , all five were first-generation migrants with 

off-spring born i n  Brita in ,  four had visited Pakistan between the years 1 998-2003 and one 

informant was plann ing a visit to Pakistan in  2005, and al l  five women were regu lar 

attendees in the group. The five second-generation Pakistani women from the Ghar se 

Ghar group spoke Punjabi but preferred to converse in  Eng l ish, a l l  five defined their 

ethnic identity as being Pakistani ,  al l  five were born in Britai n  and were off-spring to first

generation Pakistani migrants to the U nited Kingdom, a l l  five had visited Pakistan 

between the years 1 998-2003, and all five women were regu lar attendees. 

Of the fourteen participants identified from the fami ly samples, four  were from the Aziz 

fami ly , th ree from the Khal id fam ily ,  three from the Sal im  fami ly and four from the Shafi 

fami ly. From the Aziz fami ly, Mr  Aziz was born i n  Pakistan and migrated to Britain i n  the 

year 1 970 to reunite with h is father who arrived earl ier in 1 965/1 966. Mr Aziz spoke 

Punjabi , identified h imself as being Pakistani , he was a first-generation migrant to Brita in 

with off-spring born i n  England, and he visited Pakistan in the year 1 999. Mrs Aziz was 

born in Pakistan and arrived in Britain in the year 1 975 to join her husband Mr Aziz, she 

spoke Punjabi , identified herself as bei ng Pakistan i ,  she was a first-generation migrant to 

Brita in with off-spring born in  the United Kingdom, and she is plann ing to visit Pakistan i n  

the year 2004. M ina was Mr and Mrs Aziz's eldest ch i ld ,  she cou ld speak Punjabi but 

preferred to converse in  Engl ish, she defined her ethn ic identity as being British

Pakistani ,  she was born in Britain ,  and she is planning to visit Pakistan in the year 2004. 

Navin was Mr and Mrs Aziz's youngest chi ld, he cou ld speak Punjabi but preferred to 
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converse in Engl ish , he defined h is ethnic identity as being British-Pakistani , he was born 

i n  Brita in ,  and was planning to visit Pakistan in the year 2004. 

From the Khalid fami ly ,  Mr Khalid was born in Pakistan and m igrated to the United 

Kingdom in 1 967; he spoke a dialect of Punjabi called pahari but preferred to 

communicate in Engl ish, he defined h imself as being Pakistani ,  he was a first-generation 

migrant to Britain with offspring born in Britain, and he visited Pakistan in the year 2001 . 

M rs Khalid was born i n  Pakistan and migrated to Britain i n  1 979 fol lowing marriage with 

Mr Khalid, she spoke in pahari, she defined herself as being Pakistan i ,  she was a first

generation m igrant to Brita in ,  and she visited Pakistan in  2001 . Shazia was Mr and Mrs 

Khalid's daughter; she has two elder brothers and two you nger sisters, her mother tongue 

was pahari but she preferred to speak in English, she defined her ethnic identity as being 

Pakistani but her identity was a hybrid of Kashmiri-Musl im-British ,  she was born in Britain, 

and visited Pakistan in 200 1 . The Khal id fami ly also travel led to Pakistan eight years ago 

( 1 996) and prolonged their stay for 2 ½ years as an attempt to settle in their ancestral 

homeland, but were u nable to do so as a consequence of health matters and d ifficu lties 

experienced by the chi ldren in adjusting to a 'new' country. 

From the Sal im fami ly, Mrs Sal im was born in Pakistan and migrated to Britain with her 

father in 1 964; her mother tongue was Punjabi but she chose to converse in English, she 

defined herself as being Pakistani ,  she was a first-generation migrant to Brita in ,  and she 

was planning to travel to Pakistan in the year 2005. Mrs Salim's mother was buried in 

Pakistan and she returns to her ancestral homeland frequently to visit her mother's grave. 

Nasir was Mrs Sa l im's eldest chi ld ;  he could speak Punjabi but preferred to communicate 

in Engl ish, he defined h is ethnic identity as being Pakistani-British ,  he was born i n  Britain ,  

and he was plann ing to visit Pakistan in 2005. Tabassum was Mrs Salim's youngest 

chi ld; she spoke in Engl ish, she defined her ethnic identity as being Pakistani-British, she 

was born in Brita in ,  and she was planning to visit Pakistan with her family in 2005. Mr 
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Sal im was contacted but he decided not to participate in the research study because of 

work commitments, but gave his permission to col lect data from h is wife and ch i ldren .  

From the Shafi fami ly, Mr Shafi cou ld speak Punjabi but chose to converse in  Engl ish, he 

defined h imself as being British-Pakistani ,  he was born in Brita in to first-generation 

Pakistani migrants to England, and he last travel led to Pakistan in the year 2002. Mrs 

Shafi 's mother tongue was Punjabi but she preferred to speak in Engl ish, she defined her 

ethnic identity as being British-Pakistani , she was born in England to first-generation 

Pakistani migrants to Britain, and she visited Pakistan i n  2002. Mrs Shafi 's parents, once 

fi rst-generation migrants to Britain had returned to Pakistan for permanent settlement in 

August 2002. Sumaria was Mr  and Mrs Shafi's e ldest ch i ld ,  she spoke in Eng l ish , she 

defined herself as being Pakistan i-British-Asian , she was born in Brita in ,  and she visited 

Pakistan in 2002. l rfan was Mr and Mrs Shafi's youngest child , he spoke in Engl ish, he 

defined h imself as being Pakistani-British, he was born in Brita in ,  and he last travelled to 

Pakistan in 2002. 

5.2.2: Data Collection 

The data from the main study was col lected over a period rang ing from 9th February 2004 

to 30th June 2005, using methods comprising of casual conversations, semi-structured 

interviews and 'systematic lurking' . Two Ghar se Ghar group sessions were attended 

each week, one on Monday and the other on Friday. Al l attendees in the Ghar se Ghar 

group were aware of the presence of the author of this thesis as a researcher. The 

informants from the fami ly samples were visited at dates and times conven ient to them, 

which was frequently in the even ing during week days or various t imes of day during the 

weekends. The aim of the main study was to collect interpretively rich descriptions of 

participation in tourism .  The solutions proposed (see Tables 5, 6 and 8) at the pi lot stage 

for the col lection of data in the main study were considered during use of the relevant 
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methods. I n  addition to the data col lection methods, the principles of data col lection that 

showed to be the most effective were 'bricoleur' and 'crystal l isation' . This section of the 

chapter contin ues to explain  the development of casual conversations, semi-structured 

interviews and systematic lu rking for use in tou rism research investigating diasporic 

communities. 

a) Casual conversations 

The casual conversations with first and second-generation Pakistanis from the Ghar se 

Ghar group took place before, during and after g roup activities. Occasional ly the 

researcher found it d ifficult to access informants for col lection of data using casual 

conversations before and after the Ghar se Ghar session because the women were 

engaged in talk with non-informants. Therefore to avoid compromising the anonymity of 

research participants the fieldworker d id not approach the respondents u nti l thei r 

conversations had ended with other g roup attendees. In addition , frequently during  the 

Ghar se Ghar group activities it was also difficu lt to collect data using casual 

conversations, this depended upon the activity taking place. The conversations were 

developed using the four conversational stages d iscussed in section 4.6. Conversations 

with fi rst-generation Pakistanis took place in Punjabi and with second-generation 

Pakistanis in  Engl ish .  The informal conversations were translated ( if  in Punjabi) and 

transcribed as soon as possible after they occurred . Although casua l  conversations with 

one research informant at a time produced multiple i nterpretations, the fieldworker found  

recal l ing and  transcrib ing (from brief notes written hastily) talk in Punjabi and  Engl ish a 

complex task. 

The casual conversations with informants from the family samples took place during 

research visits to their homes. The language conversed i n  with the first-generation varied 

from Punjabi to Engl ish ; this was dependent on the fluency of their Engl ish language 

ski l ls. Conversations with the second-generation were conducted in  Eng l ish because 
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young Pakistanis felt that they cou ld "express" themselves more proficiently i n  Eng l ish 

rather than their  mother tongue of Punjabi . Although first and second-generation 

Pakistanis were at ease when conversing with the researcher informally, th is was not the 

case for the th ird-generation . Consequently, 'th in '  interpretive ethnograph ic data was 

col lected from th ird-generation Pakistanis because they were reluctant to engage i n  

informal conversations with a 'stranger' . The conversations were translated ( if conducted 

in Punjabi) and transcribed as soon as possible after they took place. The conversations 

in the informants home took place in an informal and private domain ,  therefore 

respondents were more wil l ing than the Ghar se Ghar sample to discuss their opin ions on 

issues such as post-September 1 1 th 2001 , and racism. Casual conversations in people's 

homes were often interrupted by telephone cal ls , visits from informant's friends or 

relatives and household duties. 

b) Semi-structured interviews 

I n  the main study twenty-two informants were interviewed using sem i-structured 

interviews. Mr Aziz refused an interview because he d id not have any 'spare' t ime 

avai lable due to work commitments and, Mrs Aziz also objected to semi-structured 

interviewing because her husband was unable to be present during an interview session .  

The themes and questions orig inally used i n  the pi lot study interviews were revised for 

the main fieldwork (see Appendix 28 for the modified semi-structured interview script). Of 

the twenty-two i nterviews conducted , six were audio-recorded and for the remain ing 

sixteen interviews permission was den ied from the informants to use a tape-recorder, 

responses were therefore noted manually. For the sixteen unrecorded interviews, two 

separate semi-structured interview sessions were held. The first session focussed upon 

Part One (Tourism Participation) section of the interview schedule and the second 

session concentrated upon Part Two (Identity) section of the interview script. For the six 

audio-recorded interviews one session was held and both the tourism participation and 

identity parts were discussed. 
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The total time of the semi-structured interview conducted with each i nformant varied from 

approximately three hours for tape-recorded interviews and six hours i n  total (the time 

includes th ree hours for Part One and th ree hours for Part Two of the interview schedu le) 

for manually recorded i nterviews. Tape-recorded i nterviews were played back by the 

researcher away from the research setting i .e .  at home, and emerg ing themes for 

analysis noted, and the next day a word-processed transcription was produced (see 

Appendix 29 for an example of a transcribed interview from a tape-recording) .  The semi

structured interviews with no aud io-recording were transcribed on the same day of 

conduct to prevent loss of memorised data and to note any 'gaps' in written data (see 

Appendix 30 for an example of a semi-structured interview transcribed from field notes 

and memory) . 

A copy of the i nterview transcription was returned to those informants who had requested 

a copy by post to check verbatim and any omissions. The transcribed interviews were 

posted to Mrs Khal id ,  Saleemah ,  Mina, Navin ,  Mrs Shafi and Mrs Sal im,  and personally 

handed to Asma, Rubina and Tahirah .  Some participants d id not want the i nterview 

transcriptions mailed to them, but requested the researcher to read the responses to 

them in Punjabi or Engl ish . Th is was a common amongst first-generation participants 

from the Ghar se Ghar group as the interviews were word-processed i n  Engl ish, the 

i nformants wanted their responses to be translated to Punjabi for them by the researcher. 

The fieldworker translated the Eng lish interview transcripts to Punjabi for Jami la, Nasreen 

and Nauseen from the Ghar se Ghar group. This process of member checking was a 

time consuming process and the fieldworker often found herself ' lost in translation' 

because she strugg led to explain some Eng l ish words that d id not have direct translations 

in Punjabi . 

c) Systematic lurking 
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Similar to the conduct of systematic lurking in the pi lot study, i n  the main study systematic 

lu rking was an on-going process. The fieldworker unobtrusively observed i nformants in  

the Ghar se Ghar group and in their homes during research visits. During col lection of 

data using systematic lurking the researcher only observed i nformants participating in the 

study and only recorded data relevant to the context of the study. The data collected in  

the Ghar se Ghar group was noted i n  the margins of  a read ing book, borders of 

newspapers or on the back of leaflets rather than a note book to reduce obstructing 

naturally occurring behaviour. However, the researcher found systematic lurking in  an  i n

door group setting was restricted in several ways. Firstly ,  fieldworker's mobil ity was 

constrained beyond the research setting because the informants engaged i n  

conversations were mobile, ta lk beginn ing in t he  Ghar se Ghar group room would 

continue outside the local commun ity centre and as informants wa lked down the road . 

Moreover, to avoid pursing the informants in a 'spy' or 'stalker' l ike manner and provoking 

earl ier (before the pi lot research) misconceptions of the fieldworker as a 

'pol ice/government spy' the researcher decided not to systematically lurk around 

informants outside the Ghar se Ghar group to avoid jeopardising research relations. 

Systematic l u rking took place during research visits to the homes of informants from the 

family samples in the main study. When visiting participants in their homes the 

researcher sat in the reception/l iving room with the informant and frequently with his/her 

family. The opportun ities to systematically lurk in someone else's house were l imited and 

considered unethical because the fieldworker was recognised as a 'guest' . However, on 

rare occasions moments for systematic lurking arose for the researcher in the 

respondent's home. For example, l isten ing in on long d istance calls that the participant 

was engaged in or unobtrusively observing interactions between family members taking  

part in the research study. The researcher recorded find ings from systematic lurking on 

the back of index cards, which on the reverse side listed themes and questions for semi

structured interviewing. Any unobtrusive observations the fieldworker was unable to note 

were recalled and recorded as soon as possible after they had occu rred . 
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5.2.3: Principles of Data Collection 

The principles u nderpinn ing the col lection of interpretive ethnographic data were 

'bricoleur' and 'crystal l isation' Bricoleur and crystal l isation was integrated into the 

col lection of d ata in the main study to generate interpretively thick descriptions of human 

behaviou r. 

a) Brico/eur 

Bricoleur was demonstrated by using qual itative research methods that were reflexive of 

the researche r's  personal ski l ls. Previously in  the pi lot study the fieldworker found it 

d ifficult to co-ordinate focus g roups because she lacked skil ls such as management. 

However, the data col lection techniques i .e . casual conversations and semi-structured 

interviews chosen for use in the main study complemented the fieldworker's personal 

skil ls such as friendl iness and empathy. For example, the researcher's abi l ity to overtly 

express her emotions such as happiness through laughter and sadness through tears in 

publ ic or private were used to demonstrate empathy with participants. Moreover, the use 

of casual conversations and semi-structu red interviews reflected the cultural background 

of the fieldworker. The researcher identified her ethn ic identity as being Pakistani and 

was cu ltu ra l ly accustomed with the use of informal talk, which being a sign of hospita lity 

is encouraged i n  her fami ly when meeting with friends, relatives and non-acquaintances 

in the home and at social events. 

b) Crystallisation 

The interpretive ethnographic data collected in the main study was crystal l ised upon 

using d ifferent methods, integrating informant's interpretations, applying transdiscipl inary 

thought, incorporating insights from postcolonial readings and maintain ing a reflexive 
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approach in the collection of data. The process of crystal l isation is presented in Figu re 5, 

wh ich shows the numerous ways data was crystall ised upon in the research .  

Crystal l isation was useful i n  i nterpreting the mu ltip le perspectives o f  real ity emerging in  

the study. However, crystal l isation was a time-consuming process, wh ich involved the 

constant read ing and re-reading ,  and interpreting and re-interpreting  of qualitative data . 

This drawback was solved by the researcher selecting data that corresponded to the 

theoretica l and conceptual frameworks and themes identified for data ana lysis in the 

research. 

5.2.4: Data Analysis 

The data ana lysis procedure used to analyse interpretive ethnographic findings col lected 

during the conduct of the main fieldwork was thematic analysis. The same themes, sub

themes and sub-sub-themes presented in Figure 3 were used to thematical ly analyse 

data. Data col lected from casual conversations,  semi-structured interviews and 

systematic lurking was manual ly analysed by the researcher. No qualitative data 

management package was used in the conduct of thematic analysis. Data was 

transcribed by the fieldworker and the interpretations read and crosschecked with the 

informants. Although thematic analysis was an on-going process in the main study, on ly 

once the respondents were satisfied with the interpretations of the data were the findings 

su bjected to a final analysis. 

Data col lected in Punjabi was transcribed into Engl ish,  and to avoid loss of meaning ,  

Punjabi words with several meanings and i nterpretations remained in the transcriptions. 

For example musafir meaning traveller/passenger/sojourner or safar meaning to travel/to 

journey/to move around, have a number of interpretations depending on the context the 
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Figure 5: The crystallisation process 

An example demonstrating the crystal l isation of interpretive ethnographic data 

Reflexivity 
I admired the unhesitant way Mina located 
her home in view of her identity . . .  if only I 
was so sure of 'who I am'? 
(Research Journal Entry, 25/07/04) 

Thematic Analysis 
Main Theme: Identity 
Sub-theme: Locations of 
home 

Interpretations: 

Sub-sub-theme: Britain 
and Pakistan 

Researcher: Country of 
birth is home. 
Participant: 'Foreign' is a 
stranger 

Semi-structu red Interview: 

Britain . .  . it symbolises a lot about who I 
am, what is Britain. . .  Britain is 
multicultural. . .  it is where I was born, 
where I was brought up. . .  my friends 
are here. . .  this (Britain) is my home . . .  
whereas when I was in Pakistan I 
wasn 't, I felt like I was in a foreign land, 
I wasn 't in my home. . .  I felt like a 
stranger for a while like you didn't 
belong. . .  it felt uneasy (Mina, 2004) 

Part 2: Identity 

The notion of home 
was explored further 
using casual 
conversations 

Theme: Roots and Origins 

Interview Question: Where is 
your home? 

Transdisciplinary 
Thinking 

Source: Author's own work 

Postcolonial theory - Stuart 
Hal l's thinking on 'old' and 
'new' identities. 
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terms are employed . The translation from Punjabi to Engl ish was further impl icated by 

dialectical disparities between Pakistani people and popu lations orig inating from the five 

d ifferent provinces in Pakistan. Although the researcher spoke a dia lect of Punjabi 

originating from the Punjab province th is was different to the Punjabi spoken by some of 

the informants in the study. For example, Pakistan is originating from the Azad Kashmir 

d istrict in  Northern Pakistan spoke a dialect of Punjabi referred to as pahari, which the 

researcher cannot speak or grasp comprehensively. 

5.2.5: Research Ethics 

The fieldworker referred to the BSA's (2002) Statements of Ethical Practice (see 

Appendix 1 6) du ring conduct of main study and considered rel igious sensitivities relevant 

for researching Muslim communities. Further to these measures another eth ical matter 

that emerged in the main study was the issue of emotional sensitivities. For example 

during casual conversations and semi-structured interviewing some first-generation 

Pakistani mig rants recal l ing memories of l ife in Pakistan evoked many heartrending 

moments. The fieldworker overlooked the emotions associated with migrants 

remembering past l ives and times before migration to Pakistan and the current feelings of 

separation from kin in the natal homeland. For example, during an interview session with 

Jami la the sensitive nature of the research study was highlighted: 

Jamila: I got married. . .  my husband came to England to work 
and after a few years I joined him. . .  I was tom away from my past... I felt 
guilty leaving two young sisters behind they were only fift.een and 
eleven. . .  for ten years I couldn't sleep. . .  I kept thinking of them. . .  is 
someone looking after them as well as me (Jamila turns to me - the 
researcher) . . .  I need to stop . . .  (Researcher observations: Jami la leaves 
the room and returns after 30 minutes - she has been crying - her eyes 
are swol len, she has a tissue in her hand, and water has begu n  to form i n  
her eyes). 

Nazia: I am sorry, I u pset you .  

Jamila: You are doing your work. . .  not your fault. 
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Nazia: It is fine. . .  we wi ll stop here . . .  (interview terminated) 

The researcher responded to emotionally implicated situations by terminating or 

postponing data col lection . The fieldworker only retu rned to the sensitive question at a 

later date after seeking permission from the informant. 

5.2.6: Issues of Validity and Reliability 

The criterion for establ ish ing trustworth iness in this non-positivistic enqu iry was previously 

d iscussed in section 4.9 in view of matters of validity and reliabi lity. The research study 

used Lincoln 's and Guba's (1 985) criteria for trustworthiness , wh ich comprised of 

demonstrating creditabi l ity, transferabi l ity, dependabil ity and confirmabil ity of findings. 

Credibi l ity was shown using reiteration , crystallisation and member checks; transferabil ity 

was demonstrated by generating th ick descriptions of participations in tourism; 

dependabi l ity and confirmabi l ity was shown through 'self-auditing' of data and writing a 

reflexive research journal. This section reviews issues of valid ity and reliabil ity in findings 

in the context of credib i l ity, transferabil ity, dependabi lity and confirmability. 

a) Credibility 

I n  the main fieldwork cred ib i l ity was shown through the use of reiteration, crystall isation 

and member checks. Reiteration was demonstrated by prompting informants to repeat 

their responses to earlier research questions through the use of the same or different 

methods and by rephrasing the research questions. Crystall isation was incorporated into 

the principles of data collection as a means to interpret the emergent data from different 

perspectives. Member  checks were used to generate interpretative understandings of 

the data col lected, reduce the fie ldworker's subjective interpretations of findings and to 

crosscheck transcriptions with informants' .  However, reiteration ,  crystall isation · and 
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members checks were l imited by several factors. Firstly, not a l l  questions were repeated 

to the informants and the questions reiterated varied between participants ,  therefore 

impacting upon consistency of reiteration. Secondly, data crystal l ised upon was selected 

by the researcher, thus crysta l l isation was a subjective procedure because the 

fieldworker chose findings to crystal l ise upon rather than i nvolving the informants in this 

decision-making process. Lastly, not al l respondents participated in member-checks 

because some informants chose not to review their  interview transcripts and for those 

respondents whose first language was not Eng lish the fieldworker translated the interview 

scripts to Punjabi. 

b) Transferability 

Transferabi l ity was demonstrated by col lecting descriptively th ick and interpretively rich 

ethnographic data in the main study. Thick descriptions of participation in tou rism were 

gathered using a number of techniques, which were a combination of researcher

researched i nterpretations (and re-interpretations). The data col lection  principles used to 

aid the col lection of th ick descriptions and rich interpretive data was bricoleur and 

crystal l isation. I n  addition , the researcher thematical ly analysed data throughout the 

main study to identify themes, sub-themes and sub-sub-themes to aid the development of 

interpretive data .  The production of thick descriptions to address issues of transferabi l ity 

was l imited by several factors. I nterpretively th ick data was distingu ished from thin data 

depend ing upon the depth of response obtained from the informant. This procedure may 

have been bias towards the less assertive respondents or those informants who refused 

to answer some questions proposed to them. In addition , time constraints l imited the 

col lection of descriptively thick and interpretively rich data, which was dependent upon 

the participant's avai labi l ity to be researched. Therefore, the longer the length of time the 

fieldworker had to explore the data the chance to produce thick descriptions was greater, 

whereas if l ittle time was avai lable thin descriptions were produced. 
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c) Dependability and Confirmabi/ity 

I n  the main fieldwork dependabi l ity and confi rmabi l ity was shown through the self-auditing 

of data to improve the val id ity and re l iabi l ity of the i nterpretive ethnog raphic findings. A 

journal was kept to monitor research conduct, record research activities and for matters of 

researcher reflexivity. The accounts i n  the research journal comprised of ( i) record of 

dates, times and locations of fieldwork, ( i i )  i nformant researched and ( i i i ) the fieldworkers 

personal thoughts on the research experience and data collected. The research journal 

was skewed towards personal reflexive accounts, wh ich focussed upon i nsider/outsider 

positions, thus emphasis ing the researcher's personal experience. The keeping of a 

research journal aided the production of reflexive accounts, but the level of reflexivity 

differed according to the interactions between researcher-researched and the time 

available for the fieldworker to write a diary entry.  

5.2. 7: Other Issues 

The researcher attended Pakistan I nternational Airl ines' ( PIA} 50th Anniversary 

celebrations ( 1 6th May 2004). Pakistanis from many parts of the U n ited Kingdom, e .g .  

Birmingham, Luton ,  Slough ,  had travel led to Wembley Arena in London to mark the 

Golden Jubi lee of PIA along with prominent Pakistani figures from Pakistan in the world 

of media, music and pol itics. The event was attended by several generations of 

Pakistan is, e.g. first, second, third and fourth-generation. The reason the researcher 

attended this event was to further understand the importance of ' institutions of mig ration' 

to the Pakistani commun ity. During attendance at th is  event the fieldworker unobtrusively 

observed the audience and l istened to the messages broadcasted by the prominent 

figures. 
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Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter presents the conduct of the pilot and main stages of the research study. By 

piloting the research study, the researcher was able to overcome barriers to access, 

identify methods that did not advance interpretive ethnography and address matters of 

sampl ing for the main fieldwork. The second stage, the main study developed further the 

sample and sampl ing techn iques, used methods and principles of data collection to 

generate interpretively rich and descriptively thick understandings of tourism i n  the 

Pakistan i  community. I n terpretive ethnography also contributed to producing reflexive 

accounts of the researcher's insider and outsider positions encountered in the conduct of 

the study. The research methodology used in the fieldwork was va luable in 

comprehending the sign ificance of ethnic identity u pon tou rism participations in the 

Pakistani  diasporic commun ity residing in Bury Park, Luton. The research ph i losoph ies, 

methodologies and methods can be employed by future fieldworkers choosing to 

investigate tourism in the Pakistani diaspora l iving in the Un ited Kingdom. 

The research methodolog ies and methods presented in the previous chapter were 

subject to change in the pi lot and main fieldwork to overcome barriers to access and 

develop the research sample. In terpretive ethnography contributed to sustain ing rapport 

with the research participants during the conduct of study. However the fieldworker found 

the research relations with the Pakistani women from the Ghar se Ghar research setting 

were wel l  establ ished than with participants from the fami ly samples. This was due to 

several reasons: ( i ) the prolonged engagement and presence of the researcher in  the 

Ghar se Ghar group; (i i) the ethos of the Ghar se Ghar group is to 'welcome' and 

'befriend' women, which was extended to the researcher; and (i i i ) the wil l ingness of the 

fieldworker to extend notions of 'befriending' to the informants and other women not 

participating in the study. I nterpretive ethnography was also an emergent practice which 

called for the researcher to make changes to the orig ina l  research methodo logy 

presented in the previous chapter in view of data col lection  procedures, sampling and 
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journal writing .  The fieldworker as an interpretive ethnographer a lso found her identities, 

responsibi l ities and roles were altering in response to the n umerous reflexive encounters. 
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This chapter: 

Chapter 6 

Researcher Reflexivity 

• presents reflexive accounts of a Pakistani  researcher investigating people and 

popu lations  with whom she shares a s imi lar ethn ic identity; 

• locates the researcher in the study by reviewing her biograph ical background in 

the context of identity; 

• examines the insider/outsider positions of the fie ldworker before, during and after 

the fieldwork; 

• i l lustrates that researching a community perceived by the fieldworker as her 'own 

is rooted with ambivalence and ambiguity; and 

• is written in the first person to reflect the broad aim of reflexivity, which is to 

situate the ' I '  in qual itative research. 

6.1 Locating the Researcher 

Researchers are encouraged to 'come clean' by writing about their personal biographies 

and subjectivities in qualitative research (Punch, 1 986; Fine, 1 994; Hol l iday, 2002). The 

fieldworker brings to the research field certain values, cultures, h istories and life 

experiences that impact upon the research relations (Hughes, 1 990; Kleinmann and 

Copp, 1 993; Hertz, 1 997). This requires qual itative researchers to produce reflexive 

accounts of their presence i n  the field. The sign ificance of re·�exivity in post-positivistic 

research methodology was previously d iscussed in section 4. 1 0. However, reflexive 
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writing is not often inscribed into qual itative research, according to Hertz ( 1 997: xi i i) " in 

writing rarely does the author let the audience know how the author's l ife may paral le l  the 

respondents." The importance of reflexivity in qua litative tourism research is also 

recognised and discussed by several thinkers in the field of tourism (see Riley and Love, 

2000; Jamal and Hol l inshead, 2001 ; Hal l ,  2004; Feighery, 2006). For example, Hal l 's 

(2004) premise on reflexivity is before researchers enter the research field and l ives of 

others, they should q uestion their personal interests, identities and delve into their l ife 

histories. 

To respond to the cal ls for reflexive accounts in q ual itative writings the research attempts 

to locate the researcher in the study. This section reviews the biograph ical background 

of the fieldworker in view of identity. The purpose is to present the mu ltip le "brought

selves" (Reinharz, 1 997: 5) ,  which were perceived to affect research relations with the 

Pakistani  diasporic community studied. 

a) The researcher's family background 

I was born i n  the United Kingdom to first-generation Pakistani migrants to Brita in .  I have 

l ived in Britain and nowhere else; therefore recog nise it as my country of residence in  

addition to my country of  birth . My mother and father were both born in Pakistan and 

originate from the Punjab province. My father was fourteen years old when he arrived i n  

England in the late 1 960s and my mother m igrated a few years later in the early 1 970s 

from Pakistan.  The main reason my father m igrated to Britain was to reun ite with h is  

parents who had settled in England in the early 1 960s. My g randfather previously served 

in the British I nd ian Army and after partition of Ind ia ( 1 947) subsequently settled in the 

i ndependent state of Pakistan. He arrived in  Eng land as an economic migrant and 

worked for British Rai l  i n  the late 1 960s until he retired in  the early 1 980s .  
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At home I speak Punjabi to my parents, especial ly to my mother because she cannot 

converse in Engl ish fluently .  However, the majority of the time I speak in Eng l ish with my 

peers and sibl ings. I wear the traditional Pakistani d ress the shalwaar kameez at home, 

but outside the home I tend to wear clothes perceived as 'western' i .e .  jeans, dresses and 

trousers. This is possibly a reflection of the 'spl it' identities l l ive in-between , one being 

Pakistan i  and another British .  I n  addition to my ethn ic and national affil iations, my 

rel ig ious identity is Musl im and I am famil iar with the theology of Islam. However, as a 

Musl im woman I have chosen not to wear the hijab (or headscarf) neither inside nor 

outside the home. Rel ig ion has always been a stable characteristic of my identity, 

whereas my ethnic and national identity is rooted with contrad ictions. 

Since I was a child my fami ly have always celebrated severa l rel igious festivities such as 

Eid and Christmas. My grandfather, until h is death in 1 986 ensured his sons' and 

daughter's families would get together during the Musl im festivals of Eid and 

commemorate the other secular activities that were reflective of the society (British) he 

was living in, subsequently celebrating Christmas. I can even recal l  my grandfather 

d isplaying a porcelain plate of Queen El izabeth I I in h is living room ,  which I can on ly 

assume was symbolic of h is service to the British I nd ian Army. I n  reflection ,  I remember 

my grandfather as someone who accommodated my multiple identities as a British

Pakistani-Muslim ,  a lbeit at a young age I did not appreciate this. Today, in view of the 

research study l need to understand the influence of my past and present upon my 

identity as a ' British' 'Pakistani '  'Musl im' fieldworker. 

b) The researcher's professional biography 

My professional biography mainly centres upon my academic background, which 

influenced my choice of research topic. completed my first deg ree in Sociology 

(Bachelor of Arts with Honours) and my post-graduate degree in  Social Policy (Master of 

Arts) at Midd lesex Un iversity (Un ited Kingdom). After my MA Socia l  Policy degree I 
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decided to further my academic career and develop my interests in matters of identity 

with the aim to study at PhD level .  I applied for a PhD research studentship at the 

U niversity of Luton (now the U niversity of Bedfordsh ire), subsequently i nterviewed and 

awarded a research studentsh ip  from the 1 st November 2002. The reason I submitted an 

appl ication was because I was interested in studying the interrelationship between 

tourism and ethnicity i n  the Pakistani community. Moreover, the research area reflected 

my history of theoretical traditions such as sociology and postcolonial theory. 

During my undergrad uate stud ies, modules such as themes and perspectives in social 

sciences, introduction to thi rd world societies, sociological inqu iry and the phi losophy of 

methodology stimu lated my academic interest in cu lture, society and methods. These 

interests were fu rther enthused at post-graduate level when I was introduced to 

postcolonial theorists such as Stuart Hall and Paul  Gi lroy. At the beginning of my PhD 

programme I was introduced to the works of Homi Bhabha and conceptual isations of 

identity in tourism, which have remained prominent in the research .  I n  addition ,  my 

personal interest i n  postcolonial ism emerged from the l iterary writi ngs of Salman Rushdie 

at my leisure. The academic and personal inqu isitiveness facilitated my interest in 

postcolonial theory in the context of identity, consequently influencing the theoretical and 

conceptual frameworks in the research study. 

c) The researcher's identity 

The question I proposed to myself is who am I to aid me in locating my identity in the 

research study. I have many identities wh ich define me in different contexts i .e.  at home, 

at work or amongst friends and relatives. The numerous identities I have danced with are 

my national, ethn ic, rel ig ious, gender, marital status, age, fam ily position ,  education and 

racial characteristics. I am British , Pakistani ,  Muslim ,  female, single/unmarried, in my late 

twenties, a daughter, a sister, a granddaughter, a researcher, coloured or 'non�white' , 

and minority person . These to mention but a few were the multiple 'brought-selves' and 
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brought-identities to the research study. The broug ht-identities d id not remain static in 

the research field because during interactions with informants they were subject to 

change. 

I consider myself as 'British' because Britain is my country of birth and residence and 

where my past is. The hospita l I was born in ,  the house I grew up in ,  the nursery I went 

to, the primary and secondary school I attended , the un iversities I went to, the places I 

worked and the people I knew are al l reflections of my past. Today, where I l ive, my 

home, my neighbours, my friends and my work-col leagues are al l  manifestations of my 

present. I am fami l iar with l ife in Britain and when I remember the past I thi nk  of l ife in  

Brita in .  The British hyphen of  my identity extends beyond my British national ity and 

passport; i t  is an attachment to pasts and presents ,  and peoples and p laces that define 

my identity. There have been times when I have questioned my British identity, 

especial ly in view of experiences and encounters with racism. However, the effect of 

racist remarks such as "go back to your country" were insignificant because I did not have 

a country to "go back" to, but they did raise questions such as 'wil l  I ever belong?' 'what 

does it mean to be 'British'?' 

I also consider myself to be Pakistan i  because Pakistan is my country of orig in  and where 

my ancestral roots appear to remain. My parents define their ethn ic identity as being 

Pakistan i  and their parents' recogn ise themselves as being Pakistani .  The Pakistan i  

hyphen of my identity is symbolic of my ancestral heritage, my recognition of a l i nk  to my 

parents' relatives and affi l iation to a nation rooted with the theology of Islam. In my home 

I am endlessly reminded of my 'Pakistaniness' , I see my Pakistani  ethn ic identity in  the 

hang ing wal l  plates eng raved with significant landmarks in  Pakistan,  the portrait of 

Muhammad Ali Jinnah (the founding father of Pakistan), the Pakistan i  flag displayed on  

the television in the l iving room ,  the numerous souvenirs transported from Pakistan ,  the 

clothes I wear at home, the food I eat and in the Punjabi language I speak. These are al l  
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reflexive of my Pakistani ethnic identity or "where I come from" , as I am continuously to ld .  

However, the one prerequisite lacking i n  my Pakistan i  ethnic identity is the return visit to 

Pakistan .  I have been told often enough that visiting  Pakistan is "what we (Pakistan is) 

do" , but I have not done this, does th is mean I am not considered as a Pakistan i? 

My defin itions and comprehensions of Pakistan i  ethn ic identity are explored further in 

view of emic/etic or insider/outsider positions in the research study. The fol lowing 

sections consider pre-research (before conduct of the fieldwork) , du ring research 

(conduct of the fie ldwork) and post-research (after conduct of the fieldwork) reflexivity. To 

examine researcher reflexivity I kept a personal research journal which recorded my 

encounters with informants, reactions to certain responses, emotions and feel i ngs .  The 

jou rnal was a haven and confidant for my experiences and thoughts not just i nside the 

field but also outside the research setting. I refer to some extracts from my personal 

research journal i n  this chapter to i l lustrate the i nsider and outsider positions confronted 

in the research fie ld .  

6.2 Researcher Reflexivity Pre-research 

Before entering the research field to col lect data I gave myself the 'Who Am I Test' 

(devised by Kuhn  and McPartland, 1 954 cited i n  Hutn ik, 1 991 ) ,  which comprised of 

asking myself 'who I am' and 'who I am not' in the context of identity (see Appendix 31 for 

the resu lts of the 'Who Am I Test') .  After completing the 'who am I test' I found my 

identities were far more contrad ictory, ambiguous and ambivalent than I had previously 

assumed in the planning stage of the study. I was caught in the predicament of 'who I 

am' and 'who I am not' because on one end of the identity spectrum I was an ' insider' (or 

emic) and on the other end an 'outsider' (or etic) . Subsequently, I wrote the fol lowing 

entry in my journal :  
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. . .  why is this so hard - knowing w�o I am and who I am not? Yes, I am 
researching my people and then I am not researching my people, are the 
people I wi l l  be researching real ly my 'own'? My parents' and 
g randparents' have always told me I am a Pakistani because they are 
Pakistani . . .  Pakistan is where I come from. . .  but who I think I am is not 
so easy. . .  I am always in  contradiction with myself and others 
defin itions. . .  I a m  a n  insider to a certain extent and a n  outsider to a 
certain extent. . .  what I do know from the Who Am I Test I gave myself is 
I real ly do not know who I am. . .  It is upsetting  but maybe from this 
research I wil l  find out who I am and not. . .  (Author's personal diary entry: 
09/04/03) .  

a) Researching my 'own '  

The concept 'own' refers to the people and popu lations stud ied with whom I share a 

perceivably simi lar (diasporic) ethnic identity, wh ich is being Pakistan i .  As a person of 

Pakistani orig in , with a h istorical background of migration ,  relatives i n  Pakistan ,  rel igious 

affi l iation to Is lam ,  abi l ity to speak Punjabi and U rdu and shari ng common racial features I 

bel ieved I was researching a d iasporic commun ity I considered my 'own' .  These factors 

of being amongst my 'own' were assumed to prepare me for the fami liar, aid access to 

i nformants and contribute to establ ishing empathy with research partici pants. Therefore,  

at the pre-research stage I adopted an emic perspective, because by sharing a similar 

ethn ic identity I assumed further that I would be able to share the importance of tourism in 

the lives of the Pal<istani d iaspora. 

b) Researcher as a 'cultural incompetent' 

At the pre-research stage I d id have several reservations about choosing  to investigate 

the Pakistan i  commun ity. I thought choosing to study people and populations with a 

similar ethn ic backg round as myself, may present me as a cu ltural incompetent - as a 

Pakistani shou ld I not know about travel patterns of a commun ity I cal l  my 'own'? By 

choosing to research the interrelationsh ip between Pakistan i  ethnic identity and 

participation in tou rism within the Pakistani diaspora ,  I had created conditions for being 

an outsider before I had even started the fieldwork. Subsequently, writing the following 
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personal journa l  entry at the plann ing stage of the research expresses the anxious, 

ambiguous and ambivalent positions of reflexivity: 

. . .  it _ is �i�ic�lt to write about the self . . .  reading the methodology literature 
I th ink it 1s important for me to speak about my experiences and emotions 
in the fie ld . . .  being an emotional person. . .  not someone who cries very 
easily, but a ' peoples person' I want to feel the research process 
mentally, phys ical ly and psychologically. . .  anyway I have chosen to 
study an area I know little about. . . having only travel led to Pakistan once 
when I was a bout four years old in 1 981  (cannot remember much - it 
feels l ike I have never travelled to Pakistan) . . .  about twenty-two years 
ago. . .  l isten ing to other peoples' memories, especial ly from second
generation Pakistanis (those born in Brita in ,  j ust l ike me, but un l ike me 
have made the effort to return frequently) wil l  be stimu lating . . .  I am also 
very ashamed for not going back to my motherland ( Pakistan) . . .  there is 
some fear in me as to how the Pakistani informants wil l  react to th is . . .  
(Author's personal research d iary entry: 1 3/01 /03) . 

6.3 Researcher Reflexivity During Research 

The practice of reflexivity was essential to comprehending both mutual and confl icting 

research relations during conduct of the study. Researcher reflexivity during research 

was about what I d id understand, what I d id not understand, what I wanted to u nderstand 

and what I d id not want to understand in view of my Pakistani  ethnic identity. 

Consequently affecting the way I chose to negotiate my emic/etic perspective and 

consciously choosing to be a 'stranger' amongst my 'own' .  I would make the 

recognisable u n recognisable to myself for purposes of reiteration, clarification and as a 

measure to engage the participant i n  the process of interpretation.  Thus, there was l ittle 

stabi l ity in view of insider and outsider moments because the positions were continuously 

a ltering as I was slid ing from the famil iar to the unfamil iar and the unfami l iar to the 

fam il iar. I accentuated my identifications of Pakistaniness by conversing in Punjabi and 

U rdu ,  wearing of the cu ltura l  dress and participating in the gift-giving custom of lena

dena. However, I si lenced or ' left-behind' some characteristics of my Pakistani identity 

that might present me as a m inority. For example, I did not reveal whether I was a Sunn i  

or Sh i 'a or the ancestral caste or zat that my family belonged to. 
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a) Insider/outsider positions 

I n  view of i nsider positions during the collection of data I encountered situations which 

produced feel ings of belonging to a commun ity, family and g roup. I was invited to the 

homes of informants for lunch or d inner for a social occasion rather than to conduct 

research and informants gave me gifts from Pakistan .  Although the participants were 

aware of my 'official' identity as a researcher, I took on other roles g iven to me by the 

informants such as daug hter, niece, sister, friend and social advisor. The participants 

used words such as "we" and "our" during conversations and interviews, which for me 

represented an insider position .  In add ition ,  I shared the same rel ig ion as the research 

subjects, which contributed to the negotiation of an insider position. I was famil iar with 

and able to recite various verses from the Quran and was i nvited to attend relig ious 

ceremonial prayer meetings. 

Despite the multi-d imensional aspects of my Pakistan i  ethn ic identity, which was a hybrid 

of a Musl im religious identity, a Punjabi and Urd u  speaking person, wearing the cultu ral 

d ress, and my racial characteristics I had my fai r  share of outsider moments. The main 

contradiction in my Pakistan iness was my gender, chosen career path , age and marita l 

status that were of particular concern for fi rst-generation Pakistani informants. I was an 

unmarried female researcher, in her late twenties, working alone and sometimes late into 

the evening.  As one informant observed during the pi lot fie ldwork: 

. . .  th is is no work for you . . .  no work for a Pakistani  g i rl . . .  a Musl im g i rl . . .  
why th is. . .  l isten . . .  you should marry. . .  why are you not married, at you r  
age you shou ld be  married . . .  have chi ldren . . .  have husband . . .  the 
husband has job you can stay home. . .  I got my daughter married at 1 6  in 
Pakistan ,  best time . . .  look what t ime it  is (Sughra points to the clock) i t  
is nearly seven o 'clock. . .  you should be at home not here, it is late 
(Sughra: translated from Punjabi into Eng lish) .  
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b) Verstehen in the research 

I assumed that sharing a s imi lar ethnic identity as the participants I wou ld be able to 

empathise with the i nformants. Locating myself in  the position of other people was not as 

straightforward as the defin ition of 'verstehen' states because it was d ifficu lt to 'see 

through the eyes' of the researched since our biographies, identities and l ife experiences 

d iffered . Verstehen or empathy was not a matter of multiple real ities but of the mu lti

d imensional ity of those real ities. For example, when participants ta lked about their 

experiences of mig ration in  view of arrival and settlement in  the Un ited Kingdom I cou ld 

not estab l ish grounds for empathy. I had never left 'my' country of birth (Eng land) to 

settle permanently in another part of the world as the fi rst-generation i nformants had, as 

Nasreen a woman in  her early th irties (not much older than myself) informed me du ring a 

conversation :  

. . .  I don't th ink you wi l l  u nderstand ful ly because you have not left 
anyth ing beh ind yet (Translated from Punjabi i nto Eng l ish) . 

Nasreen was correct; I cou ld not 'u nderstand fu l ly' her experiences and the transient 

emotions associated with m ig ration . Nevertheless, there were aspects of the informants' 

l ives that I was able to seek empathy with such as encounters with racism and l iving in

between the hyphens of a British and Pakistani ethnic identity. In view of racism ,  I was 

able to empath ise with those respondents (Asma, Sughra ,  Mrs Sal im ,  Tabassum and 

Yasmin) being told to "go back to your  country" and being cal led a "Paki" because I 

recal led my feel ings and reactions to such d isplays of hosti l ity experienced in the past. I n  

view of  l iving as  a 'hyphenated person' I was caught in the trajectories of  'old' and  'new' 

identities, thus I was able to empathise with successive generation of Pakistanis born in 

the Un ited Kingdom. Young Pakistanis in the research were confronting s imi lar 

predicaments of identity as I had once done 'growing up' as a B ritish born Muslim

Pakistani .  For example, where is my 'home': Britain or  Pakistan? Where do I belong: 

Britain or Pakistan? or  Where do I come from: Brita in or Pakistan? 
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c) Researching the researcher 

During the data col lection process I was not the on ly person in the research setting 

investigating issues of identity, striving for an insider position and seeking empathy. The 

informants also took on the ro le of a researcher and subjected me to question ing ,  a 

s ituation I referred to as ' research ing the researcher' .  As the research deve loped 

' research ing the researcher' was important for both the participant and me as a means to 

establish ing empathy with one other. The respondents in the study wanted to know 

about the province/town/vi l lage in  Pakistan I orig inated from or  where my parents' were 

born , where my relatives in Pakistan l ived and their names, inqu ired about my 

grandparents '  ancestral roots, when I visited Pakistan and why I had not returned to 

Pakistan.  'Researching the researcher' contributed to converting outsider moments into 

insider positions withi n  the same research session .  The ' researching the researcher' 

scenario is i l lustrated in Figu re 6, which shows the altering i nsider/outsider positions 

during a casual  conversation with a first-generation informant. 

6.4 Post-research Researcher Reflexivity 

After the col lection of data I decided to consider researcher reflexivity in the post

research period when I was analysing and interpreting the research find ings. I had spent 

approximately twenty-six months in the field research ing a commun ity I considered my 

'own' .  Post-researcher reflexivity i l lustrated the extent I was a 'stranger' amongst people 

and populations I previously recognised as my 'own' .  The aspect of my Pakistan i  identity 

that I shared with the informants was the reference to the ancestra l homeland of Pakistan 

in defin ing our  ethn icity, a sim i lar mother tongue, wearing of the traditional ethn ic d ress, 

celebrating  the same rel ig ious festivals and experiences of racism. However, whether 

the participants accepted me as their 'own' was beyond my control because the research 

sample were aware of my role as a researcher and knew that one day I would not be part 
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Figure 6: Researcher Reflexivity - Researching the researcher 

The outsider, outsider/insider and outsider positions encountered by the researcher 

Casual Conversation between Jamila and the researcher (translated from Punjabi to 
English 
Speaker Response Insider/Outsider 

Nazia � Assa/am-u-a/aikum ha/a 
. I 

Ins ider 
I � (Punjabi word meaning 

auntie) . . .  how are you today? 

Jamila Waalaikum-a-salam beta 
c l  

Insider 
I , 

(Punjabi word meaning ch i ld) . . .  
I a m  fine. . .  you haven't spoken 
to me for a long time . . .  I 
missed you (laughs) . . .  missed 
talking about Pakistan . . .  

Nazia . Wil l  you be going to Pakistan 
� this year? 

. I I � 
. . .  no (Jamila sighs) . . .  maybe Outsider 
next year . . .  I went last year 
(2002) . . .  we wi l l  see . . .  i t  is 
you r  turn to go . . .  see your  
family in  Pakistan . . .  it is not 
right you not going to 
Pakistan . . . you are Pakistani ,  
so you should go . . .  wi l l  you 
go? 

I 
Nazia � I know . . .  I wi l l  try to go . . .  

� 1  
Outsider 

� maybe next year as wel l .  . .  we 
might see each other in 
Pakistan 

c::J---
Yes . . .  come with me . . .  you � I nsider/Outsider 
come from Jhelum . . .  the same 

� 

town as me, we are from the 
same place . . .  you don't know 
the place you have never been 
to Pakistan . . . your parents wi l l  
know . . .  where were your  
parents' born (in Pakistan)? 

Source: Author's own work 
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of their l ives. The participants were not expecti ng  me to return; subsequently once I left 

the research settings I lost my identity as their daughter, niece, sister, friend and social 

advisor. 

I concluded from my encounters in the field , we, meaning the informants and I l ive in 

many different worlds, which influence our expressions of a Pakistani identity. I was a 

' stranger' amongst my 'own' ,  my 'own' were a 'stranger' to me and I was a 'stranger' of 

my 'own' doings. My conscious dancing with emic/etic perspectives and insider/outsider 

positions assisted me to make the stranger my 'own' and my 'own' the stranger by 

entering d ialects with the fami l iar/unfamil iar. Therefore, experiences with a commun ity 

perceived as my 'own' were not fixed or static but flu id ,  mu ltiple and mu lti-d imensional .  I 

did not reach a stage of com plete insider-ness or outsider-ness because there was a 

never-ending choreography in-between emics/etics. Th is schizophrenic state extended 

beyond ambivalent and ambiguous happenings i n  the research field because it was 

difficult to recognise where the reflexive infl uence of the study ended as it seeped i nto 

personal and professional areas of my l ife. 

Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter presents the researcher's reflexive accounts of her experiences and 

encounters at th ree stages in the research process. The first is the pre-research , second 

during research stage and thi rd the post-research stage of the study. The pre-research 

phase refers to the five months (from the 4th November 2002 to the 2th April 2003) 

before the conduct of study, the during research stage takes i nto account the twenty-six 

month period (from the 28th Apri l 2003 to the 30th June 2005) of data collection and the 

post-research stage was the time spent interpretin g  (and re-interpreting) the research 

findings after the fieldwork from September  2005 to June 2006. The three phases of 
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researcher reflexivity h igh l ight the impact of the contested , ambiguous and ambivalent 

spaces a fieldworker investigating a community she perceives as her 'own' enters. The 

Pakistani ethn ic identity assumed to unite the ( indigenous) interpretive ethnographic 

researcher with the informants can also divide them. Reflexivity is on the one hand a 

celebration of situating the self in the research text, but a lso a reminder of the messy 

ways the researcher attempted to interpretively understand the subjects of her study, 

herself and the world .  Subsequently, I d iscovered my professional and personal 

attachments were interrelated , thus experiencing d ifficulties in  identifying one from the 

other. 

The reflexive accounts emphasise the effect of family backg round,  professional biography 

and identity upon pre-researcher, during researcher and post-researcher reflexivity. The 

fieldworker was engaged in  the end less dynamics of identity creation (re-creation and de

creation) , which chal lenged, confi rmed and contradicted her notions of being a stranger 

amongst her 'own' and the 'own' being a stranger to her. The informants were not the 

only actors in the research setting making (re-making and de-making) conditions for 

insider and outsider positions, because the researcher as an active being in the field was 

knowingly manoeuvring between native-stranger and the familiar-unfamiliar locations. 

Therefore, just as the informant can produce conditions for outsider-ness (Pike, 1 990), 

the fieldworker can produce cond itions for outsider-ness as wel l .  Consequently, the 

'space-of-reflexivity' is consciously constructed by the researcher, which the informants 

have no knowledge of, thus the act of reflexivity was a covert practice. Furthermore, 

reflexivity does not consider the impact of the research study and the presence of the 

researcher upon the Pakistani ethnic identity of the participants because the egoistic 

focus is on the ' I ' . 
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Chapter 7 

Tourism and the Pakistani  Community 

This chapter: 

• presents the main interpretive ethnograph ic findings emerging from the study to 

understand tourism participation in the Pakistani commun ity; 

• explains the comprehensions of tourism to the Pakistan i  d iaspora resid ing in the 

United Kingdom; 

• introduces the motivations associated with travel l ing to the ancestral homeland of 

Pakistan; 

• considers the embodiment of the 'myth of return' in the tourism mobi l ities of the 

Pakistani d iasporic commun ity; 

• i l lustrates a close association exists between tou rism and migration in the 

Pakistani community, wh ich influences participation in the return visit to Pakistan ;  

and 

• presents the research find ings i n  English; therefore Urdu and Punjabi responses 

are translated to Engl ish.  The translated data is identifiable with an asterisk (*) . 

7 . 1 : Meaning of Tourism to the Pakistani  Community 

The mean ing of tou rism within  the Pakistani d iasporic commun ity d iffers from 

'conventional' Western definitions. This d ifference in defin itions for the term tou rism was 

apparent i n  first-generation Pakistani migrants' u nderstandings of tourism. First

generation Pakistani informants in the research used Punjabi and Urdu  concepts to 
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explain mean ings of tourism.  I n  contrast second-generation Pakistanis notions of tourism 

paral le led Western defin itions of tourism. Second-generation respondents in the study 

described meanings of tou rism in Engl ish rather than in Punjabi and Urdu .  In add ition 

notions of tourism were fu rther explored by investigating understandings of being a 

tou rist. The interpretive ethnographic findings i l lustrated inter-generational variations of 

being a tourist. Fi rst-generation Pakistanis used Urdu and Punjabi terms to i l l ustrate 

understandings of a tourist because Eng l ish was not fluently spoken. I n  contrast second

generation Pakistanis expressed mean ings of being  a tourist using Eng l ish phrases, 

which corresponded to Western notions of a tourist. The comprehensions of tourism and 

tourist from the perspective of the research population are presented and d iscussed in 

this section. 

a) Defining 'tourism' in the Pakistani community 

Understandings of first-generation Pakistanis 

First-generation Pakistan i  respondents were asked to present their defin itions of tourism, 

therefore the researcher posed the question what do you understand by the term 

'tourism'? The fol lowing responses i l lustrate the d ifficulties first-generation Pakistan i 

informants encountered i n  attaching meanings to tou rism: 

Nasreen: . . .  what does that mean? I don't know this world i n  Engl ish . . .  
Sorry can you say that word again . . .  but th is t ime i n  Urdu o r  Punjabi, my English 
is not very good . . .  ( /  repeat the question - tourism being the only concept and 
pronunciation available) . . .  I am not sure what you are asking me . . .  * 

Yasmin:  . . .  I am not sure . . . th is is not Urdu word . . .  i t  is hard word . . . th is is 
first time I hear th is word . . .  look I forgot the word (long pause) . . .  I don't know . . .  * 

Mr Khalid: . . .  not a lot real ly . . .  tou rism just means tourism real ly . . .  I am not 
basical ly with what you are doing. . .  al l  that I know is that I don't real ly know a lot 
about tourism not a lot. . .  not a lot. 
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Mr Aziz: . . .  tou rism (long pause) . . .  you see we (Pakistanis) . . .  don't say 
th is word . . .  tourism. . .  we don't say "today we are going to tou rism" . . . I can't 
expla in . . .  tel l  me do you use tourism at home when you speak to your daddy and 
mummy in our language (Punjabi)? 

The primary reason for the l im ited knowledge of the concept 'tourism' was because the 

word is not used in the mother tongue language of Punjabi or Urdu .  Tou rism was not a 

word integrated into the dai ly vocabulary of first-generation Pakistanis to explain their 

journeys to the ancestra l homeland of Pakistan. There was no translation for the term 

'tourism' in the U rdu  d ictionary, in wh ich tourism was pronounced as too-e-rizm, meaning 

"travels by tou rist" (Advanced Twentieth Century Dictionary, 1 979: 694) . Moreover, for 

first-generation Pakistan i migrants it was not easy to relate to the term tourism because 

the appl icabi l ity of the concept lacked in cultural relevance for them . Despite the 

complexities experienced in defin ing tourism, first-generation informants used the 

fol lowing terms to understand the 'Engl ish' word tou rism by denoting Urdu and Punjabi 

concepts relating to 'travel ' :  

• Musafir1 (to travel/to journey) 

• Safar (to travel/to journey/to voyage) 

• Sa/ (to wander) 

• Phirnf:J (to travel around) 

• Des ba-des Phirna (to wonder from country to country/travel about) 

First-generation Pakistan is  used the terms l isted above to attach meanings to the concept 

'tou rism' . For fi rst-generation Pakistanis tourism was understood as travel l ing away from 

the host country (England) ,  to a nation referred to by the informants as "my country" , 

which was the natal homeland of Pakistan .  Travels to the country of birth contributed to 

overcoming a sense of 'foreignness' experienced in British society. The responses given 

below i l lustrate meanings of tourism to first-generation Pakistanis: 

Mrs Aziz: . . .  going to Pakistan . . .  where else can I go? Where else � go I 
wil l  feel this is not my cou ntry . . .  the people are not my people . . .  the land 1s not 
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my land . . .  travel l ing to Pakistan brings me to my country. . .  my home. . .  my 
fami ly . . . no point going anywhere else. . .  everywhere is 'pardes' (Punjabi and 
Urdu work meaning foreign soil or alien country) .* 

Jamila: I t  (tourism) means to leave this country (England) and go outside 
to another country. . .  to me it means to go to Pakistan and see my relatives, 
friends and country. . .  what i s  the point t o  go  to these strange countries where 
you wil l sti l l  be a 'pardesi' (Punjabi and Urdu concept meaning alien, foreigner or 
stranger) .*  

Sughra: . . .  I go to my country. . .  Pakistan. . .  I always go there (Pakistan) . . .  
I t  (Pakistan) . . .  i s  my country where I can see m y  relatives . . .  * 

Understandings of second-generation Pakistanis 

In contrast to first-generation Pakistan is, second-generation Pakistani i nformants made 

no reference to Punjabi or Urdu concepts in defining tourism. Second-generation 

Pakistanis defined tourism using English words because a l imited awareness of tourism 

(and travel) was d isplayed in Punjabi or Urdu .  Therefore, Western notions of tourism 

predominantly influenced meanings of tourism rather than Punjabi or Urdu concepts 

employed by first-generation Pakistanis. The second-generation Pakistan is' knowledge 

of tourism was shadowed with a commercial awareness, owing to interactions with 

ind ividuals and establ ishments outside the home i .e. peers and schools. The fol lowing 

responses illustrate the defin ing of tourism amongst second-generation of Pakistanis in 

the study: 

Asma: . .  . tourism . . .  wel l . . .  it means to me. . .  I think  it has got to do with 
travel . . .  sounds bit l i ke it. . .  yes travel to different places . . .  

Nazia: Can you explain what tourism means in Urdu or Punjabi? 

Asma: . . .  (Long pause) . . .  erm . . .  not real ly . . .  this is bad . . .  I can't expla in 
tou rism in  my own language. . .  to be honest I don't real ly know in Punjabi how to 
say 'tourism' . . .  I don 't know. . .  you see i t  i s  hard for me because a t  home we 
don't talk about tourism in Punjabi. . .  
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Shazia: Tourism. . .  I th ink mostly hol idays, vacations. . .  l ike a break for 
some people. . .  it can be just exploring th ings. . .  me personall y. . .  tou rism. . .  
going to d ifferent places, you know stuff you haven't seen . . .  something l ike 
Turkey, Egypt. . . 

Tahirah: . . .  what do I understand by tourism. . .  wel l  it is to do with 
travel l ing . . .  when I was at school in geography I learnt about d ifferent countries . . .  
tou rism i s  about visiting d ifferent countries in  the world . . .  my school mates 
always went to d ifferent p laces l ike Spain, America, Austral ia away from home . . .  
th is is tourism . . .  going on  hol iday away from this country (England). 

Second-generation Pakistan is used the words 'another' and 'd ifferent' country to describe 

notions of tourism . The 'another country' and 'd ifferent country' travel led to was the 

ancestral homeland of Pakistan .  The main reason Pakistan was recogn ised as 'another' 

and 'd ifferent' cou ntry was because travels to the a ncestral homeland were rooted with 

feel ings of being a 'foreigner' .  Thus second-generation Pakistanis were moving  from the 

famil iar i .e .  Brita in ,  to the u nfami l iar, in contrast to their first-generation m igrant parents 

who were escaping the unfami liar i . e. Britain ,  to be with the fami l iar. Second-generation 

Pakistan is' views on the ancestral homeland as 'another' or 'different' country is 

i l lustrated below: 

Rubina: I find i n  Pakistan I feel l ike an outsider although my mum says 
"this is your home, this is where you belong" deep down it is not true. . .  even the 
Pakistan i  relatives (in Pakistan) treat me l i ke an outsider. . .  my mum is treated 
d ifferently . . .  she is made to feel welcome but me I feel l ike a stranger because I 
was not born in Pakistan . . .  l ike I am an al ien or someth ing. . .  and when  you  are 
i n  Pakistan rel atives th ink  you are miss ing something. . .  yes missing home 
(Luton). 

Navin :  Tourism is  when people go to other cou ntries and tour  the 
country. . .  for me it means going back to Pakistan. . .  I get treated d ifferently . . .  
they (relatives in Pakistan) look at me as someone from England . . .  they term it 
'engrazie' (Punjabi word meaning English). . . they say look at h im, the way h is 
dressed, h is attitude, look at the way he speaks, it's d ifferent. . .  they basical ly 
treat you as a foreigner . . .  
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Mrs Shafi: . . .  travel l ing to Pakistan is l i ke going to a d ifferent 
cou ntry. . .  a d ifferent world . . .  I am treated l ike a VIP . . .  people in Pakistan are 
fascinated with us (Mrs Shafi, her husband and their two children) . . .  I am shown 
off to people. . .  I a m  made to feel d ifferent, so it is hard to fit i n . . .  I fee l  l ike a 
stranger. . .  people stari ng at me. . .  but I have got use to it. 

I n  summary, understandings and meanings of tourism were exemplified in the i nterpretive 

ethnographic accounts concern ing visits to the ancestral homeland of Pakistan .  Both the 

fi rst and second-generation Pakistan is reflected upon their travels to Pakistan to define 

the concept 'tourism' , because journeys to the ancestral homeland dominated travel 

movements of the Pakistani commun ity. First-generation informants referred to journeys 

to Pakistan as a means of explain ing tourism, but did not feel l ike they were visiti ng 

'another country' . For the first-generation Pakistan was the country of birth, therefore it 

was not recogn ised as an 'al ien' country. In  contrast, for the second-generation of 

Pakistanis ,  journeys to Pakistan with their parents felt l ike travel l ing to 'another country ' .  

This was partial ly the consequence of the attitude of the host, e .g .  relatives in  Pakistan ,  

which the second-generation Pakistanis interpreted as contributing to them feel ing l i ke 

'outsiders' , 'foreigners' or 'strangers' in their ancestral homeland. 

b) Defining 'tourist' in the Pakistani community 

Understandings of first-generation Pakistanis 

Similar to the understand ings and meanings of the concept 'tourism' ,  first-generation 

Pakistan i  i nformants defined notions of a 'tourist' as a traveller. The fol lowing Urdu  and 

Punjabi concepts were used by first-generation respondents to define being a 'tou rist' : 

• Musafir (a travel ler/passenger) ; 

• Safari (a travel ler/passenger/sojourner) ; and 

• Pardesi (an 'al ien'/foreigner to a country outside the homeland) .  
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Most fi rst-generation  Pakistanis return ing to Pakistan did not recogn ise themselves as 

tourists. Return ing to Pakistan as a 'tourist' or ' travel ler' was i ncomprehensib le .  First

generation migrants did not consider themselves as 'tourists' because they were entering 

rel ig iously, cu ltura l ly and racia l ly fami l iar spaces. The retu rn trip to Pakistan eased 

feel ings of unbelonging ,  u nfami l iarity, and d ifference that were associated with l ife in the 

migrant settlement i .e .  Brita in .  Pakistan was nominated as a fami l iar  territory that 

temporal ly transformed a pardesi to a desi (Punjabi and Urd u  word meaning 

ind igenous/native) or from a minority to a majority status, as exempl ified in  the following 

interpretive ethnog raphic accounts: 

Sughra: I don't real ly th ink of myself as one (safarilmusafir). . .  you just 
feel l ike a Pakistan i . . .  you feel l i ke a desi. . .  it (Pakistan) is you r  des (Punjabi and 
Urdu word meaning cu lture or roots) . . .  why should I feel l i ke a stranger to it. . .  I 
feel l ike a safari i n  this country (England) not knowing  where I am going . . .  not 
able to speak the lang uage . . .  * 

Mrs Salim: . . .  to be honest I don't feel  l i ke one (tourist) in Pakistan . . .  it is my 
own country . . .  I never go to Pakistan to be a musafir . . .  I don't th ink of it. . .  yes I 
see other people in Pakistan. . .  Chinese and Engl ish people they look l ike the 
musafir. . .  I belong . . .  they are coming to another country . 

Mr Khalid : 
everyth ing .  

. . .  I have been there (Pakistan) so many times I just 'mingle' into 

A Punjabi and Urdu word frequently cited by the first-generation to defi ne  when they felt 

themselves to be a tourist was pardesi. To be a tou rist was to be a pardesi and to be a 

pardesi was to be a visitor i n  any country other than Pakistan .  This feeling of being a 

pardesi was reflexive of the minority position he ld by Pakistanis as an ethn ic, racial and 

religious minority in  the host country. To be a tourist was to be a m inority amongst the 

majority host populations in  p laces outside the ancestral homeland of Pakistan.  The 
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fol lowing quotations from the first-generation informants show their understandings of 

being a tourist: 

Nauseen:  . . .  yes in Paris I felt l ike a safari . . .  it was not Pakistan . . .  I didn't 
know where to go . . .  I had no one in Paris . . .  no family . . .  no friends . . .  no home . . .  
I didn't know anybody . . .  I was just looking at things . . .  * 

Yasmin:  . . .  in  this country (England) when I go to the seaside or with the 
children on school trip I feel l ike a safari... a pardesi. . .  the land is not mine. . .  not 
my vatan (Punjabi and Urdu word meaning motherland/native country/land of 
birth ) . . .  not my desh (Punjabi and Urdu concept meaning cultu re/roots) . . .  * 

Jamila: In Eng land I have felt l ike a pardesi all my l ife. . .  I have l ived l ike 
a safari going here, going there not knowing where I am going . . .  * 

Understandings of second-generation Pakistanis 

Simi lar to the comprehensions of tourism, no references to Punjabi or Urdu  concepts 

were made amongst the second-generation to demonstrate an awareness of a tourist or 

travel ler. For the second-generation to be a tourist in the context of a visit to Pakistan 

was to be amongst the unfami l iar. Second-generation Pakistan is travel l i ng in Pakistan 

viewed themselves as tourists because time was spent on leisurely and recreational 

pursuits, e.g. visiting landmarks with kin in Pakistan as tour gu ides. A common 

expression was that they were gazed upon by hosts in Pakistan vis-a-vis tourist gazing 

upon indigenous people. Comprehensions of a tou rist were caught in-between 

negotiations of belonging and unbelonging for you ng Pakistanis participating in tourism . 

Examples reveal ing the ambivalent and ambiguous natu re of be ing a tourist in Pakistan 

for the second generation include: 

Mina: I felt l ike a tou rist a bit because we (brother and /) stuck out l ike 
foreigners. . .  I don 't know if that sounds right. . .  we stuck out l ike we weren't from 
that country (Pakistan) 

Nazia: I n what ways did you 'stick out'? 
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Mina: I don't know. . .  people in Pakistan can recognise you are not from 
Pakistan,  that you are different. For example even though  our ethn icity is 
Pakistani they sti l l  looked at us if we were British so we didn't feel comfortable 
there . . .  

Nazia: Who are they? 

Mina: The Pakistani people and. . .  whereas my mum she fitted in fine 
because that is where she was born and brought up  . . .  so she fitted in fine . . .  

Nasir: I enjoy it (being a tourist) . . .  going from here, then there . . .  always 
exploring . . .  in Pakistan I have cousins to take me to places . . .  they can expla in 
th ings and help me with the language issue . . .  as my Urdu is not too good . . .  

Nazia: Are you easily distingu ishable as a tourist? 

Nasir: Yes . . .  automatical ly . . .  people can tel l  I am not from Pakistan . . .  
walking around with m y  camera and m y  cousins showing m e  around . . . I go to 
towns where there are other tourists l i ke Lahore and Islamabad . . .  

Shazia: . . .  A tourist. . . .erm okay . . .  Pakistan . . .  I th ink people know because 
I l ive in a vi l lage. . .  they know you are new, the vil lage itself is not very big , 
everyone knows everyone. If they don't know them by name, they know them by 
face. If you go there, they know she's new or h is new, h is from there. In that 
sense people look at you . . .  I th ink mostly people back home say I remind them of 
my mum, or they say she's so, so and so . . .  that kind of th ing . . . .  

Second-generation Pakistan is comprehensions of being a tourist were not l imited to the 

ancestral homeland. The informants referred to their experiences outside of Pakistan 

and Luton to describe mean ings of being a tou rist. For the second-generation the 

differences between being a tourist in Pakistan and one anywhere else i n  the world was 

the freedom of mobi l ity and independence of travel ,  as shown in the fol lowing i nterpretive 

ethnographic accounts: 
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Rubina: I n  France it was g reat. . .  I really felt l ike a tou rist. . .  the 
excitement of find ing your  own way around . . .  using my in itiative, g o  where we 
wanted to go as a g roup . . .  it was fun .  I was very interested i n  the sites. . .  there 
are many people around you who were also tourists so we had time to tal k to 
each other. I was learning and experiencing a l l  the time. Pakistan is a d ifferent 
story. . .  relatives show you around, there is l ittle freedom to do what you want. . .  
they (relatives) go  everywhere with you . . .  I did not feel l ike a tourist. . .  I j ust 
wanted time to myself . . .  

M rs  Shafi : I t  i s  fine (being a tourist). I enjoyed being a tourist i n  Turkey and 
Dubai . . .  in  Pakistan not so much because I have seen it all before . . .  but Turkey 
and Dubai I had a chance to meet other tou rists. I n  Pakistan I spend most of the 
time with relatives and being shown around by them . . .  I felt more independent in 
Turkey and Dubai . . .  we could go wherever we wanted to, take our  time and do 
what we wanted to . . .  

I n  summary, defin itions of being a tourist h igh l ight simi lar inter-generational and 

translation variations identified in the concept of tou rist. An Urdu and Punjabi word 

frequently cited by the first-generation to define when they felt themselves to be a tourist 

is pardesi meaning an 'al ien' or a foreigner to a country outside the homeland. To be a 

'tourist' is to be a pardesi, and to be a pardesi is to be a visitor in any country other than 

Pakistan. For the second-generation , their experiences of travel l ing to Pakistan are 

embedded with ambivalences and ambiguities. They often experience dual identity, 

moving from the sense of being a non-tourist to a tou rist during their travels in Pakistan .  

Typically, their experience of being a non-tourist was at its most poignant when they were 

resident in the birth town or vi l lage of their parents, their experiences were often one of 

being a tou rist in the sense of experience being temporal and a l ien. 

7 .2:  Returning to the Ancestral Homeland 

From the presentation and discussion of findings overseas Pakistanis predominately visit 

their ancestral homeland of Pakistan. The defi nitions and understandings of tourism and 

tourist were discussed in view of the return visit to Pakistan. For the first-generation the 
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ancestral homeland featu red as an essentia l com ponent in defin itions of a Pakistan i  

ethn ic identity. Simi larly, the second-generation referred to their parents' natal country of 

Pakistan to substantiate meanings of a Pakistani ethn ic identity. Therefore, a Pakistani 

ethn ic identity is a crucia l factor influencing tourism journeys of the Pakistan i  diaspora to 

Pakistan. Subsequently, ethn ic identity has an impact upon the motivation to travel to the 

homeland and experiences in the ancestral country. The three main motivations 

instigating return trips to Pakistan were: (i) reun ification ;  (i i) d iasporic networking ;  and (i i i )  

preservation of Pakistan i  ethnic identity. The activities also participated in  were 

reflections of the motivations to participate in the return visit to Pakistan .  The th ree main 

activities participated in  were: ( i ) visiting members of the extended family in  Pakistan;  ( i i )  

leisure and recreation pursu its; and ( i i i )  folk trad itions. Th is section is organ ised around 

the themes of motivation and activities engaged in to understand the tourism mobil ities of 

the Pakistani diaspora retu rning to their ancestra l nation. 

a) Motivations for visiting the ancestral homeland 

The main motivations to return to Pakistan were for reasons of reu nification, diasporic 

networking and preservation of Pakistani ethnic identity. Across al l  of the generations, 

the informants were motivated by the longing to physical ly and emotional ly reu n ite with 

ancestral vi l lages, towns and kin in Pakistan. Central to this reun ification was a need to 

u phold social networks with peers and famil ies in Pakistan .  The themes of reunification ,  

diasporic networking and preservation of ethnic identity are emphasised in detai l  i n  the 

following sections. 

Reunification 

Of sign ificant importance for both the first and second-generation was the desire for 

reunification with the ancestra l  nation, kin in  Pakistan, and 'roots and origi ns' .  For the 
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fi rst-generation of Pakistanis reunification encompassed a physical and emotional 

reunion with the nata l homeland, friends and relatives, and a return to ' roots and orig ins' . 

For the first-generation , to be amongst friends and relatives in the natal vi l lage or town 

was an essential component ·of a search and re-search for pasts, involving the oral re

accounting of past experiences. I n  contrast, the second-generation were motivated to 

reunite physical ly rather than emotionally with the homeland and revisit relatives in the i r  

ancestral vi l lage or town in Pakistan .  For  second-generation Pakistanis, a physica l 

reun ification acquainted and re-acquainted then with their parents' re latives . Th is 

physical reunification was a central prerequ isite for determi n ing a Pakistani ethn ic identity 

and visual confirmation for first-generation migrant parents and relatives in Pakistan that 

the second-generation continued to u phold connections with their ancestral cou ntry. 

As has been noted in the previous section ,  first-generation Pakistani migrants travelled to 

Pakistan to reun ite with their kinsmen/women, and peers residing in the natal v i l lage or 

town. The reun ification with friends and relatives was to re-connect with pre-migration 

pasts and catch-up with events from the last episodic revisit to Pakistan . Pakistani 

migrants researched i n  the study expressed a yearn ing to remember the past and be u p

dated with present day events. Thus friends and relatives performed a sign ificant role by 

functioning as i ntermediaries to reun ite the migrant with the pre-migration and post

migration happenings. The interpretive ethnographic accounts i l lustrate the importance 

of reuniti ng  with friends and relatives in Pakistan: 

Mr Khalid : . . .  but mostly you know when I get time from my business I have 
relatives I rather wou ld travel to Pakistan really. . .  that is my main purpose of 
travel . I visit both friends and fami ly. . .  yes the whole point is to visit friends and 
fami ly in Pakistan . . .  obviously I spend a lot of time with my friends as wel l  . . .  yes 
I do. 

Mrs Khalid : . . .  the g reatest th ing I enjoy is to visit my home (Pakistan) , fami ly 
and relatives. . .  brothers and sisters. . .  Pakistan where my mum, dad, brothers 
and sisters are. . .  it is important to go there to make them happy I go. They are 
important to me . . .  * 
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Nasreen : . . .  the g i rls in Pakistan . . .  my friends. . .  they remind me of my 
child hood . . .  when I go to Pakistan we sit for long t ime talking about our school 
days, the games we played . . .  when we got into trouble (laughs) . . .  we laugh so 
much . . .  the friends in Eng land we do not talk l ike this . . .  * 

Mrs Aziz: . . .  this lady is my sister and th is is my best friend (Mrs Aziz 
showed me a photograph taken in Pakistan at her sister's wedding in 1997). . .  I 
miss my sister and my best friends. . .  I m iss a l l  my family and friends. . .  I d o  . . .  
but going back to Pakistan I go back to my friends and relatives. . . we sit day and 
n ight talki ng about things. . .  their l ife in Pakistan. . .  my l ife here (Luton) . . .  I hear 
news about people and the vi l lage. . .  my sister and best friend are l ike a 
newspaper. . .  everyth ing they know they tel l  me so I know. . .  it is good . . .  make 
me happy . . .  make them (kin in Pakistan) happy . . .  we all happy . . .  * 

The interpretive ethnographic data col lected from the first-generation indicated that l ife 

experiences before m igration stimu lated the return visit to natal homelands. The physical 

reunification with the past was represented in symbolic performances such as visiting  

child hood friends and places reflexive of  pre-migration l ives, which continued to  bear 

sign ificance for ind igenous people in the native country and the returnee. The emotional 

reunification with the past was an embodiment of nostalgic feel ings that were rooted in 

the minds of the first-generation migrants and kin i n  Pakistan that were reminisced during 

the return to Pakistan .  Tourism journeys were fuel led with nostalg ic longings for past 

ethnoscapes and chi ldhood acquaintances. F irst-generation Pakistanis in the study used 

ph rases such as "going back", "back home" or " left behind" to describe tourism mobi l ities 

motivated by the aspiration to reun ite. During the pilot and main fieldwork the "going 

back" motivation for visiting Pakistan in view of physical and emotional satisfactions was 

repeated ly expressed, as exempl ified in the fol lowing responses: 

Nauseen: All  my chi ld hood memories are there (Pakistan) nowhere else . . .  * 

Nazia: Can you share some of your childhood memories with me?* 
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Nauseen: You must have heard that song . . .  (Nauseen sings a verse from a 
Pakistan folk song in Punjabi, which translates to "the dolls are no longer your 
friends, the mango tree you will remember, and you will also remember your 
mum's and dad's thoughts) . . .  I j ust remember these l ines because they are so 
true. . .  I remember everyth i ng . . .  the dolls I p layed with , the pieces of material we 
use to wrap our dol ls, picking mangoes. . .  yes . . .  we (relatives and friends) talk  
about this together in Pakistan . . .  * 

Zena: . . .  yes people get old . . .  but their hearts and mind sti l l  remember . . .  
they (friends and relatives in Pakistan) never let g o  of us. . .  so we shou ld never 
let go of them. . . all we share is the old times in Pakistan. . .  our l ives together. . .  
the dreams we had . . .  we have to keep them . . .  * 

Saba:  . . .  my l ife in Pakistan is  sti l l  in my mind . . .  i t  always wi l l  be fresh in  
your  mind . . .  when I go back (to Pakistan) I see my past l i ke I haven't left . . .  * 

Amongst the second-generation of Pakistanis the motivation to re-connect and re

acquaint with kin i n  the ancestral homeland was in part a consequence of parental 

intervention. Tourism was uti l ised as a means to preserve attachments of young 

Pakistanis born in Brita in by first-generation migrant parents. First-generation Pakistanis 

want to be secu re with the knowledge that as their ch i ldren g row older they do not 

weaken their l inks to the d iasporic homeland . Subsequently, return visits to Pakistan 

involve l iving in the parents' natal v i l lage or town, and reun iting with friends and relatives 

of the first-generation. However, the second-generation raised concerns that they were 

unable to emotional ly relate to their parents native friends because they shared little i n  

common. The responses below i l lustrate the ambivalent and ambiguous natu re of 

reunifications for young Pakistanis: 

Shazia: My mum's fami ly is qu ite big so we stayed there . . .  so I met all of 
them (relatives in Pakistan) . . .  as far as friends are concerned. . .  I don't real ly 
know anyone . . .  people (in Pakistan). Personal ly I had no friends (in Pakistan) . . .  
m y  mum had loads s o  we went. 
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Mr Shafi : This is my home (Luton) where I have been brought up. . .  a l l  my 
memories are here , my chi ldren were born here, I was educated here. . .  I don't 
have these th ings in  Pakistan . . .  the only th ing I have there (Pakistan) are 
relatives. . .  not even friends. 

Saleemah: . . .  they've (relatives in Pakistan) got the ir  l ives where they l ive 
there . . .  they can never u nderstand what I am going through here (Luton). 

Rubina: . . .  I haven't any friends in Pakistan . . .  just relatives . . .  but we are 
so d istant. . .  they don't know much about me. . .  we are strangers to each other . . .  
I a m  on ly related to them (relatives in Pakistan) because of m y  mum . . .  I am part 
of her so they accept me. . .  there is a big , b ig gap between us (Rubina holds her 
arms wide apart to show me). 

However, across al l  of the generations there was a shared commonal ity that their roots 

and orig ins lay in Pakistan.  Pakistani informants regard less of the generation referred to 

the term "going back" to signify a return to roots and orig ins i n  Pakistan .  The motivations 

amongst fi rst-generation respondents for reun iting with their roots and orig ins are 

expressed below: 

Mr Khalid : Pakistan is my homeland that is where I was born but brought u p  
here (Britain). . .  it (Pakistan) symbolises m e  really. Yes m y  background. I mean 
I have been brought up here since I was eight but I wil l always cal l  myself 
Pakistani because that is where I was born . . .  the culture . . .  the way of l ife there 
(Pakistan). 

Mrs Khalid : I was born in Pakistan , my mum,  dad are there . . .  I was brought 
up there. . .  the other th ing is that is where my childhood is, where I spent my 
ch i ldhood . . .  I enjoy being with my  g i rlfriends and  other relatives who knew me  
and know me  . . .  * 

Yasmin : Pakistan is my des, my watan . . .  this is where my h istory is. . .  my 
memories . . .  my chi ldhood . . .  everything that has made me is in Pakistan . . .  * 
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For the second-generation the reun ification with roots and orig ins did not extend beyond 

encounters with 'b lood-relatives' , staying in natal vi l lages, and visiting h istorical 

landmarks in Pakistan .  Amongst the second-generation Pakistanis, the importance of 

establish ing l inks with Pakistan was recogn ised as an essential component of identity as 

illustrated by the fol lowing statements: 

Nasir: It is important. . .  it is important not just to me but to my parents, 
sister, grand parents, family in  Pakistan . . .  it is not just about me but about al l of 
us. . .  there are these holes inside me which get fi l led when I meet my fami lies (in 

Pakistan). 

Mina: . . .  there are h ints of Pakistani in  me. . .  going to Pakistan I think it 
is important to be aware of your culture, your heritage, where your parents come 
from, where your  g randparents come from. . .  you know go ing back the ancestral 
l ines it is important where you come from and that is very important part of your 
way of l ife . . .  

Rubina: . . .  well I am Pakistani because my parents are Pakistani .  . . they 
were born in Pakistan. . .  they think  about the ir  ch i ldhood and thei r  relatives (in 
Pakistan). . .  if I am to cal l  myself Pakistani I need to have the i nformation on their 
chi ldhood, on Pakistan to have some connection to Pakistan . . .  

Asma: . . .  I see th ings from my parents eyes, their home, their past, their  
memories. . .  people who they (parents) g rew up  with . . .  who they have memories 
with . . .  

I n  summary, Pakistani mig rants expressed a n  aspiration to be physically and emotionally 

present amongst people with whom they share a common past. The second-generation 

stressed the importance of reuniting with their parents' kin and places associated with 

their parents' past experiences. Travel l ing to Pakistan offered an opportun ity to 

psychologically recon nect with ancestral roots and ethnic orig ins. This reun ification was 
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recognised as essential to the comprehension of a Pakistan i ethn ic identity. For UK born 

Pakistan is, return ing  to Pakistan to reun ite with their ethnic orig ins was imperative to 

val idating and re-va l idating understand ings of their identity. 

Diasporic networking 

Diasporic networking occu rred between friends and relatives resident in Luton ,  other 

migrant settlements in  the Un ited Kingdom such as Bradford and Birmingham, and 

international d iasporic countries such as America and Canada . Diasporic networking 

may be interpreted as a two-part process. Firstly, it involved Pakistan i  famil ies in  Bury 

Park connecting with other Pakistanis in Luton and with their kin in Pakistan .  Second ly, it 

a lso involved Pakistan i  fami l ies l iving outside the ancestral homeland arranging a 'get

together' in Pakistan to attend ceremonial occasions, e.g. weddi ngs and funerals. 

First-generation Pakistan i  migrants and their chi ldren aimed to strengthen contacts and 

t ies between the Pakistan i  d iasporic community i n  Bury Park and Pakistan by i n itiating  

d iasporic networking on both a local and  global level. The research informants stressed 

the importance of inform ing friends and relatives about forthcoming trips to Pakistan .  

This served the pu rpose of permitting friends and relatives not plann ing to travel to 

Pakistan in the foreseeable future to requ isition that presents or monetary rem ittances 

were taken to thei r  famil ies in Pakistan.  Gifts g iven by people in the U nited Kingdom for 

kin and peers in the ancestral homeland were typical ly distributed to the relevant people 

in the same or neighbouri ng vi l lage or town. This gesture of goodwi l l  is  perceived as 

cultural ly mandatory amongst Pakistanis towards their friends and relatives in Britain. 

I nformants returning to Pakistan frequently felt obliged to take presents and rem ittances 

for those who were u nable to travel back to their homeland for reasons such as i l l-health 

or lack of finance. Furthermore, it was felt to be their duty to take and g ive g ifts from 

friends and relatives, to return gestures of benevolence that had previously been 
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bestowed upon them or  other fami ly members. The following accounts i l lustrate the 

importance of faci l itating transnational networks in the d iasporic community: 

Nauseen :  I t is important to tel l  people in Luton before you go to Pakistan . . . 
not everyone but just close friends so they can keep i n  touch with their  relatives . .  . 
l ike I said before (in this inteNiew) it is not every day that they (relatives and 
friends in Luton) see them (relatives and friends in Pakistan) or send presents . . .  * 

Sughra: . . .  my friends and relatives (from England) don't go as often as I 
do so if their family in Pakistan wants anyth ing they buy it and keep it and give it 
to me when I go . . .  whether they are relatives or friends doesn't matter . . .  they a re 
sti l l  Pakistan i  and we share the same pain being so far away from our fami l ies . . .  
i f  I can help then I wi l l . . . *  

M r  Aziz: . . .  most of my friends l ive near to my vil lage in Pakistan . . .  so no 
problem I take th ings for their fami l ies . . .  my friends do the same for me you 
know. . .  it is part of our friendship taking th ings for each other's fami ly. . .  then our  
fami l ies get to know each other in Pakistan . . .  so  taking th ings back home (to 
Pakistan) is important for th is reason .  

Diasporic networking on an international scale occurred between relatives l iving i n  

migrant settlements inside and outside the Un ited Kingdom. I nformants kept in regu la r  

touch with other members of  kin ,  e .g .  brothers, sisters, cousins, aunties and uncles, with 

whom they spent pre-migration  l ives in Pakistan,  th rough using telecommunications, e

mail or postal correspondences. I n  add ition to the regu lar maintenance of famil ia l ties, 

relatives also organ ised meetings on special ceremonial occasions, such as wedd ings 

and religious festivals in Pakistan . This d iasporic networking is recognised as essential 

by al l the generations. 

First-generation migrants yearned to re-unite with close famil ial relatives with whom they 

spent their chi ldhood pasts. As a consequence of migration, relatives were either forcibly 

or voluntari ly separated from each other, in some cases traumatical ly, from other kin in 

Pakistan , and the ancestral homeland .  Diasporic networking helps to bring back pre-
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migration memories and shared experiences. For the second-generation, diasporic 

networking helps to fulfil a desire to become acquainted with fami ly members living in 

parts of the world other than Pakistan. The most common ceremonial occasion that 

prompted d iasporic networking in the ancestral homeland was weddings. First and 

second-generations participating in return journeys, actively engaged in the planning and 

implementation of wedding ceremonies in Pakistan. Attendance at weddings of family 

members were motivated by the meeting of other relatives living outside the homeland.  

The sign ificance of tourism's role in diasporic networking for the d iaspora is recognised in 

the fol lowing statements: 

Mrs Aziz: (showing me photographs of her sister's wedding) . . .  this is my 
cousin sister - my dad's brother's daughter. . .  she lives in America she came to 
my sister's wedd ing . . .  it was nice to see her. . .  we went to school in Pakistan 
together. . .  she got married and went with her husband to America. . .  and I came 
to here (England). I see her after twenty years . . .  I see her ch i ldren and she see 
my chi ldren in Pakistan . . .  so children learn about their family. . .  their b lood . . .  for 
our  family to be one in Pakistan were they come from . . .  * 

Asma: . . .  it (Pakistan) is a place where we al l l i nk-up . . .  

Nazia: What do you mean by ' l ink-up'? 

Asma: I have so many cousins and uncles and aunties. . .  they l ive in 
America, England , Canada, Germany . . .  we don't see them for years but we meet 
in Pakistan ,  which is good . . .  so we don't feel l ike strangers. 

In summary, d iasporic networking contributes to maintaining post-migration ties between 

friends and families, and strengthening social networks in the d iaspora. Diasporic kinship 

networks are strengthened by sharing a direct physical proximity during 'get-togethers' at 

ceremonial occasions in Pakistan . Furthermore, diasporic networking motivated return 

trips to Pakistan as a means of uphold ing post-mig ration local-g lobal attachments with 

the diasporic homeland. The process of diasporic networking was found to strengthen 
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the social and cu ltu ral ties between residents of Bury Park with not on ly relatives and 

friends in Pakistan ,  but also those who l ived i n  other countries. This process wou ld 

involve the returnee function ing i n  the role of an i ntermediary between a friend l iving i n  

Bury Park and his/her fami ly i n  Pakistan .  This intermediary role involved the 

transportation of g ifts and remittances between the th i rd parties l iving in  Bury Park and 

Pakistan. On a g lobal level ,  d iasporic networking was advanced by informing relatives 

living elsewhere of an intended visit to Pakistan for a fami l ia l event, e .g .  wedding.  

Preservation of a Pakistani ethnic identity 

The return visit to Pakistan was uti l ised by the first-generation to preserve the Pakistan i  

ethn ic identity of their British born off-spring.  First-generation Pakistanis were aware of 

the mu ltip le and hyphenated identities, e.g .  British-Musl im-Pakistan i-Asian,  the second

generation were caught in-between .  Life in Britain was perceived by the first-generation 

to undermine articulations  of Pakistani ethnic identity amongst second-generation 

Pakistan is. Despite the external influences, e.g. peer networks and educational or 

working environments, Pakistani  parents remained adamant that their ch i ld ren wil l  retain 

a sense of Pakistaniness if an effort was made to preserve a Pakistani ethn ic identity. 

The frequent return visits to Pakistan were viewed as a means of safeguarding a 

Pakistani ethn ic identity and subsequently influencing the future tourism participations of 

second-generation Pakistan is. Therefore, the first-generation Pakistanis were motivated 

by the desire to preserve the ethn ic identity of their ch i ldren by influencing their tou rism 

patterns and behaviours. Moreover, the return visit overtly reflected the continued abi l ity 

of first-generation Pakistanis as successful cu ltural d irectors by embodying com ponents ,  

e.g .  tou rism, into future generations born i n  the U n ited Kingdom or West. The first

generation of Pakistanis d iscussed their aspi rations for preservation of Pakistan i  ethn ic 

identity in  the context of the return visit in the fol lowing responses: 
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Mr Khal id : . . .  the main th ing is I would  take my chi ldren anytime to 
Pakistan, and take them to Pakistan again and again because that is where our 
roots are. They wil l  get to know thei r  relatives and have a l ink . . .  

Nasreen: . . .  the younger generation mix with many people at school , at 
work or when they go out. . .  it is hard for them. . .  that is why it is important to take 
them (second-generation) to Pakistan to the family in Pakistan so they can 
hel p them in  being Pakistan i . . .  they wi l l  see it with their  own eyes. . .  if the 
younger generation fai l  to show they are Musl im-Pakistani it is  shame on their 
parents . . .  * 

Mr  Aziz: I take my chi ldren to Pakistan . . .  I wi l l not have the issue in my 
house about any other place. I told my chi ldren  from a young age we go to 
Pakistan and th is is fina l . . .  I told them you want to go to another country, go then 
but go on your own and don't come back. . .  I have to be strict with them to keep 
them away from hol idays which are not for our (Pakistam) people and religion . . .  
Listen when I came to England I didn't think  to go to China o r  Spain . . .  I went to 
Pakistan, then Pakistan and Pakistan . . .  

Mrs Khalid : How I kept them (the children) since they were younger matters 
when they are older. . .  they wi l l  know how their  parents have lived and taught 
them . . .  they wi l l  do  the same. My chi ldren go with our culture ,  my culture, they 
understand my culture. . .  they go as I tel l  them .  I told them when they were 
younger this is how I am l iving, going to Pakistan ,  th is is how you should l ive . . .  
they got use to it, i t  i s  not d ifficult for them . . .  * 

Second-generation Pakistan is also expressed similar sentiments for the preservation of a 

Pakistan i  ethnic identity. The aspirations to participate i n  the return visit were: ( i) to learn 

about their ancestral roots; and ( i i )  to be physical evidence or 'proof to the first

generation and to the parents' kin in Pakistan of preserving a Pakistani ethnic identity. 

Through learning about their roots, contributes to the maintenance of bonds with the 

homeland and social ises the second-generation i nto fol lowing the first-generation's 

patterns of tourism participation ,  which subsequently aids the preservation of Pakistani 

ethn ic identity. The motivation to safeguard a Pakistani  ethn ic identity was rooted with 

the desire to 'prove' to kinfolk in Pakistan that despite being born and bred in Britain , as 
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second-generation Pakistanis, being Pakistani is important to their self and col lective 

identity. Second-generation of Pakistan is d iscussed their aspirations for the preservation 

of a Pakistan i  ethn ic identity i n  the context of the return visit in  the fol lowing responses: 

Mina: . . .  I wanted to go to Pakistan . . .  it was motivated with wanting to 
learn about my roots, where my parents came from and their parents . . .  

Asma: Wel l  at the moment I have no choice to go anywhere else . . .  I 
have a choice not going to Pakistan at al l  but that would bring shame onto my 
parents and fami ly so I go . . .  

Nazia: What do you mean by 'shame'? 

Asma: . . .  being a gori ('white' or 'Engl ish' g irl) i n it! If I don't go back then 
they (parents' relatives and friends in Pakistan) wil l  think I am a gori. . .  I have no 
interest i n  Pakistan, I wear the mini skirt. . .  i t  is about keeping your parents izzat 
( 'honour') . . .  

Rubina: . . .  I don't have to go (to Pakistan) but I have to. . .  to p rove to 
relatives in  Pakistan that I have not turned into a gori. . .  out of respect to my 
parents. . .  they l isten to me. . .  the least I can do is go to their homeland with 
them. . .  a lso for them (parents) it is l ike yes we have British ch i ldren but they sti l l  
come to Pakistan . . .  

I n  summary, a Pakistani ethnic identity is preserved through  tourism journeys to the 

ancestral homeland . The return of the second-generation to Pakistan is a reflection of 

the importance of a Pakistani ethn ic identity i n  the l ives of Pakistanis born i n  England .  

Thus, the Pakistan i  prefix of identity is essentia l  to negotiating a sense of Pakistan iness 

in Pakistan and , sign ifying to k in in Pakistan the abil ity of the second-generation to 

mediate thei r Pakistani  ethnic identity in-between Britain (the West) and Pakistan (the 

non-West) . This is also a reflection on the role of first-generation Pakistan is to mainta in  

notions of  Pakistan iness amongst their British born chi ldren outside the ancestral 

homeland.  For kinfolk in  Pakistan the return visit is an indicator of the success of first-
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generation Pakistanis to retain  'old' conceptions of a Pakistani ethnic identity in their 

migrant settlements. 

b) Activities participated in during visits to the ancestral homeland 

The main activities engaged in during the return visit to Pakistan were visiting members 

of the extended family, leisure and recreationa l  pursuits ,  and participation in folk 

traditions. Across a l l  of the generations, the informants engaged in simi lar activities 

because the second-g eneration  accompanied thei r parents to places outside the 

ancestral v i l lage or town .  The activities engaged in were reflections of the motivations 

d iscussed i n  the previous section. For example, visit to homes of kin in neighbouri ng  

vi l lages or  towns in  Pakistan were i nfluenced by  desire for  reun ification; leisu re and  

recreational quests were extensions of d iasporic networking; and  partici pation in fo lk  

traditions represented an aspiration to preserve cultu ral ,  ethn ic and rel ig ious d imensions 

of  a Pakistani ethn ic identity. The themes of visits to the extended family, leisure and 

recreational pursuits and participation in folk traditions are d iscussed in detai l  i n  the 

following sections. 

Visiting members of the extended family 

Visits to the extended fami ly in other vi l lages and towns were also part of the experience 

for first and second-generation Pakistanis. They were sometimes accompanied by 

relatives to visit kinfolk, attend ceremonial occasions, e .g .  births, deaths or weddings, and 

to offer belated condolences in  person .  This was recogn ised by the first-generation as a 

cu ltu rally and rel ig iously s ign ificant activity for Pakistan is .  For example, visiting homes of 

extended kin to offer condolences wou ld often i nvolve reciting prayer verses from the 

Quran and visiting graves of the deceased where further prayers were conducted. The 

fol lowing statements exempl ify the importance of meeting with the extended family: 

Jamila: . . .  I just visit my relatives and friends. . .  we all sit in the yard 
talking and visit the nearby vi l lages where we have even more friends. That is 
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how the day passes i n  Pakistan ,  just talking ,  eating and visiting  people . . .  I am too 
old to go anywhere. . .  my legs start hurting so I just sit around,  anyway what have 
I to see in Pakistan? I have been and seen everything. . .  that is for the young 
they need to see Pakistan to learn . . .  I have been to many weddings and funera ls 
when I go back to Pakistan. . . you have to go to both happy and sad times in 
Pakistan. . .  i f  someone d ies in Pakistan people g o  to each other's houses and 
pray for the person who has died, they might not know them or met them but they 
feel the pain and the pai n  is shared . . .  * 

Mr Shafi: . . .  a lways visiting people . . .  family mostly, but then they want to 
take you to their friends house. . .  so you go from vil lage to vi l lage, town to town . . .  
one end of Pakistan to the next. . .  Family i n  Pakistan a re proud of us  so they 
want to show us to other people . . .  

I n  summary, reunification with friends and relatives i n  the ancestral homeland i s  further 

enhanced by visiting members of the extended fam ily or kinship network. Visiting friends 

and relatives i n  neighbouring vi l lages and towns strengthened the cu ltural and rel igious 

ties between peers and k in i n  Pakistan. First-generation Pakistanis are re-acquainted 

with people from outside their immediate vi llage or town, and second-generation 

Pakistanis are acquainted with extended members of their family and kin networks. 

Consequently, taking thei r overseas relatives to visit homes of friends and relatives 

maintained famil ial pride amongst kin in Pakistan, because they were g iven an 

opportunity to 'show' the returnees around. 

Leisure and recreational pursuits 

Second-generation Pakistanis also participated i n  leisurely and recreational pursuits . 

Notably they wished to learn about their Pakistan i  heritage by visiting cultura l ,  rel igious 

and ethnic attractions in Pakistan, gu ided by relatives. In cities such as Lahore, 

I slamabad and Karachi ,  overseas Pakistanis found themselves amongst other 

international tou rists gazing upon cultura l  and rel ig ious s ites. The purchasing of 

souvenirs and g ifts for relatives and friends in the Un ited Kingdom, and for oneself, was a 

ritual istic activity when participating in tourism trips to Pakistan. These typica l ly 
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comprised of handmade arts and crafts, pictu re frames engraved with verses from the 

Quran or d isplaying particular landmarks, accessories, ready-made shalwaar kameez 

su its, and Pakistani  tab leware. Second-generation  i nformants in the following quotes 

discuss the leisure and recreational activities engaged in when visiting Pakistan :  

Navin: . . .  general ly I visit the major cities l ike Peshawar, I slamabad , 
Faisalabad , Lahore, Jhel um . . .  go shopping ,  look at major attractions in 
Pakistan . . .  my relatives know where to go. . .  a lso local areas. . .  loca l attractions 
con nected to the fami ly . . .  

Shenaz: . . .  I go around shopping, go  to Muree a cool place because my 
uncle l ives there . .  . 

Tahirah . . .  visiting h istorical sites l ike the Miner-e-Pakistan in Lahore, the 
forts, graves of important people l ike J innah and Allama Iqbal . . .  

Rubina: I col lect a lot of these things l ike vases, handmade th ings. . .  even 
books about Pakistan so I can learn about the country myself . . .  

I n  summary, the return trip to Pakistan was also uti l ised by  the second-generation to 

engage in  tou rist activities such as visiting historical sites, landmarks and purchasing 

souvenirs. Second-generation Pakistanis, with assistance from their kin i n  Pakistan ,  

wanting to learn about their ancestral histories and heritage effectively self-mobil ised 

themselves to visit p laces symbolic of their Pakistan i  ethn ic identity. The hosts, e .g .  

relatives, performed an important role as cultu ral intermediaries by taking overseas 

Pakistanis to p laces and spaces in Pakistan that were recognised as essential to 

validating ,  and re-validating understandings of their Pakistani  ethn ic identity. 
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Folk traditions 

The informants also participated in folk traditions of visiting shrines of Sufi pirs 

(saints/holy men) during their return visit to the ancestral homeland of Pakistan. These 

folk trad itions are symbolic representations of their cultural and religious identities as 

Pakistan is. The pi lgrimage to g raves of pirs and meetings with l iving pirs demonstrates a 

spiritual attachment to the ancestral homeland and expressions of a Musl im identity i n  

Pakistan. When visiting a shrine, Pakistanis engage in ritual istic activities such as 

offering prayer, laying flowers on tombs, placing embroidered shawls on shrines, l istening 

to qawali (mystical songs) , or leaving a charitable donation. They depart from the shrines 

with a taweez (locket conta in ing a holy verse prescribed by the pir) for spiritual protection 

and heal ing, ornaments, garlands of flowers or sweets. 

Although visiting shrines of pirs is not a rel igious duty or obl igation ,  Pakistan i  respondents 

recognised the importance of paying homage to pirs for spiritual aid and gu idance. The re 

are numerous shrines constructed across Pakistan for Sufi mystical devotion,  which are 

integrated into the rel igious backdrop of Pakistani l ife. Pakistani respondents retu rning to 

Pakistan offered prayer at the fol lowing tombs of Sufi pirs: Baba Pir Shah Ghazi Dumerie 

Sarkar near the Mirpur d istrict in Azad Kashmir, and Mian Mir and Data Ganj Baksh i n  

Lahore. 

Pakistanis concerned for the physical and mental well-being of their family paid homage 

at a pir's tomb ,  requesting spi ritual assistance and asking practicing pirs for holy advice to 

safeguard the welfare of their kin .  The reasons why mystical gu idance was sought were 

to ease d iscomfort experienced from il l-health , to ask for d ivine intervention for familial 

problems or confl icts, to weaken the effect of another's il l will or desi re to harm one's 

friends and relatives. In addition , revisiting shrines demonstrates one's appreciation for a 

blessing bestowed upon a devotee from spiritual mediation or the fulfi lment of health or 
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material needs. The reasons for participating in folk traditions of visiting shrines of pirs 

are exempl ified in  the fol lowing responses: 

Mrs Shafi . . .  I go to see the pirs who take away bad spirits and write prayers 
for me to keep with me . . .  

Tahirah: . . .  o n e  thing I make sure I d o  not miss i s  going to the pirs, 
especial ly for the ch i ldren to keep away evi l  spirits and th ings . . .  

Mr Aziz: . . .  I go to the graves of pirs to pray . . .  mainly to ask the pir's spirit 
to heal my health problems and look after my fami ly . . .  asking a pir for help and 
praying g ives me peace. . .  and I meet and tal k  with other people. . .  we are a l l  
there for the same th ing . . .  

The pi lgrimage to shrines of  pirs is a way to express a hybrid M usl im-Pakistani identity i n  

the ancestral homeland ,  i . e .  both an ethnic and rel ig ious one. The visits to shrines for 

Pakistanis yet to embark u pon the re l igiously obl igatory pi lgrimage (HajJ) to Mecca (Saud i  

Arabia) , represents an opportun ity for a rel igiously meani ngfu l  experience with other 

Musl ims. Although visiting shrines i n  Pakistan was not considered as a substitute for 

Hajj, travels to the g raves of pirs or meeting with Sufi holy men is an opportunity to u nite 

with other Musl ims. Pakistani  i nformants visiting shrines of pirs participated in spi ritually 

enhancing activities with other Musl ims at the sites, such as reciting prayers from the 

Quran on the tombs of pirs, making monetary charitable contributions, and laying  flowers 

at shrines. The importance of being amongst other Musl ims and to uti l ise non-obl igatory 

pi lgrimages in publ ic spaces is central to articulating a Musl im identity, as suggested i n  

the fol lowing accounts: 

Mr Aziz: . . .  lots of Musl ims come to see pirs graves and l iving pirs to ask 
for help. . .  l i ke Hajji (pi lgrims) praying, leaving donations  so pirs can help the poor 
and look after the graves. . .  so as a M usl im I can do my d uty. . .  I can read 
prayers from the Quran, I pray, I g ive donation . . .  
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Jamila: . . .  I go  to Pakistan because I am Pakistani . . .  I go to Pakistan 
because I am Musl im as wel l .  I visit mosques, see pirs and give to the poor in 
Pakistan . . .  

I n  summary, the Pakistani  research i nformants participated i n  fo l k  traditions as a means 

to search for spiritual heal ing and support. The spiritual attachment to Pakistan is 

d emonstrated by participating in  a non-obl igatory p i lgri mage to shrines of Sufi pirs, to 

seek spiritua l  intervention i n  assisting in physica l  heal ing ,  a l leviation of traumas and , for 

dai ly mystical guidance. Pakistan i  informants visited and revis ited graves of prominent 

pirs for continuous spiritual heal ing and appreciation for fu lfilment of prayers . Overseas 

Pakistanis m et with host and often guest popu lations sharing a s imi lar eth n ic and 

religious identity. This meeting reinforced a col lective Islamic and Pakistan i  identity for 

overseas Pakistanis in the ancestral homeland. 

7 .3: Tourism Participation and the 'Myth of Return' 

The 'myth of retu rn' is rooted with the duty and obl igation to return to Pakistan to fulfi l the 

promise of ' return ' ,  as was d iscussed in Chapter 3. Tou rism performs a crucial role  in the 

survival of the 'myth of return' in the post-migration l ives of the Pakistani d iaspora. I t  is 

through travel to Pakistan , that the 'myth of return ' is maintained for those i nformants for 

whom permanent settlement to Pakistan has not yet been possib le. The 'myth of return' 

is embodied in the tourism mobi l ities of the Pakistani  diasporic community to the 

ancestral homeland .  I t  is  in  un ison with the 'myth of return' that the sign ificance of 

tourism in the Pakistani d iaspora was understood .  Moreover, participation in tou rism to 

Pakistan is rooted with the aspi ration to partial ly fulfil the 'myth of return' ,  even if it is for a 

temporary period i n  time. The partial fu lfilment of the 'myth of return' is aided by 

' institutions of m ig ration' ,  as d iscussed in Chapter 3 ,  which p lay an  essential role  i n  

reuniting the  Pakistani d iaspora with Pakistan. This  section i s  organised around the 
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theme of the 'myth of return' to understand the duty and ob ligation of return , and the role 

of ' institutions of migration' to further comprehend travels to the ancestral homeland .  

a) The duty and obligation of return 

Despite fai l ing to fulfi l the 'myth of return' , the first-generation episodica l ly visited Pakistan 

every two or five years as a means to fu lfil ,  albeit partia l ly the duty and ob l igation of return 

rooted in the 'myth of return' .  Duties and obl igations secured fam ily networks and upheld 

membership  into kinsh ips i n  Pakistan.  First-generation i nformants felt obl iged to travel to 

Pakistan to avoid possible disownment from fami ly; remain loyal to kin in  Pakistan ;  satisfy 

expectations of migrant friends and relatives in the U nited Kingdom; and to participate i n  

cultu ral/rel igious events i n  Pakistan .  The relationsh ip between the  'myth of  return' , 

tourism, and duties and obl igations are exemplified i n  the responses below from the first

generation informants: 

Sughra:  I don't want to travel anywhere I don't know anyone. . .  but  I don't 
th ink of going anywhere else because when we save the money we go to 
Pakistan . . .  it is a lways i n  my head . . .  you can't go  anywhere apart from 
Pakistan . .  . *  

Nazia: How do you mean?* 

Sughra: Your relatives in  Pakistan wi l l  never speak to you again if  they 
find you didn 't come to see them .. .* 

Nauseen:  . . .  yes al l  those sacrifices my parents made for me. . . very 
important. . .  you forget that you have real ly forgotten yourself.. .  they (parents in 
Pakistan) make al l  the sacrifices and for you not to do the same. . .  that is  
wrong . . .  * 

Nasreen:  My family (in Pakistan) made sacrifices for me, we were poor but 
they sold land ,  house, cattle, worked so hard so I can go to school and have 
food . . .  * 
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First-generation Pakistanis d id attempt to fu lfi l  the duty and obligation of return associated 

with the 'myth of return' by extending return trips to Pakistan.  The 'myth of return' was to 

some extent fu lfi l led through extended stays in Pakistan for several years as an attempt 

to resettle permanently i n  the natal homeland. For example, Mr Khal id 's fam ily returned 

to Pakistan and stayed for th ree years. However, ambitions for permanent settlement 

were short-l ived due to family inter-generational d ifferences and concerns over health 

provisions. Mr Khalid suffered from i l l-health, wh i lst h is daughter Shazia found settli ng 

i nto a 'new' cu lture or l ife-style permanently d ifficu lt, although she h ad travelled to 

Pakistan several times before. 

Another research informant Shenaz, who was born in the UK, l ived in Pakistan for six 

years and came back to Eng land when she was twelve years old .  As a consequence of 

'growing-up' in Pakistan from a young age Shenaz believed she had a " l i nk" with Pakistan 

and a duty and obl igation to retu rn . Moreover, as an outcome of a prolonged stay i n  

Pakistan with her parents, the 'myth o f  return' impacted upon her tourism journeys and 

sought to social ise her chi ldren, th ird-generation Pakistanis, to fol low her travel patterns .  

Shenaz explains: 

. . .  yes, yes I fol low their (parents) patterns of tou rism. . .  I would l ike my chi ldren as 
wel l  to keep going back to Pakistan, their country to where they belong . . .  their 
cu lture, where thei r fam ily is from . . .  

Some first-generation migrants have returned to Pakistan permanently fol lowing  

retirement, thus putting an  end to  years of anticipating  the fu lfilment of  the 'myth of 

return' . Despite fi rst-generation migrants eventual ly return ing to the natal homeland 

(without the second-generation) ,  the 'myth of return' did not d iminish because it l ived on  

i n  the minds of the second-generation. The second-generation of Pakistanis continued to 

travel to Pakistan to visit their parents who had settled permanently i n  their homeland.  

Consequently, the duty and obl igation associated with the 'myth of return' prevailed as 

the second-generation participated i n  the return vis it to reunite with their parents in  
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Pakistan , just as their migrant parents had done for many years. However, the meaning 

of the 'myth' for second-generation Pakistanis was not associated with an eventual return 

to Pakistan ,  but for a desire to meet with their parents, as shown in the following 

com ments: 

Mrs Shafi : My mother and father l ive i n  Pakistan ,  they moved back about a 
year and half ago (in August 2002) . I do what they d id ,  going back to visit their 
parents in  Pakistan . . .  I couldn 't understand  th is, but I do now. . .  I know what i t  
feels l ike to have something m issing . . .  

Nasir: So far I have always gone with my parents to Pakistan . . .  my 
parents use to  go with their parents. . .  it is  l ike a fami ly thing (travelling to 
Pakistan) . . .  something passed down to the next generation . . .  

Asma: . . .  wel l at  the moment I d o  (travel with parents) . . .  I have no  
choice to go anywhere else. . .  I have a choice of not going to Pakistan a t  a l l  but 
that wou ld bring  shame onto my parents and fami ly i n  Pakistan . . .  when I am 
older I wi l l  go to different places, but then again if my parents move to Pakistan I 
wi l l  have to visit them . . .  

I n  summary, i t  is i n  unison with the 'myth' ,  which defines the meaning of tourism withi n  

the first-generations of  the Pakistan i  community. Tourism takes on a meaning ,  not a 

search for the exotic, but for migrants it bonds them to the homelands, by impersonating  

the  'myth of  return' through tourism participation .  The 'myth of return' is further embodied 

into the tourism participations of second-generation Pakistanis born in  Brita in  to preserve 

duties and obl igations upheld by the first-generation over five decades. This embod iment 

of the 'myth of return' depends on family dynamics in  the Pakistani community and the 

extent to which first-generation Pakistanis ingrain the 'myth' i nto the imag i nation, minds 

and movements of their ch i ldren .  
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b) Institutions of migration 

The 'institutions of migration' servicing the 'myth of return' were travel agents located in 

the area of Bury Park, which were used to book fl ights to Pakistan. The travel agents 

interviewed in the pilot study discussed the importance of returning to the ancestra l 

homeland and their role in the "going back" process: 

Mr U :  . . .  when they (Pakistanis) get hol idays they only  want to go  back 
home (to Pakistan). . .  those going back home are more l ikely to be those who 
have settled here. 

Nazia: What is the main reason for travel? 

Mr U: . . .  the prime reason for travel l ike any other. . .  hol iday, pleasure, 
visit friends and relatives in own country . . . 

Nazia: Why does the Pakistani community use your travel service? 

Mr U: . . .  more beneficial . . .convenient because in the local area . . .  book 
close to home. . .  tickets easily available . . .  

Mr R:  . . .  they (Pakistanis) travel back home to Pakistan because of  
family l inks . . .  1 00 per cent committed to going back home . .. 

Nazia: Why does the Pakistani community use your travel service? 

Mr R: . . .  Pakistani community in Bury Park do not use other travel 
agencies like Thomas Cook because our people need Pakistani business, 
personal connections, trust. . .  you know... so use local travel agents . . .  

Mr A: : . . .  more than 50 per cent of the Pakistani community in Luton are 
customers here (at PAK Trave/) . . .  they (Pakistanis and Kashmiris) travel back 
home because of linl<s . . .  all travel. . .  first, second, and third-generation .. . 

Nazia: Why do Pakistanis travel to Pakistan? 
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Mr A: . .  . if they have time spare not waste it by travel l ing elsewhere . . .  
prefer to g o  back home. 

Mr H: I serve very l ittle Asian/Pakistan i  commun ity i n  Bu ry Park . . .  they 
(Pakistanis) go to Asian run businesses that are very close. . .  especial ly the older 
generation who are more knowledgeable . . .  

Nazia: Why do you th ink the Pakistan i  people go to 'Asian' run 
businesses? 

Mr H: . . .  because they go back (to Pakistan) so l ike to deal with their 
own people and other travel agencies do not have u nderstanding of Pakistan . . .  
and the language factor as  wel l  . . .  

Pakistanis visited the local ' institutions of migration '  when booking fl ights to Pakistan,  

because over the years friendsh ips and business relations have developed with the 

Pakistani personnel managing the travel agents. The Khalid, Shafi , Aziz and Salim 

family; and l ikewise Nasreen's, Nauseen's, Jamila's, Yasmin's ,  Sughra's, Asma's, 

Saleemah's, Shenaz's, Rubina's and Tahirah's family book their trips to Pakistan through 

travel agents in  Bury Park. The first-generation Pakistan i  i nformants bel ieved that trave l 

agents administered by Pakistanis i n  Bury Park could empath ise with the sign ificance of 

returning to the ancestral homeland because travel agents were first-generation migrants 

to Britain .  Therefore the ' institutions of migration '  i n  Bury Park together with first

generation Pakistanis relentlessly supported the migrant's ambition to fulfil the 'myth of 

return' ,  whether ful ly  or partial ly. The role of travel agents as ' institutions of migrations' is 

i l lustrated in the following  responses from respondents: 

Sughra:  . . .  here in Bury Park . . .  we always do (purchase tickets from 
Pakistani run travel agents). . .  they are our  own people, they understand that we 
wil l not go anywhere else . . .  we want to go to Pakistan ,  they have relatives too so 
they can understand how important it is for us to go back. . .  it helps . . .  * 

Jamila: . . .  we go to Mr A in Bury Park . . .  my husband has known him for 
years . . .  he (Mr A) is a good family friend and g ives us a good price . . .  I th ink  most 
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Pakistanis in Bury Park go to him.. .  and it has to be with PIA flight . . .  my des 
plane . . .  * 

Mr Aziz: . . .  you see the travel agent is like me a pardesi. . .  yes a pardesi 
he can feel for me. . .  he goes to Pakistan as well. . .  you go to travel agent outside 
Bury Park they don't understand. . .  you see they are not pardesi. . .  what link me 
and travel agent is Pakistan . . .  we both go back to our home Pakistan . . .  

I n  order to understand the rationale of 'institutions o f  migrations' further, the researcher 

attended Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) 50th anniversary celebrations at the 

Wembley Arena as stated in section 5 .2 .7 .  The main messages broadcasted to the 

audience were the importance of establishing and re-establishing links with Pakistan and 

praise for PIA for facilitating the return of people. The Punjabi and Urdu word of pardesi, 

meaning a stranger/alien outside their homeland, was endlessly used when referring to 

the audience, a word also used by the first-generation informants to explain the meaning 

of tourism and tourist. A pardesi is expected to return to Pakistan, and thus will no longer 

be a stranger. The sense of feeling like a pardesi, having a sense of unbelonging, 

typically arose from experiences of racism, and separation from relatives in Pakistan. 

The significance of the concept of pardesi is h ighlighted in the following statements: 

Sughra: . . .  as soon as I left Pakistan I became a pardesi. . .  I will always be 
a pardesi until I return to Pakistan, my home . . .  * 

Nasreen: 
pardesi . . .  * 

Nazia: 

. . .  any country I live in outside Pakistan I will be seen as a 

By whom? 

Nasreen: . . .  my family in Pakistan. . .  I will always be a stranger in foreign 
land until I go back home to Pakistan. . .  that is what a pardesi is. . .  he or she has 
to go back one day . . .  * 
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Mrs Aziz: . . .  my relatives in Pakistan say to me I am a pardesi. . .  always 
tel l ing me. . .  it upsets me. . .  then here (England) the Engl ish  people te l l  us to "go 
back" to our cou ntry. . .  my fami ly (in Pakistan) are waiting for me to come back 
forever. . .  then they wi l l  stop cal l ing me a pardesi . . . * 

In summary, the fi rst-generation have found themselves caught i n  a three-fold post

mig ration predicament. The sense of feel ing l ike a pardesi, or having  a sense of 

u nbelonging, arises from experiences of racism in migrant settlements ,  reinforced by 

relatives in Pakistan and further perpetuated by the inabi lity to form roots outside the 

homelands. The m ig rant looks back to the past; it is through tou rism ,  or  ' institutions of 

migrations' that the sojourner is u nited with the 'myth' .  I n  addition, ' institutions of 

migrations' share the obl igation  to fu lfil the 'myth of return' , to not on ly the migrant but 

also to the relatives in Pakistan .  There is a general empathy amongst ' institutions of 

migrations' and the Pakistan i  diasporic community concern ing the need to fulfi l the d uty 

and obl igation of return, wh ich subsequently preserves the 'myth' as an  imaginary 

concept in  the minds of first-generation Pakistanis and their k in in Pakistan .  

Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter presents the main interpretive ethnographic find ings to i l l ustrate the 

participation i n  tou rism of the Pakistani commun ity researched . The findings show the 

main form of tou rism participated in is the return visit to the a ncestral homelan d  of 

Pakistan ,  which dominates travel patterns of both fi rst and second-generation Pakistanis .  

The interpretive ethnographic accounts p resented i n  th is chapter emphasise ethn ic 

identity to be a crucial factor i nfluencing tourism journeys to Pakistan. Ethn ic identity is 

the most sign ificant factor for instigating travels to Pakistan. The primary reason for the 

close relationship between ethn ic identity and Pakistan is because the actual p lace and 

environment of  Pakistan is recognised as being central to defi n i ng  a 'Pakistani' ethn icity 

and shaping a sense of 'Pakistan iness' . Tourism is uti lised as a means for articulating 
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and re-articu lati ng  a sense of Pakistaniness. Th is is emphasised by the findings of the 

research relating to the respondents' comprehensions of tourism and understandings of 

being a tourist, m otivations for visits to Pakistan, activities engaged in during the return 

visit and  the i nfluence of the 'myth of return' upon tourism mobil ities. 

For the first-generation Pakistanis the search for ' roots and origins' helped to fulfi l 

nostalgic yearnings for a return to pre-migration l ives and to col lectively reminisce about 

the d istant past and chi ldhood memories. Such pre-migration recol lections prevail in the 

minds of Pakistan i  migrants and con nection with the past is subsequently essential to 

their  self-identity . First-generation Pakistani informants frequently recal led experiences of 

' racism' since their settlement in  the United Kingdom, which aroused feel ings of 

unbe longing and led to the question ing of their identity and place of belonging. The issue 

of belong ing was a central theme of identity: where do they belong and how do they 

belong ,  anxieties that were transferred through tourism between England and Pakistan. 

There is therefore a s ubsequent dependency upon tourism to ease the discontents of 

migration  associated with feel ings of exclusion and being a pardesi. Tourism also 

performs a crucial ro le in the survival of the 'myth of return' in the post-migration l ives of 

the Pakistani d iaspora. It is through the return visit to Pakistan, that the 'myth of retu rn' is 

maintained for those whom permanent settlement to Pakistan has not yet been possible. 

Fi rst-generation migrant parents, view travel to the ancestral homeland as crucial for 

social ising Pakistan is born i n  the Un ited Kingdom to following their patterns of tourism 

participation . For the first-generation of Pakistanis it is of upmost importance that their 

British born chi ldren maintain strong diasporic attachments with their ancestral homeland. 

These attachments a re viewed as being fundamental in preserving a Pakistani ethn ic 

identity amongst the second-generation .  I n  th is way, the 'myth of  return' is  used to 

influence the travel patterns of second-generation Pakistanis, socialising them into 

following and repeating the first-generation's tourism patterns. The return trip acts as a 
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means of strengthening , a lbeit perhaps temporally, a Pakistani ethn ic identity that is 

e nmeshed i n  the trajectories of multip le or hyphenated identities. However, the extent to 

which this return was undertaken for the benefit of one's self and with complete free-wi l l  

varied between the generations. Although the second-generation travel led to the 

ancestral homeland to re-acquaint themselves with kin ,  this was commonly undertaken 

as a duty and obl igation to their parents, and to 'prove' to relatives that despite l iving in 

the West they have not ' lost' their roots or 'forgotten' their orig ins. Therefore, tourism to 

the homeland for successive generation Pakistanis is characterised by travel l ing with 

the i r  parents to visit the i r  parents' friends and relatives; the vil lage or town their parents 

orig inate from; and h istorical ly relevant landmarks in Pakistan. 
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Chapter 8 

Pakistani  Ethn ic  Identity and Tourism Participation 

This chapter: 

• presents the main interpretive ethnographic f indings emerging from the research 

in comprehending the relationship between a Pakistani ethnic identity and 

partici pat ion in tourism; 

• examines the diasporic experiences of the Pakistani diaspora in the ancestral 

homeland of Pakistan; 

• considers the effects of ethnic identity and the return visit to Pakistan on the 

making of 'home' ; 

• introduces the barriers to travel, which impact upon the tourism mobilit ies of the 

Pakistani diasporic community; and 

• presents the research findings in English; therefore Urdu and Punjabi responses 

are translated to English. The translated data is identifiable with an asterisk (*). 

8.1 : The Tourism Experience of the Pakistani Diaspora 

The tourism experience of the Pakistani diaspora is presented in view of the negotiation 

of the British and Pakistani hyphen of identity. Central to this experience of identity 

negotiation was a desire to assimilate into the ancestral homeland and be considered as 

an indigenous person rather than a tourist or 'guest'. This negotiat ion of identity was 

dependent upon relations with host people i .e. kin in Pakistan and the observance of 

cultural practices in the ancestral homeland. The extent to which the host considered the 
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guest as a Pakistani rather than British, subsequently impacted upon the self and 

collective identity of the informants as Pakistanis in the homeland. The diasporic 

experience of identity projection was further enhanced through observing cultural 

practices originating from the ancestral homeland. These cultural traditions were lena

dena (to take-to give) and vartan bhanji (reciprocation of gift), which were customary 

forms of gift-giving and taking practiced by Pakistani informants both in Luton and 

Pakistan. The importance of gift-giving and taking was previously mentioned in Chapter 

7 in the context of diasporic networking. This section is structured around the themes of 

host-guest relations in Pakistan and, cultural customs to highlight the diasporic 

experience of identity negotiation during return visits to the ancestral nation. 

a) Host-guest relations 

For the first-generation Pakistanis, the not ion of being a 'guest' when returning to their 

natal village or town was inconceivable, as they have a strong attachment built upon 

environmental familiarity. This familiarity can be held to have a cultural com ponent built 

upon shared understandings, a familial based upon past shared experiences including 

childhood, and a physical component of a sensory familiarity with climate and aesthetics. 

For members of the first-generation who own houses in Pakistan, the concept of being a 

'guest' or 'tourist' is further undermined through the option to stay in their house and to 

then act as a host to fellow kin in Pakistan. The role of acting as a host is fundamental in 

maintaining their identity as part of the community vis-a-vis a visitor to it. Moreover, the 

Pakistani ethnic identity of the first-generation was unquestioned by hosts because 

Pakistan was their country of birth and thereon recognised by kin as a Pakistani national. 

Consequently, the first-generation Pakistanis experienced little difficulty in being accepted 

as a Pakistani by friends and relatives in the ancestral homeland, as exemplified in the 

following responses: 

Nauseen: ... Pakistan is my country, it is my 'home' . . .  up here (pointing to 
her head) it is my 'home' . . .  I am not a guest in the country (Pakistan). . .  not a 
stranger.. . when I am in Pakistan I know the people they are not strangers... wel l 
because I am Pakistani... when I am in Pakistan I feel like a Pakistani. . .  * 
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Mrs Sal im: . . . they (relatives in Pakistan) treat you the same .. . to them I have 
come back to my country, they are pleased ... 

Jamila: . . .  that (Pakistan} is where I belong . .. you are simply Pakistani. . .  
no one (relatives} wants you to be anyone else . .. I feel safe in Pakistan . . .  * 

The second-generation found, when returning to the ancestral homeland, that identity 

negotiation was a chaotic experience. Second-generation informants were conscious of 

relatives in Pakistan placing their Pakistani ethnic identity under surveillance, thus 

detecting for intrusions of B ritish identity. This reflexive process of identity projection was 

a concoction of challenges, confirmations and opportunities that the return visit presented 

for questioning of identity. The challenges were embraced by the second-generation as a 

means to confirm current understandings of a Pakistani ethnic identity and, an 

opportunity to learn about their ancestral roots and origins. However, the challenges to 

ethnic identity brought to the forefront of the minority position the second-generation 

occupied because unlike their parents they were not considered as desi because they 

had never been a pardesi. The main reason the second-generation felt they were treated 

like 'guests' was because unlike the host populations and their first-generation parents 

they were not born in Pakistan, they were born and bred in Britain. Consequently, for 

second-generation Pakistanis the British hyphen of identity was inescapable, which was 

recognised by kin in Pakistan as undermining a Pakistani ethnic identity in the ancestral 

homeland. The following statements highlight the impact of host-guest relations upon 

projections of a Pakistani ethnic identity during the return visit to Pakistan: 

Mrs Shafi: . . .  I don't feel like I entirely fit in with life in Pakistan. .. relatives 
accept my parents more because they were born in Pakistan. . .  with me, my 
husband and children it is another story . . .  we are British ... we are seen as just 
Pakistani by name not by heart . .. 
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Mina: . . .  yeah we (brother and I) were still seen as the others, the way 
we hold ourselves, the way we walk, the way we talk. . .  it was kind of like 'um 
they are British' and we didn't feel we belonged. . .  that is why I say this (Britain) 
is my country . . .  

Rubina: OK I am Pakistani. . . travelling to Pakistan won't make me 
anymore Pakistani. . .  you see they (relatives) still see you as British. . .  the 
outsider. . .  people stare like you have fallen out of space. . .  watching you so 
closely . . .  

In summary, for first-generation Pakistanis returning to Pakistan reinforced a sense of 

ethnic collectiveness, which temporally eradicated the minority status experienced in 

Britain. First-generation Pakistanis did not consider themselves as 'guests' and nor did 

the hosts, e.g .  friends and relatives in Pakistan ,  view them as 'guests'. The native 

country of Pakistan was identified as "my", which was rooted with cultural, familial and 

environmental familiarity. Moreover, first-generation Pakistanis shared the same country 

of birth as their fellow hosts; therefore it was inconceivable and incomprehensible to be 

considered as a 'guest' in their natal village or town. In contrast, the second-generation 

found it difficult to assimilate into the Pakistan host society as natives because their 

Pakistani ethnic identity was masked by the British prefix. Although the second

generation did not travel to Pakistan with the intent to be 'guests', the reactions from 

hosts created feelings of unbelonging and strangeness. However, this did not deter 

second-generation Pakistanis in continuing to engage in the return visit or undermine 

their ethnicity as Pakistanis. 

b) Cultural customs of gift-giving (and taking) 

The gift-giving relationship between Pakistanis is a symbolic representation of the 

survival of pre-migration practices and recognised as central to expressions of 

Pakistaniness in settlements outside the homeland. The 'caretakers' of the gift-giving 

process were Pakistani women, with predominately wives, mothers, daughters and 
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grandmothers being involved in the planning, purchasing and distribution of gifts. Lena

dena is a multifaceted process and comprises of (i) being given gifts by friends and 

relatives in Luton; (ii) taking gifts from friends and relatives for their families in Pakistan; 

(iii) taking gifts for one's own kin and peers in Pakistan; (iv) being given gifts from families 

of friends and relatives in Pakistan for oneself and to bring back to Luton for friends and 

relatives; (v) being given gifts from one's own kin and peers in Pakistan upon departure to 

England; and (vi) buying gifts in Pakistan for friends and relatives in Luton. Typically, 

gifts taken to Pakistan for friends and relatives comprised of money for kin and charitable 

donations, electrical items, mobile phones, toys, accessories, clothes or recent family 

photographs. Gifts given to friends and relatives in Luton from Pakistan consisted of 

cultural artefacts, handicrafts, shalwaar kameez suits, books or Pakistani sweetmeat. 

The response below emphasise the significance of lena-dentt 

Mr Shafi: . . . we bring things back for other people who have given money to 
buy or given us a gift before we went to Pakistan... it is good to return with 
something for them . . .  you wouldn't be Pakistani if you didn't. . .  

Jamila: . . .  lena-dena all the time . . .  they (friends and relatives in Luton) 
give to me presents before I go to Pakistan ... money, shawls, shalwaar kameez 
suit.. . for me as present to show they are happy I am going to Pakistan... I bring 
back for them gift from Pakistan like embroidered pillow cases and shalwaar 
kameez suits. . .  they don't give to get back. . .  but if you don't it is rude... people 
will think you have no money to buy . .. * 

Mrs Salim: . . . I learnt from my mum because when I was a little girl my mum 
use to buy so many presents... giving presents made her feel closer to her 
family.. . also family and friends in Pakistan are always giving us things, always 
give my children things so in a way I return to them the same way. . . if I went with 
nothing (to Pakistan) for someone they would say "I gave her this and this last 
time and she didn't give me anything" . . .  so give with one hand and take with 
another that is Jena-dena . . .  

The importance of gift-giving (and taking) was further reinforced at wedding ceremonies 

attended by overseas Pakistanis, which was recognised as crucial to upholding the 
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cultural practice of vartan bhanji, a ritualistic activity of reciprocation .  Vartan bhanji is 

supported by diasporic networking, where Pakistani  families are brought together at 

occasions such as marriage ceremonies taking place in the ancestral homeland. 

Pakistani families are duty-bound to return an outstanding debt or gift (e.g. cash or gold 

jewellery items) with a similar or higher value to another relative/s. Attendance at 

weddings was recognised as vital for matters of self-esteem and self-respect for the 

returning migrant, and evidence of the retention of cultural traditions that are central to 

expressions of Pakistani ethnic identity, demonstrated in vartan bhanji. The importance 

of vartan bhanji to the Pakistani informants is explained in the following responses: 

Mrs Aziz: . . .  I must go to relatives' weddings in Pakistan because they 
came to my sister's wedding . . .  it is bhanji if you don't go. . .  l have to give back to 
them what they give my sister on her wedding. . .  if they give gold ring I give gold 
ring and money, if they give shalwaar kameez suit I give shafwaar kameez suit 
and money, if they give money I give more money to their relatives... it is about 
izzat (honour) . . . keep my izzat, my sisters izzat, my mum's and dad's izzat... my 
khandan (family) izzat...* 

Mrs Salim: . . .  whoever gives to me I give back to them.. .  I don't keep any 
debts. . .  and people do the same with me. . .  this is vartan bhanji. . .  don't get me 
wrong vartan bhanji is not a bad thing. . .  it is good because it keeps people 
together. . .  you go to a relatives wedding they will come to your relatives 
wedding . . .  if you don't invite them then this will be bad . . .  family will break . .. they 
will feel bad because they have not got the chance to give back to you . . . you see 
my sister from Dubai married her son in Pakistan . . .  I went to his wedding in 
Pakistan.. . now when my son gets married she will come to his wedding in 
Pakistan.. . I see her again , she see me again ,  the family in Pakistan see us 
again and vartan bhanji is done . . .  

M r  Aziz: . . . vartan bhanji. . .  this is all about being Pakistani.. . it is what we 
do. . .  here in Luton. . .  here in England ... in Pakistan . . .  anywhere . . .  

I n  summary, traditions such as the exchange of gifts, e.g. lena-dena and vartan bhanji, 

originating from Pakistan continue to survive in the Pakistani diaspora on both a local and 

global basis. The transnational phenomenon of gift-giving extends beyond immediate 

migrant settlements to the ancestral homeland to aid the mobilisation of the Pakistani 

diasporic community. Gift-giving is a ritualistic activity, which takes place before travelling 
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to Pakistan, during the return visit and after returning to Luton from the ancestral 

homeland. Tourism aids the promotion of solidarity between the Pakistanis in Luton and 

their families in Pakistan through the maintenance of cultural practices such as gift-giving. 

For those who are unable to visit Pakistan frequently the planned visit of a fellow relative 

or friend functions to bridge the gap of physical and emotional proximately as gifts are 

taken for his/her kin in Pakistan. Thus, tourism contributes to preserving the established 

post-migration ties between friends and relatives as a means of strengthening 

transnational kinship networks. 

8.2: The Making of 'Home' 

The word 'home' or ghar (in Punjabi and Urdu) was embedded in the interpretive 

ethnographic accounts of the informants. The first-generation used the word ghar in the 

context of "going back" or "back home". Tourism was uti l ised as the means to reunite 

with the 'old' home, the diasporic centre, both physically and emotionally. Moreover the 

'myth of return' , discussed in Chapter 7, was moulded around comprehensions of 

'homes' , which reflected a vision of homecoming. Consequently, tourism in the Pakistani 

community developed into a process of 'home-making' , which intersected with identity 

formation. In the case of 'home-making' Pakistani people make (re-make and de-make) 

their notions of 'home' through tourism as they have cultural experiences in Pakistan. 

Another characteristic which emphasises the notion of 'home', is the construction of 

houses in Pakistan by overseas Pakistanis. This process is referred to as 'house

making' , transforming the constructed conception of 'home' into an actual symbolic entity. 

This section is organised around the themes of 'home' to understand the relationship 

between tourism, ethnic identity and 'home' . These themes are: (i) 'home-making' ; and 

(ii) 'house-making'. In the following sections the inter-generational differences concerning 

the term 'home' are also presented and discussed. 
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a) 'Home-making' 

Tourism functions to make homes in the process of 'home-making' within the Pakistani 

diaspora. In the case of 'homemaking' , Pakistani people create and re-create their  

homes as they intersect with such traits of identities i .e. culture, ethnicity, and nationality. 

The process of 'home-making' was a practice employed by the first-generation to aid the 

formation of attachments to Pakistan of second-generation Pakistanis by transmitting the 

notion of 'old' home. The 'old' home represented Pakistan and the 'new' home 

represented Britain. This notion of 'old' home was central to the preservation of a 

Pakistani ethnic identity for people living in-between 'old' and 'new' identities and homes. 

The 'old' home was synonymous of an 'old' Pakistani identity and the 'new' home 

reflected the multiple and hyphenated inscriptions of a 'new' Pakistani identity e.g. British

Pakistani-Muslim-Asian. 

Understandings of first-generation Pakistanis 

Observations of the functional vis-a-vis emotional characteristics of home were evident in 

the responses of the first-generation. The current 'home' in Luton represented primari ly a 

physical entity and was not spoken of in the same compassion as the 'home' in Pakistan. 

When the first-generation were asked 'where is you r  home?' nine out of ten replied 

Pakistan, referring to it as their " real home" by using the phrases asli ghar or sai ghar, as 

illustrated by the following comments: 

Sughra :  
time ... * 

Nasreen: 

Nazia: 

Nasreen: 

.. . Pakistan, my home is there . . . I have told you this all the 

My home is Pakistan .. . * 

Why?* 

. . .  why not? ... my real home, my real home is in Pakistan* 
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Jamila: 
Pakistan ... * 

Nazia: 

. . .  Pakistan is my home. . .  that is where I belong. .. you are 

Where is your 'home'? 

Mr Khalid: In  Pakistan, definitely... although I live here (Luton) . . .  I suppose 
it is just the love of the country. . .  I think . . .  

Pakistan as 'home' for migrants signified the dif, an emotional concept in Punjabi and 

Urdu meaning 'heart' , which was used to convey the symbolic importance of the ancestral 

homeland, thus 'homeland' took on a new meaning as 'heartland' . For the first

generation the 'heart' was divided between the "real" home in Pakistan and the substitute 

home in Luton, caught in-between the nexus of 'old' and 'new'. The heart was left behind 

in Pakistan, and by "going back home" the migrant reunited with the heart, similar to the 

Western proverb of 'home is where the heart is' . Return visits not only re-connected the 

first-generation with their 'old' home but also their 'heart' and the 'hearts' of fellow 

kinsmen/women in Pakistan. The following statements illustrate the influence of concepts 

of 'home' and 'hearts' on the tourism movements of first generation Pakistanis: 

Nauseen: I got married, I was married at sixteen .. . I was leaving my home 
(Pakistan) that is where I grew up... no... that is where my heart lived for 
nineteen years . .. I might be here (Luton) but my heart is still in Pakistan . . .  * 

Jamila: 
place where 
Pakistan . . .  * 

This (Pakistan) is where I come from... I want to go back to the 
was born. . .  my heart doesn't feel at home unless I go to 

Nasreen: . . .  yes in Luton I have a family from my husband's side, but they 
can never understand what I left behind (informant is close to tears).. . not just my 
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family but also half of my heart... I have to go back (to Pakistan). .. so my heart 
can be one ... * 

Sughra: ... my heart belongs in Pakistan, all my memories in Pakistan, all 
my relatives are in Pakistan.. . It (Pakistan) is my heart, my heart is Pakistan . . .  
Pakistan is my heart... this is where I was born... this is where I want to be 
buried, in my own land ... not in a land where I been a paroesi. .. * 

The first-generation did not 'feel' at home in Britain because of the religious and racial 

discrimination encountered in host society. First-generation Pakistanis recalled the 

religiously and racially hostile environments they experienced during arrival and 

settlement, and most recently following 9/11. These experiences reinforced a sense of 

feeling a pardesi in the United Kingdom and the desire to return 'home'. The return 

'home' temporally interrupted feelings of being a pardesi because upon the return home 

to Pakistan the migrant became a desi (a native). The role of the host country in 

facilitating the process of 'home-making' is illustrated in the following accounts: 

Sughra: ... when I first came in this country I didn't know English and white 
people use to say things. .. I didn't understand so I asked my husband he said 
they are telling us to go back to our country.. . this really hurt me... then I use to 
hear the words 'paki'... it was bad, I wanted to go back to Pakistan, this wasn't 
my home ... today it still makes me feel like this ... * 

Mr Khalid: ... If I ever get the chance I would go back (to Pakistan). I've 
been here (Britain) enough , I don't like the weather, I don't like the attitude here 
of what happened ( on September 1 1  2001).. .  I have no faith in the way things 
have been going... not just since September 11... but before that they (British 
society) were racist... you know... I remember they use to take the mickie out of 
our food... when I f irst came to this country they (the school) put us (Pakistanis) 
in three units in the high school on the grass ... three mobile huts and called it the 
'immigrant units' ... 

In summary, the making of 'home' is influenced by country of birth , which consequently 

affects definitions of a Pakistani ethnic identity. For the first-generation, 'home' is 

Pakistan because this country is both the place of birth and origin, which affirms the 
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understandings of being Pakistani .  The return trip to Pakistan presents the migrant with 

an escape route to a p lace that he/she has nominated as ' home' or ghar, th is home 

elsewhere contributes to overcoming feel ings of 'homelessness' experienced in  British 

host society. The notions of 'homelessness' are a consequence of racist discrimination 

and prejud ice encountered u pon arrival and settlement in Brita in .  To be at 'home' is to be 

in Pakistan and to be in Pakistan is to be at 'home' ,  both physical ly and emotional ly . 

Pakistan as 'home' evolves from an imaginary entity to a symbolic representation of the 

'heart' or di/, which is intertwined with the making of home. The journey to the ancestral 

homeland conveys a return 'back home' or a homecoming influenced by m emories, 

myths and nostalgias. Tou rism reunites the migrant with h is/her ' home' and 'heart' to 

temporal ly interrupt fee l ings of unbelong ing. 

Understandings of second-generation Pakistanis 

However, second-generation informants in their  responses to 'where is you r  home?' 

mostly recognised Luton or Britain as their home, as it was their p lace of birth, whi lst 

Pakistan was perceived to be the home of the ir  parents. Th is generation possessed 

neither an 'old' nor 'new' home, as no personal experience of migration or displacement 

existed. 

Fi rst-generation parents usual ly presented to the second-generation the country of orig in 

(Pakistan) as the 'old' home and the 'new' home as the host society (Britain). Thus, when 

participating in tourism to Pakistan with the ir  parents, the  second-generation were g iven 

the impression by the first-generation that they were travel l ing "back home". The making 

of home was then caught in-between the trajectories of 'old ' and 'new' for second

generation Pakistanis. The ambivalences and ambigu ities confronting locations of home 

amongst second-generation Pakistanis are i l lustrated by the fol lowing responses: 

Tahirah: . . .  my home (long pause) . . .  I don't real ly know. . .  it is hard to 
say. . .  I wou ld say both Pakistan and B rita in . . . Brita in is my first home and 
Pakistan is my second home . . .  
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Asma: 
home . . .  

Nazia: 

My home is here in Britain or Luton . . .  Pakistan is another 

How is Pakistan 'another home'? 

Asma I f  it (Pakistan) is my parents' home then it is also my home as 
well . . .  they (parents) have given me a home here (in Luton) which doesn't mean I 
should ignore the fact that there is another home waiting for me on the other 
side of the world .. . 

Nasir: It (England) is my homeland . . .  this (Luton) is my home . . .  I have 
lived here all my life.. .  everything I know is in Britain, I don't feel lost. . .  when I 
am in Pakistan, home is Britain, this is where I come to . .. 

Despite the difficulties in locating home, the 'home-making' process functioned to place 

Pakistan at the centre of definitions of a Pakistani ethnic identity. For second-generation 

Pakistanis their parents' 'home' of Pakistan substantiated their ethnicity as Pakistanis. 

The second-generation were aware of the multiple and hyphenated identities surrounding 

their Pakistani ethnic identity such as British, Muslim, and Asian. Although many second

generation Pakistanis identified Luton, England, Britain or the United Kingdom as their 

home, this did not undermine the empathy they felt for their parents' physical and 

emotional home in Pakistan. The following statements emphasise the importance of 

participating in the process of 'home-making' for the second-generation: 

Shazia: .. . go to Pakistan . . .  I l ike doing that. . .  you say you are British so 
this (Britain) is my home whereas for your parents it is completely different thing, 
they were born there (Pakistan) . . .  I think it is a responsibility (to go to Pakistan), 
being their daughter I should, why wouldn't I? At the end of the day that 
(Pakistan) is where they (parents) come from and I have a link there, so I think it 
is really important. . . 
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Asma: ... to me, it (tourism) means to go to Pakistan ... to keep going to 
a country where I can feel at home.. .  well, it's (Pakistan) not my home, like I live 
there. . .  but yes it is my mum's and dad's home, so it is also my home .. .  

Mr Shafi : Pakistan, that is my parents' homeland and I want to go there .. . I 
want to take my children there, just like I went when I was little ... it (Pakistan) is 
my identity as much as theirs (his children) . . .  

I n  summary, for the second-generation born in the United Kingdom, ' home' is not 

elsewhere because they locate their 'home' in Luton, England, Britain or the United 

Kingdom. Although the second generation Pakistanis identified Luton/England/Britain/the 

United Kingdom as their home, this did not weaken their attachments to 'homes' 

elsewhere. The 'home' in Pakistan was recognised as a 'second-home' , which harboured 

their roots and origins as Pakistanis. The 'home' in Pakistan was acknowledged by the 

second-generation as essential to substantiating their Pakistani ethnic identity. Tourism 

brings to the forefront the ambivalences and ambiguities experienced by second

generation Pakistanis in the making of home in the context of identity. The journey to the 

ancestral homeland highlights the difficulties encountered by young Pakistanis in 

attempting to negotiate their multiple identities in-between two countries - the country of 

birth and the country of origin. This duality is further fermented with the attempts of the 

first-generation Pakistanis to locate the 'old ' home in Pakistan, and the 'new' home in 

Britain for the second-generation. 

b) 'House-making' 

Another feature of the making of home is the construction of houses in Pakistan built on 

inherited or owned land. Houses are typically built in natal villages or towns in the 

ancestral homeland where kin continued to reside. The constructions of houses by 

overseas Pakistanis was considered as a 'status symbol' , significantly to kin in Pakistan 
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of their economic success in Brita in ,  and they also represent 'symbols of return' i .e .  the 

presence of a ' home' in  the homeland. 

For those who have houses in Pakistan, the o pportunity exists to extend their stay for 

several years, l ike the Khal id fami ly who decided to settle temporally in Pakistan .  I n  the 

absence of the owners, relatives take on the role of caretakers, with the responsibi l ity for 

the maintenance and u p-keep of the houses supported by remittances from the migrant. 

The importance of constructing houses in Pakistan is expressed in the statements below: 

Jamila: . . .  we have bui lt our houses there (natal village in Pakistan) so we 
stay there. . .  a fami ly stays in  the house and my relatives check it about three 
times a week. When we go back we stay in the other room . . .  it is a real ly n ice 
house and one day, not too far away we can go and l ive in that house . . .  * 

Asma: . . .  we have our own house in Lahore, it is rea l ly pretty. . .  my 
parents want to l ive in i t  when they are o ld . . .  i n  a way to keep us going back to 
Pakistan . . .  

Nauseen: . . .  we are planning to bu i ld a house in Pakistan so  when we go  
there on hol iday we can l ive i n  i t  and  one  day l ive i n  i t  for good . . .  forever . . .  * 

Mr Aziz: .. .I have house in Pakistan . . .  this is for me and my fami ly to l ive 
in when we go  to Pakistan. . .  for hol iday and when I and my wife retire. . .  I have 
this house for long time now. . .  you know people in Pakistan ta lk if you have no 
house. . .  they say " look he is l iving in vilayaat (Eng land) and he has no house in 
Pakistan - shame for h im" . . .  so I have to bui ld house. . .  I have to send money for 
my relatives to fix their  house in Pakistan and money to fix my house. . .  this 
house in Pakistan is my futu re . . .  

In summary, 'house-making' promotes the process of  ' home-making' by  converting the 

imaginary making of home to an actual sym bol ic representation .  The construction of 

houses by overseas Pakistan is is viewed as a 'status sym bol' of their financial success in 
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Britain and 'return symbols' that coincide with the aim of fulfilling the 'myth of return'. 

Houses in Pakistan signify 'home' for first-generation migrants and functions to preserve 

the attachments to the ancestral homeland. The house in Pakistan is employed as a 

visual aid to represent 'home' to second-generation Pakistanis and also a ids the retention 

of a Pakistani ethnic identity. First-generation Pakistanis with houses in Pakistan stay in 

these developments with their children during their  return visit to Pakistan, and these 

houses prove to be of use should the migrant wishes to extend his/her stay in Pakistan . 

Tourism is utilised as a means of transmitting notions of 'home' to the second-generation , 

and the houses are reminders to the off-spring of their parents' anticipated eventual 

return to Pakistan. 

8.3: Barriers to Travel 

The results of the research found the desire to journey to places other than Pakistan was 

restricted by several barriers to travel. The barrie rs impacting upon tourism mobility can 

be categorised into religious and cultural expectations, and racial and religious 

differences. The religious and cultural expectations as barriers to travel functioned to 

deter the respondents, especially the second-generation, from engaging in any type of 

tourist behaviour that was construed as being incompatible with religious and cultural 

principles. For example, there was a refusal to travel to destinations representing a 

'western experience' of 'free' mixing with the opposite sex and displays of nudity. The 

racial and religious differences as barriers to travel emerged in places where the 

informants did not share the same race and religion as the host population. Therefore, 

Pakistanis refused to travel to areas that were racially and religiously hostile. For 

example, there was a refusal to travel to America for the fear of victimisation following the 

terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre, New York on the 1 1th September 2001. This 

section is organised around the themes of internal barriers and external barriers; internal 
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barriers are illustrated in view of religious and cultural expectations, and external barriers 

i n  view of racial and religious differences. 

a) Internal barriers to travel 

I nternal barriers impeding upon the tourism mobilities of the informants can be 

categorised into religious and cultural types. Consequently, to travel to places that 

conflicted with Muslim religious beliefs and Pakistani cultural values was not undertaken. 

The destinations Pakistani respondents refused to travel to were typically sun, sea and 

sand vacation , i.e. beach resorts where 'western' (e.g. 'white' people} tourists holidayed. 

A common perception held by the respondents was that the 'western' holiday experience 

centred upon sunbathing and sexual experiences, singing and dancing. These 

perceptions of western tourism were influenced by media representation, e.g. holiday 

brochures, and television advertising created to attract western tourists. The differences 

in expectations between Pakistanis (or Muslims) and westerners are presented in the 

following accounts: 

Mrs Khalid: ... yes we (Muslim-Pakistanis) are different... we can't wear the 
same clothes as the gora (white person) (laughs) . . .  we can't be like them, we are 
Muslim. .. for the gora it is normal for them to lie naked on the beach... their 
culture is d ifferent...* 

Saleemah :  I think I would do different things ... what you see on the telly and 
through the media, you will find people in bikinis . .. we can't do that, so we will try 
to avoid that. . .  it is nice to go to the beach, but not to see nudity in your face ... 

Nasreen: ... it is very different... mainly because our cultures and religion 

are different...* 

Nazia: How?* 
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Nasreen: You know what I mean, you are Muslim... we can't sit on 
beaches with those bikinis on with naked men lying next to you... our religion 
tells us to cover ourselves and not sit with men we don't know . .. * 

Religion, notably the Islamic law ( Shari'ah) prescribed in the Quran restricted the tourism 

participations of the Pakistani diaspora. For both the first and second-generation 

Pakistani respondents, religion is central to expressions of a self and collective identity. 

Religious identity is held to be more important than an ethnic identity, thus I slam took 

precedence over a Pakistani identity, although in the case of Pakistan, religion and ethnic 

identity are interwoven into a nationalist one of the ' Islamic Republic'. 

I slamic beliefs and practices influence the tourism behaviour of Pakistani informants 

through emphasising what is considered as haram (prohibited) in I slam. The 

respondents emphasised the requirement to consume halal foods and avoid being in the 

presence of behaviour perceived as immodest, shameless or impure e.g. nudity, dancing 

with the opposite sex, or the consumption of alcohol. Furthermore, the practice of purdah 

enforces the segregation of 'unfamiliar' men and women. . The following accounts 

illustrate the role of religion in discouraging travel to places that conflict its laws and 

beliefs: 

Mr Shafi : I can't lie on the beach naked or drink alcohol. .. I wouldn't want 
my wife and children exposed to that. As a husband and father I should protect 
them from this... I know where to draw the line. .. with religion. I wouldn't do 
anything that would harm my beliefs ... 

Asma: I am a Muslim girl. .. my religion comes first and I won't do 
anything that would bring shame to my family... my religion gives me a way to 
respect myself... to follow their (white people) holiday styles would be sinful, so 
no ... 
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�hazia: . . .  beaches. . .  I am_ not comfortable. . .  religion yes it does influence me � lot because beach 1s about revealing yourself. . .  1 wouldn't go there I wouldn t feel comfortable . . .  yeah because people are mixing freely . . .  

I n  summary, the principal factors that give rise to internal barriers to travel were religious 

and cultural values. Internal barriers impeding upon tourism mobilities of the Pakistani 

community served to protect religious and cultural dimensions of a Pakistani ethnic 

identity. Pakistani research informants did not wish to participate in tourism activities that 

undermined their religious and cultural values. Internal barriers were utilised by first

generation Pakistanis to socialise British born Pakistanis into travelling to destinations 

considered as complementing their identity as Muslims and Pakistanis. Therefore, 

Pakistanis voluntarily excluded themselves from tourism areas perceived to be 

incompatible with their religion and culture, and subsequently highlighting the importance 

of the return visit in preserving a Pakistani ethnic identity. 

b) External barriers to travel 

Two main types of external barriers, religion and race, have been found to hinder tourism 

to destinations other than Pakistan or other Muslim countries. Concerns were related to 

harassment and interrogation by airport immigration officials, especially in the aftermath 

of the attack on the World Trade Centre, New York on September 1 1 th 2001 (or 9/1 1 ) . 

Religion was identified as a barrier to participation in tourism because the informants 

feared for their safety and security as Muslim travellers, especially to America, following 

the repeated victimisation of Muslims after 9/1 1 .  For example, Mr Khalid, Shazia, Mrs 

Shafi Mina Mr Aziz Nasreen and Asma refused to travel to America, fearing the 
' ' ' 

possibility of hostility and interrogation at airports and also by some individuals in the host 

societies travelled to. 

For women a major concern was the wearing of the hijab and resultant lslamophobia. A 

general concern was not wanting to be labelled or distinguished as terrorists, and be 
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su bject to intimidation by airport officials to western countries affected by terrorism on the 

grounds of having a Musl im identity. These perceived anxieties, fears and insecurities in  

travel l ing were enhanced by encounters with lslamophobia in  the U n ited Kingdom. 

Shenaz spoke of local school chi ldren spitting at her after the events on 9/1 1 ,  and Mr 

Khal id recal led the arrest of h is son after being  mistaken for a terrorist. The following 

accounts i l lustrate the sign ificance of rel igion as a barrier to travel :  

Mr Khalid: I rather not travel to the USA. . .  for pol itical reasons. I rather 
not. . .  they (Americans) should let us l ive as we are and not take everyone for a 
terrorist. . .  I thi nk  Musl ims. . .  Islam is a target. . .  I have a personal experience 
with my son ,  out there (Luton) he was arrested in the street, walking down the 
street. They (the police) thought he was a 'terrorist' and they told h im you have 
been on the run since blah, blah, blah . . .  so many years, you use to have a beard 
and you use to have this. . .  they took h im to the police station, checked h im out 
and he was the wrong guy . . .  

Shazia: September 1 1  (2001) . . .  OK. . .  I have personal ly not considered 
going to America. After September 1 1  I had a friend whose uncle was in 
America, there was hosti l ity, obviously of media coverage. . .  people rig ht or 
wrong were terrorised in a sense. . .  I th i nk  people th ink your black or you r  
covering - "OK very dangerous o r  terrorist" . . .  

Mr Shafi : . . .  1 th i nk  twice about going to America, especially when I hear 
about Musl ims having problems at American airports, that puts be off. . .  I have 
chi ldren to th ink  about. I don't want  them to be picked on because they are 
Musl im . . .  with my daughter she wears the headscarf . . .  I don't want to put her in  
danger. . .  yes so I wou ld avoid this . . .  

Race was a lso recogn ised a s  a barrier to travel i n  destinations where respondents were 

conscious of their skin colour in predominately white tou rism areas. A primary concern 

was the fear of entering racial ly d iscriminative o r  hosti le environments, and to be subject 

to harassment by majority 'wh ite' host popu lation on the basis of being a racial m inority. 

These perceived anxieties and fears in travel were enhanced through encountering  

racism in  B rita in ,  such as verbal racist abuse and physical violence. Past experiences of 

racist d iscrimination, harassment and p rejud ice haunted the minds of Pakistani  
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informants, which ta inted the desire to travel to 'wh ite' majority areas. The fol lowing 

statements h igh l ight the impact of past encounters with racism upon the participation in 

tou rism: 

Jamila: . . .  only when I first came to this cou ntry and people cal led me 
'paki' and told us (Pakistanis) to go back - yes we wil l  one day . . . * 

Nazia: How did this affect you?* 

Jamila: I was very upset leaving Pakistan beh ind and for people to swear 
at me made it d ifficu lt. . .  I know th ings have changed and the police can help . . .  
but when I see skinhead I a m  always th inking do they want to hit m e  . . .  so I don't 
go to many places . . .  * 

Nazia :  Have you ever been affected by racism? 

Saleemah:  I don't feel i t  i n  Luton ,  so much . . .  but when  you go to the 
outskirts l ike Dunstable is a more of a white area. . .  if you go to a white area 
wherever it is you feel . . .  I think you feel they ('white' people) do stare at you a lot 
more ,  you fee l  a b it, not scared but uncomfortable . . .  

Nauseen : . . .  how many times have I heard people tel l  m e  to g o  back to my 
country. . .  my Eng lish m ight not be good but I know what they (racists) are 
saying . . .  it is the way they look at you l ike they don't want you here (England) . . .  
so  maybe another country people wil l  th i n k  the same . . .  * 

The issue of race as an  external barrier to travel was further discussed in view of rura l  

environments, e .g .  the English countryside, a tourism area perceived to have a l imited 

presence of racial m inority groups. The h istory of experiences with racism in Britain a lso 

contributed to the l imited aspiration to visit rura l  env i ronments. Pakistani informants did 

not want to travel to areas i n  the United Kingdom where there were l ittle concentrations of 

Pakistanis, or  places with poor race relations such as parts of ru ral England .  The 

fol lowing responses i l lustrate the perceived racial ised experiences in  the Engl ish 
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countryside, which impede on the aspirations to travel to racially diverse tourism 

environments: 

Jamila: . . .  remember which you first came to the group (Ghar se Ghar 
group) and we sat in a circle and you asked this question (have you visited the 
countryside?) . . . * 

Nazia: Yes, when I started my work?* 

Jamila: Yes.. . I still say there is no one of our colour there . . .  * 

Mrs Shafi : I have never been to the countryside, going to Wales was my 
first time so  I am not use to all that. . .  I didn't see many Asians, being around 
Asians all day in Luton I did notice this . . .  so Wales was not a country were 
Asians go. . .  I felt like a stranger. . .  it wasn't for me . . .  

Asma: . . . people in the countryside . . . these 'posh' English people . . .  they 
don't want us Pakistanis disturbing their peace and quiet. . .  what is the point of 
putting myself in a position where I will stand out, for people to stare at me . . .  

In  summary, the Pakistani community are conscious of  tourism areas that they cannot 

access because participation is religiously and racially restricted. Religion as an external 

barrier to travel was discussed in view of the current political climate of post-September 

1 1 th 2001 . Muslim Pakistanis had limited aspirations to travel to countries such as 

America, because of the perceived fear of victimisation and harassment by host 

populations. In addition, race was considered as an external barrier impeding upon 

tourism movements of the Pakistani community. The hostile encounters with host 

communities in the United Kingdom infiltrated decisions not to visit areas with little or no 

presence of racial minority groups, e.g. Pakistanis. For example, Pakistanis discussed a 

little aspiration to travel to rural areas in Britain because of the perceived fear of racism 

and being gazed upon by the majority host population. 
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Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter presents the impact of the return visit upon a Pakistan i  ethn ic identity in view 

of tourism experiences, making of home and barriers to travel .  Tourism journeys to the 

ancestral homeland contributed to the development and re-development of a Pakistani 

ethnic identity in the Pakistan i  community. The return visit impacted upon confirmations 

and re-confirmations of Pakistan i  ethn ic identity in Pakistan .  Tourism experiences for the 

first and second-generation Pakistanis d iffered, because of their birth places. The first

generation ass im ilated into the l ives of friends and relatives with l ittle d ifficulty during the 

return visit. In contrast, k in in Pakistan identified i ncongruence in the identities of the 

second-generation vis-a-vis their  own indigenous identity. The h ost-guest experiences of 

the second-generation in  Pakistan when visit ing kin , emphasises the complex nature of 

identity formation , includ ing its deconstruction  and reconstruction for generations  of 

d iaspora born outside their parents' homeland .  

Given that the traditions of  /ena-dena and vartan bhanji orig inate from Pakistan , the 

continued practice of them,  demonstrates a wi l l ingness by the migrant to retai n  

establ ished practices of  what i s  held to be  a 'traditional' Pakistan i  ethn ic  identity. I n  

particular, the retention of the custom of gift-g iving withi n  the Pakistani  d iaspora 

"endorses" the role of the first-generation Pakistan i  migrants as transmitters of a Pakistani  

ethn ic identity. In th is sense women can be viewed as having the key role and retention 

of power i n  the essential cultu ral role of maintain ing d iasporic networks. In the context of 

gift-giving ,  tourism can also be considered as an agent of empowerment of women, 

permitting them to physically connect with a d ispersed d iasporic network. 

The concept of 'home', in Punjabi and U rdu  ghar was used by the fi rst-generation in the 

context of 'going back' . There is a spatial dislocation of home away, from the phys ical 
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proximity of Bury Park to the emotional space of Pakistan. For first-generation Pakistani 

migrants 'home' is the place 'left behind' and visits to Pakistan represent a journey 'back 

home', an expression which is used inter-changeably with to 'go back' , signifying a 

reunification with 'roots and origins'. The notion of Pakistan as 'home' by first-generation 

Pakistanis is c losely associated with their definit ion of a Pakistani ethnic identity, and the 

return trip ' home' , again emphasises the importance of a Pakistani ethnic identity on 

tourism mobil ities. 

The question of 'where is home' for second-generation Pakistanis is not as 

straightforward as it is for their migrant parents. Despite staying in houses constructed by 

their parents in Pakistan, for the second-generation 'home' is located in Luton, because, 

other than being the place of birth and residence, these places are ' home' to their past 

and reflexive of their British identity. However, second-generation Pakistanis identified 

Pakistan as their 'second home' and the 'home' of their parents, which is crucial to 

sustaining attachments to Pakistan, and in defining a Pakistan i ethnic identity. Despite 

the ambivalences and ambiguities shadowing notions of 'home', Pakistan bears 

importance as a 'diasporic home' , from which 'roots' stem and 'origins' are located. 

A common theme amongst the respondents was the perception of barriers, either 

imagined or rea l ,  which restricted their choice of tourism destinations. Such barriers were 

linked to both themes of religion and racism, whereby both first and second-generation 

Pakistanis refrain from visiting places perceived to clash with their Islamic religious beliefs 

and culture. The Pakistani informants also expressed little aspiration to travel to places 

within which their presence as a racial and religious minority is physical ly or 'visual ly' 

evident to host communities, especial ly in areas where there was felt to be racial and/or 

religious hatred towards Muslims. The types of actions that were feared beside the 

possibi lity of actual physical aggression, included racist and lslamophobic verbal abuse, 

and other visual displays of hosti l ity, e.g. unfriendly 'gazes'. 
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Chapter 9 

Discuss ion of F ind ings 

This chapter: 

• provides a summary of the main research find ings, which analyses the 

relationship between a Pakistan i  ethn ic identity and participation in tou rism; 

• relates the interpretive ethnographic find ings of this research with the stated 

empirical studies of the l iterature review; 

• discusses the contribution of this research to the field of tourism, theory of identity 

and methodologica l  practice; 

• recogn ises the extent to which the research findings contribute to the fulfilment of 

the research study aim and objectives; and 

• assesses the l imitations of the study which affect the scope and appl icabi lity of 

the research enquiry. 

9.1 Summary of Research Findings 

The interpretive ethnographic find ings presented i n  the previous chapters, Chapter 7 and 

8, i l lustrates that a Pakistani ethn ic identity to be a crucial factor i n  tourism participation of 

the Pakistani  community. This is emphasised by the results of the research relating to 

respondents' comprehensions of tourism and understandings of being a tourist, 

motivations for visits to Pakistan, the influence of migration upon tourism mobilities, the 

impact of the return visit upon identity formation, and awareness of the barriers to tourism 

participation . The findings also il lustrate that inter-generational d ifferences exist in the 
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conceptualisations of tourism ;  the aspirations to visit the ancestral homeland; the impact 

of migration u pon tourism journeys; and effect of tourism on articu lations of a Pakistani  

ethnic identity i n  Pakistan .  Th is section is organ ised around the following themes: ( i )  

understandings of tourism; ( i i )  motivations instigating visits to the ancestral homeland; ( i i i) 

the manifestation of the 'migration factor' in tourism participation; ( iv) Pakistani ethn ic 

identity and the return visit to Pakistan;  and (v) barriers to travel .  

a) Understandings of tourism 

The research findings show u nderstand ings of tou rism i n  the Pakistani community are 

p redominately based upon journeys to the ancestral homeland. Both first and second

generation Pakistanis d iscussed meanings and comprehensions of tourism in  view of 

return visits to Pakistan .  The first-generation mainly used the concept 'travel '  to reflect 

u nderstandings of tourism because no translation of the term 'tourism' was found i n  

Punjabi o r  Urdu ,  and the word 'tourism' was not used i n  the mother-tongue language. I n  

contrast, the second-generation demonstrated a sound understanding of the concept 

'tourism', which was depicted in their use of Engl ish words to explain meanings of 

'tourism'. The inter-generational d ifferences show the application and interpretation of 

the term tou rism which is consistent with understand ings and experiences of tourism 

amongst first and second-generation Pakistanis. 

Understandings of tourism were further exemplified through comprehensions of being a 

tourist in view of travels to the homeland. The first-generation did not feel l ike tourists in 

Pakistan because they were returning to their natal country, a nation they were cultural ly, 

ancestra l ly, and environmentally fami l iar with . For first-generation Pakistanis to be a 

tourist in their ancestral homeland was inconceivable and they d id not return to Pakistan 

to be tou rists. In contrast, the second-generation felt l ike tourists in Pakistan, because 

they engaged in touristic activities such as sightseeing. The feelings of being a tourist in  

the ancestral homeland were further infi ltrated with attitudes of the host, e .g .  relatives in  
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Pakistan ,  who treated the second-generation as 'guests ' ,  therefore making it d ifficu lt to 

assimi late into the host society. 

b) Motivations instigating visits to the ancestral homeland 

The three main motivations for participating in the return visit to Pakistan are for: ( i )  

reu n ification ; ( i i )  d iasporic networking; and (ii i) p reservation of  a Pakistani ethn ic identity. 

For both first and second-generation Pakistanis the reu nification with 'roots and origins' 

was central to authenticating their Pakistan i  ethn ic identity. The first-generation wished to 

connect and re-connect with their roots and origi ns ,  which were emotionally symbol ic of 

their pre-migration l ives in Pakistan. The desire to 're-live' the past and provoke 

memories of l ife before migration was essential for the migrant to verify h is/her identity 

and ease the d iscontents of l ife away from the natal  vi l lage or town. 

The first-generation a lso wanted their chi ldren to be acquainted and re-acquainted with 

people significant of their past l ives to aid the formation and retention of attachments to 

the ancestra l homeland. The second-generation expressed a wil l ingness to form ties with 

their parents' natal country and close relatives, as a means of searching and re-search ing 

for their roots and verifying their origins. For second-generation Pakistanis the desire to 

reunite with their ancestral roots and origins was further demonstrated through visits to 

landmarks or sites sign ificant to their rel ig ious, ethn ic and pol itical identities as Pakistanis. 

D iasporic networking was essential to u nite and re-unite the d iasporic comm un ity with the 

ancestral homeland .  The process of d iasporic networking 'gels' the d ispersed Pakistani  

d iaspora on a local and global level .  On a local basis diasporic networking preserves the 

social and cultural networks between friends and relatives in England, e.g. Luton. The 

forthcoming return visit of a friend or relative to the ancestral homeland is an opportunity 

for non-travellers to send remittances for their kin in Pakistan.  The returnee offers to take 
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g ifts for close friends and relatives to d istribute to their l<infolk in Pakistan, as a gesture of 

goodwi l l  or to return an act of kindness once bestowed upon h im/her in the past. This 

extends the d iasporic networks between families a nd peers in  Luton to friends and 

relatives in Pakistan through the process of d iasporic networking.  

On a global scale, d iasporic networking brings together the d ispersed Pakistani d iaspora 

living i n  migrant settlements across the world .  The return tri p  of the Pakistani community 

to Pakistan on certain occasions coincides with a l ife-course event, which demands the 

presence of kin l iv ing overseas. This presents an opportunity to acquaint the second

generation with their aunties, uncles and cousins,  whom they may have never met unti l 

the 'get together' in Pakistan and also for fi rst-generation Pakistanis to reunite with 

people sign ificant of their past or pre-migration  life in Pakistan. The return visits to 

Pakistan are a key component of reinforcing l inks between the extended fami ly of the 

Pakistani  d iaspora with both relatives in Pakistan,  and those in  d iasporas i n  other 

countries such as the Un ited States of America. Without the abi l ity to travel and re-unite 

in Pakistan for important rituals, e.g .  family wedd ings, the strength of many Pakistan i  

fam i ly networks may be compromised. 

The Pakistani  community are motivated to return to the ancestral homeland to preserve a 

Pakistani ethn ic identity. Pakistan is an essential determi nant of a Pakistan i  ethnic 

identity, subsequently travel l ing to Pakistan represents the continued influence of the 

homeland on overseas Pakistanis. The main concern for first-generation  Pakistanis is 

the preservation of a sense of Pakistaniness amongst the second-generation Pakistan is 

born in  Britain. First-generation Pakistanis are aware that their chi ldren live with many 

identities, e .g .  Pakistani-British-Musl im. However, there is a fear amongst first-generation 

Pakistanis that the younger generation may weaken their attachments with their ancestral 

nation as a consequence of interaction with and i ntegration into British society. 

Therefore, return visits to Pakistan are initiated to mainta in ties with places of origi n  and 
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people significant to understanding of ancestral roots. Moreover , there is a desire 

amongst second-generation Pakistanis to preserve their Pakistani ethnic identity because 

the Pakistani prefix is a recognition of their parents' histories of migration and identity. 

c) The manifestation of the 'migration factor' in tourism participation 

Migration is a key factor influencing post-migration tourism mobilities of the Pakistani 

diaspora to Pakistan. The manifestation of the 'migration factor' in tourism participation 

was illustrated in the context of the 'myth of return'. This 'myth of return' is a significant 

force on influencing tourism journeys of first-generation Pakistanis to the ancestral 

homeland. Tourism performs a crucial role in the survival of the 'myth of return' in the 

post-migration lives of the Pakistani diaspora. It is through travelling to Pakistan, in which 

the 'myth of return' is preserved for those whom permanent settlement to Pakistan has 

not been possible. The 'myth of return' is rooted with the duty and obligation to return to 

Pakistan to fulfil the promise of 'return' ,  albeit partially as was discussed in section 7 .3. 

The 'myth of return' is serviced by 'institutions of migrations', which help to mobilise the 

Pakistani diasporic community for participation in the return visit. These 'institutions of 

migrations' comprise of local travel agents managed by ethnic personnel, e.g. Pakistanis, 

specialising in ticket bookings to Pakistan. 

Some first-generation Pakistanis had extended their return visit as an attempt to fulfil the 

'myth of return' by settling in Pakistan with their families. However, the second

generation found it difficult to adjust to the life-style changes in Pakistan, subsequently 

returning to Britain. Nevertheless, the 'myth of return' remains prominent in socialising 

the second-generation into following the first-generation's patterns of tourism 

participation. For first-generation Pakistanis aspiring to fulfil the 'myth of return' sometime 

in the future, the return visit functions to insti l the ideology of return into second

generation Pakistanis. The first-generation remain adamant that their eventual return to 

Pakistan will retain the legacy of the return trip to the ancestral homeland in tourism 
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participations of the second-generation . The second-generation are also aware of their 

parents p lanned settlement in Pakistan, which wil l  impact upon their tourism movements 

i n  the future shou ld they decide to remain in Britain . 

d) Pakistani ethnic identity and the return visit to Pakistan 

The visit to Pakistan is held as being fundamental for the confirmation of a Pakistani 

ethn ic identity and a col lective sense of 'Pakistaniness' . Thus, the nation state that was 

founded i n  1 947 i n  the post-colon ial period has a sign ificant impact for the Pakistan i 

diaspora i n  terms of representing their identity. The return visit is therefore symbolic of a 

contin ued affil iation to Pakistan .  The impact of return visits to Pakistan upon ethnic 

identity was main ly experienced by second-generation Pakistanis. Although the return 

visi t  was recogn ised by the second-generation as imperative in maintaining ties with 

parents' k in  i n  the ancestral vi l lage or town in Pakistan and the homeland ,  the return d id 

l ittle to ease the ferment of identity formation. 

Second-generation Pakistanis found their identity as British-Pakistanis was scrutin ised by 

hosts, e .g .  relatives in Pakistan. The experiences of visiting Pakistan brought to the 

forefront question s  of identity and belonging, and interrogation of the British and Pakistani 

hyphen of identity. The second-generation were concerned about the reactions of hosts 

to their Britis h  identity, which aroused feelings of being a 'stranger' or 'foreigner' in the 

ancestral homeland.  The British prefix was considered to undermine the ind igenousness 

of the second-generation because un l ike their parents they were not born and bred i n  

Pakistan .  Other factors impacting upon identity formation were: (i) meanings of tourism; 

and (i i) locations of 'home' . The second-generation's definitions of tourism were 

discussed i n  view of travell ing to 'another country' and Pakistan was recognised as 

'another cou ntry' , which intersected with notions of being amongst the 'unfami l iar' and an 

'outsider'. 
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I n  contrast, first-generation Pakistan is d id  not recogn ise Pakistan as 'another country' , 

but it was referred to as 'my country' , which reinforced notions of nativeness and sense of 

cultural  i nclusion ,  which contributed to overcoming a minority status experienced i n  

British society. The first-generation also located their 'home' and  ' heart' in  Pakistan ,  thus 

Pakistan is not only a ' homeland' but  also emerged as a ' heartland' , where homes and 

hearts were located . First-generation Pakistanis did not feel at 'home' in Brita in because 

of the negative experiences, e.g. racial hosti l ity and abuse, they have encountered since 

migration to the United Kingdom. I n  contrast, second-generation Pakistan is identify 

Luton/Eng land/Brita in/the U nited Kingdom as their 'home' because th is is their country of 

birth and a p lace which is sig nificant of their  past and present. However, the second

generation do  recognise Pakistan as their 'second-home' , which is ' home' to the i r  

Pakistan i  ethnic identity. 

e) Barriers to travel 

The barriers to travel presented in section  8.3 i l lustrate the impact of i nternal and externa l  

restrictions impeding upon tourism mobi l ities of the Pakistani commun ity. I nternal 

barriers function to preserve a Pakistani ethnic identity outside the ancestral homeland by 

preventi ng tourism participation in rel ig iously and cultu ral ly incompatible tou rist 

behaviours. Both first and second-generation Pakistan i  research participants reframed 

from engag ing in or visiting places perceived to clash with their Is lamic religious beliefs 

and cu lture as Pakistanis. Therefore, tourism journeys of the Pakistani community to 

countries other than Pakistan  were few and rare. The internal barriers to travel emerged 

in response to the mainstream media representations, which were perceived to portray 

tourist behaviours and activities deemed religiously and cultural ly inappropriate. It can 

also be argued the ideology of return, serviced by the 'myth of return', functioned to 

mainta in internal barriers to travel for first-generation Pakistanis because the duty and 

obl igation of  return restricted participation in a lternative forms of tourism .  
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External barriers emerged as a consequence of socio-pol itical environments in  British 

society that the Pakistan i  commun ity are l iving i n .  The Pakistani d iaspora consciously 

avoid travel to racial ly and rel igious ly hosti le cl imates ,  especially in tourism areas 

perceived to incite racia l  and rel igious hatred . Across all generations a fear was 

expressed about travel l ing to the U nited States of America fol lowing  9/1 1 and the current 

pol itical cl imate of 'g lobal terrorism' . Pakistan is were worried about the potential threat of 

interrogation and harassment at airports, and backlash against M usl ims, e.g .  

l slamophobia, when travel l ing to  destinations other than the ancestral homeland. In 

addition , Pakistanis were a lso anxious of journeying to tourism areas, e.g. rural areas in 

Eng land , with a l imited presence of racial and ethnic minority groups. 

9.2 Relationship to Background Research 

The research findings show ethn ic identity is integral in  i nfluencing tourism movements of 

the Pakistani d iasporic commun ity to Pakistan. The research study findings with 

reference to current studies in the field  of tou rism, previously reviewed in Chapter 2 ,  g ives 

further insights into understanding the tou rism mobi l ities of people and populations l iving 

i n  the d iaspora travel l ing to their ancestral homelands. In  addition ,  the outcomes of the 

investigation are consistent with current theories and conceptual isations of identity 

reviewed in Chapter 1 .  This section d iscusses the relationsh ip  of the find ings of this 

research to relevant background l iterature in  tourism studies, to show how the resu lts fit 

into the existing body of knowledge i n  tou rism. The d iscussion also makes reference to 

the postcolonial l iterature, and migration research ( reviewed in Chapter 3) to understand 

the theoretical and conceptual  relevance of the study. The d iscussion in this section is 

organised around the main research findings of the study, which are: (i) meaning of 

tou rism; (ii) return ing to the ancestral homeland; ( i i i )  the 'myth of return' ;  ( iv) tou rism 

experiences of the Pakistani d iaspora; (v) making of 'home' ; and (vi) barriers to travel .  
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a) Meanings of tourism 

The meanings of tou rism in the l ives of first-generation Pakistanis differ from the 

conventional notions of tourism. For the first-generation travel l ing to their ancestral 

homeland the term 'tourism' has l ittle or no relevance. A major problem of the application  

of  the concept 'tourism' to the Pakistani community relates to constructions of  'home' and 

'space' i n  which Pakistan ,  not Bury Park, is viewed as being 'home' . Thus, first

generation Pakistanis are not travel l ing away from 'home', but journeying to a place 

nominated as 'home' elsewhere .  Although tourism researchers (Urry, 1 990; Stephenson ,  

2002; Duval , 2003a; Timothy and Coles, 2004) have cal led for  empirical inspections to 

study the importance of tourism i n  ethnic communities, little attempt has been made to 

define the term tourism from the perspective of ethn ic people participating in tourism. 

Despite this lack of classification of the defin ition, the type of tourism which closely 

reflects the travel movements of the Pakistan i  community is  'diaspora tourism' ,  reviewed 

in section  2.3. 

The understandings of tou rism in the research were further explored through 

comprehending the meani ng of 'tourist' to the Pakistan i  diaspora. The experiences of 

being  a tourist or non-tourist were principa l ly  d iscussed in  view of travels to Pakistan 

because the homeland was the main destination journeyed to. First-generation 

Pakistan is contextual ised defin itions of tourist in view of being a 'traveller' in countries 

other than their ancestral homeland.  Second-generation Pakistanis perceived 

themselves as being tourists because of the ambivalences and ambiguities shadowing  

their Pakistan i  ethn ic identity in Pakistan. The experiences of being a non-tourist for first

generation Pakistanis is s imi lar to Stephenson's (2002) a nalysis of non-tourist identities 

of British Afro-Caribbean's in their ancestral islands of the Caribbean. The feel ings of 

being a tou rist for second-generation Pakistanis reflects the similar sentiments of 'being a 

foreigner' d iscovered by Stephenson (2002: 409) withi n  the UK Afro-Caribbean 

community participating in ethn ic reunion tou rism. 
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The interpretive ethnographic accounts of second-generation Pakistanis ind icate the 

feel ings associated with being a tourist such as an 'outsider', 'foreigner' or 'stranger' 

h igh l ights the mul tip le cultural d islocations experienced by young generations. These 

ruptured and confusing positions closely resemble the encounters of people and 

popu lations which Bhabha ( 1 994a) considers as 'restless' and 'halfway subjects' . 

Therefore, notions of being a tourist in the ancestral homeland for second-generation 

Pakistanis are consistent with Bhabha's ( 1 994a) postcolonial theory on the locations of 

cu ltu re. Further s imi larities can be drawn with Hol l inshead's ( 1 998a, 1 998b) Bhabh ian 

i nspections of 'th i rd-space cultures' and 'halfway populations' in tourism. The following 

statement from Hol l i nshead ( 1 998b: 6 1 ) closely relates to the chaotic dialects of identity 

formation faced by second-generation Pakistanis participating in the return visit to their 

ancestral country: 

. . .  th i rd space cultures are knotting and scrambled . . .  fragmented and 
sch izophrenic identifications that l ie between individuals, and that 
continual ly "open out" to make and remake boundaries. 

b) Returning to the ancestral homeland 

As identified in the previous section, 9 .2a, the Pakistani community predominately 

participate in d iaspora tou rism because a close interaction between tourism and identity 

was noted in the research findings. The type of d iaspora tourism movement the Pakistani 

community engage in is recogn ised as the retu rn visit. Therefore, interpretive 

ethnograph ic accou nts presented and d iscussed in this research general ly relate to the 

existing l iterature on d iaspora tou rism (Lew and Wong,  2003; Nguyen et al. 2003; Duval , 

2004) , which study the retu rn visit as a particu lar form of d iaspora tourism. However, the 

motivations for Pakistanis returning to their  ancestral homeland and activities engaged in 

are simi lar to those for ethn ic tou rism (Page, 1 999; Kang and Page, 2000; Li ; 2000) ,  

ethnic reun ion tou rism (Feng and Page, 2000; Klemm, 2002; Stephenson, 2002), and 

VFR travel (Paci , 1 994; Seaton and Tagg,  1 995; Moscardo et al. 2000). 
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First-generation Pakistanis are motivated to visit Pakistan to reunite with their natal 

country, friends and relatives and to return to their roots and orig i ns; facil itate diasporic 

n etworking ;  and to preserve the Pakistan i  ethn ic identity of younger Pakistanis. The first

generation i nterviewees' motivations, especial ly for ' reun ification' purposes presented i n  

7 .2a are profoundly influenced by aspirations to search and re-search for their roots and 

orig ins  that a re felt to remain i n  Pakistan .  This experience of searching and re-searching 

for roots and orig ins is simi lar to the conceptua l isations of ethnic reun ion tou rism, which 

emphasises a quest for the past that is reflexive of one's ancestral roots and cultu ra l  

o rig ins (King ,  1 994; Feng and Page, 2000; Stephenson, 2002). 

Asp i rations to reu nite with friends and relatives in the natal vi l lage or town were 

stimulated by nostalgic yearnings and memories of pre-migration l ife, e .g.  ch ildhood. The 

fi rst-generation has h istories and memories elsewhere fuel led by nostalgia, and the 

endless rem iniscence of pasts. The return visit reunites the migrant with h is/her past and 

provides a temporal solution to the d iscontents experienced in British host society. 

According to Hal l  (2000a: 1 48) "the crucial moment of the rediscovery of the search for 

roots" represents an act of resistance to the racial exclusion and marginalisation 

confronted by d iasporas, and the find ings of this research support th is observation . 

F irst-generation Pakistan is are also motivated to travel to their natal country to reun ite 

with and visit friends and relatives. Thus participating  i n  VFR travel or if th is concept is 

d isaggregated, to visit friends and visit relatives (VFVR) in Pakistan.  The VFVR aspect of 

the retu rn v isit is enhanced through 'diasporic networking' ,  which i nvolves meeting with 

members of the extended fami ly l iving in the diaspora in other parts of the world, e.g. 

United States of America, on ceremonial occasions such as weddings. The importance 

of ritua l  events such as weddings, ann iversaries, b irths and deaths for g iving diasporas 
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an o ptimal chance to meet with other fami ly members living elsewhere was observed by 

Duval (2003a: 288) ,  who termed it a "g lobal social network." 

For the first-generation the motivation to reunite with friends and relatives in Pakistan was 

rooted with a sense of obl igation, which corresponds closely to Urry's (2003) 'famil ial ' ,  

'socia l ' ,  ' p lace' and 'event' obl igations. These are not on ly obl igations but  also duties 

ingrained in numerous rituals and practices of the Pakistan i  community, that is, burials, 

weddings and g ift-giv ing . Many famil ia l obligations are a consequence of debt, both 

emotional and financial , to relatives in Pakistan who financially assisted the passage of 

migrants to the United Kingdom. The research find ings relating  to famil ial obligations 

reinforce Seaton's ( 1 994) view that ' relative-orientated' travel in the context of VFR is 

frequently motivated by obligation. Social obligations are three-fold: to the self, to 

relatives in Pakistan and to fel low commun ity members in Luton . Returning to the 

homelands extends d iasporic networks between communities and kinshi ps across the 

Pakistani community. Obl igation to a place is associated with being born in Pakistan, and 

returning to a cou ntry symbolic of a Pakistani  ethn ic identity. The obligation to attend 

events such as burials, funerals, festivals and weddings in Pakistan is predominant i n  

influencing tou rism mobil ities i n  the  Pakistani d iaspora. 

H owever, the extent to which the return visits were undertaken for the benefit of one's self 

and with complete free-wil l  varied between the generations. The second-generation of 

Pakistanis in  the research study travel to Pakistan as a duty to their parents (the first

generation), fu lfi l l ing Urry's (2003) theory of fami l ia l  obl igations. Klemm (2002) noticed 

s imi lar sentiments amongst young Pakistani  professionals i n  Bradford returning to 

Pakistan as a sense of 'duty' to their famil ies. Just as the first-generation uti l ise tourism 

as a means for the second-generation to maintain l inks with the extended family and for 

them to understand their  cultural and ethn ic identity, they a lso use it as a means of 

ensuring that the second generation do not neglect their  duties and obl igations to kin 
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resident i n  Pakistan .  The results of the research indicate that through the process of 

repeat v isitation , the second-generation develop a sense of duty to the extended family i n  

Pakistan , and a subsequent obl igation to return to the ancestral homeland. Simi larities 

can be drawn with Hannam's (2004: 257) inspection of the ambivalence shadowing 

diaspora tou rism journeys of overseas Ind ians returning to I ndia, he asserts: 

For many, a visit to I ndia has become not so much a vacation as a homage to 
the extended fami ly, a break from the ord inary, everyday world by observing 
fami l ia l  piety e lsewhere. 

The second  generation  were found to re-visit Pakistan to 'prove' to their kin that despite 

l iving i n  B rita in  their Pakistani ethn icity remains sign ificant to their identity and l ifestyles. 

A sense of self-obl igation in the second-generation encourages them to learn about their 

ancestral roots and to demonstrate wil l ingness to preserving a Pakistan ethnic identity. 

Thus, second-generation Pakistan is were typica l ly keen to use tourism as a means of re

constructing their Pakistan i  ethn ic  identity. This process of identity re-construction is 

s imi la r  to Baldassar's (2001 )  observations of second-generation Ital ians in Australia who 

were plann in g  to visit their parents' natal country of Italy. She notes: "the second

generation see their visits as transformative, as important to their sense of ethnic identity" 

( Baldassar, 200 1 : 1 0) .  Furthermore, second-generation Pakistanis were generally eager 

to travel to Pakistan  as a measure to preserve a Pakistani  ethnic identity because the 

ancestra l  nation was a central determinant of thei r  ethnicity. Nguyen and King (2004) 

found a simi lar outcome in the ir  study of tou rism patterns of the Vietnamese diaspora in  

Australia ,  stressing that the preservation of  Vietnamese identity is  the central 'push factor' 

for instigat ing return to Vietnam.  

c) The 'myth of return' 

The 'myth of return' ,  accord ing to migration l iterature (Khan ,  1 977; Watson, 1 977; Anwar, 

1 979) ,  has been embedded in the m inds of the first-generation Pakistani migrants to 

B rita in since thei r  arrival i n  the late 1 950s and early 1 960s. However, th is research found 
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that the 'myth of return ' also retains its sign ificance for recent Pakistani migrants a rriv ing 

in Luton for the purpose of un iting  with their spouse following marriage. The 'myth of 

return' also conti nues to maintain  its importance i n  the tourism participation of the 

Pakistan i  community. The interpretive ethnographic accounts col lected from the first

generation migrants indicate the 'myth of return ' is embodied in tourism journeys of the 

Pakistani  diaspora to the ancestral homeland. It is in un ion with the 'myth ' ,  which defines 

the meaning of tou rism withi n  the fi rst-generations of the Pakistani commun ity. The 

importance of the 'myth of return' in  tourism journeys of the Pakistani d iaspora a re 

synonymous to the concept of ' return migration' ,  discussed in  Chapter 2 .  Return 

migration not on ly encompasses the ' return' featu re but also the 'migration factor' (Seaton 

and Tagg , 1 995} , which i n  th is case is an essential component of the rationale for  tou rism 

journeys of the first-generation in their endeavours to impersonate the 'myth of return ' .  

' I nstitutions of  migration ' ,  as  d iscussed i n  Chapter 3, play an essential role in reu n iting the 

Pakistani  d iaspora with Pakistan and subsequently crucial to the survival of the 'myth of 

return ' .  I n  Bury Park (Luton} there are Afro-Caribbean-, Bang ladeshi-, Pakistani- and 

Indian-admin istered travel agencies, the majority being family-run businesses. Many 

Pakistanis have over the years used the services of travel agencies managed by 

Pakistan is, subsequently developing close friendships and business relationsh i ps .  I t  is 

not u ncommon for ethn ic m inority communities to visit travel agencies run by personnel 

belonging to the same ethn ic g roup as themselves, what Klemm (2002) refers to as 

'specialist travel agents' in the context of ethnicity. S imilarly, Kang and Page (2000) in 

their analysis of the South Korean d iaspora i n  Auckland ,  New Zealand found 66 per cent 

of their sample booked trips to Korea through a Korean run travel agency. 

The main function of the special ist travel agents in Bury Park is as Khan ( 1 977} observed 

is to 'service migration '  to the homelands i .e. in th is  case to service return visits to 

Pakistan. Thus, it can be suggested that travel agents also facil itate the 'myth of return' , 
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helping to preserve an imag inary concept of permanent return in the minds of the 

members of the d iaspora through provid ing specia l ist services with an ethnic connection 

for repeat visitations. The interpretive ethnographic findings also ind icate the crucial role 

of ' i nstitutions of migration' in mobi l ising the Pakistan i  community in the participation of 

tou rism . This function of institutions of migration such as 'special ist travel agents' i n  

mobil ising the Pakistani d iaspora for participation in the return visit closely relates to 

research in tourism analysing the role of institutions, e.g.  national tourist boards or 

government departments, i n  the p roduction  of d iaspora tourism (Morgan et al. 2002; Lew 

and Wong ,  2003; Hannam, 2004). 

d) Tourism experiences of the Pakistani diaspora 

The Pakistani informants d iscussed their tourism experiences i n  view of the impacts of 

the return visit to the ancestral homeland u pon their Pakistani  identity. Pakistan i  ethn ic 

identity is subject to negotiation  and re-negotiation in Pakistan as a consequence of 

interactions with hosts, e .g .  relatives, in  the natal vi l lage or town. The second-generation 

in the research found both their Pakistani  and British  identity was subject to scrutiny by 

relatives in  Pakistan, which impacted upon their abi l ity to assimilate into the Pakistani 

host society. In contrast, first-generation Pakistanis were accepted as an ind igenous 

person and their sense of Pakistan iness and Britishness was not questioned by the kin i n  

Pakistan. I nterpretive ethnog raph ic accounts show the principal reason second

generation did not "fit i nn was a consequence of their p lace of birth; they were British ,  

born and bred in  Brita in ,  u n l ike their first-generation parents who shared the same 

country and p lace of birth as relatives in Pakistan .  Furthermore, the second-generation 

are enmeshed in  hyphenated and mu ltip le identities, which seem to be complicating 

locations of ethnicities, cultures, national ities and homes. 

The first-generation d id not feel l ike 'tourists', 'guests' , or 'strangers' in their ancestral 

homeland because they were i n  a famil iar country and amongst people symbolic of their 
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past. Relatives in Pakistan also contributed to assimilating the migrant into the host 

environment by supplying the retu rnee with relevant information to bridge the void 

between the last episodic  visit and the current return trip to Pakistan. The first-generation 

also frequently received u p-to-date information and daily reports from k in  i n  Pakistan of 

events, e .g .  deaths or births, in-between the return visit through telecommun ications. 

The feel ings of not being a 'tourist' or 'guest' re-confirmed the migrants self a nd col lective 

identity in the ancestra l  homeland and temporally re-located the first-generation i n  a 

country with i n  wh ich they held a majority position. The tou rism experiences of the fi rst

generation in this research contrad ict the findings of Stephenson (2002) and Duval 

(2003a). Some Afro-Caribbean migrants in Stephenson's (2002: 41 1 )  felt socially and 

cultu ral ly d islocated in  their ancestral homeland ,  consequently arousing feel ings of being 

a "foreigner'' . Duval (2003a: 290) d iscovered similar sentiments amongst m igrants 

return ing to their nata l  islands i n  the Eastern Caribbean because the returnee felt l i ke a 

"stranger back home on the streets", subsequently replacing identity as a host with that of 

being a 'guest' . 

The ethnograph ic find ings from Stephenson's (2002) and Duval's (2003a) on  feel ings of 

being a 'foreigner' and 'stranger' closely relates to the tourism experiences of second

generation Pakistan is in the ancestral homeland of Pakistan.  For the second-generation ,  

the experience of being treated l ike a 'guest' by k in in Pakistan gave rise to feel ings of 

' unbelonging ' ,  even though they were spend ing time with indigenous people who were 

general ly perceived to share a simi lar ethnic identity. Tourism opens u p  a 'thi rd-space' 

with in  which the hyphens, e.g. Pakistani-British ,  of identity are negotiated and re

negotiated. The identities of the second-generation in the third-space can be considered 

as endlessly "sh ifting" and "spl itting" (Hol l inshead, 1 998a: 1 48). The Bhabhian concepts 

of 'sh ifting ' and 'spl itting '  are applied by Hol l inshead ( 1 998a) to highl ight the inteNening 

role of tou rism in the production of cultural hybridity. The experiences of identity 

formation encountered by second-generation Pakistanis provide new i nsights i nto 

u nderstanding narratives of belonging in and beyond British society. 
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The participation of the Pakistani  d iaspora in the ritualistic activity of g ift-giving or lena

dena and vartan bhanji du ring the return to Pakistan high lighted the transient nature of a 

Pakistan i  ethnic identity. Lena-dena and vartan bhanji echo Mauss's ( 1 950: 50-55) th ree 

obl igations associated with the anthropolog ical interpretation of the g ift: 'to g ive' ,  'to 

receive' , and 'to reciprocate' .  Lena-dena is associated with the obligation 'to g ive' and 'to 

receive' , and vartan bhanji relates to the obl igation 'to reciprocate' .  The tradition of g ift

g iving ,  although rooted with the duty and obl igation of return, was sig n ificant in 

demonstrating the ab i l ity of the Pakistani d iasporic community i n  retain ing a nd 

transporting cultu ral ly symbolic customs from one society to another. The activities of 

lena-dena and vartan bhanji are of fundamental  significance to establ ish ing a col lective 

Pakistani  ethn ic identity, not least because the participation in these ritual istic activities 

develops a sense of col lectiveness. The role of g ift-giving in the Pakistan i  commun ity is 

sim ilar to Stephenson's (2002) observations of the importance of 'gift-relationships' in the 

UK Afro-Caribbean community. The process of being involved in g ift-g iv ing  and receiving 

helps in "endorsing one's identity as a fam ily or community member'' (Stephenson ,  2002: 

41 6) .  

The transmitters, mainta iners, and stewards of the tradition of g ift-giving were first

generation Pakistan i  women. Similarly, Werbner ( 1 990: 1 31 )  observes Punjabi women of 

Pakistani orig in are "guard ians" of the ceremonial exchange of lena-dena and vartan 

bhanji. The central role of women to the process rei nforces Bhachu's ( 1 995: 223) view of 

South Asian women as "cultural entrepreneurs" , i n  the context of renewing cu ltura l  

relationsh ips amongst the dispersed d iaspora. I t  is therefore suggested tourism is a 

positive attribute of identity for first-generation  Pakistani females as women and as 

Pakistanis . Gift-giving in  tourism is a source of empowerment for Pakistani (first

generation) women in the diaspora because it can be considered to redefine their socia l  

position in  British society from the "passive to active" (Werbner, 2002: 1 27). 
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e) Making of 'home' 

Pakistan is 'home' and 'home' is Pakistan , which continues to remain an imag inary 

perception in  the minds of the first-generation unti l return trips. The notion of Pakistan as 

'home' by first-generation Pakistan is is closely associated with their definition of a 

Pakistani ethn ic identity, and the return trip ' home' again emphasises the importance of a 

Pal<istani identity on tourism mobilities. Duval (2002, 2003a) d iscovered the s imi lar 

conception of the ancestral homeland as representing 'home' amongst the 

Commonwealth Eastern Caribbean diaspora of Toronto in  Canada, motivating  the pattern 

of their return visits to the Eastern Caribbean Islands. Simi larly in the context of the 

Vietnamese d iaspora in Australia travell ing to Vietnam,  Nguyen and King (2004: 1 78) 

argue that "conception of the 'home' is inexorably l inked with the past and the i r  (Viet

Kieu) identity." 

The 'myth of return ' is moulded around understandings of 'homes'; 'home' is where the 

'myth' is for first-generation Pakistanis. Pakistan as 'home' is e lected as a centre where a 

vision of a homecoming is established. The ancestral homeland as a 'centre' echoes 

Cohen's ( 1 979) phenomenological analysis of the search for 'existential centres' by 

tourists. The conception of Pakistan as an 'existential centre' in the context of 'home' is 

reflected in the use of affectionate phrases such as " love" or "heart" to describe the 

emotive importance of Pakistan. The "deeper meaning" (Cohen, 1 979: 1 90) or existential 

significance of Pakistan was evident further when first-generation informants were close 

to tears or streams of tears flowed down their cheeks as they spoke of the emotional pain 

of being away from their 'home' Pakistan. These emotive descriptions and expressions 

were represented in the documentary A Migrant's Heart (BBC2: 2003) , which highl ighted 

the cond itions of d isplacement for d iasporas living away from their natal homes, e.g .  the 

ancestral homeland. The place left behind is always home and only by returning to the 
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homeland can a migrant remove the 'mask' of displacement. The migrant, until his or her 

return, "puts on a mask, after mask, after mask" (The Migrant's Heart, BBC2: 2003) 

Tourism in the Pakistani community develops into a process of 'home-making' through 

participation in the return trip to the ancestral homeland. 'Home-making' involves the 

creation, re-creation and de-creation of 'homes'. The process of 'home-making' is further 

a ided with the construction of houses in Pakistan by first-generation Pakistanis. The 

importance of building houses in the ancestral homeland or the process of 'house

making' is two-fold for migrants , firstly the house transforms the imaginary conception of 

home to a physical entity, and secondly the house in Pakistan is symbolic of an eventual 

return to the natal village or town in the future. Werbner ( 1 990: 152) refers to these 

houses in Pakistan as "symbolic investments", which are reminders of an ultimate return 

to Pakistan for the migrant. However, conversely the process of second-home ownership 

m ay contribute to identity problems as Williams and Hall (2002: 2 1 ) observe: "make it 

difficult to determine 'where is home, what is our identity and why are we here?' ." 

The difficulty of locating 'home' is a "paradigmatic colonial and post-colonial condition" 

(Bhabha, 1994a: 9) faced by diasporas across the globe. This complexity of determining 

and locating 'home' were exemplified in the interpretive ethnographic accounts of second

generation Pakistanis. The second-generation identify Luton/England/Britain/the United 

Kingdom as 'home' and Pakistan as their 'second-home' or 'parents home'. In contrast, 

the first-generation located the 'home' of second-generation Pakistanis in Pakistan rather 

than in the British host society. For first-generation Pakistanis, Luton/England/Britain/the 

United Kingdom is the 'new' home and Pakistan is the 'old' home, but this contradicted 

the second-generations notions of 'home'. The second-generation neither had an 'old' or 

'new' home because the 'home' in Britain was the only 'home' for them. 
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Luton as 'home' for second-generation Pakistanis bears the similar emotional significance 

as the 'home' in Pakistan does for their first-generation parents. 'Home' in Britain is an 

important characteristic of identity for second-generation Pakistanis, and the British prefix 

is a defining feature of their social and political identity as 'British-Pakistanis' . Despite the 

social and racial exclusion and marginalisation experienced by the second-generation, 

there is a greater affinity to life in Britain than in Pakistan, and the aspiration to remain in 

the United Kingdom. In these 'chaordic spaces' (Werbner, 2002) of identity, the return 

visit to Pakistan is an indicator of the continued importance of the ancestral homeland on 

identity formation and demonstrates the ability of second-generation Pakistanis to 

transmit aspects of their Pakistaniness from one society to the next. It is therefore worth 

noting the role of tourism in supporting the multiple selves of the second-generation as 

British-Pakistanis and providing a space within which the hyphen can be negotiated. The 

experience of making 'home' and identity in tourism closely relates to Bagguley's and 

Hussain's (2003a: 1 4) observation of constructing identity: 

In contrast to how others see them, second and third generation South Asians, as 
we have seen from our interviews, are constructing new identities, differentiating 
themselves from their parents, yet continuing to be Muslim/Pakistani/Kashmiri 
and British. (underlined by authors) 

f) Barriers to travel 

Pakistani people and populations extend their understandings of 'tourism' and 'tourist' to 

explain host-guest encounters that occurs in other locations beside Pakistan. Religion 

was identified as both an internal and external barrier to tourism participation and racism 

was recognised as an external barrier impeding on travel movements of the Pakistani 

community. The internal restrictions functioned to preserve a Pakistani ethnic identity 

and the external limitations promoted travel to destinations where host populations 

shared a similar racial and religious identity, e.g. the ancestral homeland. The denial of 

the aspiration to visit tourism areas that are perceived as being incompatible with a 

Pakistani ethnic identity is similar to the findings of Stephenson (2004a) in his research 

with the Afro-Caribbean community. He found that there was a general unwillingness 
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amongst the community to travel to places where there was a d issimi lar ethnic identity. 

The expressions of inh ibition from the respondents further support Stephenson's and 

Hughes's (2005) concepts of the establishment of ' racial ised boundaries' bui lt u pon 

intolerance and hosti l ity by 'white' popu lations to 'black' visitors in ru ral environments. 

The i nterpretive eth nographic accou nts i l lustrate Musl im-Pakistanis express l imited 

aspirations to travel to countries that were associated with high levels of post-September 

200 1  resentment, e.g. America. Pakistanis feared the possibi l ity of travel l ing into 

cl imates inhospitable and threaten ing to thei r  Musl im identity. Med ia reports (Wazir, 

2001 ; Cleroux, 2002; Goldenberg , 2002) suggest M usl ims frequently have to travel i n  

hosti le climates as  a consequence of their identity, especial ly when journeying to the 

Un ited States after September 1 1 th 2001 . These experiences and the al l iances between 

travel ,  race, rel ig ion and terrorism support Hook's ( 1 992: 1 74) pre-September 1 1 th 2001 

observation of 'terror' in travel that a lready existed : 

I th ink one fantasy of whiteness is that the threatening Other is always a 
terrorist. This projection enables wh ite people to imag ine there is no 
representation of wh iteness as terror or terrorizing . . .  

The freedom of travel mobil ity to destinations other than the ancestral homeland i s  l imited 

by l slamophobic and racist d isplays of hostil ity i n  the West. Thus, the exclusion and 

marg inalisation experienced by Musl im-Pakistanis i n  tourism is a reflection of the 

chang ing pol itical ideologies and pol itical landscapes in the West. The encounters and 

associations between travel ,  race, rel igion and terrorism can be further appl ied to the 

study of citizenship .  I t  can therefore be argued rel ig ious and racia l  barriers to tou rism 

participation may possibly undermine the identities of Muslim-Pakistanis as British 

citizens. Simi larly, Stephenson (2006: 299) notes racialised experiences of the UK Afro

Caribbean "could prevent individuals from attain ing fu ll rights to cu ltura l  participation ,  that 

is rights to maintain their identities, l ifestyles and socia l  presence." 
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9.3 Contribution to Knowledge 

The contribution of this research to furthering of knowledge can be recognised as having 

three main themes. Firstly, the findings further the comprehension of the meaning and 

the sign ificance of tou rism participation in diasporic and ethn ic communities. Second ly ,  

the understanding of the role of tourism as an actor i n  identity formation has also been 

developed . Th i rdly, the design and conduct of the study furthers methodological practice 

for analysing the relationship between tourism and identity in d iasporic communities. 

These three key themes are explained in detai l  in the following th ree sections of this 

chapter. 

a) Contribution to the understanding of the significance of tourism in diasporic and 
ethnic communities 

The thesis contributes to the emerging debate i n  tourism studies over the relationship 

between d iasporas and ethnic identity and tourism mobil ity. The contribution i l luminates 

the significance of ethn ic identity as a means of u nderstanding tourism journeys and , the 

importance of tou rism as a characteristic of ethn ic identity. Research findings show the 

Pakistani diasporic community mainly return to the ancestral homeland of Pakistan for 

purposes of reun ification, diasporic networking and preservation of a Pakistan i  ethn ic 

identity. Thus, thi s  resea rch significantly bui lds on other  author's (Stephenson ,  2002; 

Duval ,  2003a, 2003b, 2004; Lew and Wong, 2003; Nguyen and King, 2004) work 

examining tourism journeys of d iasporic ethn ic people and populations to their  ancestral 

homelands. 

This research study contributes to understanding the sign ificance of ethn ic identity upon 

tourism participation in the Pakistan i  community. No research can be found in tou rism 

studies or  fields such as the social sciences which have analysed the tou rism mobil ities 
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of first and second-generation Pakistanis in the United Kingdom. This contribution to 

knowledge reinforces the originality of this research because no studies exist which have 

analysed the participation in tourism of the Pakistani diasporic community in the context 

of identity. A few studies (Khan , 1 977; Shaw, 1 988; Werbner, 1 990) have made 

reference to Pakistani migrants travelling to Pakistan, but no attempt has been made to 

explain the importance of such visits in view of identity formation. Therefore, the 

emergent findings of the research give new insights into the relationship between tourism 

and a Pakistani ethnic identity. The interpretive ethnographic accounts also illustrate how 

tourism shapes the identities of Pakistanis and contributes to the negotiation of multiple 

and hyphenated identities such as British-Pakistani-Muslim. 

b) The role of tourism as an actor in identity formation 

The research contributes to understanding the role of tourism as an actor in identity 

formation.  In  the context of postcolonial theory, the study furthers the use of Homi 

Bhabha's ( 1 994a) concepts of 'ambivalence' , 'restless and halfway subjects' and the 

'third-space in tourism studies, previously applied by Hollinshead ( 1 998a, 1998b) , 

Stephenson (2002), and Duval (2003a). Tourism is recognised as a 'third-space' ,  which 

as an interstitial area intervenes in the process of identity formation. I n  this 'third-space' ,  

identity becomes fragmented, questioned and challenged, thus tourism emerges as  a site 

of ambivalence, especially for second-generation Pakistan is. This further contributes to 

understanding the experiences of 'restless and halfway subjects' , as the second

generation chaotically find their identities are shaped , re-shaped and de-shaped by the 

return visit. Further in view of postcolonial theory, the study develops Stuart Hall's 

(2000a, 2000b, 2006) thinking on the 'splitting' of 'old' identities into 'new' identities in two 

different societies. The research shows the impact of the return visit to the ancestral 

homeland upon the reconstruction and deconstruction of both 'old' and 'new' identities of 

the Pakistani community. It can therefore be argued, this research study gives new 
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insights of the application of Bhabha's and Hall's postcolonial theory on identity in non

Western societies. 

The research contributes to understanding the importance of the 'myth of return' in the 

post-migration mobilities of fi rst-generation Pakistani migrants . In particular, relatively 

little is known about the role of the 'myth of return' in the lives of Pakistani people and 

populations settling in the United Kingdom in the context of tourism. This research 

emphasises the continued significance of the 'myth of return' to Pakistanis and the 

influence of this 'myth' upon identity formation. The 'myth of return' in association with 

the return visit brings to the forefront different notions of (un)belonging for first and 

second-generation Pakistanis. For first-generation Pakistanis the 'myth' is imperative to 

the survival of the idea of 'home' and attachments of the second-generation to the 

ancestral nation of Pakistan, wh ich is recognised as a central determinant of a Pakistani 

ethnic identity. For second-generation Pakistanis the 'myth' further bri ngs to the forefront 

the ambivalences and ambiguities confronting their multiple identities as British

Pakistanis, and the location of multiple 'homes' that intersect with their ethnicity, religion, 

nationality and 'race'. 

c) Contribution to research methodology 

The study uses post-positivistic qualitative research methodology in understanding the 

inter-relationship between tourism and ethnic identity, which contributes to developing 

methodological practice for investigating diasporic communities in tourism studies. The 

research also contributes to methodological theory and practice in the context of 

reflexivity in tourism studies. The reflexive accounts presented in this research 

emphasise the importance of the process of reflexivity to critically assess the position of 

researchers in interpretive ethnographic writings. The practice of reflexivity is essential to 

comprehending both mutual and incompatible relations between the researcher and 

researched. Moreover, considering no study to date can be found which has researched 
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tourism mobilities of the Pakistani community in the United Kingdom in the context of 

identity; the use of interpretive ethnography aids the development of transdisciplinary 

dialogue across other fields such as the social sciences. 

9.4 Research Study Aim and Objectives Re-visited 

The research study aim was to analyse the interrelationship between a Pakistani ethnic 

identity and participation in tourism within the Pakistani community in Bury Park, Luton. 

Five research study objectives, listed in the I ntroduction part of the thesis, were proposed 

to contribute to the fulfilment of the specific research enquiry aim. The research study 

objectives are re-visited in this section to identify the extent to which they were fulfilled, 

and hence the extent to which the aim of the research was achieved. 

a) Research Objective 1: to comprehend the understanding of tourism to the 
Pakistani community 

Objective one has been fulfilled, despite the inter-generational differences between 

Pakistani informants concerning the use of the term 'tourism'. Although tourism is not a 

term widely used in the Pakistani community to explain return visits to Pakistan, it is 

understood in the context of travel. The first-generation used Punjabi and Urdu words to 

describe meanings of tourism and the second-generation presented their explanations in 

English. Nevertheless, in comparison with conventional definitions of tourism, meanings 

of tourism in the Pakistani community are determined by the experiences and activities 

engaged in during the return visit. Thus, the conceptualisations of tourism from the 

perspective of the Pakistani community were rooted in explanations that were cultu rally 

consistent with their comprehensions and motivations. Moreover, considering no study 

can be found which defines the meanings of tourism in the Pakistani community; it was 

imperative not to impose Western-centric or 'textbook' notions of tourism, but to 

encourage the emergence of culturally specific comprehensions. 
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b) Research Objective 2: to investigate the motivations that instigates visits to the 
diasporic homeland of Pakistan 

Objective 2 has been fulfilled because the interpretive ethnographic findings show 

aspirations to participate in the return visit to Pakistan are stimulated by the desire to 

reunite with 'roots and origins' and friends and relatives in Pakistan, diasporic networking, 

and the preservation of a Pakistani ethn ic identity. These motivations further influenced 

the activities the Pakistani diaspora engaged in during visits to Pakistan. For example, 

aspirations for reunification extended to visiting kinfolk liv ing outside the natal village or 

town; the desire for diasporic networking contributed to engaging in the tradition of gift

giving; and the need to preserve a Pakistan i  ethnic identity was combined with 

recreational and leisure pursuits, and participation i n  folk traditions symbolic of Muslim

Pakistani identity. Across all generations, similar motivations were expressed to return to 

the ancestral homeland because the nation of Pakistan was reflexive of a Pakistani ethnic 

identity. The primary reason for the close relationship between a Pakistani ethnic identity 

and Pakistan is because the actual place and cultural environment of Pakistan is 

recognised as being central to defining a 'Pakistani' ethnicity and shaping a sense of 

'Pakistaniness' . 

c) Research Objective 3: to analyse the influence of migration upon tourism 
mobilities 

Objective 3 has been achieved as the research findings i llustrate that migration is a 

significant factor influencing tourism mobilities to Pakistan. The histories, stories and 

experiences associated with the migratory journeys of the first-generation provoke 

tourism movements to the ancestral homeland. First-generation Pakistan is continue to 

live with the enigma of arrival, which is dominated by the 'myth of return' and further 

erodes into the tourism movements of the second-generation born in Britain. The 'myth 

of return' is further supported with the notions of 'home-making' and 'house-making' , 
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which are two vital aspects in the context of m igration that influence return visits to 

Pakistan. Tourism assists the first-generation in impersonating the 'myth of return' by 

temporally re-locating them to a place nominated as 'home' to which they aspire to return 

to someday. Pakistan as 'home' is further reinforced by the constructions of houses in 

natal villages or towns, indicating an eventual return to the homeland. However, until the 

'myth of return' has been fully accomplished, the houses i n  Pakistan are lived i n  between 

episodic visits. 

d) Research Objective 4: to assess the impact of return visits upon on ethnic 
identity 

Objective 4 has been achieved because the interpretive ethnographic findings i l lustrate 

the return visit does impact upon a Pakistani ethnic identity. Ethnic identity has been 

found to be a significant force in shaping the travel and tourism behaviour of the Pakistani 

community in Bury Park. The participation in return visits to Pakistan have further 

contributed to identity formation through the negotiation of 'old' and 'new' identities. The 

'old' sense of identity in essence lies in the notion of a hyphen-free Pakistani ethnic 

identity, and the 'new' identity represents a hyphenated version of a Pakistan i  identity that 

contained the British prefix. The second-generation in particular feel the effects of the 

return visits on their hyphenated or multi ple identities as they restlessly strived to locate 

them in-between Pakistan and Britain. For second-generation Pakistanis the encounters 

with hosts in Pakistan bring to the forefront yet again the inescapable question of 

identities, which shadows their lives in Brit ish ·society. The return visit highlights the 

ambivalent and ambiguous process of identity formation, for a generation caught in

between the trajectories of 'old' and 'new' identities. 
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e) Research Objective 5: to understand the barriers to tourism participation for the 
Pakistani community 

The research findings indicate several barriers to travel exist in the Pakistani community, 

which restrict the tourism mobilities of the first and second-generation Pakistanis. Thus 

objective five of the study has been achieved. Internal and external barriers to tourism 

participation for the Pakistani community were identified. Religion and culture was 

recognised as an internal barrier and 'race' and religion was identified as an external 

barrier. The internal barriers were imposed by Pakistanis themselves to prohibit 

engagement in tourist behaviours and visitation of tourism places perceived to clash with 

their Islamic religious beliefs as Muslim-Pakistanis. Furthermore, in essence, the sub

structures that lie within the Pakistani ethnic identity, including family, religious and 

cultural associations dictate that travel is orientated to a re-enforcement of that identity, 

which are aided by the internal barriers to travel. The external barriers to tourism 

participation reflect the socio- political climates of the West, e.g. post-September 1 fh 

2001 , which Pakistanis are residing in and the subsequent impact of the socio-politica l 

environments upon tourism mobilities. Moreover, this emphasises the extent to which 

changing political ideologies and political landscapes intersect with elements of ethnic 

identities, particularly within the context of travel and tourism. 

f) Research Study Aim: to analyse the inter-relationship between a Pakistani 
ethnic identity and participation in tourism 

The research study aim has been achieved following the fulfilment of the research 

objectives discussed in parts (a)-(e) in this section. The interpretive ethnographic 

findings and discussion of findings show an inter-relationship between a Pakistani ethnic 

identity and tourism participation in the Pakistani community residing in Bury Park, Luton. 

The association between ethnic identity and tourism is emphasised in the 

comprehensions of tourism; motivations influencing visits to the ancestral homeland; the 

role of migration upon tourism mobilities; the effect of the return visit upon identity 

formation; and barriers to travel. Notably, a Pakistani ethnic identity is a significant force 
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in stimulating tou rism movements of the fi rst and second-generation to the ancestra l 

homeland of Pakistan .  It can a lso be argued ,  tou rism is an essential characteristic of a 

Pakistani ethn ic identity , which bears equal sign ificance to customs, traditions, rituals and 

life-style in  the l ives of the Pakistan i  d iasporic community. 

9.5 Limitations of Study 

The research study l im itations are affected by the scope, design ,  conduct and findings of 

th is investigation. Th is section  d iscusses the l imitations of the study to emphasise the 

shortcomings of the research i n  view of matters of appl icabi lity of findings, research 

i nformant interpretations, researcher characteristics and issues of sampling . 

a) Application of findings 

The applicabi l ity of the research findings are l im ited to the Pakistani d iasporic community 

resident in the neighbourhood of Bury Park, Luton i n  the United Kingdom, identifying 

themselves as Pakistan i  and recognising Pakistan as thei r  ancestral homeland . I n  

add ition, the interpretive ethnograph ic find ings are l im ited to first and second-generation 

Pakistanis attending the Ghar se Ghar women's group and the fou r  famil ies, from the 

seventy-five household contacted, participating in the study. A further l imitation of using 

the electoral reg ister is that only households the researcher assumed to be Pakistani 

were contacted, which was solemn ly based on the fieldworker's personal judgements. 

Consequently, members of the Pakistan i  commun ity not attending the Ghar se Ghar 

g roup and those not l isted in the Luton South Ward electoral register were not 

approached or contacted to participate i n  the research .  
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b) Research informant interpretations 

The interpretations of the return visit to the ancestral homeland of Pakistan were 

restricted and rel iant upon the research informant' s  abil ity to recal l  encounters and 

remember experiences from retu rn visits between the years 1 998-2003. Therefore , 

methodolog ical  practice was l imited to studying remin iscences of return visits to Pakistan 

of the Pakistani community in  Bury Park. These i nterpretive ethnographic accounts of the 

Pakistani d iasporic community were collected in Britain , rather than in Pakistan during 

participation of Pakistanis in the return visit. Thus, l ittle is known about the 'actual '  

encounters and experiences of the Pakistan i  diaspora during the stay in  the ancestral 

homeland because no fieldwork was conducted i n  Pakistan . Moreover, the hosts' views, 

e.g .  friends and relatives in Pakistan,  are not included i n  the research. The research 

rel ies upon the research informant to expla in the hosts attitudes and behaviours towards 

first and second-generation Pakistan is. These accounts cannot be verified because the 

researcher did not visit the friends and relatives of research informants in Pakistan du ring 

the col lection of data . 

c) Researcher characteristics 

A further l im itation of the study is that a researcher with specific characteristics designed 

and conducted the research with the Pakistani d iaspora in Bury Park. The researcher's 

ethnic orig in is Pakistani ,  which is determined in view of her grandparents and parents 

country of orig in  - Pakistan .  The fieldworker is a second-generation Pakistani born in 

B ritain to fi rst-generation Pakistan i  migrants a rrivi ng in Britain in the early 1 970s. 

Although the researcher's parents frequently revisit Pakistan , she has only visited her 

ancestral homeland once, which was approximately twenty-six years ago. Other entities 

of identity l im iting the research are gender, mother-tongue language, marita l status, 

relig ion ,  and educational background .  The roles, experiences and encounters confronted 

by the researcher and her response to certain s ituations were time, space and informant 

specific, subsequently l imiting researcher reflexivity. 
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d) Issues of sampling 

Interpretive ethnographic accounts in the research are skewed predominately towards 

Pakistani women research informants, because seventeen participants were female and 

five respondents were male. The reason for limitations such as gender was due to 

matters of ethics complexities of purdah made it difficult to access male members of the 

Pakistani community. Consequently, interpretive ethnographic findings were limited to 

first and second-generation Pakistani females, and thus there was the possibility of 

gender-bias in the findings collected. Further in view of the sample, the research findings 

are limited to first and second-generation Pakistanis. Although two third-generation 

Pakistanis were interviewed, their responses produced thin descriptions of participation in 

tourism and lacked in interpretation, therefore they were not included in the study. 

Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter discusses the main findings of the research study, the relationship of the 

findings to background literature, identifies the contribution of the study, re-visits the 

research aim and specific objectives and recognises the limitations of the research study. 

The discussion of findings shows that a Pakistani ethnic identity is a significant force 

influencing participation in tourism within the Pakistani community. The type of tourism 

journeys influenced by a Pakistani ethnic identity is return visits to the ancestral 

homeland of Pakistan. Across all generations, returning to Pakistan is recognised as 

fundamental to confirming and re-confirming a Pakistani ethnic identity and a collective 

sense of 'Pakistaniness'. The return visit brings to the forefront questions about 

belonging, which subsequently affect the ways in which the first and second-generation 

view their identity and place in Pakistan and Britain. 
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The research study relates closely with current studies examining the relationship 

between diaspora and tourism. However, the research findings also correspond well with 

conceptualisations of ethnic tourism, ethnic reunion tourism, VFR travel and return 

migration. Therefore the research contributes to the debate in tourism studies on 

diaspora tourism in view of the return visit to understand the tourism participation of 

diasporic communities in the context of identity. Furthermore , the discussion of findings 

emphasises the theoretical contribution of the research in comprehending the role of 

tourism as an actor in identity formation. It is also worth noting the contribution of the 

research in promoting the use of post-positivistic research methodology for future 

(Pakistani) researchers, qualitative enquiries and the study of (Pakistani) diasporic people 

and populations in and beyond the field of tourism. The contribution of the research 

further reinforces the originality of this study, because no study can be found which has 

investigated the tourism mobilities of the Pakistani community in the context of identity 

using interpretive ethnographic methodological practice. 
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Conclusions and Directions for Future Research 

This part of the thesis: 

• explains the key findings emerging from the research to understand the 

relationship between tourism and ethnic identity in the Pakistani community; 

• emphasises the implications of the findings of this research for the study of 

diasporic people and populations; and 

• identifies the potential for further research with the Pakistani diaspora and 

suggests future tourism research agendas. 

Explanation of Key Findings 

The research shows a close relationship between a Pakistani ethnic identity and 

participation in tourism exists within the Pakistani community residing in Bury Park , Luton. 

The Pakistani diaspora investigated in this study predominately travel to their ancestral 

homeland of Pakistan. This form of tourism participation is identified as the return visit , 

which is experienced by both first and second-generation Pakistanis. First and second

generation Pakistanis aspire to travel to Pakistan as a means of preserving a Pakistani 

ethnic identity. The activities participated in, e.g. diasporic networking, during the return 

to Pakistan are reflections of the motivation to preserve a Pakistani ethnic identity. 

Although, there is a sense of duty and obligation attached to the return visit, both first and 

second-generation Pakistanis enjoyed seeing their extended family in Pakistan and, 

being present during ceremonial occasions such as weddings. 
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Across all generations the meanings of tourism, motivations to travel, the importance of 

the history of migration and the impact of the return visit has brought to the forefront 

matters of identity and belonging. They have given rise to evolving questions of identity 

and transnational forms of citizenship, in terms of what it is to be a Pakistani and a 

British-Pakistani in Pakistan and Britain, which subsequently affects attitudes to travel ,  

tourism experiences and patterns of behaviour. For first-generation Pakistanis the return 

visit temporally alleviates feelings of being a 'foreigner' in British society and is an 

opportunity to escape the discontents associated with migration and settlement, e.g. 

racism and lslamophobia . Although the return to Pakistan re-assimilates the first

generation migrant into the natal home it may act as a barrier of integration into the host 

society. It can therefore be suggested that tourism on the one hand provides a sanctuary 

from the discontents of migration, and on the other hand further excludes or marginalises 

the migrant in another society, e.g. host country. 

For second-generation Pakistanis returning to Pakistan gives rise to a sense of 

restlessness, arising from living in-between multiple identities and the history of migration .  

The experience of  identity formation for the second-generation is  rooted with ambivalence 

and ambiguities as they attempt to negotiate their hyphenated identities in the ancestral 

homeland. The second-generation while reinforcing a Pakistani ethnic identity find that 

upon return to Pakistan their sense of Pakistaniness is overshadowed with a British 

identity, which makes them feel different to the indigenous populations and makes it 

difficult to integrate into Pakistani host society. For second-generation Pakistanis identity 

in tourism is shaped by hosts, e.g. relatives in Pakistan, giving precedence to their British 

component of their identity over their Pakistani origins. It can therefore be suggested 

tourism on the one hand reunites second-generation Pakistanis with their roots and 

origins, and on the other hand reinforces their British identity. The encounters during the 

return visit give rise to new and different narratives of belonging, which re-enhances the 

British component of identity and, challenges the perceived notion of the second

generations identity being simply defined by their parents' country of birth. 
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The return to Pakistan highligh ts in the global and post-modern world, the ability to travel 

easily is a major factor upon identity. It may even be that far from broadening horizons, 

tourism constructs barriers by reinforcing a Pakistani ethnic identity that makes it difficult 

for someone to travel to societies outside the ancestral homeland. Subsequently, a 

Pakistani identity limits the tourism mobilities of Pakistanis to other places that are 

reflexive of their identity as British-Pakistanis. The negative stereotyping of a Muslim vis

a-vis Pakistani identity can narrow the prospect of travel to other places, through 

constructing barriers that reinforce the socio-political ideologies and socio-political 

landscapes that makes someone feel different. Consequently, the socio-political factors, 

e.g. lslamophobia, play a key role in sustaining and rejuvenating attachments with the 

ancestral homeland, and cementing the increasing symbolic significance of ethnic 

reunion. 

Impl ications of Study 

The implications for understanding the relationship between identity and tourism, the 

influence of sub-structures of identity, and the role of institutions of migration are 

discussed in this section. 

a) Refat;onship between identity and tourism 

Firstly, the results of this investigation have implications for the study of the relationship 

between identity and tourism. As already discussed in the 'Explanation of Findings' 

section in this chapter, identity is a major factor influencing tourism mobilities of the 

Pakistani  community. These findings also have implications for the study of what it is to 

be a Pakistani  in Britain fol lowing September 1 1 th 2001 and ih July 2005 bombings. This 

draws attention to the negotiation of identity of British-Pakistani-Musl ims in societies 
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marked by 'post' climates, e.g. post-September 11th 2001, post-7/7, and the impact of 

these 'post' environments upon tourism participation .  

b) Influence of sub-structures of identity 

Secondly, the findings on the influence of sub-structures of identity, e.g. family, religion 

and culture, discussed in section 9.4, have implications for people who do not accept 

these imposing structures, which create pressure to travel to Pakistan. The Pakistani 

diaspora become passively engaged in the return visit, which limits tourism mobilities to 

other destinations. However, the individual as an 'agent' of change may challenge these 

structures and barriers by acting with free-will. Thus, · an individual as an 'agent' of 

change has the freedom of mobility to travel to destinations other than the ancestral 

homeland. 

c) Institutions of migration 

Thirdly, institutions of migration perform a vital role in the survival of the 'myth of return' in 

the Pakistani diaspora. The institutions of migration such as 'specialist travel agents' are 

a major factor in assisting first-generation Pakistanis to fulfil, albeit temporally, the 

ideology of return. Although the institutions of migration mobilise the Pakistani 

community to participate in the return visit to produce diaspora tourism movements, it can 

be argued that 'specialist travel agents' reinforce the barriers to travel. Therefore, such 

institutions of migration should consider encouraging and promoting alternative forms of 

tourism behaviours to assist in reducing internal and external restrictions to travel. The 

implications of this are that institutions of migration can contribute to integrating those 

informants who felt marginalised or excluded in British society. 
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Suggestions for Future Research 

The suggestions for future research can be recognised as having two main themes. 

Firstly alternative inspections for future research are identified for the researcher to 

examine further the understanding of tourism participation in the Pakistani community. 

Secondly, new agendas for future research are proposed to investigate the tourism 

mobilities of the Pakistani diaspora and other global diasporic communities. These two 

key themes are explained in detail in the following two sections of the thesis . 

a) Alternative inspections for future research 

During the conduct of study several additional interpretive ethnographic findings emerged 

which present an opportunity for the researcher to address these alternative inspections 

for research in the future. Firstly, the importance of religion in understanding the 

significance of a Muslim identity upon participation in tourism within the Pakistani 

community needs investigating. Secondly, the impacts of the return visit upon identity 

formation of third-generation Pakistanis require examination. Thirdly, the attachments to 

the ancestral homeland can be analysed further in view of trans-national forms of 

citizenship in tourism. 

Pakistani diasporic religious identity as a motivating force for travel 

The Pakistani research informants were motivated to return to Pakistan to visit shrines 

and tombs of Sufi pirs (saints/holy men) for spiritual healings. These shrines and tombs 

are symbolic of the Sufi philosophical teachings of Islam and subsequently central to 

representations of Sufi Muslim heritage in Pakistan. The first-generation informants in 

this study paid homage to the shrines and tombs of Sufi pirs during the return visit to 

Pakistan. When visiting a shrine Pakistanis engaged in ritualistic activities such as 

offering prayer, laying flowers on the pir's tomb and leaving charitable donations. 

Pakistani informants also departed from the shrine with lockets containing holy verses 
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written by a practicing Sufi pir for spiritual protection and healing. This non-obligatory 

pilgrimage to graves and meetings with pirs demonstrates a religious attachment to the 

ancestral homeland, and a space within which to articulate a diasporic religious identity. 

The importance of the visit to shrines and tombs of Sufi pirs requires further research to 

understand the Muslim dimension of identity and the sub-structures of identity, e.g. 

religion, upon travels to the ancestral homeland. 

Third-generation Pakistanis 

The impact of the return visit to Pakistan upon third-generation Pakistanis presents the 

potential to develop alternative research agendas. The third-generation is recognised as 

the children of second-generation Pakistanis born in the United Kingdom. Although two 

third-generation Pakistanis were interviewed and the data was analysed, no reference is 

made to these findings for several reasons: (i) no interpretively rich descriptions were 

collected; (ii) the sample comprised of only two-generation participants, which 

undermined matters of transferability; and (iii) only semi-structured interviews were 

conducted and no other data collection method was used as a consequence of restricted 

access by the parents. It would be interesting to observe how future generation of 

Pakistanis born in Britain define their identity and the role of tourism in identity formation. 

The analysis can further extend to analysing the influence of sub-structures of identity 

such as the family upon tourism mobilities of the third-generation. 

Tourism, identity and citizenship 

The relationship between tourism, identity and citizenship can be further explored in 

alternative research agendas. The interpretive ethnographic accounts of second

generation Pakistanis indicate attachments to two different nations - one by birth (Britain) 

and one to the parents' country of birth (Pakistan). These trans-national forms of 

citizenship in tourism can be examined to comprehend allegiances of second-generation 

Pakistanis to more than one nation-state. The matters of long ing , belonging and 
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unbelonging noted in the research in view of meanings of 'tourist' , 'guest' and 'home' can 

be extended to analyse conceptualisations of being a ' (trans)cit izen' in British society or 

elsewhere. Thus, further research is required to comprehend the role of tourism in 

eroding or enforcing the civil, political and social r ights of the second-generation as 

British, Pakistanis and Musl ims. 

b) Future research agendas 

In the future, it is anticipated that new research agendas will emerge to develop 

understandings of tourism participations of the Pakistani community and other diasporic 

communities. Firstly, to advance thinking in tourism mobilities of the Pakistani diasporic 

community, future researchers should embark upon field tr ips to observe tourism 

experiences of Pakistanis in the ancestral homeland and other tourism destinations. 

Secondly, the tourism experiences of sub-diasporic Pakistani communities, e.g. 

Kashmiris, l iving in the Luton area are needed. Thirdly, concepts of 'reunion' in 

'developing societies' not just developed societies requires attention. Lastly, future 

research is needed to further understand the usefulness of reflexive thinking in qualitative 

tourism studies research. 

Fieldwork in Pakistan 

It is suggested that future researchers will embark upon field trips to Pakistan with their 

research informants to examine tourism experiences in the ancestral homeland. The 

fieldwork in Pakistan will verify findings from th is research and the fieldworker will be able 

to observe first-hand travel and tourism behaviour associated with the return trip. In 

addition, future research in Pakistan should aim to include the host's perspective to gain 

a comprehensive understanding of host-guest encounters of participation in return visits 

in the context of diaspora tourism. In view of matters of practicality and time constraints , 

future studies are predicated to be small-scale interpretive ethnographic studies, but 
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longitudinal ,  to study the impact of episodic trips on pre-visit, d u ring-visit, and post-visit to 

Pakistan.  

Researching sub-diasporic Pakistani communities 

Future research agendas wi l l  address issues of sub-diasporic identities of people and 

populations orig inating from Pakistan. During the conduct of th is research the fieldworker 

met members of the community in Bury Park defi n ing their diasporic ethn ic identity as 

Kashmiris and Kashm iri-Pakistanis, rather than ' Pakistanis'. Kashmiris or Kashmiri

Pakistanis recogn ise 'Azad Kashmir' (Pakistan Occupied Kashmir) in North Pakistan as 

their ancestral homeland, which is recognised as a 'disputed territory' , i n  Pakistan. 

Therefore, issues of contested identity need discussion to comprehend the socio-pol itical 

nature of su b-diasporic g roups that chal lenge the notion of a homogenous Pakistani 

diaspora. This requ ires a discussion in terms of what it is to be Kashmiri or Kashmiri

Pakistani in 'occupied ' ,  'contested' and 'disputed' regions in Pakistan and the effect of the 

return visit on self and col lective identity. 

'Reunion' in 'developing societies' 

It is anticipated that a future researcher wi l l  study the concept of ' reunion' in 'developing 

societies' not j ust developed societies, where there are significant migrant labour 

commun ities, e .g .  U nited Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia. Future research is expected to 

enhance understandings of international cases of 'reunion' and to further the 

comprehension of the relationship between tou rism,  m igration ,  mobi l ity and ethnic 

reunion. This wil l  h igh l ight the experiences of d iasporas l iving in non-Western parts of 

the world and the i mpact of ethn ic reunion upon their 'old' and 'new' identities. 

Furthermore, the study of ' reunion' i n  developing countries can be extended to examine 

Pakistan i  d iasporas l iv ing elsewhere in  the world other than the United Kingdom. This 

provides the basis to conduct comparative studies of the significance of ethn ic identity as 
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a motivating force in shaping the travel and tourism behaviours of overseas Pakistanis i n  

different societies, e.g. the West and non-West. 

Reflexivity in tourism research 

Future research will further the use of reflexivity in tourism studies through the integration 

of reflexive thinking in qualitative research agendas. It is expected that other researchers 

studying diasporas which they consider as their 'own' will examine their insider and 

outsider positions. While this thesis centres upon experiences and encounters of a 

female-Pakistani born in Britain investigating a Pakistani community in the United 

Kingdom, she would encourage both male and female Pakistani interpretive 

ethnographers investigat ing Pakistani diasporas to engage in the process of reflexivity. 

Future researchers should not hesitate in revealing their subjectivities to the world of 

research and to promote the process of reflexivity in the analysis of tourist behaviours 

and movements. In doing so, tourism can act as an informer and advancer of reflexivity 

for other researchers, qualitative tourism vistas and the subjects studied. 
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Appendix 1 :  Conceptualising the Pakistani  d iaspora 

The characteristics of Safran's ( 1 991 ) defin itions of d iaspora relevant to this research 
study 

Diasporas: 

1 .  They, or their ancestors, have been d ispersed from a specific orig inal 
"centre" to two or more "peripheral" or foreign regions. 

♦ The Pakistan i  community (first-generations) migrating from Pakistan to 
B rita in since the late 1 950s. 

2. They retai n  a col lective memory, i l lusion or myth about their original 
homeland - its physical location ,  h istory and ach ievements. 

♦ The extent to which memories, i l l usions or myths is embodied i n  tourism 
narratives within  the Pakistani diaspora.  

3. They bel ieve that they are not - and perhaps cannot be ful ly accepted by 
their host society and therefore feel partly al ienated from it. 

♦ The fi ltration of such al ienation as experienced with i n  host society in tourism 
experiences and perceptions amongst the Pakistan i  commun ity. 

4. They regard their ancestra l homeland as their true, idea l home and as the 
place to which they or their descendants would [or shou ld] eventual ly return 
when conditions are appropriate. 

♦ The Pakistani  community uti l ising tourism as an in itiator for episodic retu rn 
to ancestra l homelands amongst first generations and descendants born in 
Brita in .  

5. They bel ieve that they should ,  col lectively, be committed to the maintenance 
of restoration of thei r  orig inal homeland and to its safety and prosperity. 

♦ The importance of tourism in sustain ing col lective duties and obligations 
with in the Pakistan i  diaspora. 

♦ 

6. They continue to re late, personal ly or vicariously, to that homeland i n  one 
way or another, and their ethnocommunal consciousness and solidarity are 
i mportantly defined by the existence of such a relationship. 

The sign ificance of connections to ancestral homelands which impact upon 
self and col lective expressions of a Pakistani ethn ic identity. 

Key: 

1 -6  Safran's characteristics of d iaspora 
♦ Applying Safran's conceptions of d iaspora to this research study. 

Source: Adapted from Safran (1 991 : 93-64). 
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Appendix 2:  Location of Luton 

A map showing the location of Luton in the United Kingdom 
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Appendix 3: Stephenson's (2002) qual itative practice 

The relevance of Stephenson's (2002) research methodology to qual itative th inking for 
th is research study 

� 

h 

s 

Methodological 
Perspective(s) 

Research Strategy 

Sample and Sampling 
Frame 

Data Collection 
Techniques 

Data Analysis Procedure 

Reflexivity 

Source: Author's own work. 

Stephenson's (2002) 
Research Study of the 
Afro-Caribbean Diaspora. 

No mention of research 
paradigms directing 
interpretations. 

Longitudinal Ethnography 
conducted from 1 993 to 
1 996. 

Moss Side, Manchester 
(UK) ;  B lack m inority 
(migrant) g roups o riginating 
from the Caribbean;  1 5  key 
i nformants; research 
confederate uti l ised to 
in itiate contacts . 

U nstructured interviews, 
friendly conversations 
participant observations, 
and telephone interviews. 

Thematic analysis of data , 
and uses the notions of 
crystal l ization. 

Researcher of different 
ethnic backg round to 
i nformants; research journal 
kept. 

The Relevance and 
Applicability of 
Stephenson's Study to 
this Research Enquiry. 
Difficult to identify -

perspective not identified by 
Stephenson . 

Ethnography not 
longitud inal , proposed for 
conduct from 2003-2005. 

Bury Park, Luton ,  (UK) ;  
Pakistani d iaspora, migrant 
commun ity; at least twenty 
i nformants; use of research 
confederate not anticipated , 
therefore initiation of 
contact rel ies upon the 
researcher. 

Use of qualitative data 
collection techn iques. 

To be bricoleur in this 
study, which Stephenson 
(2002) was not, despite 
seeking to obtain 
interpretive rich data. 

Thematic analysis and 
crystal lization of data can 
be applied .  

Researcher shares a similar 
ethnic background to 
informants; personal 
fieldwork journal to be kept. 
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Appendix 4: Weaknesses of interpretive ethnography 

Weaknesses associated with interpretive ethnog raphy with corresponding solutions 

Weaknesses of i nterpretive ethnography 

Holstein and G ubri um ( 1 994: 268) 

The interpretive study of cultu re is 
"organisational ly embedded . . .  and a 
socia l ly organised circumstance" because 
comprehensions  of the social world are 
serviced by ' i nstitutional th inking' (concept 
Holstein  and G ubrium borrow from the 
anthropolog ist Mary Doug las, 1 986) .  

F ine ( 1 994): 

'Verstehen' is d ifficult to achieve because 
the 'hyphen' i n-between the researcher and 
researched is rooted with contradictions 
because the l ives and u nderstandings of 
fieldworker and i nformant d iffer. 

Solutions proposed to overcome the 
identified weaknesses 

To overcome the possibi l ity of imposing 
' institutional th inking' i n  representations 
and i nterpretations of tourism in the 
Pakistani community, the researcher 
proposes that the find ings generated 
should be given or read back to the 
participants. In addition to double-check 
interpretations of data with research 
informants. 

Researcher to consider Fine's ( 1 994) 
solution to i nspecting the 'hyphen' in
between the researcher and researched. 
Fine (1 994: 72) proposes fieldworkers 
should consider in their i nterpretations what 
is not "happen ing between" the knower and 
known. Thus, taking into account moments 
when there is no empathy between the 
informant and researcher. 

Source: Fine ( 1 994) ,  Holstein  and Gubrium (1 994) 
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Appendix 5: Bury Park in Luton 

Map showing research field area in Bury Park, Luton 

Source: www.ordancesurvey.co. uk/oswebsite/ 
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Appendix 6/a: Images of Pakistani retail outlets in Bury Park 

Picture A shows a travel agency branch of Pakistan I nternational Airl ine (P. I .A) , and 
Picture B Pakistani women shopping in an ethnic clothes store 

Picture A: 

Source: Author's own work 

Picture B :  

Source: Author's own work 
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Appendix 6/b: Images of the Muslim faith in Bury Park 

Picture A shows the Central Mosque and Picture B Musl im women dressed in the jilbab 

Picture A: Central Mosque in Bury Park 

Source: Author's own work 

Picture B: Muslim women in  the iilbab 

Source: Author's own work 
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Appendix 7: Appropriateness of data col lection methods to study 

The appropriateness of the chosen data col lection techniques to research study 
objectives 

Research Data Collection Methods Contribution to Study 
Study 

Obiectives* 

1 • Casual Conversations The data col lection methods are 
• Semi-structured I nterviews perceived to contribute to 
• Focus Groups identifying words and meanings i n  

U rdu ,  Punjabi, and  Engl ish used to 
comprehend meaninas of tourism. 

2 • Casual Conversations The data col lection methods may 
• Semi-structured Interviews assist in the collection of 
• Focus Groups interpretive ethnographic data to 
• Svstematic Lurkina understand motivations for travel .  

3 • Casual Conversations The data col lection methods may 
• Semi-structured I nterviews possibly facil itate the exploration of 
• Focus Groups the embodiments of migration 

histories in interpretive 
ethnoaraohic accounts. 

4 • Semi-structured I nterviews The data col lection methods are 
• Focus Groups perceived to contribute to 

examin ing the i nterrelationship  
between tou rism and ethnic 
identitv. 

5 • Semi-Structured I nterviews The data collection methods m ight 
assist in the generation of data that 
recognises where Pakistanis refuse 
to travel to and the reasons for not 
travel l ina to certain areas. 

Source: Author's own work. 

*Research Study Objectives 

1 .  To comprehend the understanding of tourism to the Pakistan i  community; 

2 .  To investigate the motivations that instigate visits to the d iasporic homeland of 

Pakistan; 

3. To analyse the i nfluence of migration u pon tourism mobil ities; 

4. To assess the impact of return visits to Pakistan on ethnic identity; and 

5. To understand the barriers to tourism participation for the Pakistani community. 
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Append ix 8:  Casual Conversations - Strengths, weaknesses and 
solutions 

Strengths* 

Joint constructions of 

reality 

The researcher and 
informants jointly construct 
social real ities through 
unselfconscious interactions, 
which are interpersonal ly 
motivated. 

Non-threatening_, safe and 
comfortable setting_ 

The p laces people are 
prepared to engage in casual 
conversations are free from 
personal/professional 
pressures (e.g.  home or 
work) , therefore feeling more 
relaxed and most themselves. 

Neg_otiated consensus and 
constructed solidarit'I, 

The participation in friendly 
talk is based upon probing 
into simi larities and 
d ifferences that bring people 
together, and a common 
motivation to get along with 
people. 

Weaknesses* 

Hidden sub[ectivities 

The researcher's motive 
for engaging in i nformal 
talk  is  shadowed by a 
research agenda, and 
therefore he/she is 
consumed with reflection 
and interpretation .  

Surveillance 
accountabilitv in 
talk 

and 
casual 

The researcher's 
responses i n  
conversations may be 
held against h im/her and 
consequences of what is 
said in a friendly, casual 
or informal manner may 
not be forgettable or 
forgivab le. 

Questioning_ the 
'casualness' of a 
conversation 

The nature of casualness 
is problematic because 
conversations are 'staged' 
or arranged to take place 
at a certain time or place. 

*Source: Adapted from Eggi ns and Slade ( 1 997) 

Solutions to Weaknesses 

Joint intem_retations of 
reality 

To engage research 
informants in both the 
construction and 
interpretation of data by re-
visiting findings at a later 
date. I n  addition, 
integrating talk which 
interests both the informant 
and researcher. 

Remember the first and 
foremost g_osition is as a 
researcher 

To d istingu ish between 
personal and professional 
views to avoid unfriendly, 
and uncomfortable 
situations for both the 
research participant and 
researcher. If matters do 
become threatening 
terminate the conversation. 

Work with chance 
encounters, meetings, 
and talk 

To avoid approaching the 
research subject first, but 
al low the informant to 
freely contact the 
researcher. Thereon, talk 
should develop 
unsystematical ly until a cue 
for research focus 
emerges. 
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Appendix 9:  Semi-structured I nterviewing - Advantages and 
disadvantages and solutions 

Advantages* 

Flexibilitv during_ conduct 
of semi-structured 
interviewing 

The conduct of the 
interview is  not fixed to a 
particu lar sequence, the 
interview schedule can be 
altered and responses can 
be probed into further by 
asking add itional 
questions. 

Open-ended g_uestions 
encourages interviewee 
to communicate 

The open-ended 
questioning techn ique puts 
the respondent at ease and 
introduces an informal 
conversational element to 
the conduct of interview. 

Practicalities in 
transcribing data from 
audio-recorded 
interviews 

The use of a tape-recorder 
safeguards against the loss 
of data and avoids the 
distracting action of 
manually noting responses 
whi lst the research 
informant is speaking. 

Disadvantages* 

The reluctance of 
res11.ondents to answer 
questions proposed 

The interviewee is not 
obl iged to respond to any (or 
even al l) questions asked 
during the interviewing 
process. Therefore, 
analysis of data is difficult if 
some informants have not 
responded to a number of 
questions. 

The interviewer effects the 
prom11.ting and 11.robing of 
questions 

The interviewer's presence 
and questions may affect 
the interviewee's responses 
because the word ing of a 
question by the researcher 
may encourage a certain 
response or be invasive. 

The transcribing of 
interview data is a tedious 
and time-consuming 
process 

The researcher is l ikely to 
spend at least a day 
transcrib ing data from a one-
hour interview, which can be 
a tiresome process and time 
spent transcrib ing seeps into 
fieldwork time. 

*Source: Adapted from Field ing ( 1 993) 

Solutions to the 
Disadvantages 

Re11.hrase questions 
res11.ondents do not 
answer 

The questions that remain 
unanswered at the end of 
an i nterview session shou ld 
be re-addressed at a later 
date. Before unanswered 
questions are proposed to 
the interviewee they need to 
be rephrased. 

Explore the question 
furlher to reduce 
interviewer effect 

The questions listed on the 
interview schedu le need to 
be re-visited at a later date 
using a d ifferent data 
col lection technique. 

Conduct the interview 
over a number of 
sessions rather than in 
one sitting 

The semi-structured 
interview should be 
conducted over a period of 
time, and any questions 

. .  

i nspected in  remaining 
casual conversation. Thus, 
reducing t ime spent 
transcribing audio or 
manual ly recorded data. 
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Appendix 1 0 : Focus Groups - Strengths, weaknesses and solutions 

Strengths* Weaknesses* Solutions to the 
Weaknesses 

The im12.ortance of grou12. The fieldworker's The abilitv to be flexible 
interactions and research interests in aoolication of focus 
discussions in focus denaturalises a focus g_rou12. themes 
grou12. settings group setting 

Focus groups al low the Focus g roups are created The need to apply themes 
researcher to gain an and d irected by the with a degree of flexibi l ity 
insight into how people fieldworker, thus shadowed du ring a focus group 
interact and react to certain with research interests. session as a means to 
issues, which is Therefore, prompting and include emerging topics 
inaccessible from one-to- probing responses in view introduced by participants 
one interviews. of study objectives. relevant to the context of 

study. 

The use of focus g_roul2§. The difficultv in making_ The same themes should 
as an ex12.lorato!Y,_ device comp_arisons between be discussed and several 

focus g_roun_s sessions should take 
e_lace with different 

Focus g roups can be Focus g roups are d ifficult to g_articigants 
uti l ised to explore unfami l iar compare because topics 
topics to gain a prel iminary d iscussed , duration of The need to 'shuffle' 
understanding to a certain session ,  number of research participants' in-
issues and views of attendees wil l  vary from between focus group 
potential informants to a g roup to group. sessions to observe 
particular topic. differences and similarities 

of certain themes. 

The g_uick and eas� The focus grou12. cannot The integration of other 
retrieval of g_ualitative be substituted for other g_ualitative data collection 
data in a focus grou11. g_ualitative data collection technig_ues 
setting methods 

Focus groups can produce Focus groups cannot The focus group method 
concentrated amounts of substitute other such forms should be supplemented 
data from a number of of qual itative methods as with other qualitative data 
people on  a topic of interviews or participant col lection techniques such 
interest, and generating observations, but as casual conversations 
new topics for d iscussion. supp lement methods of and interviews. 

data collection .  

*Sou rce: Adapted from Morgan (1 997) 
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Appendix 1 1 :  Systematic lurking - Advantages, disadvantages and 
solutions 

Advantages* Disadvantages** 

The unobtrusive The research sub[ect(sl 
observation of a number become aware that they 
of p_eop_/e at mass are being observed 
gatherings 

The practical ities of The observed become aware 
observing unobtrusively they are being watched, 
congregations of people at therefore natu ral ly occurring 
mass gatherings such as behaviour is altered by the 
festivals, where people are research subject or people 
reluctant to be detained for exit the observational setting . 
data col lection purposes. 

The freedom of mobilitv The time se_ent redundant 
in and around the in the field by not 
observattona/ setting collecting data relevant to 

study 

The freedom to move The col lection of data using 
around  and  observe unobtrusive observations is 
people in research settings obstructed or i nterrupted by 
where audiences are observing behaviour or 
h igh ly mobi le ,  active, and l istening i n  on conversations 
interactive (e.g .  festivals of l ittle or no relevance to the 
and events) .  research study. 

The guick and easy The risk of undermining 
retrieval of data that is and overlooking matters of 
imp_ossible to collect validity and reliability 
using obtrusive methods 

The use of unobtrusive The research subjects 
observations when it is observed are time and 
d ifficult or impossible to location specific, therefore 
interview a large number of the study is d ifficult to 
people who are repl icate because people 
increasingly mobile within  and popu lations wil l  vary 
the research setti ng. over across observational 

research settings. 
Sou rce: *Adapted from Seaton ( 1 997) 

**Adapted from Webb et al. (2000) 

Solutions to the 
d isadvantages 

The integration of subtle 
of strategies into 
systematic lurking 

The conduct of systematic 
lurking should be integrated 
into other activities to 
reduce researcher visibi l ity. 
For example appearing to 
read a book whi lst l istening 
to conversations. 

The use of other data 
coflection methods to re-
stimulate fieldwork 

The introduction of casual 
conversations to revitalise 
the data col lection process, 
and re-direct researcher's 
focus to research study 
objectives. 

The need for reiteration in 
the conduct of research 
study 

The data recorded and 
i nterpreted by the 
researcher needs to be 
verified by research 
informants. Therefore, 
assimilating findings into 
casual conversations and 
semi-structured interviews. 
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Appendix 1 2: Bricoleur - Strengths, weaknesses and solutions 

Bricolage - Strengths 
identified by Kincheloe 

(2001 ) perceived to 
impact upon th is 
research study 

Methodological Rigour 

A means to establ ishing 
methodological and 
phi losophica l  rigour i n  
qua litative research. 

Multiple Perspectives 

A synergy of mu ltiple 
perspectives obta ined from 
the use of mu ltip le 
methods to develop new or 
expand existing insights. 

Integrating Disciplines 

A facilitation of d iscipl inary 
intermediation between 
d ifferent intel lectual 
domains or "outside" fields 
of knowledge. 

Bricolage - Weaknesses 
identified by Kincheloe 

(2001 ) perceived to impact 
upon th is research study 

Traditional Barriers 

Reluctance 
d iscipl ines to 
beyond traditional 
and bou ndaries. 

Methodological ly 
Frustrating 

amongst 
proceed 

practices 

A very frustrating and 
sometimes a futi le 
experience because of the 
constant need for endless 
personal interaction with 
diverse d iscipl inary 
domains. 

Time Bias 

A lack of time is devoted to 
understanding and studying 
ontolog ies, epistemolog ies, 
and methodologies in other 
discipl ines and fields. 

Source: Adapted from Kincheloe (2001 ) 

Bricolage - Solutions 
proposed by the 

researcher in response to 
the weaknesses identified 

by Kincheloe (2001 ) 

Refer to Literature Review 

An inspection of d iscipl ines 
with an established 
relationship with "outside" 
fields or Tourism Studies 

Seeking Familiarity 

An overview of research 
phi losophies and 
methodologies, which the 
fieldworker is familiar with, 
and developing d ialogue 
with research students in 
other d iscip l ines or  domains 
examining diasporas. 

Transdisciplinary 
Approach 

A focus orientated towards 
facil itating a transdiscipl inary 
rather than an 
interd iscipl inary approach as 
a measure for time 
management. 
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Appendix 1 3 : The Crystal l isation Process - Perceived problems and 
sol utions 

The Crystallization Process - A 
summary of anticipated problems for 

this research study 

Time Consuming 

A time consuming process because the 
fieldworker is end lessly engaged in  
crystall ising upon constant atomisation and 
reflection of data. The constant search for 
multiple meanings is a long and tiresome 
procedure, with extensive time dedicated to 
crystal l ising at the expense of other 
research activities. 

Intellectual Bias 

A fieldworker selects the methods, 
theories, narratives, and themes to 
crystal l ise u pon.  Therefore, the practice of 
crystal l ization i l l uminates the intellectual 
awareness of the researcher rather than 
the informants mu ltiple representations of 
real ity. 

Establishing Consistency 

A difficulty i n  establ ishing a balance 
between what to crystal l ise upon and what 
to overlook. Thus, possibly disregarding 
responses from which multiple meanings 
do not emerge or do not d isplay qualities 
for crystal l ization,  but may inform the 
research study in other contexts. 

Sou rce: Author's own work. 

The Crystallization Process - A  
summary of possible solutions to 
address the anticipated problems 

Analytical Memos 

A note of responses to be crystal l ised 
should be identified during the collection of 
data accompanied with brief analytical 
memos. The notes and memos identify 
responses as possib le contenders for 
crystall ization , which reduces time spent on 
retrieving and remembering data requiring 
crystal l ising following an intense 
conversation or interview. 

Engaging the Informant 

A fieldworker returns to the informants with 
the interpretations fol lowing crystal l ization 
of findings. The researcher d iscusses the 
crystal l ised analyses with the informant to 
minimise the possibil ity of si lencing the 
narratives of people studied . Thus, the 
respondent is encouraged to engage in the 
crystal lization process. 

File Non-Crystallised Data 

A separate record of emerging themes not 
crystall ised , but perceived to be of possible 
relevance shou ld be noted after the 
col lection of data. The researcher can 
return to the themes during the reiteration 
of findings and further explore the 
possibi lities for crystal l ization. 
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Appendix 14: Semi-structured interview schedule 

A l ist of semi-structured interviewing themes and questions comprising of two parts, ( 1 ) 
tourism participation, and (2) identity 

! Introduction 

■ Reiterate the aim and objectives of th is research study to the informant 

■ I ntroduce interview structure to the interviewee 

• Give participant a copy of the interview structure 

• Read the questions to be discussed to the respondent 

■ Address i nformant's queries ( if any) 

■ Note interviewer name, start time, date, location 

• Request permission for use of an audio-recorder 

!PART ONE: TOURISM PARTICIPATIONI 

• Understanding Tourism: 

1. What do you understand by the term 'tourism'? 

2. What does tourism mean to you? 

3. What is the role of tourism in your life? 

4. What is it like being a tourist? 

5 .  What does a holiday mean to you? 

• Travel Patterns:  

1 .  Where do you travel to the most? 

2.  Which other countries have you travelled to? 

3. Where do you travel to the least? 

4. Which destinations do you refuse to travel to? 

(Continued overleaf) 
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5. Do you participate in trips arranged by community and/or religious 

centres, sport organisations, school/educational establishments, youth 

centres, and etc? 

• Tourist Motivations: 

1 .  What motivates you to travel to a particular destination ? 

2.  Where do you 'dream' of travelling to the most? 

3 .  In  what ways, if any can tourism participation contribute to your social 

well-being and quality of life? 

4-. Does your ethnicity/religion, both, or neither influence your participation 

in tourism? 

• Organisation of Travel Arrangements: 

1 .  Who organises /decides the travel arrangements in your household? 

2. When booking a holiday, what is of prime importance to you? 

3. Where do you book your holidays (mainstream - high streetlcommunity 

local, internet, or other)?  

4 .  When planning a holiday, do you research the  area? 

• Tourism and Identity: 

1 .  Would you/have you visited any destinations where people of shared 

ethnicity/colour are featured in adverts? 

2. Does the tourism industry cater for the needs of a Muslim-Pakistani 

traveller? 

(Continued overleaf) 
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3. How would you describe your holiday experiences in relation to the 

Western/British/ 'white' tourist? 

4. Do the younger generation (second/third) foJJow your (first-generation) 

pattern of tourism participation? (For first-generation interviewees 

only) 

5. Do you the second/third-generation (born in the UK) follow your parents 

(first-generation) travel patterns? (For second/thi rd-generation 

i nterviewees only) 

• Barriers to Tourism Participations: 

1 .  What barriers (religious, cultural, racial, language, etc) would prevent you 

from participating in tourism? 

2. Has 11 September 2001 affected your travel decisions or journeys? 

!PART TWO: IDENTITY) 

• Roots and Orig ins: 

1 .  In which country were you born ? 

2 .  Will you ever return to Pakistan for permanent settlement? (For first

generation Pakistani migrants only) 

3. Will you/have you returned to your parents' ancestral homeland -

Pakistan? (For second/th ird generation-Pakistanis only) 

4. Where is your 'home' - Pakistan/Britain, Pakistan and Britain ,  Neither? 

(Continued overleaf) 
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5. How would you define your ethnic origin? 

■ Ethn ic Identity: 

1 .  Are you a Pakistani? 

2.  What determines your ethnicity? 

3 .  Are you a Muslim? 

4.  What does religion mean to you? 

5. The term 'Black' is often used as a category to represent ethnic 

minorities in Britain, is the concept applicable to Asians? 

6. Which do you identify the most with - your ethnicity, religion, culture, 

'race'? 

7. How are the younger generation (second/third) assisted in maintaining 

their bonds with their ethnicity/religion/culture in a British society? 

• I dentity i n  the context 'British' : 

1 .  Are you British? 

2. How do you feel the British society perceives the Pakistani community? 

3. How do you feel the British society perceives the Muslim community? 

4. How do you perceive British society? 

5. What is the current position of young Pakistanis (or Muslim-Pakistanis) in 

British society? 

6. Are the younger generation (second/third) confronted with an "identity 

crisis"? 

(Continued overleaf) 
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■ Racism : 

1 .  Have you ever been affected by racism? 

2 .  Have you ever experienced racism during your travels? 

3.  Have you ever visited the English countryside? 

• Livi ng in Bury Park (Luton) :  

1 .  What language is spoken in your home? 

2. What does being part of a community mean to you? 

3. Are you member of any community groups in Luton? 

4. What ethnic services are there in Luton that cater for the Pakistani 

community? 

5.  Do you visit a mosque regularly? 

6. How do you maintain ties/keep in touch with friends/relatives in Luton, 

England, UK, Pakistan, and/or elsewhere ? 

■ General (for feedback and reflexive purposes) : 

1 .  Are there any other issues you would like to raise regarding tourism, 

identity, etc? 

I Endmatters: 

• Thank informant for his/her time and participation  
• Arrange a date and time to d iscuss responses with interviewee 

• Arrange a date and time for a fol low-up i nterview 

• Ask interviewee whether he/she wou ld l ike a copy of the interview tran script 

• Note/respond/action any other matters aris ing 

• Note interview end time 
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Appendix 1 5: Thematic Analysis - Problems and solutions 

Problems* 

Thematic analvsis is at risk of 
quantifying data 

Thematic analysis is conducted in a 
structured manner that quantifies data by 
grounding qual itative findings to 'fit' i nto 
themes/concepts/theories/categories 
imposed in advance by the researcher. 

Thematic analysis themes resemble 
measurements of variables 

Thematic analysis themes represent 
measurable variables that seek to count 
the number of times a particular theme is 
reflected in a g iven response during the 
analysis of data. The interview transcript is 
coded by assign ing a theme to make 
comparisons between informants. 

Thematic analysis themes influence 
choice of questions 

Thematic analysis themes affect the choice 
of questions the researcher asks during an 
i nterview. The fieldworker is consumed 
with retrieving data that corresponded to a 
particu lar theme through the use of forced 
choice questions, which forcibly oblige 
respondents to answer. 

*Source: Adapted from Gomm (2004) 

Solutions proposed by the researcher 

Data is subject to scrutiny 

The interpretive ethnographic data 
col lected needs to be subjected to end less 
scrutiny by using sub-themes and sub-sub-
themes in addition to main themes in the 
analysis of data. Furthermore, a notion of 
crystal l ization aims to safeguard the risk of 
quantifyi ng data. 

Data is inter(!reted to produce thick 
descriptions of behaviour 

The transcripts for field notes, casual 
conversations, semi-structured interviews, 
focus groups, and systematic lurking 
should be analysed firstly by writing 
interpretation notes on each transcript to 
thickly describe data before assigning a 
theme. 

The use of methods that engage 
respondents in the questioning process 

The research methods selected for 
col lection of interpretive ethnographic 
accounts are informal (e.g. casual 
conversations) and loosely structured (e.g .  
semi-structured interviews) to encourage 
informants to engage in the question ing 
process with the researcher i n  joint 
constructions and interpretations of reality. 
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Appendix 1 6: Research ethics 

The BSA's (2002) Statements of Ethical Practice used to direct ethical conduct i n  the 
research study 

BSA's 
Statement of 

Ethical Practice* 

SSA's Principles for Ethical 
Practice* 

Techniques for Ethical 
Conduct in the Research Study 

Professional 
Integrity 

• Safeguard i nterests of • The use of 'false names' to 
conceal informant's identity. 

• 

Relations with • 

and 
Responsibilities 

towards 
Respondents 

Relationship • 

with Research 
Participan"ts 

Anonymity, 
Privacy and 

Confidentiality 

■ 

• 

■ 

research participants. 

Report research find ings • 
accurately and truthfu lly. 

Do not override the rights of • 
others. 

Avoid undermining physical, • 
social and psychological 
well-being of research 
participants. 

Participation should be • 
freely g iven,  based on  
informed consent. 

Right to reject such • 
recording devices as tape
recorders. 

Anonymity and privacy of • 
informants should be 
respected. 

*Source: Adapted from BSA (2002) 

The util isation of research 
informants i n  the 
interpretation and analysis of 
data. 

To seek perm1ss1on from 
research informants before 
col lection and d issemination 
of data. 

The questions used to col lect 
data should be read to 
informants to identify 
questions (i) of a sensitive 
nature ( i i) omit questions 
informants do not wish to 
answer. 

The aim, rationale, purpose, 
and d issemination of findings 
wil l  be explained to each 
participant before data 
collection . 

To seek perm1ss1on from 
informants before use of 
recording devices 

The use of 'false names' to 
ensure anonymity and any 
data the i nformant does not 
want recorded wil l  not be 
noted. 
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Appendix 1 7: Criteria for trustworthiness 

An overview of Lincoln 's and Guba's (1 985) criterions and corresponding techniques to 
establ ishing trustworthi ness 

Criteria for establishing Techniques for establish ing Possible Use 
trustworthiness* trustworthiness* in this study 

(Yes/No) 

Credibil ity ( 1 ) activities in the field that increase the Yes 
probabi l ity of h igh  credib i l ity 

(a) prolonged engagement Yes 

(b) persistent observation Yes/No 

(c) triangulation (sources, methods, and Yes - but 
investigators) crystall ization 

(2) peer briefing No 

(3) negative case analysis No 

(4) referential adequacy No 

(5 )  member checks Yes 
( in process and terminal) 

Transferability (6) thick description Yes 

Dependability (7a) the dependabi l ity audit, i ncluding the Yes 
audit trail 

Confirmability (7b) the confirmabi l ity audit, including the Yes 
audit trail 

All of the above (8) the reflexive journal Yes 

*Source: Linco ln  and Guba ( 1 985: 328) 
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Append ix 1 8: Pilot Study - Demographic details 

A table showing the demographic detai ls of informants in the pi lot study sample 

Name* Age/Age Marital Country Schooling Fi rst Employment Husband's Year of 
Range Status of Birth Language Status Employment Migration 

Status 
Nasreen 32 Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Unemployed Employed 1 990 

Nauseen 30 Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Unemployed Employed 1 991  

Jamila 66-70 Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Retired Retired 1 962 

Yasmin 27 Married Pakistan Pakistan Urdu  Unemployed Self- 1 992 

Employed 
Sughra 54 Married Pakistan Pakistan Urdu Unemployed Employed 1 962/3 

& UK 
Firdous 51 -55 Married Pakistan Pakistan Urdu U nemployed Employed -

& UK 
Bilquees 41-45 Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Unemployed Employed 1 978 

Aamna 31-35 Married Pakistan Pakistan U rdu Unemployed Employed 1 995 

& UK 
Saba 26-30 Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Unemployed Employed 1 992 

Misbah 41 -45 Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Employed Employed 1 977 

& UK (oart-time) 
Nabila 31 -35 Married Pakistan Pakistan Urdu Employed Employed 1 996 

& UK 
Mehvish 1 9  Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Unemployed Employed 2000 

Shabana 1 9  Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Unemployed Self- 1 999 

emoloved 
Tanweer 52 - Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Employed Employed 1 975 

& UK 
Nisa 33 Married Pakistan Pakistan Urdu Unemployed Unemployed 1 995 

Saira 62 Widow Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi - - 1963 

Farhana 35 Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Employed Employed 1 998 

Zahida 51 -55 Married Pakistan Pakistan P u njabi Unemployed Self- 1 970 

& UK employed 
Aqeelah 64 Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi U nemployed - 1 963 

Zena 61 -65 Widow Pakistan Pakistan Urdu Employed - 1 968 

(part-time) 

Source: Author's own work 

* False names are used to conceal the identity of informants 
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Appendix 1 9 : Pilot Study - Casual conversation 

An extract from a casual conversation between the researcher and i nformant 

Date: 
Informant: 
Language: 

Thursday 1 5  May 2003 
Jamila 
Punjabi 

Time: 

Th is is a follow-up conversation from Monday 12 May 2003. 

1 0.45am-1 1 . 30am 

Jami la waved to me ( . . .  she was in the middle of exercising), I was sitting on the side 
watching the women exercise. After Jamila fin ished exercising, she came over to me, 
shakes my hand and stroked my head ( . . .  wh ich elder Pakistanis tend to do, wh ich is a 
symbol of receiving blessings from an elder person) .  We begin to talk: 

Stage 1 :  General Greetings 
Jamila: Jamila addresses me with the Islamic g reeting Assalamualaikum (Arabic) 
that means may peace be upon you, child how are you? You OK? 

Nazia: Researcher: It is customary to respond to the I slamic greeting with 
Waalaikummussalam (Arabic) meaning may peace be with you also . . .  I am fine. 

Stage 2: 
Jamila: 

Stage 3 :  
Jamila: 

Jami la: 

Jamila: 

I nqu isitive Phase 
Did you come for your work? 

Nazia: Yes, and a lso to meet everyone 

Research Focus 
Then , ask me, my heart feels l ike talking about Pakistan 

Nazia: A/right, why do you go to Pakistan? 

I go to Pakistan;  I go to Pakistan al l  the time, nowhere else. What is the 
point of wandering in a strange country, sti l l  you wil l  be a stranger . . .  it is 
a waste of money 

Nazia: What do you mean by strange countries? 

Country where no one knows me, n ever has, and never wi l l . . .  I am a 
Pakistan i ,  I go to Pakistan . . .  Pakistan is where my culture is, where my 
home is. . .  anyway I don 't u nderstand the strange countries, and the 
people there are strangers to me, j ust l ike in this country (England) 

( . . .  The conversation conti nued with explorations i nto length of stay in Pakistan, and 
Jami la's house in Pakistan) 

(Contin ued overleaf) 
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Stage 4 :  
Jamila: 

Closure Phase 
All right, ch i ld I have other work to do 

Nazia: Not to worry, we will meet again. 

Jamila: Allah Hafeez 
(A Musl im departs a fellow Musl im with the phase Allah Hafeez (Arabic) 
meaning May Aflah protect you) 

Nazia: Allah Hafeez 
(The recipient responds with the same phase Allah Hafeez - May Allah 
protect you) 

Jami la shakes my hand and g ives me a hug before she leaves the hal l .  

Source: Author's own work 
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Appendix 20: Pi lot Study - Semi-Structured interview 

An extract from a semi-structured interview between the researcher and informant 

Informant: Nauseen 
Time: 1 0. 30am 
Location: Ghar se Ghar room 
Language: Punjabi 
Interview Part: Part 2: Identity 
Theme: Roots and Orig ins 
Recording Device: No tape recorder used - note-taking. 

Nazia 

Nauseen 

Nazia 

Nauseen 

Nazia 

Nauseen 

Interview 

In which country were you born? 

I was born in Kotl i, in a vi l lage . . .  i n  Azad Kashmir. 

Which year did you arrive in the UK? 

I came in 1 99 1 .  I was on ly 1 9  years old . . .  young. 

What was the reason for moving to the UK? 

I got married . . .  I was married at 1 6  . . .  had to wait 3 

years before I was al lowed i n  the country 

(England) . . .  something to do with my papers . . .  

anyway m y  husband had h is education to fin ish and I 

had more time with my mum and dad . . .  It was very 

Thematic 
Analvsis 

difficu lt for me to leave . . .  I was leaving my home that Locations of 

is where I g rew up. . .  no that is where my heart l ived 

for 1 9  years. All my childhood memories are there, 

nowhere else . . .  I might be here but my heart is sti l l  in 

Pakistan.  

(Continued overleaf) 

'Home' 

The Migration 
Factor 
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Nazia 

Nauseen 

Nazia 

Nauseen 

Nazia 

Nauseen 

Nazia 

Nauseen 

Interview 

Will you ever return to Pakistan for permanent 
settlement? 

Yes one day inshahallah (God wil l ing) . . .  one day 

which is very far. . .  My ch i ldren have to be settled, 

be married so maybe i n  another 20 years time . . .  

When the chi ldren are older, married they can come 

with us if they want or stay in England . . .  but if they 

(the chi ldren) have parents in Pakistan then they wi l l  

of course visit if they don't want to l ive there. We are 

planning  to bu i ld a house i n  Pakistan ,  so when we go 

there on  hol iday we can l ive in it and one day l ive in 

it for good . . .  

Where is your 'home '? Pakistan/Britain, Pakistan and 
Britain, or Neither? 

Thematic 
Analysis 

The 'myth of 
return' .  

Pakistan (Nauseen emphasises this with a loud tone Locations of 

in her voice) . . .  is my home, my real home. 

Why? 

I have told you why so many times. I was born there 

(Pakistan). My heart belongs in Pakistan, my family 

is in Pakistan ,  and al l my memories are there . . .  

How would yo u  define your ethnic origin? 

I am a Pakistan i . . .  I was born in Pakistan - that is 

my country. 

'Home' 
Pakistan 

Ethnic Identity -
Pakistani 
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Appendix 21 : Pilot Study - Focus group sessions 

A table showing focus group sessions in the pilot study 

Date Time Location Number of 
Participants 

Focus Groul! 1 : 
Thursday 10 April 10.45am to Ghar se Ghar room 20 Women 
2003 11.45am in  the local (Bangladeshi and 

community centre Pakistani Women) 

Focus Groul! 2: 
Thursday 08 May 11.00am to Ghar se Ghar room 1 0  Women {Saira, 
2003 1 2.00pm in the local Zena, Aqeelah , 

community centre Farhana, Nisa, 
Tanweer, Shabana, 
Mehvish, Nabila, 
Misbah) 

Focus Groul! 3: 
Monday 23 June 10.45am to Ghar se Ghar room 10 Women 
2003 12.00pm in the local (Nasreen, Nauseen , 

community centre Jamila, Yasmin, 
Sughra, Firdous, 
Bilquees, Aamna, 
Saba, Zahida) 

Focus Groui;! 4: 
Thursday 26 June 10.30am to Local Restaurant 5 Women {Aamna, 
2003 1 1 .30am Zena, Mehvish, 

Saba, Shabana) 

Focus Groul! 5: 
Saturday 28 June 1.00pm to 3.45pm Cafe in 5 Women (Nasreen, 
2003 Bournemouth Nauseen, Jamila, 

Yasmin, Sughra) 

Source: Author's own work 
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Appendix 22: Pi lot Study - Interview transcription 

A thematic analysis of a semi-structured interview 

Transcript for a semi-structured interview conducted with Yasmin (Ghar se Ghar), Nazia (is the researcher) - Conducted in Punjabi 

The aim and objectives of the research study were read to the informant in Punjabi 

The informant was informed of the interview structure 

A copy of the interview schedule was given to the informant (but was given back to the researcher) 

The questions to be explored for each interview theme were read to the informant in Punjabi 

No questions were raised by the informant 

No tape recorder was used. 

Interview Theme Yasmin/Nazia Interview Notes Theme/Sub-theme/Sub
sub theme 

Part 1 :  Tourism 
Participation 

Understanding 
Tourism 

Nazia 

Yasmin 

(Continued overleaf) 

What do you understand by the term 'tourism'? Limited understanding of Main Theme: 
tourism. Tourism Participation 

I am not sure? 
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I nterview Theme 

Part 1 :  Tourism 
Participation 

Understanding 
Tourism 

Yasmin/Nazia 

Nazia 

Yasmin 

Nazia 

Yasmin 

(Continued overleaf) 

Interview 

{I use related concepts i n  Punjabi to translate the term 

for example safar (to journey) , des ba-des (travel 

about) ,  or phirna (to wander)) 

Wel l  it means looking at other countries . . .  

What does it mean to you? 

To me . . .  (long pause) . . .  it means taking my fami ly to 

Pakistan to see my relatives so they can know them . . .  

they (ch i ldren) are sti l l  young so it i s  important for them 

to vis i t Pakistan as much as we can . . .  so when they 

get o lder they wi l l  not feel l i ke strangers in it 

(Pakistan) . . .  they (ch i ldren) should learn about 

Pakistan ,  they are Pakistan i .  

Notes 

The use of U rdu  and 
Punjabi words to expla in 
tou rism i n  view of travel -
no Urdu  and/or Punjabi 
words can be found .  
Tourism in an 
U rdu/Eng l ish d ictionary is 
'tourism' .  

Meanings begi n  to 
emerge i n  the context of 
travel - the focus is on 
tou rism as travel .  

Pakistan is visited to 
fam i l iarise successive 
generations born in the 
UK with the ancestral 
homeland. To uphold 
connections with Pakistan 
and defin ing a Pakistan i  
ethn ic identity. 

Theme/Sub-theme/Sub
sub theme 

Sub-theme: 

Defin itions of tourism in 
Urd u  and Punjabi - not 
Engl ish .  

Sub-sub-theme: 
Meaning 

Sub-theme: Visits to 
Pakistan 

Sub-theme: Ethn ic 
Identity 

Sub-sub-theme: 
Pakistan 
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Interview Theme Yasmin/Nazia Interview Notes Theme/Sub-theme/Sub-
sub theme 

Part 1 :  Tourism 
Participation 

Tourism and 
Nazia Do the younger generation follow your patterns of 

Identity 
tourism participation ? 

Yasmin My chi ldren have to, they are sti l l  young . . .  but as they The primary socia l isation Sub-theme: 

get o lder I wi l l  keep taking them (to Pakistan) . . .  so they 
of second generation 

Visits to Pakistan 
Pakistan is born in the U K  

want to keep going back. . .  I have friend born i n  th is to retu rn to Pakistan .  
Tourism = a primary 

country (Eng land) who love going back (to Pakistan) social isation device. 
because their parents a lways take them to Pakistan in 

the hol idays . . .  

Part 2: ldentitv 

Roots and 
Origins Nazia How would you describe you ethnic origin? 

(Continued overleaf) 
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Interview Theme Yasmin/Nazia Interview 

Part 2: Identity 

Roots 
Orig ins 

and Yasmin 

Nazia 

Yasmin 

Nazia 

Yasmin 

(Continued overleaf) 

I am Pakistan i  . . .  

What determines your ethnicity? 

I was born i n  Pakistan . . .  I grew up i n  Pakistan . . .  my 

home is i n  Pakistan . . .  that is where I came from and 

that is where I wi l l  return . . .  

What is th e  importance of your ethnicity concerning 

tourism? 

Pakistan is my des (country) , my watan (native land) . . .  

th is i s  where my h istory is, my memories, my 

ch i ldhood . . .  I need to go back to feel l i ke a Pakistan i  

when I l eft Pakistan I left half of  me beh ind and it is  

waiting for me to come back . . .  

Notes Theme/Sub-theme/Sub
sub theme 

Ethn ic Identity = Pakistan i  Sub theme: 

Pakistan = country of 
birth , orig i n ,  and 
residence - where roots 
appear to remain . 

Pakistan is an 
embodiment of 
nativeness and the past. 

To be separated from the 
homeland is to be 
separated from the self. 

Ethn ic Identity 

Sub-sub 
Pakistan i  

theme: 

Sub-theme: 

The 'myth of return' . 

Sub-theme: 

Locations of Home 

Sub-theme: 

The 'migration '  factor. 

Sub-sub-theme: Memory 

Sub-theme: 

The 'myth of return ' .  
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lntervf ew Theme Yasmin/Nazia Interview Notes Theme/Sub-theme/Sub-
sub theme 

Part 2: Identity 

Racism Nazia Have you ever been affected by racism? Experiences of racism . 

Yasmin Yes people have ca lled me Paki . . .  it hurts . . .  i t  reminds The feel ings of being a Sub-theme: 

me of where I come from and to th is country I wil l 
stranger and unbelong ing 

Locations of 'home' . - not here but over there. 
a lways be a stranger . . .  Matters of national ism 

and citizensh ip .  

Nazia Does it affect you on a daily basis? 

Yasmin Yes . . .  I worry for my children be ing cal led Paki at 

school . . .  I te l l  them (chi ldren) to walk  away . . .  what is 

point of trouble . . .  I th i nk  before I leave home . . .  in 

Pakistan I don 't worry about th is cal l ing of Paki . . .  

Nazia Have you ever experienced racism in travel No racism in travel. 

Yasmin No. 

Source: Author's own work 
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Appendix 23: Pi lot Study - Methodological logs 

Thursday 1 0  April 2003 

This was my first meeting with the Ghar se Ghar group, I wanted to acquaint myself with 
the prospective research setting, and therefore I decided to visit the location before the 
pilot study commences on Monday 28 April 2003. The women in the group were in the 
middle of an exercise class, I sat on the side waiting for the session to finish. Whist 
waiting for the exercise class to finish I prepared my 'opening lines' in English, which I 
later discovered were no use because the language spoken by the women was either 
Punjabi or Urdu (. . .  I found myself lost in translation, because some words in 
Urdu/Punjabi cannot be easily translated into English - tourism being one of them!). I 
was not very well prepared with regards to methodology, as I did not anticipate gathering 
data immediately. I was very surprised the way in which the group leader wanted me to 
start talking to the women on my 'first day'. So I spoke about my research - the ladies 
listened attentively. . .  We all sat in a circle - the group normally sits like this when a 
guest speaker attends. To me this indicated a focus group setting, therefore I utilised this 
moment to introduce themes identified for focus group session. I listened and made 
notes as women spoke - sometimes they all spoke at once; I did not note the women's 
names because I did not know them and of course I did not ask. The 'focus group' was 
conducted in Urdu and Punjabi, and there were two groups of ethnic women present -
Pakistani and Bangladeshi. After the focus group three women introduced themselves to 
me, and we engaged in friendly/casual talk. From today's meeting I think focus groups 
and casual conversations might be of use during the collection of data in this research 
setting. 

Monday 28 April 2003 
I encountered problems today, which has made me think about sampling - especially 
who I will interview first - men or women. Jn my pilot study I also want to include first
generation Pakistani men, but after today's experiences I think this will be difficult -

therefore I will only concentrate on first-generation Pakistani women from the Ghar se 
Ghar group. Today, I asked a young Pakistani girl if I could speak to her regarding 
tourism participation, but I was directed to her father because it was "best" if I spoke to 
him according to her. A similar encounter in another shop, I had to speak to the lady's 
husband first - I was a/ways directed to the male. Although this research is not 
approached from a feminist perspective, I do not want the views of just men, or speak to 
women in front of their husband's or father's as this may affect responses and level of 
descriptions. Therefore, the Ghar se Ghar group will allow me to speak to the women 
outside the home and away from male counterparts. Gender issues in view of religion 
and culture have affected the sampling process, consequently skewing my sample 
towards Pakistani women in this pilot study. My pilot study with the Ghar se Ghar group 
started today, over the past two weeks I have attended the Ghar se Ghar group not for 
research activities but informally to identify a possible sample for my study - so three 
women are interested in participating - they have told me about other women they think 
might be - I wl1/ need to speak to them - begin initiating the snowball sampling. 

N.B.: Methodological Logs are research journal entries about decisions on conduct 
of study (e.g . data collection methods, sampling). 

Source: Author's own work 
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Appendix 24: Pi lot Study - 'Day-to-day' logs 

Thursday 10 April 2003 

9.00am - 12. 00pm: Went to the Ghar se Ghar women's group today - had to wait for the 
group leader to finish the exercise class. I was slightly nervous as I walked across the 
room, although the women were in the middle of an exercise class I could feel their eyes 
following me. When I looked over at the women, they smiled a lot and nodded in my 
direction, which calmed me down slightly. I spoke to the group leader about my research 
study and if possible use the Ghar se Ghar group as a research setting, she said it would 
be OK, and the group leader introduced me to the women attendees. A focus group was 
conducted, which I was unprepared for - a discussion emerged on returning to the 
ancestral homelands amongst the Pakistani and Bangladeshi women. I thought the 
conduct of my pilot study would take place once the exercise sessions ended? 
12. 30pm - 3. 00pm: Spent time in Bury Park, met some women who attended the Ghar se 
Ghar group this morning - we spoke for a while. I walked along the main roads - Bury 
Park Road and Dunstable Road just to get a 'feel' for the area and to observe fife in Bury 
Park. I spoke to shopkeepers and passersby to find out about the Bury Park area - I felt 
like a tourist, even though I was amongst people I perceived to share a similar ethnic 
identity - Pakistani and skin colour. 
6.30pm - 8. 00pm: At home - transcribed focus group findings and identified emerging 
themes. I made a list of Pakistani women who I thought could be a possible sample for 
my study - however because I did not know their real names it was difficult to complete 
the list. . .  will have to wait until I do know. 

Thursday 08 May 2003 
9.30am-10.30am: Sat waiting until the Ghar se Ghar exercise class finished to begin a 

focus group - but I could only see three (Zena, Nisa, and Tanweer) of the Pakistani 
women in the exercise class who agreed to participate in the focus group. But as the 
time approached 1 1.00am I saw the other seven women (Saira, Aqeelah, Farhana, 
Shabana, Mehvish, Nabila, and Misbah) gradually enter the room - great! It would have 
been difficult to conduct a focus group with three people, and I did not want to cancel the 
focus group, which would have meant letting down the three informants who did attend 
and possibly blemishing established research relations. 
1 1.00am - 12.00pm: A focus group was conducted with ten women (Saira, Zena, 
Aqeefah, Farhana, Nisa, Tanweer, Shabana, Mehvish, Nabila, and Misbah). This was my 
first 'proper' focus group conducted in this pilot study, but considering I already had 
research contact with the participants the focus group wasn't so daunting. It was difficult 
trying to translate the concept of a focus group from English to Punjabi for the women - I 
could not find the exact works for translation. Overall, the focus group went well - but it 
was difficult to note responses, direct the focus group, and listen to participants all at the 
same time! 
5.45pm- 7.00pm: At home - transcribed focus group field notes and identified emerging 
themes. Also read some books on conducting focus groups to improve my skills of 
conduct - but nothing on dealing with translating Western orientated methods to non
Western, ethnic people, or individuals whose first language is not English. 

N.B.: Day-to-day logs are research journal entries about daily research activities 
and observations in the research setting. 

Source: Author's own work 
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Appendix 25: Pi lot Study - Personal logs 

Monday 28 April 2003: 
I walked around Bury Park today, observing and visiting shops as / went up and down the 
road. Bury Park, to me resembled many ethnic areas, spaces, and places I have visited 
i. e. Southall (West London), Green Street (East London), Small Heath (Birmingham) -

but Bury Park is very different to the place I live - in my area I am a minority, but here in 
Bury Park Pakistanis are majority populations. So in some ways I am researching a 
community, which is different to the area, I live in, although here in Bury Park I am 

amongst people and populations who share a similar ethnic identity as me. Strange - in 
the area I live in I don 't feel like an outsider although I am a minority and here in Bury 
Park were a large Pakistani community lives I feel like an outsider rather than an 
insider. . .  I think the locals can tell I am not from here, one shopkeeper said to me "I have 
never seen you before, have you just moved?" I suppose I have, I will after all be 
spending most of my time here - possibly three years. A 'halfway' house in some ways. 
I feel like a tourist in Bury Park, intrigued and fascinated with the exoticness of Bury Park 
- lots of ethnic people and ethnic outlets. I have shopped in Bury Park in the past but 
never stopped to think about identity - well I didn't need to because I was only a shopper 
then and identity wasn 't an issue. I even brought an ethnic dress, which will come in use 
during my research visits . . .  this is one thing I don 't have many of - ethnic dresses . . .  I 
have wom many in the past at celebratory events such as weddings and Eid - but not 
every day wear ethnic dresses. The girls I saw today in and around Bury Park are 
wearing the shalwaar kameez, so / will have to do the same if I want to fit into the 
research setting. 

I also realised today, the difficulty in gaining access into a Pakistani community. Some 
people are not willing to talk to me or engage in conversations - especially the men in 
Bury Park. This is due to I suppose religious practices - Bury Park is not just a Pakistani 
community but also a Muslim community. Oh dear issues of being a single, un-married, 
unaccompanied, educated, Pakistani, Muslim, female will be questioned or might even 
hinder the collection of data. 

Thursday 08 May 2003 

I am hopeless at carrying out focus groups . . .  it was so difficult settling ten women into a 

focus groups setting . . .  I thought it would be really easy because the Ghar se Ghar group 
leader had no problems; the women instantly form a circle when she tells them to . . .  but I 
did not have such luck. It took me at feast ten minutes to get the women to sit down, and 
the get their attention - which was very frustrating because I did not have much time as it 
was to conduct a focus group, and I could have done without this time-consuming matter. 
Fifteen minutes into the focus group the women started talking amongst themselves, and 
my attempts to silence them was ignored - I think this has got to do with my age because 
compared to the majority of the Pakistani women in the focus group I am very young -
Saira, Zena, Aqee/ah are in their sixties, Tanweer is in her fifties, Misbah in her forties, 
Farhana, Nisa, Nabila in their thirties, and Shabana and Mehvish are both nineteen years 
old. I wasn 't very assertive with the focus group participants because it was a matter of 
age - most of them were older than me and I did not feel comfortable in telling them what 
to do - this might have looked disrespectful. The age difference created positions of 
outsider-ness, especially in the focus group today with first generation participants. 

N.B.: Personal logs are research journal entries, which are reflexive accounts of my 
experiences in the research setting. 

Source: Author's own work 
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Appendix 26/a: Mailed Correspondences - Research letter 

Unhre.rsity of Luton 

�1:hnol 

(Addressee) 

Dear Sir. 

Park St-1uare-
l,uton. Bedfon!t;hire 
Lt ! 3JC 
United Kingdom 

Nazia Ali 

1' + i-� (0) 1582 7-1J l:?.2 lb�@lu1on . .ir.uk 
F 1·H· (0) 1582 713 1,13 www.hnon..;w,tlk 

University of Luton 
Luton Business School 
Tourism & Leisure Research Centre 
Park Square 
Luton, Bedfordshire 
LU1 3J U 

(Date) 

REF: RESEARCH INTO TOURISM AND THE PAKISTANI COMMUNITY IN LUTON 

I am a Ph.D. research student at the University of Luton, in the Tourism and Leisure 
Research Centre. I am investigating the role and significance of tourism amongst the 
Pakistani community in Luton. My research involves conducting interviews with 
members of the Pakistani community; therefore, I would be gratefu l if you and your  
household would be willing to participate in  this research. 

The interviews wil l  last approximately 90 minutes; the date and time will be arranged at 
your convenience. The research explores social variables such a inter
generational/age, gender, class, eth nicity, race and religion with relation to tourism i n  
the Pakistani community, therefore I will need to  interview you and your family 
individually over a period of time at first and then as a group. I n  order to maintain the 
highest level of confidentiality your names wil l  remain anonymous throughout the 
research process and in the final publ ication of the thesis. As proof of identification, I 
wil l  carry my University of Luton Staff and Student card, which wil l  be produced on all 
visits. 

I would be grateful for your participation in the study because it wil l  make an invaluable 
contribution to tourism research concerning the Pakistani community, addressing the 
need to understand the function and importance of tourism for ethnic minorities. 
Please complete the fonm overleaf and return in the self-addressed envelope as soon 
as possible. In addition, please find enclosed a 'Code of Conduct' that wil l  be adhered 
to throughout the research process. If you have any questions in the meantime please 
do not hesitate to contact me on 01 582 - (office)/07762- (mobile) or email 
nazia.ali@luton.ac.uk. 

Your time and co-operation is very much appreciated . I look forward to your reply, 
Thank you. 

Yours faithfully 

Nazia Ali 

Encl (2) 

Source: Author's own work 
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Append ix 26/b: Mai led Correspondences - Reply form 

llnivPrsil y of Luton 

REPLY FORM 
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RESEARCH INTO TOURISM AND THE PAKISTANI COMMUNITY 

Researcher: Nazia Ali, University of Luton, Luton Business School, 
Tourism anti leisure Research Centre, Park Square, Luton, 
Bedfordshire, LU1 3JU 

PLEASE CIRCLE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 

• I WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIAPTE IN  THE RESEARCH (FILL IN PART B) 

• I DO NOT WANT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE RESEARCH 

Participant: Name 
Address 

Contact Number 

FIRST INTERVIEW AVAILABILITY: 

Date: 

Time: 

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THE FORM. PLEASE RETURN IN THE Sli:LF
STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE PROVIDED. 

Source: Author's own work 
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Appendix 26/c: Mailed Correspondences - Consent form 

THE CONSENT FORM 

1 .  You are participating in a Ph.D.  research thesis investigating the 'role and 
significance of tourism in the Pakistani community in Luton·. The resea rch 
will be conducted through interviews, which wil l last approximately 90 
minutes. Interviews will be conducted with a l l  members of your household, 
with permission, follow - up interviews will be booked by appointment, 
therefore requiring more than one visit to your home. I am a research 
student at the University of Luton Business school based at the Tourism 
and Leisure Research Centre. I am a researcher of ethn ic origin 
(Pakistan i), therefore very familiar with cultural and religious values of the 
community. My research interests cu rrently are race, ethnicity, religion 
culture, identity and exclusion in society. I hold first degree in BA 
Sociology and MA Social Policy in which I completed a project on asylum 
seekers. 

2 .  There are no personal or professional risks involved in participating in the 
research . I wil l carry with me at all times my University of Luton Staff Card 
as proof of identification th roughout the research. Fu rthermore, if you 
would l ike more information please contact the University of Luton 
Business School on 01 582 743122. 

3. Your contribution to the work is of great value and importance because 
currently in the field of tourism there is a gap in research and knowledge 
which needs to be addressed in order to understand tlhe significance of 
tourism in ethnic minority communities e.g . the Pakistani Community. 
Your participation is voluntary and you will not be forced to answer any 
questions that you do not wish to. 

4. You have the right to review your  interview material after completion and 
withdraw from the research process at anytime. 

5. You have the right to remain anonymous th roughout the interview process, 
only initials will be used when typing up data and 'false names' will be 
used in the final report. All i nterviews will be recorded using an audio tape 
recorder and transcribed by me, the researcher. No one will have access 
to any recorded or written interview material .  The interview material 
(recorded and written) wil l always remain in my physical possession and 
secure at all times. The recorded audiotapes will be destroyed on 
acceptance of the Ph.D. thesis, however they can be returned to you upon 
request. 

6. There might be occasions when I will be required to participate in 
conferences or publish articles for academic journals using your 
responses. I will seek your permission before any data is  lo be used in 
publication. 

7 .  When interviewing children under 1 6  in your household permission will be 
sought from the parenUguard ian/carer before the interview commences. 
The interview sheet will be signed by the parent/guardian/carer and he/she 
should be present throughout the interview. 

I have read and agree to the above points. 

• Participant • Sign ______ Date ____ _ 

• Researcher - Sign _____ _ Date ____ _ 

Source: Author's own work [adapted from Bouma, 1 993] 
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Appendix 27: Main Study - Demographic details 

A table showing the demographic deta ils of the informants in the main study sample 

Name* Age/Age Marital Country Schooling First Employment Husband's Year of 
Range Status of Birth Language Status Employment Migration 

Status 

Nasreen 32 Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Unemployed Employed 1 990 

Nauseen 30 Married Pakistan Pakistan Puniabi Unemoloved Employed 1 991  

Jamila 66-70 Married Pakistan Pakistan Puniabi Retired Retired 1 962 

Yasmin 27 Married Pakistan Pakistan Urdu Unemployed Self- 1 992 

Employed 
Sughra 54 Married Pakistan Pakistan Urdu Unemployed Employed 1 96213 

& UK 
Asma 1 6-20 Single England England Punjabi Student N/a Nia 

Saleemah · 36-40 Married England England English Unemploved - Nia 

Shenaz 36-45 Married England England Pahari Employed Self- Nia 

Employed 
Rubina 1 6-20 Single Enaland Enaland Puniabi Student Nia Nia 

Tahirah 26-30 Married England England Punjabi Unemployed Employed Nia 

Mr M 46-50 Married Pakistan Pakistan Urdu Self- Nia 1 967 

Khalid and Employed 
England 

Mrs S 41-45 Married Pakistan Pakistan Urdu  U nemployed Self- 1 979 

Khalid Employed 
Shazia 1 6-20 Single England England Pahari Student Nia Nia 
Khalid 

Mr T Shafi 26-30 Married England England Punjabi Self- Nia Nia 
Employed 

Mrs Z 26-30 Married England England Punjabi Employed Self- Nia 
Shafi (Part-time) Employed 

l rfan Shafi 14  - Enqland Enqland Puniabi - Nia -

Sumaira 1 6  - England England Punjabi - Nia -

Shafi 
Mr J Aziz 46-50 Married Pakistan EnQland Punjabi Employed Nia 1 970 

Mrs P 46-50 Married Pakistan - Punjabi Unemployed Employed 1 975 

Aziz 
Navin 21-25 Single England England English Employed Nia Nia 

Aziz 

Mina Aziz 21 -25 Sinale Enoland Enaland Enalish Employed Nia N/a 

Mrs A 51 -55 Married Pakistan Pakistan Punjabi Employed - 1 964 

Salim and 
Enaland 

Tabassum 1 6-20 Single England England Punjabi Student Nia Nia 

Salim 
Nasir 21 -25 Single England England Punjabi Student Nia Nia 
Salim 

Source: Author's own work 
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Appendix 28: Revised semi-structured interview script 

A revised semi-structured i nterview script used i n  the main fieldwork that has been 
modified following conduct of pi lot study 

! Introduction 

■ Reiterate the aim and objectives of this research study to the informant 

■ I ntroduce interview structure to the interviewee 

■ G ive participant a copy of the interview structure 

■ Read the questions to be discussed to the respondent 

• Address informant's queries (if any) 

• Note interviewer name, start time, date, location 

• Request permission for use of an audio-recorder 

!PART ONE: TOURISM PARTICIPATIONI 

• Understanding Tourism 

1 .  What do you understand by the term 'tourism'? 

2. What does tourism mean to you? 

3. What is the role of tourism in your life? 

4. What is it like being a tourist? 

5. What does a holiday mean to you? 

• Travel Patterns 

1 .  Where do you travel to the most? 

2. Which other countries have you travelled to ? 

3. Where do you travel to the least? 

4. Which destinations do you refuse to travel to? 

(Continued overleaf) 
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5 .  Do you participate in trips arranged by community and/or religious 

centres, sport organisations, school/educational establishments, youth 

centres, and etc? 

• Tourist Motivations 

1 .  What motivates you to travel to a particular destination? 

2.  Where do you 'dream' of travelling to the most? 

3. In what ways, if any can tourism participation contribute to your social 

we/I-being and quality of life? 

4. Does your ethnicity/religion, both, or neither influence your participation 

in tourism? 

• Tourism and Identity 

1 .  Would you/have you visited any destinations where people of shared 

ethnicity/colour are featured in adverts? 

2. Does the tourism industry cater for the needs of a Muslim-Pakistani 

traveller? 

3. How would you describe your holiday experiences in relation to the 

Westem/Britishl'white ' tourist? 

4. Do the younger generation (second/third) follow your (first-generation) 

pattern of tourism participation? (For first-generation interviewees 

only) 

5. Do you the second/third-generation (bom in the UK) follow your parents 

(first-generation) travel patterns? (For second/third-generation 

interviewees only) 

(Continued overleaf) 
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• Barriers to Tourism Participations 

1 .  What barriers (religious, cultural, racial, language, etc) would prevent you 

from participating in tourism? 

2. Has 11 September 2001 affected your travel decisions or journeys? 

IPART TWO: IDENTITYI 

• Roots and Orig ins 

1 .  Which country were you born? 

2. Will you ever return to Pakistan for permanent settlement? (For first

generation Pakistani migrants only) 

3. Will you/have you returned to your parents' ancestral homeland -

Pakistan? (For second/third-generation Pakistanis only) 

4. Where is your 'home' - Pakistan/Britain ,  Pakistan and Britain, Neither? 

5.  How would you define your ethnic origin? 

• Ethn ic Identity 

1 .  Are you a Pakistani? 

2.  What determines your ethnicity? 

3. Are you a Muslim? 

4. What does religion mean to you? 

(Continued overleaf) 
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5. Which do you identify the most with - your ethnicity, religion, culture, 

'race'? 

6. How are the younger generation (second/third) assisted in maintaining 

their bonds with their ethnicity/religion/culture in a British society? 

■ Identity i n  the context ' British' 

1 . Are you British? 

2 .  How do you feel the British society perceives the Pakistani community? 

3. How do you feel the British society perceives the Muslim community? 

4. How do you perceive British society? 

5 . What is the current position of young Pakistanis (or Muslim-Pakistanis) in 

British society? 

6. Are the younger generation (second/third) confronted with an "identity 

crisis"? 

• Racism 

1 . Have you ever been affected by racism? 

2 .  Have you ever experienced racism during your travels? 

• Genera l  (for feedback and reflexive purposes) 

1 .  Are there any other issues you would like to raise regarding tourism, 

identity, etc? 

(Continued overleaf) 
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I Endmatters: 

• Thank informant for h is/her time and participation 

• Arrange a date and time to discuss responses with interviewee 

• Arrange a date and time for a follow-up interview 

• Ask interviewee whether he/she would like a copy of the interview transcript 

■ Note/respond/action any other matters arising 

• Note i nterview end time 

Source: Author's own work 

I 
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Appendix 29 : Main Study - Interview transcription ( I) 

An extract from a semi-structured in terview transcribed from a tape-record ing 

Transcript from a semi-structu red in terview, aud io recorded with Mr  Khal id (MK) 

The interviewee was selected using the e lectoral reg ister for Luton (South Ward) with posta l con tact. MK  received an introduction letter, a reply 
form and a code of conduct. MK contacted me by phone to a rrange a conven ient t ime for the interview. 

lnteNiew divided into two parts - Part 1: Tourism Participation and Part 2: Identity 
Time: 1 1. 00am-2. 00pm 

Location: Mr Kha/id's work place (Office) 

j Interview Theme Mr Khalld/Nazia 

Part 1 :  Tourism 
Participation Nazia 
Tourist Motivations 

Mr Khalid 

(Continued overleaf) 

Interview Notes 

Pakistan is referred to as 
What motivates you to the 'home' land - a home 
travel to Pakistan ? that MK has attempted to 

return to for permanent 
Pakistan is my homeland, settlement - but the fami ly 
that is where I was born , generation d ifferences 
but brought up here . . .  just have made i t  d ifficult to 
the way of life there . . .  you fu lfil the 'myth of return' . 
know. Last t ime I was Myth of return was short
there three years ago I l ived - although an 
tried to settle there but it attempt was made to fulfil 
was very d ifficult with the it. 
fami ly and all that because MK refers very much to 
most of my fami ly is 'you know' when 
here . . .  it is just the love of responding to my 
Pakistan real ly . . .  my questions. 
homeland rea l ly 

Theme/Sub-Theme/Sub
Sub Themes 

Theme: Tourism 
Participation 

Sub-theme: The 
'migration' factor 

Sub-theme: 
Tourist Motivations 

Sub-theme: 
The 'myth of return ' 
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Interview Theme 

Part 1 :  Tourism 
Participation 
Tourist Motivations 

Source: Author's own work 

Mr Khalid/Nazia 

Nazia 

Mr Khalid 

Interview 

What does the homeland 
symbolise to you? 

I t  symbol ises me. . .  real ly, 
yes my background.  I 
mean I have been brought 
up  here ( UK) s ince I was 8 
but wi l l  a lways cal l  myself 
Pakistani  real ly. . .  that is 
where I was born . . .  the 
culture. . .  the way of l ife 
there (Pakistan) I prefer 
that. I have to l ive here 
not out of mv choice. 

Notes 

(Methodolog ical Note) it 
appears MK assumes I 
know what he is talk ing 
about, I am made to be 
'emic' an ins ider - perhaps 
for a non-Pakistan i  
person/researcher th is 
might not have been the 
case. 

The concept ' love' 

Theme/Sub-Theme/Sub
Sub Themes 

i l l ustrates the strong Theme: 
emotion MK has to his Identity 
'home' land. 

The a l l iance with Pakistan 
g ives defi n it ion or meaning 
to the self - " I  think I am a 
Pakistani ,  therefore I am 
Pakistan."  - scenario. 
Although MK migrated at a 
young age to Britain, he 
has retained h is 
'Pakistan iness' -
associated with country of 
birth and country of orig in  
rather than country of 
residence. 

Sub-theme: 
Ethn ic Identity 

Sub-sub-theme: 
Pakistani  
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Appendix 30: Main Study - I nterview transcription ( I I )  

An extract from a semi-structured interview transcribed from field notes where no tape-recorder was used 

Transcript from a semi-structured interview, Asma (from Ghar se Ghar) - no tape recorder used . 

The interviewee was selected from the Ghar se Ghar women's g roup (Friday session) .  The code of conduct form was read to Asma. 

Interview focussed on - Part 1 :  Tourism Participation 

Time: 6. 45pm to 8. 30pm 
Location: Ghar se Ghar 
Interview Theme 

Part 1 :  Tourism 
Participation 

Tourism and Identity 

(Continued overleaf) 

Asma/Nazia 

Nazia 

Asma 

Interview 

Do you, second
generation Pakistanis born 
in the UK follow your 
parents (1st generation) 
tourism patterns? 

Well at the moment; l have 
no choice to go anywhere 
else . . .  I have the choice of 
not going to Pakistan at a l l  
but that wou ld bring 
shame onto my parents 
and family, so I go . . .  then 
if my parents move to 
Pakistan I wi l l  have to visit 

Notes 

For Asma 'choice' is a 
concern - the concept of 
'choice' is complex - yes 
on the one hand she can 
choose not to travel to 
Pakistan ,  but on the other 
hand the decision not to 
choose to travel to 
Pakistan is problematic. 

'The word 'shame' is 
mentioned - 'shame' is 
intertwined with notions of 
' izzat' in the Pakistan i  
community - 'izzat' 
meaning ' honour' - family 
honour - safeguard ing the 

Theme/Sub-Theme/Sub
Sub Themes 

Theme: 
Identity 

Sub-theme: 
The 'myth of return ' 

Sub-sub-theme: 
Duty and Obl igation 
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Interview Theme 

Part 1 :  Tourism 
Participation 

Tourism and Identity 

Source: Author's own work 

Asma/Nazia 

Nazia 

Asma 

Nazia 

Asma 

I nterview 

them . . .  

( Gap - Asma talks about 
her mum's wishes to be 
buried in Pakistan - I need 
to check the response with 
her) 

What do you mean by 
'shame '? 

Being a gori i n it! I f  I don't 
go back they (parents' 
relatives and friends in 
Pakistan) wi l l  th i nk  l am a 
gori - I have no interest i n  
Pakistan ,  I wear  the min i
skirt, go out with goria 

boys . . .  it 's about keeping 
your parents izzat. 

Why is izzat imporlant? 

(Gap - Asma, explains but 
I am only able to write a 
few points - re-ask 
question in next interview) 

Notes 

respect and d ign ity of the 
fami ly name - the 
responsib i l ity of female 
members. By Asma not 
visit ing Pakistan her 
parents friends and 
relatives would outcast her 
- not return ing to Pakistan 
is an ind icator of a lack of 
Pakistan iness? 

Asma mixes her sentences 
with Punjabi words -
(Methodological Note -
Asma speaks in Punjabi -
assuming I understand the 
words used - which I do -
insider moments) .  The 
word gori meaning 
white/Eng l ish g irl is used 
to describe how adopting 
another  culture would 
bring shame and tarnish 
her parents' izzat - izzat is 
a strong word to use ! 

Theme/Sub-Theme/Sub
Sub Themes 

Theme: 
I dentity 

Sub-theme: 
Mu lt iple I dentities 

Sub-sub-themes:  
'old' identities, and 'new' 
identities. 
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Appendix 31 : The pre-research who am I test* 

Who Am i? 

I am . . . 

A l ist of twenty statements of who I am and who I am not 

1 .  Pakistan i  
2. Musl im 
3. British 
4. An ethnic/racial minority 
5. Punjabi and Urdu speaking person 
6. a second-generation Pakistani  born to first-generation Pakistani migrants to 

Brita in 
7. a student 
8. a researcher 
9. a female 
1 0. researching my 'own' community 

Who Am / Not? 

I am not. . .  

1 .  partici pating i n  return visits to Pakistan 
2. born in Pakistan 
3. wearing the traditional dress outside my home 
4. a practicing Musl im 
5 .  wearing the hijab 
6. married 
7. l iving amongst a Pakistani community 
8 .  a 'member' of the Pakistani community in Luton 
9. a migrant 
1 0 . researching my 'own' community 

(Researcher personal research journal entry: 09/04/03) 

*Kuhn and McPartland (1 954) devised the Twenty Statement Test (TST) where the 
subject was g iven twelve minutes to respond to the question 'Who Am I' on a sheet of 
paper contain ing 1 0  numbered blanks for ' I  am' and 1 0  numbered blanks for ' I  am not' . 
Hutn ik ( 1 99 1 )  modified the TST in her research investigating the ethn ic profiles of Asians, 
Afro-Caribbean's and Engl ish people, which I adapted for use in this research study. 
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